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Abstract
This thesis presents the results of experimental investigations to determine the
electron ionization cross-sections of gases used in plasma etching processes. The small
molecules studied include boron trichloride (BCI3 ), nitrous oxide (N2 0), sulphur
hexafluoride (SFe) and acetylene (C2 H2 ). The knowledge of accurate electron ionization
cross-sections is essential for the modelling and optimization of plasmas used in industry
and for the purposes of atmospheric modelling. It is therefore surprising that despite the
widespread industrial use of these small molecules there have been few investigations of
their ionization.

It is the lack of available electron ionization cross-section data that

provides the motivation for the investigations detailed in this thesis.
The formation and dissociation of singly charged (monocations), doubly charged
(dications) and triply charged molecular ions (trications) are studied using pulsed electron
ionization (30-200 eV) coupled with time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry and a twodimensional (2D) ion coincidence technique. The experimental technique and data analysis
procedures adopted allow the contribution to the total ion yield from single and multiple
ionization to be distinguished and quantified.

Such information yields relative partial

ionization cross-sections (PICSs) and also allows relative precursor specific PICSs to be
determined, which quantify the contribution from single, double and triple ionization to the
relative yields of the fragment ions formed following electron-molecule collisions. Relative
precursor specific PICSs therefore provide a more ‘in-depth’ chemical picture of each PICS.
The relative precursor specific PICSs determined, following electron interaction with N2 0 ,
provide clear evidence of energetic ion loss in previous cross-section determinations
detailed in the literature.

In addition, the 2D ion coincidence technique provides

information on the energetics involved in the dissociation of any multiply charged ions
formed. In the case of BCI3 , further insight on the possible dissociation dynamics of BC132+
is reported.
Following the investigations of N2 0 , BCI3 and SF6 , the apparatus was
commissioned to produce absolute partial ionization cross-sections and absolute precursor
specific partial ionization cross-sections from 30-200 eV.

Experimentally, the

commissioning involved the addition of a Spinning Rotor Gauge (SRG) and a new gas inlet
line to the source region. These investigations have extended the data determined for the
electron ionization of N20 and have also enabled the absolute cross-section data for the
electron ionization of C2 H2 to be determined.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
This thesis presents the results of experimental investigations to determine the
electron ionization cross-sections of gases used in plasma etching processes. In this
work, the emphasis is placed on quantifying the contribution from single, double and
triple ionization to the total ion yield.
Electron ionization of molecules occurs within many environments including
plasmas and planetary atmospheres. 1,2

Knowledge of the electron ionization cross-

sections, including partial ionization cross-sections (PICSs), is essential when trying to
understand the electron induced processes occurring in such environments.

PICSs

provide information on the identity and abundance of the different charged species
formed in ionizing electron-molecule collisions. The production of accurate PICSs is
therefore vital for the modelling and optimization of plasmas used in industry and for
the purposes of atmospheric modelling.
As mentioned above, PICSs are important as they provide information on the
identity and abundance of the different charged species formed in ionizing electronmolecule collisions. To identify the products formed following ionization events a mass
spectrometer is required.

In using a mass spectrometer to produce accurate PICS

measurements the apparatus must be able to detect all ions, regardless of their mass or
initial kinetic energy, with equal efficiency.

Some earlier experiments used to

determine PICSs did not efficiently detect energetic fragment ions formed by
dissociative multiple ionization. 3 ' 6

It has therefore been widely recognised that the

reliability of some earlier PICS determinations is questionable. 7 ,8

Indeed, the

contribution to the total ion yield from multiple ionization was then thought to be of
little importance and was thus often recognised but ignored. 2 Recent studies of the
electron ionization cross-sections of small molecules have shown that dissociative
multiple ionization can contribute significantly to fragment ion yields. 4 ,9 ' 11

For

example, following electron ionization of the chlorine molecule, at electron energies
above 50 eV, the yield of fragment ions from multiple ionization is comparable with the
yield of fragment ions from single ionization. 9

7

Specifically, at 100 eV dissociative
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multiple ionization represented 26% of the total fragment ion yield following electron
ionization of chlorine. Therefore, to obtain accurate PICS data, the contribution from
energetic

fragment ions

cannot be neglected.

Consequently,

earlier PICS

determinations produced using experimental apparatus where the problem of inefficient
energetic ion detection was not addressed, often underestimated the true PICS for
fragment ions. Appreciation of the shortcomings of previous work has led to renewed
1 /j _ 't f .

activity in the area of PICS determinations over the last decade. "

However, in spite

of this increased interest, there still remain significant gaps in the availability of
accurate electron ionization cross-sections, even for small molecules.

Indeed, even

where there are several PICS data sets determined for certain molecules, the agreement
between these data sets often varies and, in some cases, all data sets for the same
molecule disagree.
With the continued growth in the semiconductor and related industries, the
demand for accurate electron ionization cross-sections for a large variety of gases used
in the feed gas mixtures for plasma etching applications continues to increase. 2 ,1 7 ' 19 A
recent report from the National Research Council addressing the ‘Database Needs for
Modeling and Simulation of Plasma Processing’ , 2 0 highlights the lack of reliable PICSs
for molecules such as N 2 O.

It is the lack of reliable and available PICSs for the

ionization of many molecules used in technologically important plasmas, and those
molecules abundant in planetary atmospheres, that provide the clear motivation for the
investigations discussed in this thesis. This thesis details the determination of relative
PICSs for the formation of fragment ions following electron ionization of nitrous oxide
(N2 O), boron trichloride (BCI3) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6 ). PICSs are determined
by simultaneously recording mass and two-dimensional (2D) ion-ion coincidence
spectra, as a function of ionizing electron energy from 30-200 eV. The data analysis
procedure adopted in this thesis allows the contribution to the total ion yield from single
and multiple ionization to be distinguished and quantified.

Specifically, the

contribution from single, double and triple ionization, to the relative yields of the
fragment ions formed following electron-molecule collisions is determined.
cross-sections are termed precursor specific PICSs.

These

The ability to determine the

individual components of the PICS for the formation of a particular fragment ion
provides a more in-depth chemical picture of each PICS.
The shape of the ion pair peaks produced from the data recorded by the 2D ionion coincidence technique can also be interpreted to yield an estimate of the kinetic

8
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energy released upon fragmentation of the multiply charged ion. Such kinetic energy
releases (KER) can be used to estimate the energy of the electronic state of the multiply
charged ion that dissociated to yield the fragments of interest. Where comparison is
i

available, KER estimates produced in this way generally agree well with values
produced by photoionization coincidence techniques, 21 and more sophisticated methods,
such as Doppler-free KER (DFKER) spectroscopy2 2 ,2 3 and threshold photoelectrons
coincidence (TPEsCO) spectroscopy 2 4 ,2 5
The development of quantitative theoretical descriptions of the chemistry
occurring in environments such as plasmas and planetary atmospheres generally
requires absolute electron ionization cross-section data. It is therefore useful to be able
to provide a complete set of electron ionization cross-sections on an absolute scale from
a single laboratory. One of the aims of this thesis was to enable the determination of
absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs, as opposed to relative ionization
cross-sections. To obtain absolute electron ionization cross-sections it was necessary to
modify the experimental apparatus, these modifications are detailed in Chapter 2.
Following this apparatus modification, absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific
PICSs for the fragment ions formed following electron ionization of N 2 O and C2 H2
were determined, and are discussed in Chapter 7.
This thesis uses a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, coupled with a 2D ionion coincidence technique to investigate the electron ionization of N 2 O, BCI3 , SF6 and
C2 H2 from 30-200 eV. This experimental technique enables the single product ions,
pairs of product ions or three product ions formed following ionization of the individual
target molecules to be detected, identified and quantified. The experimental apparatus
and methodology are described in Chapter 2.

The procedures used to analyse the

experimental data are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The remainder of this thesis
(Chapters 4-7) presents the results of the experimental work, and a discussion of the
results for each target molecule.

However, to put the results and conclusions of

Chapters 4-7 into context, a brief introduction detailing some of the ionization methods
used to form positive ions and the different types of ion produced following electron
ionization, are presented.

The various types of electron ionization cross-sections

determined in this thesis, together with the relevant terminology, are then discussed,
with an additional comment on two commonly used theoretical methods for calculating
the electron ionization cross-section. Other experimental techniques used to detect and
identify ions formed following ionization are then briefly presented.

9
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1.2 Laboratory techniques for forming positive ions for mass
spectrometry
The four main ionization techniques used, together with mass spectrometry, to
produce ionized media are briefly discussed below. Electron ionization is the ionization
method used in this study and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.2.1 Electron ionization
Electron ionization generally involves the formation of ions following collisions
between electrons and neutral gas species.

Electrons are usually produced via

thermionic emission from a filament with subsequent acceleration. Electron energies
from 30-200 eV were used to ionize the molecules studied in this thesis. Electron
ionization is a long standing, well proven method of ion formation and is still widely
(\ 9 6 on

used in many current experiments investigating ion formation and fragmentation. ’ ’

If the energy of an electron beam colliding with a gas phase target molecule is
greater than a critical value, termed the ionization energy, some target species,
depending on the corresponding cross-section, will be ionized. The majority of ions
formed by electron ionization are singly charged parent ions, shown in Reaction (1.1),
and singly charged fragment ions formed from dissociative single ionization, shown in
Reaction (l.II ) . 28
XY + e' —> XY+ + 2e'

(1.1),

XY + e' —>X+ + Y + 2e'

(1.IQ.

The Wannier law describes the relationship between the cross-section aion for
forming an ion via single ionization to the amount E by which the energy of the system
exceeds the ionization energy of the species. The Wannier law is expressed below : 29

The electron ionization cross-section for the single ionization process ai0n, therefore
depends on the amount E by which the energy of the system exceeds the ionization
energy of the species. The Wannier law is a threshold law, as it only applies when E is
small. 2 8 ,2 9 It should be noted that Eq. (1.1) is only applicable to the formation of ground
state ions in the lowest lying ionic state.
As the ionizing electron energy is increased above the threshold value, there is
an initial increase in the number and variety of ions produced, due principally to
dissociative ionization channels and to a lesser extent multiple ionization. Wannier also

10
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considered multiple electron ionization processes, defined in Reaction (l.m ), where
N>3 and N represents the resulting number of electrons following multiple ionization. 28
XY + e'->XY(i'M)+ + ei + ....+ ew

t

(l.m).

Wannier proposed that without the inclusion of long-range interactions the cross-section
of a double electron ionization process is approximately proportional to E2. While this
may be true for just near threshold, at high electron energies direct ionization processes
are not the main means of multiple ionization.

Experimental electron ionization cross-

sections for the formation of multiply charged ions generally rise from zero at threshold
to a maximum at electron energies of one to a few hundred electronvolts.

The

convenience of electron generation and subsequent formation of multiply and singly
charged ions must be balanced against the lack of information regarding the energy
transferred to the target molecule upon ionization, and thus the distribution of internal
energies with which they are formed. 30
Over the past 30 years there have been numerous investigations of the single
ionization of atoms and molecules following electron ionization. These investigations
include (e, 2e) experiments, which involve the electron ionization of neutral targets in
which the kinematics in the final state are completely determined (energies, momenta,
angles and the coincident detection of all outgoing electrons) to yield (e, 2e) triply
differential cross-sections.

-31

Such measurements have provided an increased

understanding of the ionization mechanism and of the momentum distributions for
outgoing electrons. ’

As a result of these investigations (and numerous others) a large

amount of information about the single ionization mechanisms such as direct ionization
and autoionization is now known.

A

However, investigations of the electron double

ionization processes are more limited, due principally to the smaller ionization crosssections.

However, there are now detailed investigations of the electron double

ionization of the rare gases that completely determine the kinematics.

These

experiments use triple coincidence techniques, and are termed (e, 3e) experiments. 34,35
The (e, 3e) experiments simultaneously analyse the three outgoing electrons from the
double ionization process in both direction and energy and are detected in coincidence.
The angular distributions in initial (e, 3e) experiments on argon were consistent with a
two-step model for the double ionization3 4 and further (e, 3e) experiments, using a
lower collision energy, have again shown the importance of such a mechanism in
double ionization. 3 6 ,3 7

11
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1.2.2 Photoionization
The increasing availability of synchrotron radiation sources and improving laser
technology means that photoionization is now a commonly used method of ionization.
Photoionization involves the interaction of a photon, of known energy, emitted by a
discharge lamp, synchrotron radiation source or laser, with a neutral target species, as
shown in Reaction (1.IV) . 3 8 ,3 9 ,4 0
XY + h v—> XY* + e'

(1.IV).

The advantage of photoionization, in comparison with electron ionization, is that
the energy of the incident photon is, in principle, known. This means that the energy
transfer to the target molecule upon ionization is also known. 39
The near threshold region is defined as being too low for any inner-shell
excitations or ejections. 3 0 In 1948, Wigner41 discussed the behaviour of cross-sections
near threshold, with the aim of improving the knowledge of how the product yield
approaches zero with decreasing energy. Wigner’s threshold laws therefore describe the
behaviour of cross-sections (as a function of energy) near threshold, specifically for the
two-particle break up under different kinds of interaction potentials (no interaction,
short and long-range Coulomb forces).
photoionization of molecules.

This formalism is often applied to the

Following the work of Wigner, in 1953 Wannier29

derived a threshold law in the form of a power law, shown in Eq. (1.1). The Wannier
threshold law, discussed earlier for electron ionization, can also be applied to the double
photoionization process shown in Reaction (l.V ) , 2 8 ,2 9 where direct two electron ejection
is assumed.
XY + h v-* XY2+ + 2e"

(l.V).

A technique developed specifically to study double photoionization, namely
photoelectron-photoelectron coincidence (PEPECO), enables both electron energies to
be analysed.

Using the PEPECO technique a major fraction of the double

photoionization of ordinary molecules, at low energy, is shown to be indirect (a process
other than simultaneous ejection of two electrons) . 3 0 The indirect process first forms a
superexcited singly charged ion which then autoionizes to the doubly charged final
product. This means that doubly charged ions can also be formed outside the FranckCondon zone due to the two-step nature of the transition.

12
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1.2.3 Chemical Ionization
In chemical ionization (Cl), for example employed in mass spectrometry
(CIMS), Cl is the result of the reaction between sample molecules and reagent ions.
The reagent ions are generally formed from a reagent gas by electron ionization and
subsequent ion-molecule reactions. Commonly used reagent gases include methane,
isobutane and ammonia. For example, in methane Cl the reagent ion is CH5 +, which
arises from the following sequence:
CH4 + e -> CH/* + 2 e~

CH4+- + CH4-> c h 5+ + c h 3

(l.VI),

( i .vn).

In order to achieve high efficiency in the formation of the reagent ion a high
pressure of reagent gas is generally used. The CHs+ reagent ion then reacts by proton
transfer with the sample molecules X (of sufficiently high proton affinity), shown in
Reaction (l.VHI). However, Cl may also involve charge exchange, electron capture or
adduct formation.
CH5+ + X —»MKT + CH4

(l.v m ).

Two distinct advantages of Cl over electron ionization are firstly its specificity,
in being able to select a reagent gas for the system and secondly that Cl is a softer
ionization technique. Cl is therefore used primarily to enhance the abundance of the
molecular ion. For this reason Cl and electron ionization techniques are often used to
complement each other.

1.2.4 Collisional Ionization
Collisional ionization involves the formation of ions following collisions
between neutrals and high-energy ions. The discussion presented in this thesis will
focus only on the formation of doubly charged ions (dications) via collisional
ionization. The collision results in ionization of the projectile ion or the neutral target. 30
A singly charged projectile cation X+, possessing several kiloelectronvolts (keV) of
kinetic energy, is collided with a target gas Y. The projectile X+ is ionized via charge
stripping (CS), shown in Reaction (l.IX ) . 4 2
X+ + Y - > X 2+ + Y + e'

(l.IX).

The energy required to ionize the projectile is taken from the kinetic energy of the
projectile cation itself.

A velocity measurement of the product dication X2+ then

enables the double ionization energy of the projectile to be determined. 3 9 To a first
approximation this represents the ionization energy required to proceed with a vertical

13
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transition from the geometry of the singly charged cation. Ionization of the neutral
target species can also occur by charge transfer, shown in Reaction. (l.X ) . 38
X+ + Y -> X ' + Y2+

(1.X).

The cross-sections for this type of reaction are small, but such charge transfer
experiments are especially useful in measuring spectra of dications that do not exist as
stable species. The double ionization energy of Y can be deduced if the product anions
X' are detected within a small angle of the original projectile direction, using the
observed change in velocity of X . 4 3 -4 5 Provided that the transition from projectile cation
to product anion is well understood, information about the electronic states of the
dication of interest can be determined.

1.3 Productions
Following electron ionization of the target molecules, many different product ions
are formed. In this thesis the product ions formed following ionization are singly and
doubly charged. It should be noted that no triply charged ions were directly observed.
By simultaneously recording mass and coincidence spectra, the monocations and
dications formed via dissociative multiple ionization are distinguished from those
monocations and dications formed ‘directly’ via single and double ionization.

The

following sections briefly discuss the different types of ion formed following an
electron-molecule collision, and how the distinction is made between ions formed by
dissociative and non-dissociative ionization.

1.3.1 Parent and fragment ions
Single ionization of a neutral gas phase target molecule involves a transition
between two well-defined electronic states of the molecule and the molecular ion. This
results in the removal of an electron from the neutral molecule to form a singly charged
ion. Vibrational and rotational excitation also accompany this transition, however, the
energy transferred into vibration and rotation excitation is usually significantly smaller
than the energy transfer during electronic excitation.

The Franck-Condon principle

states that during ionization there is no change in molecular geometry, as the nuclei
remain stationary during the fast excitation. The transition from the ground electronic
state to the electronic state of the molecular ion is therefore vertical, and is shown in
Figure 1.1. The Franck-Condon principle is discussed here for diatomic molecules but
it is of course also true for polyatomic molecules.

14
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Upon ionization, different fragmentation channels may be accessed, depending
on the relative shape of the neutral and cationic potential energy curves of the chosen
system and the ionizing electron energy. In general, but not exclusively, following
electron ionization of the target gas species, parent monocation formation is dominant at
all ionizing electron energies, shown in Reaction (l.XI). Figure 1.1 (a) illustrates parent
monocation formation XY+ on a bound surface.
XY + e' —» XY+ + 2e‘

XY

(l.XI).

XY

CD
a
w

X ++ Y

• rH

aD
+<-»
o
eu

►

r(X-Y)

Figure 1.1: Schematic potential energy curves for the single ionization of the
molecule XY, (a) forming the parent monocation XY+ on a bound
surface, (b) formation of the XY+ parent monocation at an energy
above its dissociation limit, and thus the XY+ parent monocation
dissociates to form a singly charged fragment ion and neutral.
In some cases, the relative shape of the monocation and neutral potential energy curves
mean that the bound region of the cationic state cannot be accessed via a vertical
transition from the ground electronic state of the neutral molecule. If no bound region
can be accessed, the parent monocation rapidly fragments to form a singly charged ion
and a neutral product, X* + Y, as shown in Reaction (l.XH) and in Figure 1.1 (b). The
X+ monocation is termed a fragment ion.
15
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(l.XH).

XY + e' -» XY* + 2e' —» X* + Y

Of course, the cationic state accessed via a vertical transition may be a repulsive state,
and therefore the parent monocation will dissociate immediately. However, for the
experiments detailed in this thesis, fragment ion formation will not only proceed via the
ground state, as using ionizing electron energies of 30-200 eV ions are produced in a
wide range of highly excited vibrational and electronic energy levels, as shown in
Reaction (l.XHI).
(l.XIII).

XY + e' —» XY** + 2e -> X* + Y

It is therefore likely that the many fragment ions will be formed by direct dissociation
via predissociation. Herzberg4 6 classified predissociations into three ideal cases where
the electronic, vibrational and rotational energy levels overlap. Here, the electronic
predissociation and internal conversion with vibrational predissociation will be briefly
discussed.

Electronic predissociation occurs when two excited electronic states

(potential energy curves) of a particular molecular ion intersect; one bound excited state
and the other a repulsive excited state. When a dissociative state crosses a bound state,
monocations excited to vibrational levels near the crossing may dissociate.

The

transition to a dissociative curve is non-radiative (no energy is absorbed or emitted).

XY"

X"+Y

X+Y*

r (X -Y )

Figure 1.2: A schematic diagram showing how predissociation via curve crossing
to dissociative potentials provides a common dissociation mechanism.
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In the case of polyatomics, the multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces are
complex, and the resulting polyatomic ion can undergo internal transitions leading to
subsequent unimolecular decomposition. 2 Therefore, for polyatomic ions a statistical
approach is required to predict the fragmentation of molecular ions in excited states.
The two essentially identical statistical theories used are the quasi-equilibrium theory
(QET) 4 7 and the Rice, Ramsperger, Kassel and Marcus (RRKM) theory. 4 8

These

theories state that ions in excited electronic states relax rapidly by conversion of their
electronic excitation energy into vibrational energy (internal conversion) of the
molecular ion in its electronic ground state. The internal energy in the excited ion is
statistically distributed via transitions into the electronic ground state before
fragmentation by vibrational predissociation. The RRKM/QET equation yields the rate
constant for a molecule at a given energy.

A further description of statistical

RRKM/QET theory calculations in mass spectrometry is given by Baer et a / . 4 9 ,5 0
In general the relative abundance of any fragment ion is related to its rate of
formation and its rate of dissociation by unimolecular decomposition.

Hence, a mass

spectrum is a record in time of the position of this ‘quasi-equilibrium’ of those rates and
thus the respective PICSs of the fragment ions will depend on the time after formation
of the parent ion. 2

The RRKM/QET statistical theories can therefore be used to

calculate a mass spectrum by determining the rate coefficients of formation and
dissociation of the fragment ions. 51
Following electron ionization, the majority of ions formed are monocations,
either parent or fragment ions. However, at ionizing electron energies above the double
ionization energy of the target gas molecule, many fragment monocations are formed
via dissociative multiple ionization. The following section discusses the observation of
multiply charged ions, and the method by which monocations formed via dissociative
multiple ionization are differentiated from monocations formed via single ionization.
The stability of molecular dications is then examined in terms of the lifetimes of the
dication electronic states.

13.1.1 Multiply charged ions
At ionizing electron energies above the double ionization threshold, molecular
doubly charged ions, termed dications, are observed in low abundance in the mass
spectra of each target molecule studied in this thesis. The reason for their observed low
abundance, even at ionizing electron energies of
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ionization cross-section (ICS) for the formation of long-lived dications. In fact, the
majority of molecular dications are unstable and rapidly dissociate to yield a pair of
singly charged ions, as shown in Reaction (l.XIV).
XY 2 t - » X t + Y+

(l.XTV).

Specifically, the majority of dication electronic states are thermodynamically unstable,
as they lie at energies above the asymptote for charge-separating dissociation, shown in
Figure 1.3 (b) . 21 ‘Unstable’ molecular dications generally have lifetimes of less than a
nanosecond, precluding the detection of such species prior to their dissociation in
conventional mass spectrometric experiments.

Therefore, in conventional mass

spectrometric experiments, the singly charged ions formed as an ion pair following
dissociative double ionization will be indistinguishable from those singly charged ions
formed via single ionization. However, the TOF mass spectrometer used in this thesis
is coupled with a 2D ion-ion coincidence technique, enabling such ion pairs to be
detected in coincidence.

This 2D ion-ion coincidence technique is similar to the

photoelectron photoion-photoion coincidence technique (PEPIPICO), pioneered by
Eland and co-workers in the 1980s,52 but uses electron ionization. Unlike PEPIPICO,
which is a three-particle coincidence technique, the ion-ion coincidence technique used
in this thesis records only the ion pair arrival times. These ion arrival times are stored
individually as a list, for off-line inspection, and subsequent data processing following
completion of the experiment. From this list of arrival times a 2D mass spectrum,
termed pairs spectrum, is generated from the multiple ion arrival data by construction of
a 2D histogram of the ion flight-times of both ions. The ion pair peaks formed in the
pairs spectra also yield information regarding the fragmentation mechanism involved in
the dissociation reaction forming each ion pair. 53 Indeed, the PEPIPICO technique has
elucidated the dynamics of three-body dissociation reactions for many dications from
molecules such as OCS, CH3 I and SF6 . 5 2 ’5 4 '5 6 Owing to the mutual repulsion between
these fragment cations, upon dicationic dissociation, a kinetic energy release (KER) of
typically more than 5 eV may occur. 21 By examining particular ion pair peaks in the
coincidence spectra, the ion arrival data can be manipulated and subsequently modelled
to provide an estimate of the kinetic energy released in such dissociations.

KER

determinations are further detailed in Chapter 3 and results are presented in Chapter 4.
Triply charged molecular ions, termed trications, were not directly observed in
the TOF mass spectra presented in this thesis. This is perhaps not surprising given the
stronger Coulomb repulsion between three like charges, together with the fact that the
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cross-section for formation of such ions is smaller than the double ionization crosssection.

As discussed for dications, the majority of trication electronic states are

thermodynamically unstable, and thus the ions do not survive on the timescale
necessary for detection in a mass spectrometer. In fact, most molecular trications have
lifetimes in the sub-nanosecond region. However, trications including diatomic rare gas
clusters, 5 7 ' 5 9 diatomic fluorides, 60,61 other diatomics6 2 ,6 3 and small polyatomics5 7 ,6 3 ,6 4
have been observed using different experimental techniques, and are predicted using
various theoretical techniques. Indeed, CS3+, CS2 3+, COS3+, Cl2 3+ and SC>2 3+ trications
have been observed in low abundance in mass spectrometric experiments. 9 ,6 3 ' 65 Despite
the observation of such ions, described above, the majority of molecular trications are
unstable and rapidly dissociate.

If two ions are formed following a tricationic

dissociation event, an ion pair consisting of a dication and monocation is observed in
the pairs spectra, as shown in Reaction (l.XV). Such ion pairs were observed in the
pairs spectra following electron ionization of N 2 O and SF6 .
XYZ3+ -> X2+ + YZ+

(l.XV).

In addition to the collection of two ion arrival times, the data collection electronics were
set to record three ion arrival times following each start signal from the pulse generator.
The ability to collect ion triples creates an ion-ion-ion coincidence experiment, enabling
three fragment ions formed following a tricationic dissociation event to be detected, see
Reaction (l.XVI).
XYZ3+

X* + Y* + Z*

(1 .XVI).

Such events are termed triples, and triples data were recorded following the electron
ionization of N 2 O and SF6 . In fact, the coincidence studies conducted in this thesis on
triatomic trication dissociation determined that complete charge-separation to three
monocations appears to have the largest probability. 66
The experimental and data analysis techniques used in this thesis allows these
singly and doubly charged ions formed via dissociative multiple ionization to be
distinguished from the singly and doubly charged ions formed via non-dissociative
single and double ionization.

Such data enables precursor specific PICSs to be

quantified.

1.3.1.1.1 Stability of multiply charged ions
To understand why the majority of electronic states of molecular dications and
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trications immediately dissociate, it is useful to look at the energy of the electronic
states with respect to the asymptote for charge-separation. The following discussion is
exclusively presented for dications, but is also applicable to trications.

The

thermodynamic stability of multiply charged ions with respect to the asymptotes of the
corresponding charge-separated fragments, X+ + Y* for a diatomic dication (or X2+ + Y*
for a diatomic trication) are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.3. With reference to
Figure 1.3, some electronic states of a dication can be (a) thermodynamically unstable,
(b) thermodynamically stable or (c) metastable.

(a) Unstable
X 2+ + Y

s
X

8?

CD

a
W

(b) Stable

«T
—
4

a

CD

o

Pl,

X + +Y "

r(X- Y)

Figure 1.3: A schematic diagram of the diabatic potential energy curves for a
diatomic molecular dication: leading to (a) thermodynamically unstable
states, (b) thermodynamically stable states and (c) metastable states of
the dication. 38
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When presented with a doubly charged molecular ion (dication), one may expect
such species to be extremely short-lived, due to the Coulomb repulsion between the two
positive charges. Indeed, a large number of the electronic states of molecular dications
do rapidly fragment to produce a pair of monocations. ’

Figure 1.3 (a) illustrates the

case where the energy of the monocation fragments X+ + Y+ is lower than the energy of
XY2+ and thus the dication is thermodynamically unstable. Although the majority of
dication electronic states lie above the charge separating dissociation asymptote, there
are some ‘thermodynamically stable’ dications, for which the bound XY2+ state is lower
in energy than the lowest asymptotes X+ + Y* and X2+ + Y, see Figure 1.3 (b) . 3 8 Recent
interest in small thermodynamically stable dications such as XeHe2+, KrHe2+, A1F2+ and
FeNH2+ has arisen, as it is believed that these may provide an insight into the nature of
chemical bonding in the presence of multiple charges. 38
Despite being thermodynamically unstable with respect to charge-separation,
many molecular dications, such as C 02+, were first observed and identified using
/T O

conventional mass spectrometric experiments.

Indeed, dications are observed in the

mass spectra presented in this thesis. Such ions must survive for at least a microsecond
to be detected in mass spectrometric experiments. Therefore, not all dication electronic
states dissociate rapidly, despite being thermodynamically unstable with respect to
charge-separation. 6 9 These dication electronic states have a barrier to charge-separation,
as shown in Figure 1.3 (c) . 6 6 Such a barrier is illustrated schematically for a diatomic
dication in Figure 1.4 and confers kinetic stability on the dication electronic state.
These ‘long-lived’ dication electronic are termed ‘metastable’. Metastable dication
electronic states have lifetimes of at least the order of microseconds. The lifetime of
such a metastable electronic state of a dication is dependent on the height and width of
the barrier to charge-separation. 6 9 ' 71 In several cases, the potential well of the dication
is relatively deep and thus can support several bound vibrational levels.

The 0 2

2+

dication possesses a relatively deep potential well, and its potential energy curves are
presented inset in Figure 1.4 (a).

In an idealised, collision-free environment, the

lifetimes of metastable dications should vary significantly depending on the degree of
vibrational excitation. High-lying vibrational levels can more easily tunnel through the
barrier to charge-separating dissociation, and will therefore have significantly shorter
lifetimes than low-lying vibrational levels, which are effectively trapped behind the
barrier. Recent storage ring experiments have determined that dications in low-lying
vibrational states can live for longer than one second. 69,71 In fact, the potential energy
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surface of the metastable states varies approximately as r 1 at large r. Therefore, the
barrier to charge-separation becomes very wide as the vibrational excitation of the
dication decreases, 67 which rapidly increases the tunnelling lifetime of such low-lying
vibrational levels .7 2

It therefore appears that predissociation via curve crossings to

repulsive electronic states, as shown in Figure 1.4, actually provide a common decay
mechanism for the low-lying vibrational states of molecular dications. 7 3 '75
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Figure 1.4: Schematic potential energy curves for a diatomic molecular
dication. The inset diagram (a) shows the potential energy
diagram for

0

22+, illustrating the relatively deep potential well

of the 0 22+ dication that supports many vibrational levels, taken
from Larsson et aI16 and Hall et al.71
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There are currently two rationales proposed to explain the existence of the
metastable dication states. The first proposal suggests these metastable states arise from
an avoided crossing between two diabatic electronic states of the dication.

•

2+

G
+O
->
O
CL,

r(X-Y)
Figure 1.5: A schematic diagram illustrating how metastable dication states
can arise from the avoided crossing of the potential energy
curves of the dication leading to charge-separating dissociation
and neutral loss.
These electronic states converge at large intemuclear distances to the purely repulsive
charge-separation potential energy curve (X+ + Y+) and the neutral loss potential energy
curve (X2+ + Y), shown schematically in Figure 1.5. An avoided crossing occurs when
two electronic states of the same symmetry do not actually cross, due to the repulsion
between them, but would cross if there were no perturbation. Such an avoided crossing
may give rise to a potential well, whose depth and width allow the existence of
metastable dication states. 6 6 ,7 8
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The second rationale for the existence of metastable dication states was
proposed following theoretical investigations of the electronic structure of F22+. O’Neil
and co-workers

70

found that the potential energy curves of this dication could be

reproduced by the addition of the Coulomb repulsion potential to the potential energy
curves of the isoelectric neutral, 0 2 . 7 9 From this proposal, it followed that dication
states could be pictured as arising from the combination of the chemical binding
potential of the neutral isoelectronic molecule and the Coulomb repulsion of the
constituent ion pair.

79

Therefore, metastable dication states will exist when the strength

of the chemical bond is sufficient to overcome the repulsion between the two positive
charges. However, this ‘additive’ interpretation is not suitable for some heteronuclear
diatomic dications, such as HC12+, because at small intemuclear distances both positive
charges reside on one of the atoms. 7 2
In recent years, following increased experimental8 0 ' 8 2 and theoretical8 3 ' 87 efforts
to address the fundamental questions regarding the structure, stability and the bonding
of small molecular dications, our understanding of the properties of molecular dications
continues to develop.

1.4 Electron Ionization Cross-Sections
In an ongoing effort to understand the electron ionization processes and develop
models of the chemistry occurring in technologically important plasmas and planetary
atmospheres, reliable electron ionization cross-sections are required. Any ionization
cross-section can be expressed mathematically using a variation of the Beer-Lambert
law:

1 = 1^

( 1.2 ),

where I is the electron flux after passing through the target gas, I0 is the initial electron
flux, n is the number density of the gas, / is the electron pathlength and a is the crosssection. Experimental determinations of the electron ionization cross-section usually
involve an experimental arrangement similar to that shown in Figure 1.6, which is
discussed in the following section.
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Figure 1.6: A schematic diagram of an electron ionization experiment.2
The following sections also detail the various types of cross-section determined
in this thesis and the terminology used.

1.4.1 Total ionization cross-section
As discussed in Section 1.2.1, electron ionization of a polyatomic target gas
results in the production of ions, neutrals and ejected electrons.

A measure of the

probability of producing positive charge, regardless of identity, is the total ionization
cross-section2 (ICS), a t. The total ICS is therefore a sum of the single (a+), double
(a2+), triple (o3+) and higher level ionization cross-sections, as shown in Eq. (1.3).
a t = a + + a2+ + a 3+ + ...

(1.3).

For the majority of molecules the single ionization cross-section will be significantly
larger than the multiple electron ionization cross-sections.
The total electron ICS can therefore be defined by expressing the number of
ionization events forming positive charge /charge (total positive ion flux), as being equal
to/o-/.
/charge = /o-/

(1*4).

The general definition for an ICS given in Eq. (1.2) can then be defined in terms of the
total ICS for formation of positive charge:

Chapter 1: Introduction

Of course, nlot is small, and thus an expression for the number of ionizing events
forming a positive charge is produced and shown below in Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7).
/charge = /(/l/Ot
^

_

- ),

(1 6

^charge

(F 7 ).

I0nl
Consequently, themeasurement of the total ICS for agaseous sample

requires the

determination of fourquantities, the total positive ionflux, the initialelectron flux, the
number density of the gas and the electron pathlength, as defined in Eq. (1.7). A brief
description of the principles involved in the measurements of these four quantities is
given using the ‘classic’ apparatus of Tate and co-workers,
Figure 1.7.

illustrated schematically in

In fact, such apparatus is still used to determine a t with only slight

modifications.

Collimator
p,

>
Cathode
Faraday cage

Condenser plates

Figure 1.7: A schematic diagram of the apparatus used by Tate and Smith8
and similar to the apparatus used by Rapp et al 89
Electrons emerge from a cathode and pass through a collimator and receive acceleration
where they enter the gas filled collision chamber. An electric field is applied across the
condenser plates, so that the positive ions can be collected at Pi and the total positive
ion flux, /charge, can be determined. An axial magnetic field prevents any electron beam
deflection and suppresses secondary electron emission from Pi. The electron beam is
then trapped in the Faraday cage, so the electron flux,

Io,

can be determined. The

pathlength, /, is the length of Pi following in the electron beam direction. Finally, the
number density, n, is evaluated using the gas pressure and temperature of the collision
chamber.
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Total electron ICSs are not directly determined in this thesis. The primary aim of
this thesis is to provide cross-section data that could aid in the modelling of electron
ionizatipn processes in plasmas and planetary atmospheres. It is therefore vital that the
identity of the species formed following electron ionization is determined. Where the
identity of the product ion is determined, the ICS for the formation of the particular ion
is termed the partial ionization cross-section (PICS).

1.4.2 Partial ionization cross-sections
As described above, PICSs provide information on the identity and abundance of
different charged species formed following electron ionization.

Hence, the

determination of PICSs is more challenging than the determination of total ICSs, as to
identify all the product ions formed following electron ionization a mass spectrometer is
required.
If we consider electron ionization of a polyatomic molecule XY2, there are a
number of different ions that may be formed, for example X+, Y+, XY22+, XY+, XY2+.
The probability of forming an individual ion is quantified by the PICS. 2 The PICS for
the formation of each fragment ion is expressed as a[ion]. The sum of the PICS for
each ion formed following ionization is therefore equivalent to the total ICS, as shown
below in Eq. (1.8):
g [X *]

+ g [Y *] + g [ X Y 22+] + g [ X Y +] + g [ X Y 2+] = Gt

( 1. 8 ).

The total ICS for each small molecule studied in this thesis could be determined by
summing the PICS for the formation of each detected fragment ion.
By expressing the number of particular ionization events / even t s , as being equal to
I0 -I, the ionization cross-section definition given in Eq. (1.2), can be defined in terms of
the PICS for that particular ionization event op:
(1.9),

E v e n ts — 7 q - /

( 1. 10).

e v e n ts

As nlGp is small, an expression for the number of ionizing events is produced and shown
in Eq. (1.11).
( 1. 11).

e v e n ts

From Eq. (1.11), the number of ionization events, and thus the intensity of the peaks in
the mass spectrum, is directly related to the absolute PICS for the production of a
specific ion. Determination of the absolute PICS for a given ion is therefore more
challenging than total ICS determination, as together with the parameters 70, n and /, the
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number of ionizing events forming each detected ion must also be accurately
determined.12,90
When determining accurate PICSs, it is essential to ensure that the experimental
apparatus is capable of complete collection of all the fragment ions. As discussed in
Section 1.1, it has recently become apparent that earlier experimental investigations of
PICSs, involving quadrupoles or magnetic sector instruments, were often not capable of
efficiently detecting the energetic fragment ions formed by dissociative multiple
ionization, as shown in Reaction (l.XVII).
XY2.+ e' - 4 XY22+ + 3e‘

XY+ + Y+ + 3e

(l.XVII).

In these earlier experiments, the problem of efficient energetic ion detection was
frequently recognised, but the loss of such signals was considered to be of little
importance, as multiple ionization was thought to provide only a small contribution to
the total ion yield. In recent years, experiments that allow the efficient collection of
high kinetic energy ions have shown that such ions, from multiple ionization, actually
contribute significantly to the ion yields following electron ionization of small
molecules, often comprising around 10-26 % of the total ion yield.

Careful

consideration was therefore given to the collection of energetic fragment ions formed
following dissociative multiple ionization in the experimental apparatus used to perform
the experiments detailed in this thesis, which is further discussed in Chapter 2.
The experimental set-up used for the work presented in this thesis couples a TOF
mass spectrometer with the capability of recording ion-ion coincidences. Clearly, this
enables the identification of ions formed following electron ionization. Furthermore, by
simultaneously recording mass and coincidence spectra, ions formed via dissociative
multiple ionization are distinguished from ions formed from single ionization. The
contribution from various levels of ionization, such as single, double and triple, to the
individual ion yields can therefore be determined.

These cross-sections are termed

precursor specific PICSs and are described below.

1.4.3 Precursor specific partial ionization cross-sections
The precursor specific PICS expresses the probability for forming a particular
fragment ion, via single, double, triple and higher levels of ionization. The sum of the
precursor specific PICSs for the formation an X+ ion via single (CTi), double (0 2 ), triple
(0 3 ), etc. ionization is equivalent to the PICS for formation of the X+ ion, shown in Eq.
( 1. 12):
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a p[X+] = c ![X+] + a 2 [X+] + cisLX4] + ....

(1.12).

In Chapters 4-7 precursor specific PICSs are presented for N 2 0 , BCI3 , SF6 and
C2 H2. As discussed above, when determining PICSs, one must ensure that all energetic
ions formed are detected.

Determining precursor specific partial ionization cross-

sections can help conclusively identify incomplete energetic ion detection in earlier
experiments, as demonstrated in Chapter 4 for the electron ionization of N 2 0.

1.4.4 Relative partial and relative precursor specific partial ionization
cross-sections
As described above, PICSs quantify the individual ionization cross-section for the
formation of a particular ion, Eq. (1.8). To accurately determine the absolute PICS for
the formation of a particular ion, the electron pathlength, I, the number density of the
target gas in the source region, n, the initial electron flux, Io, and the number of ionizing
events, /eVents> forming that particular ion must all be determined. Determination of
these variables is experimentally non-trivial and therefore, more often then not, relative
PICSs are determined. Relative PICSs are determined by taking a ratio of the PICS for
forming a selected fragment ion, against the PICS of a specific ion, usually the most
abundant ion such as the parent ion. The relative PICS for forming an X+ ion, Gr[X+], is
shown in Eq.(1.13).
+

Cp[XU
ap[Parent]

Im„,[X+]/I„nl
/ eveBts[Parent] /I 0nl

/ CT,„JX+]
/ cveBls[Parent]

d-13).

As a consequence of using a ratio, the electron pathlength, the number density of the
target gas and the initial electron flux are equivalent for each ion and thus do not need to
be experimentally determined. 10 Therefore, only the number of ionizing events forming
the X+ and parent ion need to be determined, as shown in Eq. (1.13). Relative PICSs
are useful as these values can be normalised to available total ICS data for the molecule
being studied to produce absolute PICSs. In fact, the total ICSs determined by Rapp
and Englander-Golden89 in 1965 for a number of different molecules are still used by
many groups to normalise their data to produce absolute PICSs. In this thesis relative
PICSs for N 2 0 , BCI3 and SF6 , are presented in Chapters 4-6.
Relative precursor specific PICSs are determined using the same principle described
above for relative PICSs.

Relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of

fragment ions following electron ionization of N20 and SF6 via single, double and triple
ionization, and BCI3 via single and double ionization, are presented in Chapters 4-6 . 9 1,92
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1.4.5 Absolute partial and absolute precursor specific partial
ionization cross-sections
To develop models of the chemistry occurring in plasmas and planetary
atmospheres we have established the need for the production of reliable electron
ionization cross-sections. In modelling the conditions in these environments, it is useful
to be able to provide a complete set of electron ionization cross-sections on an absolute
scale from a single laboratory. With the growing industrial demand for such data, there
are an increasing number of electron ionization experiments specifically designed to
investigate and determine the absolute PICSs for gases such as N 2 O, C2 F6 and TiCl4 to
name but a few . 5 ,2 6 ,9 3 ' 95

Indeed, this thesis presents absolute PICSs and absolute

precursor specific PICSs determinations following the modification of the experimental
apparatus. In this thesis the absolute PICS of a particular ion X+ is indicated by a prime,
g '[ X +].

Two

experimental methodologies are commonly used to determine absolute

PICSs. These methods are briefly outlined below and are discussed in more detail in
Chapters 2 and 3.

1.4.5.1 Method 1: Individual parameter determination
The first method involves the definitive determination of each of the variables,
expressed in Eq. (1.11), which is experimentally non-trivial. 9 6

For the discussion

presented here, the focus is placed on the experimental methods used by Straub and co
workers. 9 4 The apparatus of Straub and co-workers consists of an electron gun, TOF
mass spectrometer with a position sensitive detector and an absolute capacitance
pressure gauge. A pulsed electron beam is directed through an interaction region, filled
with the target gas. After each electron pulse, a pulsed voltage is applied to the top
plate to drive any positive ions formed towards the bottom plate, where they are
accelerated and subsequently impact on the position sensitive detector.

The

experimental design is similar to the parallel plate arrangement used by Rapp and
Englander-Golden97 coupled with a short pathlength mass spectrometer. 9 7 A schematic
diagram of the apparatus used by Straub and co-workers9 4 is displayed in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1 .8 : A schematic diagram of the apparatus used by Straub and co-workers.94
The use of a position sensitive detector enables the demonstration of complete fragment
ion collection.

As discussed above, if complete ion collection is shown, accurate

determinations of the absolute PICSs should be possible. To determine absolute PICSs
the electron flux is found by collecting the electron beam in a Faraday cup and
measuring the current with an electrometer. The number of particular ionization events
is determined by recording a TOF mass spectrum and counting the number of ions in an
appropriate portion of the spectrum. In the experimental set-up used by Straub and co
workers9 4 the length of the aperture directly in front of the detector provides the
pathlength. Finally, the target number density is obtained from measurements of the
target gas pressure, using a capacitance diaphragm gauge (not shown in Figure 1.8).
Measurements of these quantities allow the direct determination of absolute PICSs, but
it is clear that the determination of these quantities, particularly the target gas density, is
time consuming.

94

1.4.5.2 Method 2: Utilising two gases
The second method involves two target gases, one target gas with well-defined
absolute PICSs, such as argon or nitrogen, and the other target gas with ‘unknown’
absolute PICSs. This method may be thought of as a normalisation technique.95,98 The
two target gases can be used separately or mixed in the source region of the experiment.
If the experimental conditions are known to be equivalent between each experimental
run, the two target gases can be used separately. However, if there is a variation in
experimental conditions between experiments both target gases must be used
simultaneously.

In using the target gases separately or simultaneously a ratio of

selected ion intensities can then be normalised to the well-defined absolute PICSs.
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Therefore, absolute PICSs for the ‘unknown’ target gas can then be determined. 9 5 ,9 8 For
example, Eq. (1.14) illustrates how the absolute PICS for the formation of the X+ ion is
determined using a ratio of the intensities 7[X+] and /[Ar+] multiplied by the well
established PICS for the formation of Ar+:
/rX+l

0,[X+] = i!£ U -0'[Ar+]

(1-14).

/[ Ar 1

The methodology adopted to determine absolute PICSs within this thesis uses two
gases simultaneously, where one of the two gases has well-defined absolute PICSs. A
full description of this methodology is given in Chapters 2 and 3. This thesis presents
absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs for N20 and C2 H2 , in Chapter 7,
following apparatus modification outlined in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.5 Theoretical determination of electron ionization crosssections
Calculated electron ionization cross-sections are increasingly used in comparison
with experimental data and indeed for molecules where no experimental data is
available.

The binary-encounter-Bethe (BEB) theory of Kim and Rudd99 and the

Deutsch-Mark (DM) formalism are the two most widely used semi-rigorous methods to
calculate absolute electron ionization cross-sections for molecules. Both methods were
originally developed for the calculation of atomic ionization cross-sections and were
subsequently extended to neutral molecular targets and molecular ions. However, the
accurate theoretical determination of total ionization cross-sections for polyatomic
molecules still remains challenging. A brief description of each method is given in the
following sections.

1.5.1 Binary encounter Bethe (BEB) model
In 1994 Kim and Rudd" developed a collision theory for electron ionization of
atoms and molecules, known as the binary-encounter-dipole (BED) model. The BED
model combines a modified form of the Mott cross-sections and the Bethe crosssection. However, to determine ionization cross-sections for atoms and molecules the
differential oscillator strengths are required. This quantity is often difficult to obtain
experimentally or theoretically for each subshell of the target. 100,101 Consequently, Kim
and Rudd devised a simplified version of the BED model, called the binary-encounterBethe (BEB) model, "

’102

which does not require the differential oscillator strengths.
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The BEB model is frequently used in the theoretical determination of total electron
ionization cross-sections. 100,101 The BEB model relies on information and data that are,
for the most part, readily available in the literature or theoretically obtainable. This
simplification allows the determination of reliable total ionization cross-sections for
theoretically challenging targets such as polyatomic molecules. 102 The achievement of
the BEB model is in its relative simplicity, requiring theoretical data from the ground
state wavefunction of the target atom or molecule. This theoretical data includes the
binding energy, kinetic energy and electron occupation number of each bound orbital.
Comparisons with ayailable experimental ionization cross-section data indicate that the
BEB model produces ionization cross-sections in agreement to ± 15% at the crosssection peak. 103

The BEB model has been successfully tested for both atoms and

molecules. 1 0 4 ' 106

1.5.2 Deutsch-Mark (DM) formalism
The DM formalism combines a Gryzinski-type energy dependence (continuous
velocity distribution for atomic electrons) of the cross-section

10 7

with quantum

mechanically calculated molecular structure information, based on the additivity
n i no

concept. ’

The DM formula expresses the atomic ionization cross-section as the sum

over all partial ionization cross-sections, corresponding to the removal of a single
electron from a given atomic sub-shell. 100 The simple extension of this formula to
molecular ionization cross-sections is achieved by performing molecular orbital
population analysis. 3 ,1 0 9 ' 112

Subsequent modifications have also enabled the cross-

section determination for radicals, 112 small clusters, 113 atomic ions 114 and multiple
ionization of atoms. 1 0 8 ,115 In all these cases ionization cross-section calculation using
the DM formalism only includes direct ionization processes. Therefore, agreement is
generally observed between the experimental data and the calculated data for small
molecules and radicals, as a result of the dominance of the direct ionization
processes. 1 0 0 However, for molecules with cross-sections that have a significant yield
from ion-pair formation or indirect ionization processes, not considered in the DM
formula, agreement is often poorer. 100
The DM formalism and the BEB approach rely on information and data that is
readily available in the literature, or easily obtained using quantum chemistry codes.
This has allowed a growing number of theoretical ionization cross-section studies to be
performed.

As a consequence, it is now becoming easier to compare the rapidly
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increasing number of experimentally determined molecular ionization cross-sections
with theoretical studies.

1.6 Other experimental methods to study ionization
It is interesting to briefly review other experimental techniques used to investigate
singly and multiply charged ions, and describe some of the important experimental
developments that continue to increase the information available for such species.

1.6.1 Singly charged ions
Experimental developments over the past 50 years have enabled a detailed
understanding of the structure, spectroscopy and dynamics of singly charged positive
atomic and molecular ions (monocations) 6 6 ,6 9 Due to the numerous and varied nature
of the experimental studies investigating the properties of monocations, only a brief list
of some of the applicable experimental techniques is given here, as a detailed review is
beyond the scope of this thesis. The majority of these experimental techniques probe
the electronic spectroscopy of these ions, and there now exists a large database of
information on the structures, spectroscopy and dynamics of monocations. 116

The

spectroscopic techniques commonly used include photoelectron spectroscopy, 1 1 6 ’117
photoionization

mass

spectrometry, 1 1 6 ,1 1 8 ,1 1 9

ion

emission

and

absorption

spectroscopy, 1 2 0 ' 122 electron energy-loss spectroscopy1 2 3 ' 125 and increasingly laser
spectroscopy including the zero kinetic energy (ZEKE) spectroscopic technique,

1 9 f t 19 0

'

to

name but a few . 116 Coincidence techniques have also been employed to investigate the
dissociation of monocations, these include photoelectron-photoion coincidence
(PEPICO) 1 1 6 ,1 3 0 ,1 3 1
(TPEPICO) . 2 5 ,1 1 6 ,1 3 2 ' 134

and

threshold

photoelectron-photoion

coincidence

These techniques simultaneously detect electrons and ions

produced together in single ionization events.
In this thesis parent monocation formation and dissociation is studied using
electron ionization mass spectrometry, which enables the identification of every product
ion formed following electron ionization of a selected molecule.

1.6.2 Multiply charged ions
Despite early mass spectrometric experiments that observed the first atomic
doubly charged ion (dication) over 80 years ago, 135 followed by the observation of
doubly charged carbon monoxide molecules in the 1930s,68,136 molecular dications were
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rarely the target of experimental investigations before 1980. Therefore, the information
available on the properties of molecular dications, from both an experimental and
theoretical perspective, is still limited.

The restricted study of the properties of

molecular dications, before 1980, was primarily due to the inherent instability of such
ions and the relatively high energies required for their formation, which complicated
experimental studies. 2 1 ,1 3 7 However, the development of new experimental techniques
in the 1980s instigated a resurgence in the study of molecular dicationic properties, and
now

many

experimental

groups

are

investigating

these

short-lived

species. 2 5 ,3 8 ’6 9 ,7 1 ,7 2 ,7 5 ’7 8 ’138' 142 As a consequence of these experiments, the reactivity of
molecular dications, following collisions with neutral species, molecular species, or
photons

is

now

also

investigation. 6 7 ,1 3 7 ,1 4 3 ,1 4 4

an

active

area

of

experimental

and

theoretical

As discussed in Section 1.3.1.1, the majority of molecular

dications rapidly dissociate to yield a pair of singly charged ions, which are difficult to
distinguish from the products of single ionization events.

Conventional mass

spectrometric studies are therefore limited to the observation of metastable states of the
dications, that are stable on a lifetime that enables detection. The fact that the double
ionization cross-section of a molecule is typically an order of magnitude smaller than its
single ionization cross-section, 2 further complicates the study of molecular dications.
However, in overcoming these difficulties, several long standing experimental
techniques were further developed, together with some novel experimental techniques,
to study molecular dications and trications. 2 2 ,2 5 ,1 4 5 ,1 4 6 These experimental techniques
include multiple ion-electron coincidence,
coupled with

coincidence

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) (often

techniques)147, Doppler-free

kinetic

energy

release

spectroscopy (DFKER) , 7 5 ,1 4 8 ,1 4 9 threshold photoelectrons coincidence spectroscopy
(TPEsCO) 2 5 ,150,151 and laser predissociation spectroscopy, 1 5 2 ,1 5 3 for which additional
discussion is presented below.

These experimental techniques have increased the

understanding of molecular dications and allowed detailed studies of the chemical and
physical processes which occur in various dicationic systems.
There is also a growing experimental and theoretical interest in molecular triply
charged ions (trications).

Molecular trications are commonly produced in various

experimental arrangements, due to the increasing availability of photon sources such as
synchrotrons or intense lasers, particle accelerator beams and also high-energy
electrons. For more information on the current and future directions in this area of
study, the reader is referred to recent reports by Mathur. 6 9 ,1 5 4
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As discussed in Section 1.3.1.1, the investigations detailed in this thesis are
performed on a TOF mass spectrometer coupled with a 2D ion-ion coincidence
technique. It is the 2D ion-ion coincidence technique together with the data processing,
that enables dissociative multiple ionization events, involving two or three ion arrivals,
to be distinguished and quantified from non-dissociative ionization events.

This

distinction allows the contribution from single, double and triple ionization to the
individual ion yields to be quantified. Using this data the PICSs and precursor specific
PICSs are determined. From the data obtained in this thesis, estimates of the double
ionization energy of .certain dications can be made, the pairs spectra yields information
on the type of dissociation mechanisms responsible for certain ion pairs, and the KER
associated with certain ion pairs can also be estimated. This KER estimate can then be
used to determine the energy of the dication state responsible for the dissociation.
However, no detailed information on the electronic or vibrational structure of dications
or trications can be determined. Different experimental techniques must therefore be
relied upon to provide such data. Some of these experimental techniques are briefly
discussed below.
As a result of the instability of multiply charged ions, coincidence techniques are
paramount in the study of such species. Pioneering techniques such as AES provided
some of the earliest information on the electronic states of doubly charged molecules. 155
Recently, AES spectroscopy has been used with coincidence techniques, to study CO2
and CS2 molecules, 156' 158 in a similar fashion to the PEPIPICO technique.

AES

(coupled with coincidence techniques) is particularly valuable in improving the
understanding of the fragmentation dynamics of core-excited molecules. In 1995, a
technique termed Doppler-free kinetic energy release spectroscopy (DFKERS) was
developed, 2 2 enabling the investigation of the electronic structure, as well as the
dissociation dynamics of molecular dications, to be advanced. In previous experiments,
the energy resolution in KER spectra has been limited by the Doppler broadening,
caused by the thermal motion of the parent molecules. Such Doppler broadening may
be in the order of 1 eV in the spectrum, effectively precluding the observation of both
vibrational and electronic states.

99

DFKERS eliminates this broadening by using a

coincidence TOF instrument. DFKERS has been used to investigate the dissociation of
dications, formed upon 200 eV electron ionization, and has resolved dissociative
vibrational lines in various electronic states of C 02+, N 2 2+,

0 2

2+ and n q 2 + . 7 5 ,1 4 8 ,1 4 9 The

DFKER spectra also showed that the majority of cation pairs from diatomic precursors
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are formed with continuous KER distributions.

Hsieh and Eland23 then determined

DFKER distributions for the dissociative double ionization of N2, CO, 0 2 and NO,
using PIPICO and PEPIPICO techniques with a position sensitive detector, at photon
energies of 40.8 and 48.4 eV. Although these methods give a poorer energy resolution
in comparison to the DFKERS apparatus used by Lundqvist et al,

99

advantages include

better mass resolution, elimination of angular discrimination effects and the use of a
wavelength selected photon source instead of an electron beam which provides precise
upper limits to the energy transfer. These features enabled the direct comparison with
distributions calculated for direct transitions to dissociative dication states, for which
potential energy curves were calculated.

90

TPEsCO studies, performed in the last

decade, also give detailed information of the energy levels in doubly charged molecules
and complement the information provided by DFKERS.

The TPEsCO technique

records the spectra of coincidences between two nearly zero energy electrons, ejected
each time a dicationic state is formed within a few meV of its threshold (less than 20
meV), as the photon energy is scanned across the range of interest. 159,1 6 0

The

coincidence spectrum displays a peak every time the photon energy is scanned across a
double ionization threshold of the species.

Direct observation of the formation of

dicationic states essentially at their thresholds is therefore possible, and yields
information regarding the energies and relative peak intensities of the states in existence
for a particular molecule. The only other technique capable of this is double ZEKE
electron coincidence spectroscopy. 161

However, the double ZEKE technique suffers

from larger background contributions than the TPEsCO technique. 151 Dications studied
using TPEsCO include HC12+, Cl22+, C 02+, N22+, 0 22+, ffl2+, CS22+ and C6 H6 2 + . 2 4 ,25,162,163
Both DFKER and TPEsCO techniques provide detailed information on the
vibrational structure of dication electronic states.

However, for certain molecular

dications, the older technique of laser predissociation spectroscopy can provide
hyperfine components of the rotational fine structure in certain vibrational bands. In
this technique dications are formed via electron ionization of the selected gas and
coaxially combined with a laser beam in an interaction region. In general, a kinetic
energy release of several electronvolts

(eV) results from the photo-induced

predissociation of the chosen electronic state of the dication. 145

The two

photofragments formed following dicationic predissociation are monitored using
coincidence detection. Laser predissociation spectroscopy has provided detailed studies
of the metastable electronic states of N 2 2 + . 145 ,1 6 4
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spectroscopy is limited to its applicability to other molecular dications, although a
recent DR. laser predissociation spectrum of HC12+ has achieved hyperfine resolution, and
thus will hopefully be applied to other dications in the future.
Following technological advances, such as position sensitive detectors, 154 and
the knowledge that certain molecular dication electronic states have lifetimes of up to

1

second, the reactivity of molecular dications following ‘collisions’ with neutral species
or photons has become an active area of study. The reactivity of molecular dications
with neutrals (bimolecular chemistry) has revealed a rich and unusual chemistry, where
electron transfer, chemical reactions, charge-separation or neutral loss reactions can
occur. Such chemistry may have an interesting influence on the chemistry of energised
media.

fa

A recently developed position sensitive coincidence (PSCO) spectrometer has

been designed to study the dynamics of dication reactions by detecting, in coincidence,
the pair of monocations frequently formed in the processes of making and breaking of
chemical bonds. 165

Using a position sensitive detector, pairs of product ions are

recorded in coincidence from an individual reactive event. From this data it is possible
to determine the initial velocity vectors of all the ionic fragments. Such data yields
detailed information on the scattering dynamics of the particular process. 6 7 ,1 6 6

The

coincidence technique is particularly suited for the study of reactions which produce
three products. Unlike conventional techniques, the PSCO experiment allows the initial
velocity vectors of all three products to be determined for each reactive event. To
illustrate the power of the PSCO experiment, the dynamics of two of the product
channels formed following reaction of the CF2 2+ dication with H2 O are shown below in
Reactions (l.X V m ) and (l.X IX ):167
CF22+ + H 2 0 -> [H 2 0 -CF2]2+ —> H + +HOCF2+

( l.x v in ) ,

I
OCF+ + HF
CF22+ + H20 -> HCF2+ + OH+

(1.XIX).

i
0 + H+
For example Reaction (1.XVIII) occurs via the formation of a long-lived collision
complex [H2 0-CF2]2+ which undergoes charge-separating dissociation to form EC and
HOCF2 C This area of study offers exciting prospects and has already been shown to be
a valuable tool for probing reaction dynamics. 165
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1.7 Summary
This chapter begins by providing clear motivation for the need to determine
accurate electron ionization cross-sections for molecules used in plasmas and present in
planetary atmospheres. Discussion on the ionization method used in this thesis, and
other available ionization methods, is then presented together with the type of ions
formed following ionization. The various forms of electron ionization cross-sections
determined are then detailed along with the most common experimental and theoretical
techniques used to determine electron ionization cross-sections. A brief overview of the
current experimental techniques used to study the formation, dissociation and properties
of singly, doubly and triply charged molecular ions is also presented.
In this thesis, the formation and fragmentation of molecular ions formed
following electron ionization are investigated. Time-of-flight mass spectrometry is used
to study the formation of monocations and dications and also the dissociation of
monocations and is used with an ion-ion coincidence technique to study the dissociation
of dications and trications. This data is then used to determine partial and precursor
specific partial ionization cross-sections for selected small molecules.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Details

Section 1

Experimental arrangement

2.1 Introduction
In this thesis two-dimensional (2D) time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry is
used to study the electron ionization of N 2 0 , BCI3 , SF6 and C2 H2. This experimental
technique enables the single product ions, pairs of product ions and triples of product
ions formed following the interaction of an electron with individual precursor gas
molecules, to be detected, identified and quantified. The 2D technique also provides
information on the energetics involved in the dissociation of any multiply charged ions
formed. In this chapter the techniques and experimental set-up are discussed in detail
for both the standard methodology used to determine relative partial ionization crosssections (PICSs) and precursor specific PICSs and for the extension of this work to
determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs.

These terms are

defined in Chapter 1 and enable the contributions from various levels of ionization to
the individual product ion yields to be quantified following an electron-molecule
collision.
The experimental apparatus was originally designed1,2 to study the ionization of
reactive gas species. In these experiments the time that the gaseous molecules reside in
the inlet system, before reaching the ionization region of the TOF mass spectrometer,
was minimised to reduce species decomposition and thus produce reliable data for
inherently unstable molecules. Hence, the gas inlet system consists of a wide bore, high
conductance Teflon/glass inlet and was kept at low pressures so that the molecules
rapidly enter the ionization region before significant decomposition could occur. The
individual preparation of each target molecule studied in this thesis is presented within
the relevant chapter. However, the gaseous species selected for use in this thesis were
generally commercial products used without further purification.
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2.1.1 Time-of-flight mass spectrometry
TQF mass spectrometry is a widely used experimental technique due to the
relative conceptual simplicity of its design.

TOF mass spectrometry works on the

principle that when ions of different mass are accelerated to the same kinetic energy by
a set of electric fields, they will have different velocities and, therefore, will have
different flight times over a set distance. The flight time of a particular ion ti0f can be
derived, as shown in Appendix A, using a combination of Newtonian mechanics and
electrostatics, which.yields a proportionality relationship between rtof, and the square
root of the ion’s mass, m:

where k is a constant dependent on the electric fields and apparatus geometry.
TOF mass spectrometry has a number of advantages over other mass
spectrometric techniques.

For example, ions of all masses can be detected

simultaneously and at high speed. Therefore, a complete spectrum can be collected in a
few microseconds and as such an entire mass spectrum can be recorded for each
ionizing event. Another significant advantage is the simplicity of the design of a TOF
mass spectrometer, as other mass spectrometric methods, such as magnetic sector mass
spectrometry, rely on expensive or heavy magnets, and are often complex to align and
construct.

These properties make TOF mass spectrometry a good experimental

technique for use in conjunction with pulsed ionization.

2.1.2 Time-of-flight mass spectrometer
The TOF mass spectrometer used for the experiments described in this thesis is
of a standard Wiley-McLaren3 two-field design with first order ‘space focusing’. The
TOF mass spectrometer incorporates three distinct regions; the source region, second
acceleration region and a field-free drift region, with lengths 2D\, D 2 and D 3
respectively.

The values of D\, Di and D 3 used currently are presented in Section

2 . 1 . 2.1
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Second accelerating field
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Figure 2.1.1: A schematic diagram of a two-field TOF system.
Ions are formed in the source region by electron ionization, and are then
accelerated out of the source region by a pulsed positive voltage applied to the repeller
plate.

The ions then enter the second accelerating region where they are further

accelerated before entering the field-free drift region and impinge on a multi-channel
plate (MCP) detector. Therefore, to record a mass spectrum the ion flight time between
the source region and the detector must be determined, Eq. (2.1.1).

2.1.2.1 Focusing
Using the experimental set-up shown in Figure 2.1.1, ions with the same massto-charge ratio should ideally have an identical flight time in the TOF mass
spectrometer. However, when the electric field is applied to the source region, the ions
will have some initial spatial distribution and therefore each ion will have an initial
potential energy dependent on its initial position in the source region. The variable S\,
shown in Figure 2.1.1, represents the displacement of an individual ion’s position in the
source region from the entrance to the second accelerating region. After acceleration,
the final energy of identical mass ions will therefore not be single-valued.

As a

consequence there will be a distribution in ion flight times dependent on the ion’s initial
position in the source region, centred on the ‘predicted’ ion flight time (if all ions were
formed at S\=Di). To reduce this detected ion flight time distribution and produce the
highest possible mass resolution, the mass spectrometer is designed so that the ions are
‘focused’. Focusing attempts to ensure that, regardless of an ion’s initial velocity or
position in the source region, ions of the same mass-to-charge ratio arrive at the detector
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at the same time and thus have the same flight time. This experimental set-up uses first
order ‘space focusing’, which endeavours to ensure that ion flight times are independent
of small changes in initial position in the source region to first order. 4
Space focusing depends on the fact that ions formed closer to the detector, at
smaller Si values, acquire less energy in the source field than those ions formed further
away from the detector at larger Si values.

Ions formed at larger Si values are

accelerated for longer, and so have correspondingly higher kinetic energies on entering
the second accelerating region, and therefore may eventually overtake the slower
moving ions formed closer to the detector. Consequently, there is a position along the
central axis of the spectrometer that ions formed at large and small Si values reach
simultaneously; this is the space focus plane. Wiley and McLaren found the position at
which the ions with initial source positions S\ = D \±±S5\ pass each other by setting the
derivative of the TOF to zero with respect to Si, shown in Eq. (2.1.2). To clarify this
statement, first order ‘space focusing’ requires that there should be no variation in the
ion flight time, tt0 f, with respect to the initial position of the ion in the source region, Si,
under conditions where the ion’s initial energy Uo=0 and Si=Di :4
(2 . 1.2 ).
tof

dSj

=

0

A t/0=0,^=0,)

Eq. (2.1.2) can then be applied to the equation for the total flight time of an ion in a
two-field TOF mass spectrometer, shown in Appendix A and B, to obtain an expression
for the first order focus requirements, Eq. (2.1.3). An expression for D$ is obtained in
terms of a new parameter

Icq,

where it is assumed that the ion’s initial kinetic energy is

zero and that the ion is formed in the centre of the source region (S\=Di):
33

D 2 = 2S 1 fc02

(

~

\

(2-1.3),

d2

s,(*o + K 1) )
,
StESi+ D 2 EDi
D 2 Ed%
kn —--------------------—i-H---------SlESi

(2.1.4).

Where Es and ED^ represent the electric field strength in the source and accelerating
regions respectively. Eq. (2.1.4) shows that for a two-field TOF mass spectrometer it is
the ratios of electric field strength and lengths, both with respect to the source region,
that are key in the space focusing conditions.

Therefore, ‘space focusing’ can be

achieved by adjusting the ratio of EDj E s , with fixed values of Si, D 2 and D 3 values
for a two-field experiment, in contrast with a one-field TOF mass spectrometer which
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Figure 2.1.2: A schematic diagram of the TOF mass spectrometer set-up. The
gas inlet is perpendicular to the plane of the figure and is not
shown.

2.1.2.3 Source Region
Target gas molecules are ionized following interaction with a pulsed electron
beam in the source region of the mass spectrometer. Ionization occurs at the centre of
the source region where the target gas jet intersects with the pulsed electron beam. The
target gas molecules and the electron beam are transported to the centre of the source
region via hypodermic needles. The end of the hypodermic needle transporting the
target gas molecules was positioned approximately 2 mm from the TOF mass
spectrometer’s axis. The end of the hypodermic needle transporting the electron beam
was positioned approximately 2 mm into the source region. The target gas and electron
beam hypodermic needles are mounted perpendicular to one another.
A pulse generator, run at 50 kHz, controls the pulsing of the electron gun, the
pulsing of the repeller plate within the source region and also sends the ‘start’ signal to
the data collection electronics. The electron gun, Figure 2.1.3, consists of a filament,
stainless steel base plate and optics (extraction lens and focusing lens), which serve to
extract and transport the electrons from the filament to the needle entrance in the source
region. Without a ‘start’ trigger from the pulse generator the electron gun base plate is
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held at a bias potential to stop the electrons reaching the needle entrance (between -65
to -250 V). When a ‘start’ trigger is received from the pulse generator a pulsed voltage
is briefly applied to the base plate to allow the electrons to reach the needle entrance and
enter the source region. To obtain well-resolved spectra the applied pulsed voltage is
optimised at each electron energy.

Filament

Bias
/ Pulse V ■

Base plate
2 mm

2

mm

Extraction lens

0V
4 mm

mm

2 mm ,

mm

Lens

-50 V to 0 V

Electron needle

0V

Figure 2.1.3: A schematic diagram of the electron gun.

Voltages and

approximate dimensions are indicated.
The electron gun produces 50 ns pulses of ionizing electrons at 50 kHz, at
electron energies in the range 30-200 eV.

Approximately 110 ns after the electron

trigger pulse the repeller plate of the TOF mass spectrometer is pulsed from 0 V to +400
V to extract the ions formed following interaction of the target gas with the pulse of
electrons from the source region.

Then 340-400 ns after the extraction voltage is

applied to the repeller plate a ‘start’ signal is sent to the Le Croy 3377 time-to-digital
converter (TDC), see Figure 2.1.4.

The ‘start’ signal is sent to the data collection

electronics after application of the extraction voltage to the repeller plate to prevent any
RF noise created by this extraction voltage pulse from being detected and recorded.
The ‘start’ signal is sent from the pulse generator to the TDC via a constant fraction
discriminator (CFD) in order to convert the NIM pulse produced by the pulse generator
to an emitter coupled logic (ECL) pulse required by the TDC.
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/

\
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110 ns
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4r.-------

10 ps
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Figure 2.1.4: A schematic diagram of pulse timings for the TOF mass
spectrometer.
Using a pulsed electron beam ensures that ionization occurs immediately before
the ion extraction voltage is applied to the repeller plate, and thus the majority of
discrimination effects in the mass spectra are removed. 6

The pulsed electron beam

serves to reduce the time ions reside in the source region, ensuring that there is limited
time for the energetic fragment ions formed, such as lighter monocations or dications, to
leave the focused volume and therefore the majority of these energetic ions will be
detected at the MCP. As detailed by Bruce and Bonham, 6 to enable quantitative data to
be extracted from mass spectra one must carefully confirm that no mass discrimination
effects exist.

Mass discrimination effects include a variety of subtle points.

Specifically, Bruce and Bonham found that following the electron ionization of argon
the relative intensity of Ar2+ and Ar+ ions were dependent on the background argon
pressure, the energy with which the ions hit the MCP detector and the setting used on
the CFD in their system.

In accord with their recommendations, the experimental

operating conditions, defined below, were tested by measuring the relative intensities of
Ar2+ to Ar+ in the mass spectra. The results confirmed that no mass discrimination
effects were occurring in the experimental apparatus described in this thesis.
Ions formed following the interaction of the target gas with the pulse of
electrons are then further accelerated in the second acceleration region into the field-free
drift region of the TOF mass spectrometer.
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2.1.2.4 Detection region and data collection
The MCP detector used in these experiments is comprised of two identical plates
constructed by Burle and made of special glass7 with a diameter of 40 mm. These
plates have an array of channels that pass through them of approximately 25 pm in
diameter.

These channels have a low work-function coating that releases electrons

when the ions impact their surface. Each channel acts as a miniature electron multiplier,
so for each detected ion approximately

106

electrons are produced in the output pulse of

the MCP. 7 ,8 The pulse of electrons from the back of the MCP is collected on a copper
anode mounted on glass/epoxy circuit board and passed to a fast quad preamplifier and
then to a pair of CFDs. The first CFD performs the discrimination process, whilst the
second is used to produce an ECL pulse from the NIM output of the first CFD. The
second CFD has an adjustable dead-time set to 32 ns. The dead-time is defined as the
time following the discriminator output when the CFD cannot trigger again.

To

minimise the loss of ions, the minimum available dead-time of 32 ns was selected.
Typical operating parameters are listed below in Table 2.1.1.

Table 2.1.1: Typical operating parameters for the TOF mass spectrometer used to record
spectra at 2 0 0 eV.
Parameter

Typical value

Electron energy

200 eV

Pulsing period

20

ps

+300 V to +400 V

Usual repeller plate voltage
Onset of repeller plate voltage

110

Repeller plate pulse width

ns after electron gun
10

ps

Drift tube voltage

-2000 V

Onset of TDC start pulse

350 ns after voltage applied to repeller plate

MCP back/front voltage

-250/-2450 V

CFD dead-time

32 ns

Discriminator threshold

40 mV

The ion arrival signals from the MCP are then amplified and discriminated and
passed to the TDC. Once the TDC has received a ‘start’ pulse there is a finite period of
time (a 10 ps ‘time window’) during which the TDC will count up to 32 ‘stop’ pulses.
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After this time period has elapsed any recorded ion flight times are then transferred
from the TDC to a Le Croy 4302 memory module using a Fast Encoding and Readout
ADC (FERA) interface to quickly pass data. If during this ‘time window’ a single stop
pulse is received, one ion flight time is stored as an event in the memory, if the TDC
receives two or three stop pulses in the ‘time window’ then two or three ion flight times
are stored as a single event in each case, enabling the simultaneous recording of TOF
mass spectra and coincidence spectra. The memory module accumulates 512 kbytes of
data, which is then read by a PC via a SCSI interface in a DDC3000/PCI crate using a
specially written data acquisition algorithm. 9

Whilst the contents of the memory

module are downloaded to the PC the TDC is briefly stopped. This process takes
around 1.5 s, and in this time no data is collected. Once the data contained in the
memory module has been extracted the data acquisition continues, until the memory
module is full again.

This cycle of emptying and filling the memory module is

continued until sufficient data is collected.

Upon extraction of the data from the

memory module, the specially written data acquisition algorithm (written in Visual
Basic) is able to distinguish which memory events contain one, two or three ion flight
times. This produces three individual data sets, containing events that have single ion
flight times, two ion flight times (pairs) and three ion flight times (triples). The singles
data is immediately downloaded onto a PC, while the pairs and triples data is stored for
off-line processing. These data sets are discussed below.

2.1.3 Data Sets
The Visual Basic algorithm allows the distinction between memory events that
contain one, two or three ion arrival times, which produces three data sets of ion flight
times. The first data set contains events that have a single ion flight time. This list of
ion flight times is continuously added to a histogram showing the number of ions versus
the ion flight time (TOF mass spectrum), and is displayed on the PC. The spectrum is
called a singles spectrum. As discussed previously, the coincident data sets, involving
two or three ion flight times, are recorded and kept for offline analysis, unlike the
singles data. The second data set contains events that have two ion flight times (a pair
of ion flight times). This list of pairs of ion flight times is displayed as a 2D histogram
of the number of ion pairs versus the two ion flight times, t\ and t2. This plot forms a
coincidence spectrum, called a pairs spectrum. The third data set contains events that
have three ion flight times.

This list of ion flight times is initially displayed as a
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histogram showing the number of ions versus the ion flight time. This histogram is
called a triples mass spectrum. A series of pairs spectra are then plotted in coincidence
with the different ‘reference’ ions present in the triples mass spectrum. These plots are
termed coincident pairs spectra.
The calibration and presentation of the singles, pairs and triples spectra are
discussed in the following sections.

2.1.3.1 Singles spectrum
A singles spectrum is a histogram showing the number of ions versus ion mass,
recorded at a particular ionizing electron energy. A singles spectrum is calibrated by
selecting two known ion peaks and their respective ion flight times, Eq. (2.1.5). For
example, Figure 2.1.5 shows a singles spectrum of N 2 O gas, recorded at an ionizing
electron energy of 200 eV. The ions N+ and N 2 CF were detected and the respective ion
flight times were used to calibrate the mass spectrum by solving Eq. (2.1.5)
simultaneously for both ions.

where c is a constant required due to the time delays inherent with the electronics.
Therefore, once values for k and c have been determined any ion peaks in the singles
spectrum can be identified using Eq. (2.1.5).

NO
x
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20
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Figure 2.1.5: Singles spectrum of N20 recorded at 200 eV. The N2+, 0 2+ and
N2 0 2+ ions are shown enlarged by 50, 50 and 20 times
respectively.
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2.1.3.L1 I°ns fr°m multiple ionization
When separating these ion flight times into the data sets containing one, two or
three ion flight times, described in Section 2.1.3, there are complications associated
with the collection and assignment of the number of ion flight times. For example, if an
ion from dissociative double ionization is detected at the MCP but its correlated ion pair
partner is missed due to the detection efficiency being less than 1 , this ion flight time
will be assigned to the data set containing single ion flight times, and plotted in the
singles spectrum.

The contribution of fragment ions from dissociative multiple

ionization to the singles spectra is impossible to prevent experimentally. However, as
detailed in Chapter 3, the contribution of fragment ions from multiple ionization to the
singles spectrum can be numerically determined and is then subtracted from the
intensity data of the singles spectrum in the data processing.

2.1.3.2 2D ion coincidence technique
To distinguish between monocations formed via dissociation of a singly charged
ion and those resulting from dissociation of a dication or trication the experiment
described in this thesis is coupled with a 2D ion coincidence technique. The 2D ion
coincidence technique allows ion pairs formed following multiply charged ion
dissociation to be detected and identified.

Using a technique such as 2D ion

coincidence, information regarding the type of dissociation pathways, appearance
energies and kinetic energy released upon multiply charged ion dissociation can be
determined.

In this thesis, the 2D ion coincidence technique is used primarily to

identify ion pairs formed following dissociative double ionization and ion triples formed
following dissociative triple ionization to quantify the proportion of ions formed via
dissociative double and/or triple ionization to the total ion yields. However, where
additional information can be provided regarding the energetics involved in a particular
dissociation event, further investigations were performed and are detailed in the results
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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2.1.3.2.1 Pairs spectrum
Events involving two ion arrivals at the detector are termed pairs, and generally
consist of a pair of monocations or occasionally a dication and a monocation. In this
thesis, quadruple ionization is assumed to be negligible, as will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 3. At electron energies up to 200 eV, the majority of the monocation
pairs are formed via dissociative double ionization, and the ion pairs including a
monocation and dication are formed largely via dissociative triple ionization.

To

produce a ‘real’ ion pair all ions must be formed from the same dissociation event, for
example two fragment ions formed following a dicationic dissociation in the source
region of the TOF mass spectrometer. Both ions are then accelerated out of the source
region by a pulsed positive voltage applied to the repeller plate and into the second
accelerating region where they reach the field-free drift tube and then impinge on the
MCP detector. As these fragment ions are formed at the same instant in time, their
arrival times at the detector will be correlated, where the lightest ion will arrive first
followed by its correlated ion partner, see Figure 2.1.6.

Width,

Figure 2.1.6: A schematic diagram of a pairs spectrum formed following
electron ionization of N20 at 200 eV. The ion pairs: N2+ + 0 +
and NO+ + N* are shown.
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The pairs data therefore allows the distinction between monocations formed following
dissociative double and triple ionization and the monocations formed via single
ionization, shown in the singles spectra.

Additionally, the pairs spectrum allows

dications formed via dissociative triple ionization to be distinguished from those
dications formed via dissociative double ionization. By collecting the pairs data a much
more detailed understanding of the formation and fragmentation of a molecule
following ionization is obtained.
The pairs data are processed offline. A pairs spectrum is generated by plotting
the flight times of coincident ion pairs, in a 2D histogram, which is equivalent to a 2D
mass spectrum. The flight time of the lightest ion, t\, is plotted on the y-axis against the
flight time, t 2 , of the correlated ion partner on the x-axis. Therefore, a histogram is
produced of the ion pair peak intensity as a function of the flight times of the ion pairs
formed via a dissociation event.

2.1.3.2.1.1 Dynamics of multiply charged ion dissociation
Figure 2.1.6 shows that the N 2 + + 0 + and NO+ + N+ ion pairs formed following
electron ionization of N 2 O have a distinctive ion pair peak shape. These ‘lozenge’
shaped ion pair peaks are the result of the conservation of linear momentum following
the dissociation of a dication and are termed ‘real’ ion pairs.

To understand the

correlation in ion pair momentum the general expression for the TOF under the WileyMcLaren3 focusing conditions used here is examined:
_
hof —

h

p cos 0

(2 . 1 .6 ),

p,
E

where to is the flight time for an ion with zero kinetic energy release, p is the magnitude
of the initial momentum of the ion on dissociation,

0

is the angle of the dissociation

direction relative to the axis of the mass spectrometer (0 = 0 is parallel to the TOF mass
spectrometer’s axis and 0 = 90° is perpendicular to the TOF mass spectrometer’s axis)
and E represents the source field strength. By examination of Eq. (2.1.6), ‘real’ ion pair
peak shapes should be linear with a gradient of -1, a detailed proof is shown in Section
3.1.1.3.5 of Chapter 3. However, experimentally recorded ion pair peaks are seen to be
lozenge shaped because there will be a distribution of ion flight times resulting from the
kinetic energy release (KER) upon dissociation and the direction of the initial impulse
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upon dissociation, giving the ion pair peaks length and width, see Figure 2.1.6 and
Figure 2.1.7. 10-12 The length, /, shown on Figure 2.1.6, of the ion pair peak is due to the
deviation of the ion flight time from to, as the ion flight time may be shorter or longer
depending on the KER and the direction of dissociation. 10' 12 The width, w, shown on
Figure 2.1.6, of the ion pair peak arises from random thermal velocities of the dication
or trication before ionization/dissociation, the temporal resolution and, of course, the
dication or trication dissociation mechanism. 10' 12 The gradient of the ion pair peaks
observed in the pairs spectra can provide information on the mechanism of a given
multiply charged ion.dissociation and is further described in Chapter 3.

t= t2

N" 0 +

k

CFD dead-time
f,=£,+32 ns

N 2+ N 0 +

t3

Figure 2.1.7: A schematic diagram of a pairs spectrum for N20, recorded at 200
eV. Eight dissociation channels were observed: NO++ N+, N2+ +
0

+, N+ + KT + o, n+ + o ++ N, n 2+ + n + + o, n 2+ + o + + N, o 2+

+ bT + N and N2++ NO+.
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When a peak corresponding to an ion pair of the same or very similar mass is
detected, the peak will be centred near the t\=t 2 diagonal of the pairs spectrum. As
previously discussed in Section 2.1.2.4, the CFD has a 32 ns dead-time, which prevents
all the second stop pulses arriving within 32 ns of the first stop pulse being sent to the
TDC. In such cases the first ion flight time will be recorded but its correlated partner
ion will not, therefore this single ion arrival signal is plotted in the singles spectrum.
For the majority of identical ion pairs this dead-time does not obscure the whole ion pair
peak, as the ion pairs that have a large difference in flight times (>32 ns) are still
detected and assigned to the pairs spectrum, for example the N+ + N+ + O ion pair peak
observed in Figure 2.1.7. As will be shown in Chapter 3, the ‘lost area’ obscured by the
dead-time can be estimated and hence, the ‘lost ion counts’ can also be determined.

2.1.3.2.1.2 Accidental coincidences
In the pairs and triples spectra there are ion pairs and triples that have arrived in
coincidence but did not originate from the same dissociative ionization event.

For

example, two singly charged ions formed from the dissociation of two ions formed in
the same pulse of electrons.

These are termed ‘accidental coincidences’ and are

minimised by operating at low target gas pressure (lxlCT6 Torr) and low ionization rate
(200-300 ions per second). These ‘accidental coincidences’ are impossible to eliminate
completely, as this would involve infinitely long data acquisition rates with an infinitely
low ionization rate. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, the contribution from ‘accidental
coincidences’ can be estimated and, hence, subtracted from the pairs and triples
spectrum to produce an essentially ‘true’ pairs and triples spectrum. Typical operating
pressures in the TOF mass spectrometer were in the order of 1-2 xlO' 6 Torr, as recorded
by an ion gauge. These low pressures are used in conjunction with low ionization rates
of 200-300 ions per second (adjusted by the filament emission current).

These

experimental conditions ensure that there is very much less than one ionization event
per pulse, hence dramatically decreasing the likelihood of ‘accidental coincidences’ in
the coincidence spectra for both pairs and triples data and avoiding detector
saturation. 13' 15
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2.1.3.2.1.3 Energetic ion collection
To accurately determine PICSs, it is crucial that the apparatus detects all ions
with equal efficiency, irrespective of the initial kinetic energy or mass of the fragment
ion. Ions formed via multiple ionization are highly energetic, as removal of more than
one electron from a molecule requires a large amount of energy. Also, fragment ions
formed via dissociative multiple ionization may have kinetic energy releases greater
than 10 eV.
Given that ionization occurs in the centre of the source region, our experimental
apparatus is designed to detect any ions with a translational energy component of less
than 11 eV (from Eq. (2.1.7)) perpendicular to the axis of the mass spectrometer/

The

6

maximum translational energy, E, an ion can possess perpendicular to the axis of the
TOF mass spectrometer, and still be detected, is calculated by assuming a point ion
source using Eq. (2.1.7):
„ 1
2
E = —mv,
2
'

(2-1.7),

where vt is the transverse velocity of the ion perpendicular to the axis of the TOF mass
spectrometer. The transverse velocity of an ion can be calculated using Eq. (2.1.8). The
example shown below is for the

0

+ ion, of course this calculation is mass independent,

where rdet is the radius of the detector

(2 0

mm) and the ion flight time ttof of the

0

+ ion

is 1.75 p,s:
rdet 2 . 0 0
.
v. =-Ss- = ------ = 1.15 cm us
f*
1-75

(2 . 1 .8 ).

Using the value calculated for vu the value of E - 11 eV is determined from Eq. (2.1.7).
Curtis and Eland17 determined the kinetic energy release (KER) from a
dicationic dissociation to be commonly less than 9 eV, so the majority of energetic
fragment ions formed via dissociative double ionization should reach the detector in this
apparatus, Figure 2.1.8 (a). However, ions with a significant velocity component (>11
eV) perpendicular to the axis of the TOF mass spectrometer will miss the detector, as
shown schematically in Figure 2.1.8 (b).
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2+

Repeller plate

MCP

Figure 2.1.8: A schematic diagram to show how ions formed with a
translational energy component of less than 11 eV perpendicular
to the axis of the mass spectrometer (a) will be detected but ions
formed with a translational energy component of more than

11

eV perpendicular to the axis of the mass spectrometer (b) will
not be detected in the experimental set-up used in this thesis.

Experimentally, the ionic collection efficiency for energetic ions, formed via
multiple ionization, can be determined from the shape of the signals in the relevant TOF
difference spectrum.

A TOF difference spectrum histograms the differences in ion

flight times for each ion pair of interest from the pairs data. Figure 2.1.9(a) shows a
TOF difference spectrum for the NO+ + N+ ion pair formed following dissociation of
N 2 0 2+. This ion coincidence peak is ‘square topped’, indicating no energetic ion loss.
The peak width, co, arises because the TOF of each ion pair is strongly dependent on the
direction of the initial impulse given to it by the multiply charged ion dissociation with
respect to the axis of the TOF mass spectrometer. In contrast, Figure 2.1.9(b) shows a
TOF difference spectrum for the N+ + 0 + ion pair formed following dissociation of
N 2 0 2+. This ion coincidence peak is ‘hollow’ around Afo, that is the TOF difference the
ions would have if they were formed with no kinetic energy, when there is energetic ion
loss. Where energetic ion loss is observed the number of counts lost can be estimated
using the fact that the peak shape should be ‘square topped’. This procedure was used
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for the FT + 0 + ion pair and is discussed in Chapter 4.
However, it should be noted that any fragment ion loss from single ionization
cannot be quantified if such ions are formed with kinetic energies greater than 11 eV.
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Figure 2.1.9: TOF difference spectra: (a) the NO+ + N+ ion pair demonstrates a
prototypical ‘square topped’ TOF difference peak where there is
no energetic ion loss. The peak width co is shown and can be
related to the KER upon dication fragmentation, (b) the N+ + 0 +
ion pair shows a TOF difference peak shape when there is
energetic ion loss forming a characteristic ‘hollow’ appearance.
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2.1.3.2.2 Triples spectrum
Events involving three ion arrivals at the detector following a repeller plate pulse
are termed ‘triples’. To produce a ‘real’ ion triple spectrum all ions must be formed
from the same dissociation event. Triples are initially displayed as a histogram showing
the number of ions versus ion flight time, called a triples mass spectrum, Figure 2.1.10.
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Figure 2.1.10: A triples mass spectrum for N20 recorded at 200 eV. The N2+,
NO+ and N2 0 + ion peaks show that accidental coincidences are
significant.
From the triples mass spectrum a particular reference ion is selected.

A

coincidence spectrum is then generated by plotting the flight times of ions coincident
with the selected reference ion. Such a pairs spectrum is termed a coincident pairs
spectrum (a histogram of the ion pair peak intensity coincident with the reference ion as
a function of the flight times).
In the electron ionization experiments reported in this thesis, the majority of
coincidence signals recorded consisted of two monocation arrivals.

At the electron

energies under investigation in this thesis of 30-200 eV, the probability of dissociative
triple ionization, forming a dication and monocation pair and three monocations (triple),
is significantly lower than the probability of dissociative double ionization. In a typical
experiment performed and detailed in this thesis, at an electron energy of 200 eV, 50000
ion pairs and approximately 700 ion triples (including accidental coincidences) were
recorded. Figure 2.1.10 shows the reduced quality of the triples mass spectrum due to
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the small number of triples collected and the presence of accidental coincidences. The
small number of triple coincidences detected further supports the neglect of quadruple
and higher order ionization in the experiments reported in this thesis.

2.1.3.2.2.1 Dynamics of multiply charged ion dissociation
The momentum correlation is more complicated for the triples than the pairs
spectrum as the third charged body has some momentum. As such the ion pair peaks
formed via the triples spectrum will not have the same characteristic peak shape as
observed in the pairs, spectrum. As a result of the low number of triple ionization events
reported in this thesis, for the electron ionization of N20 and SF6 , no detail is given
regarding the dynamics of these dissociative triple ionization events. To enable better
counting statistics to be obtained, and hence information on the dynamics of
dissociation, it would be necessary to significantly increase the data acquisition time
1'y
and ionizing electron energy. For the data presented in this thesis it was not feasible
to increase the data acquisition time, but the experiments could, of course, be repeated
to increase the data recorded following dissociative triple ionization.

2.1.4 Conclusions
These sections describe how the 2D TOF mass spectrometer is used to investigate
single, double and triple ionization of gaseous molecules, which enables relative PICSs
and relative precursor specific PICSs to be determined. This is further discussed in
Chapter 3.
The following sections of this chapter will discuss how modification of the
experimental technique, described in this chapter, will enable absolute PICSs and
absolute precursor specific PICSs to be determined.
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Section 2

Commissioning an absolute cross-section
measurement technique

2.2 Introduction
Any electron ionization cross-section can be defined by an equation analogous to
the Beer-Lambert Law, previously discussed in Chapter 1:
l = I0 e-nl°

(2 .2 . 1 ),

where I is the electron flux after passing through the target gas, Io is the initial electron
flux, n is the number density of the target gas, I is the electron pathlength and o is the
cross-section. Using Eq. (2.2.1) the number of ionization events of a particular type is
defined as / ev e n ts, where / events = Io - I'

and as nlo is small Eq.(2.2.2) can be recast:
I1events = I-*omnlo
u

(2-2.3).

Therefore, to determine an absolute cross-section, the initial electron flux, number
density of the target gas, electron pathlength and the number of ionization events must
1R
all be known for each experiment. Determination of these variables is non-trivial and
experimentally challenging to achieve with acceptable levels of accuracy. To determine
the experimental variables listed above (Eq. (2.2.3)) using the current experimental set
up, described in Section 1 of this chapter, would require several major modifications to
the apparatus and would be difficult to achieve. Therefore, a normalisation technique
was selected to determine absolute ionization cross-sections, enabling the current
experimental set-up to be utilised with some ‘simpler’ experimental modifications. As
described in Chapter 1, a normalisation technique decreases the requirement of Eq.
(2 .2 .3 ) to determine all the experimental variables needed to produce an absolute crosssection, usually requiring only one of these variables to be known. A normalisation
technique involves two gases, one with well-defined absolute PICSs such as argon or
nitrogen, the other, X, with ‘unknown’ cross-sections which are to be determined. With
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reference to Eq. (2.2.3), the number of particular ionizing events can be defined by
introducing the ion detection efficiency, fi, and equating this product to the recorded
total ion signal intensity, S, for example of the Ar+ ion:
Ar+)

(2.2.4),

nla'[hr*]I0 f i =S(Ar+)

(2.2.5).

With reference to Eq. (2.2.5), the absolute PICS of a particular ion is indicated by a
prime. Using the gas laws, the number density of each gas is proportional to the gas
pressure, pgas, divided by the product of the gas constant, R, and temperature, T. These
values can then be substituted into Eq. (2.2.5) to produce a definition for the signal
intensity of each ion in terms of the individual pressure, gas constant, temperature,
electron pathlength, absolute PICS for each ion, initial electron flux and the ion
detection efficiency:
^ f o ' [ A r +]/„/;=S(A r+)
Kl

(2-2-6)’

-g;fa'[X +] U = S ( X +)

(

2

2

J

)

■

The next stage involves taking a ratio of Eqs. (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), giving
Eq.(2.2.8).

The signal intensity of each selected ion is now only dependent on the

product of the ratio of the individual gas pressure and individual ionization crosssection. Under identical experimental conditions the other parameters, defined in Eqs.
(2.2.6) and (2.2.7), are approximately constant for each gas.
q'[Art ] _ S(Art )

(2.2.8).

p x a'[X+] “ S(X+)
Utilising the present experimental set-up, the total signal intensities of each
selected ion can already be determined, and thus, if the pressure of each gas can also be
determined, this data can be normalised to the well-defined a'[Ar+] values, enabling the
absolute PICS for X+, a'[X+], to be determined at each electron energy. With reference
to the methodology described above, it is also possible to extend the data analysis to
determine

values for the absolute precursor specificPICS s.

Thedetermination of

absolute precursor specific PICSs is discussed in more detailin Chapter 3.
To determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs, the
experimental apparatus, described previously in Section 2.1.2.2, required modifications.
These modifications involved the installation of a new gas inlet system and required a
new gauge with the ability to measure low gas pressure. A new gas inlet system was
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required to enable the simultaneous introduction of two gases for each experimental run.
The filament current is known to fluctuate, and therefore, as discussed above, to ensure
that the experimental conditions are equivalent for each gas, it was necessary to use
both precursor gases simultaneously.

The simultaneous use of two different gases

creates a potential pressure measurement problem, as a pressure measurement of a gas
mixture is then required. By forming a well-defined gas mixture prior to entry into the
source region, or by allowing the gases to mix in the source region prior to ionization,
individual gas pressures can be determined and therefore the problem of measuring the
pressure of a gas mixture is overcome. In this thesis a single gas is allowed to enter the
source region to a certain pressure, the second gas then enters the source region to form
a gas mixture. By using various pressure measurements the gas mixture can then be
defined, and is discussed in the following sections of this chapter. 19'21 Absolute PICSs
can also be determined experimentally using the normalisation technique, described
above, by employing only one input gas per experiment, or by normalising to one
particular electron energy, which are preferable techniques if the experimental
conditions remain stable throughout all experiments. 2 2 ,2 3

A brief overview of the

methods used to determine absolute PICSs is presented in the following section.

2.2.1 Normalization techniques - absolute PICSs
There are two methods currently adopted that determine absolute PICSs by
normalization to a gas with experimentally well-defined absolute PICSs. Firstly, Tian
and Vidal2 2 have obtained absolute PICSs by normalizing the recorded ion counts of a
selected ion to those of argon, using a TOF mass spectrometric technique. The ion
counts of argon are recorded at all electron energies with a particular argon gas
pressure. The experiment is then performed with the ‘unknown’ molecule using the
same backing pressure and identical experimental conditions, the ion counts are then
recorded for each ion produced. A ratio of each ion intensity to the ion counts of Ar+ is
determined and normalised to the known absolute PICS2 4 of Ar+ for each electron
energy. 2 2 This method produces absolute PICSs for each selected ion formed following
ionization. The identical experimental conditions in the apparatus of Tian and Vidal22
allow each gas to be used separately.

Another approach used by Basner and co-

workers1 9 ,2 1 ,2 5 involves the simultaneous use of two gases, one with well-defined
absolute PICSs such as argon.

The experimental technique also utilises TOF mass
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spectrometry where the source region is filled with the target gas under investigation
and argon, which is used as a reference gas. The gases were used simultaneously and
the pressures were determined using a spinning rotor gauge (SRG). At each electron
energy, the relative PICSs for the ions formed following ionization of argon and from
the ‘unknown’ molecule in the gas mixture were determined. The relative PICSs for the
fragment ions formed following ionization of the unknown molecule were then put on
an absolute scale by normalisation to the total argon ionization cross-section at 70 eV , 24
producing absolute PICSs for each selected ion formed following electron ionization.
The following sections detail the installation and testing of the second gas inlet
system.

The method of gas pressure measurement is also discussed along with a

summary of the progress in understanding how to achieve the most accurate gas
pressure measurements.

2.2.2 New gas inlet system
To enable the simultaneous use of two gases the apparatus was modified to
incorporate a second gas inlet system. The second gas inlet is a replica of the first inlet
system, having a wide bore, high gas conductance inlet system of glass and Teflon, used
to rapidly draw molecules into the TOF mass spectrometer. Glass and Teflon are used
to try to limit any species decomposition that may occur on metallic and non-metallic
surfaces and to limit the time the gaseous molecules spend in the inlet system. The gas
inlet systems are mounted on opposite sides of the stainless steel chamber and both
produce a jet of gas into the source region perpendicular to the electron gun. The gas
inlet systems are positioned so that ionization of both the reference and target molecules
occurs at the centre of the source region, defined by

6

cm diameter plates supporting the

grids. Both gas inlets are perpendicular to the electron gun, which serves to minimise
the area occupied by the target gases before ionization occurs.
After installation of the second gas inlet, this new gas inlet system was tested to
ensure that the mass and coincidence spectra produced were in agreement with the first
gas inlet system.

To do this several experiments were performed using argon and

nitrogen gas. The intensity ratios of ions were determined and the new and old gas inlet
needles were compared, see Figure 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.2.1: Intensity ratio of Ar2+/Ar+ using the old ( • ) and new gas needle
inlets (O).

The points shown represent the average of 3

experimental determinations and the associated errors represent
the standard deviation of these determinations.
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Figure 2.2.2: Intensity ratio of (N+ + N22+)/N2+ using the old ( • ) and new gas
needle inlets (O). The points shown represent the average of

10

experimental measurements and the associated errors represent
the standard deviation of these determinations.
Figure 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2.2 illustrate that agreement is observed between the old and
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new gas inlet systems for both argon and nitrogen, thus confirming that both gas inlet
needles are essentially equivalent.

2.2.3 Pressure measurements
The experiments are performed at pressures of around 10' 6 Torr as measured by an
ion gauge. To achieve accurate gas pressure measurements at pressures of 10~6 Torr,
only a Spinning Rotor Gauge (SRG) could be used, as a Baratron is not capable of
accurately measuring pressures below 10' 5 Torr. 26

The SRG gauge used in the

following work was-the SRG-2 CE model from MKS instruments.

A cross-section

through the SRG is illustrated in Figure 2.2.3. The key component of a SRG is a freely
rotating stainless steel sphere (R), located in the vacuum (V), which is decelerated by
friction when in contact with gas molecules.

It is this relative deceleration that is

proportional to the pressure of the gas. The stainless steel ball is accelerated to free spin
(D) and held by two permanent magnets (M), the ball is stabilised by two opposing coils
(A) that amplify the upper and lower magnetic fields as necessary. Four coils prevent
any horizontal deviation (L). The signal is picked up by two coils that are switched in
series (P).
A

R

0

V

Figure 2.2.3: A cross-section through the SRG head. R is the stainless steel sphere
(rotor), V is the vacuum enclosure, D is one of the four drive coils, M
is one of the two permanent magnets, P is one of the two pick-up
coils, L is one of the four coils of the lateral damping system and A is
one of the two coils that pick-up and control the axial rotor position.26
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The SRG was attached to the stainless steel chamber of the TOF mass spectrometer,
ensuring the gauge was vertical to ±1°, which enabled the sphere to spin freely. The
SRG was installed in the only available site near the source region of the mass
spectrometer.

It was imperative to locate the SRG as near to the source region as

possible to provide accurate measurements of the pressure in the source region where
both gas inlets are located.
The theory behind how the SRG works can be derived using several assumptions
and is then modified to try to mimic reality more closely. Firstly, the surface of the
stainless steel ball is assumed to be a ‘technical’ (perfectly smooth) surface.

On a

technical metal surface the angular distribution of molecules leaving the surface is
approximately symmetrical with respect to the plane of the surface.

Thus, gas

molecules colliding with such a rotating technical surface will momentarily adsorb and
then be re-emitted, without leading to any tangential force on the surface of the sphere,
therefore only the tangential force of the incoming gas molecules needs to be
considered. 27 28
The spin axis of the sphere is taken to be the polar axis, where 0 is the co-latitude
angle along any meridian which increases from 0 at one pole to n at the opposite pole. 28
The incoming gas molecules are assumed to have an isotropic velocity distribution,
giving a tangential surface velocity at

0

of rcosinO.

N

S
Figure 2.2.4: A schematic diagram of the spinning sphere, the arrows represent
the incoming gas molecules and 0 the angle o f co-latitude created
by the average incoming gas molecule arrival.
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The axial angular momentum component of a molecule on the surface moving with
the tangential surface velocity is given by Eq. (2.2.9).

The rate of molecular

impingement, F, (molecules per unit area per unit time) is also defined by Eq.
( 2 .2 . 10)28:

L = mr 2 cosm20

(2.2.9),

F = PL
4 kT

{2.2.10),

where m is the molecular mass, r is the distance from the axis of rotation, co is the
angular velocity (equivalent to frequency) of the sphere, c is the mean molecular
velocity, p is the pressure, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute gas
temperature. Eq. (2.2.9) represents the mean angular momentum transferred from the
sphere by molecules striking at a given co-latitude angle, 0. The rate of momentum
transfer to the molecules is therefore equal to the loss rate of angular momentum of the
sphere due to molecular drag. To allow for the motion of the sphere, the loss rate of
angular momentum is multiplied by the surface element of a sphere and integrated over
the surface, Eq. (2.2.11), to produce Eq. (2.2.12), where I is the moment of inertia of the
sphere, p is the density of the sphere and RD is the residual drag on the sphere due to
eddy currents created by the magnetic field . 26
d(Ico)
4
*1* 3
—
= 2 m comF | sin3 Odd + /co(FZ))
dt

(2.2.11),

'

;
-Ic o -c o l

nr'canF
----+ I(o(RD)

8

(2.2.12).

By substituting a value for F into Eq. (2.2.12) and dividing by the angular momentum,
let), the relative retardation ( - dolco) of the sphere can be expressed:
lOp
I
= — ^ + RD + —
co mpc
I
6

)

(2.2.13).

Eq. (2.2.13) represents the relative retardation (gaseous drag) of the sphere per unit time
due to gas friction. The expression / / / represents changes in the sphere’s moment of
inertia due to thermal expansion, created predominantly when spinning the sphere to
free spin.

However, there is no way to directly correct for perturbations in the

temperature of the sphere but these temperature fluctuations can be minimised by
ensuring the stability of the residual drag, and as such are incorporated into the residual
drag value.
Eq. (2.2.13) can also be expressed in terms of the time, t, required for a certain
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number of sphere rotations:26
(2.2.14).

These time intervals are arranged so that the start of tn corresponds with the end of tn.\.
Eqs. (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) are limited by the assumption that there is total transfer of
tangential impulse for a technical surface. For a ‘rough’ surface this assumption breaks
down and not all molecules exchange tangential momentum upon collision. Hence it is
necessary to correct for this assumption by using a gas friction coefficient, ercoeff. For a
rotating sphere, <7coeff.normally lies between 0 and 4 /7t. To determine a value for <Jcoeff a
pressure calibration is necessary. The sphere is calibrated by MKS instruments against
a gas friction manometer, which serves as a transfer standard. 2 8 ,2 9 Therefore, a value for
^coeff of 0.984 is known together with the diameter of the calibrated sphere, 4.50 mm,
which has a density of 7.70 gem' 3 . 29 Note that it is still assumed that the gas molecules
do not collide with one another.
Using Eqs. (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) an expression in terms of the pressure can be
derived, the constants are defined below.
(2.2.15),
— K f" ‘n~ -R D
P=
k f—
1
/
V ^"coeff
8 RT
7T
where K = — rpc and c = J
.
10
V tuM

The term ‘RD’ shown in Eq. (2.2.15) represents the additional correction to the pressure
measurement caused by the residual drag (also termed offset), which is produced by the
-ig

suspension of the stainless steel sphere in the magnetic field."

't'j

The origin and value

of the residual drag is further discussed in Section 2.2.3.2.I.

2.2.3.1 Calibration of the SRG
The gas pressure measurement produced by the SRG is principally gas
independent. However, the parameters of molecular mass, viscosity and temperature
coefficient of viscosity must be input to produce an accurate gas pressure measurement.
The SRG has preset parameters for some commonly used gases, but when using two
gases simultaneously a methodology needed to be adopted to allow for the combination
of these different gas parameters.
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2.2.3.1.1 Mass difference
The effect of the gas calibration on the pressure measurement produced by the
SRG was first investigated by recording a background pressure measurement on the
SRG when no gas was added to the source region. The SRG was calibrated to the
preset air calibration, as the background residual gases present in the mass spectrometer
are predominantly nitrogen and hydrogen, which are detected as N 2 + and H+ ions.
However, when a gas such as argon is added to the source region, the gas pressure
measurement on the SRG may be unreliable when calibrated to air. To test the effect
that the gas calibration had on pressure measurements of different gases, the gas
calibration was set to air and the individual gas. The intensity of the N 2 + and Ar+ ions
formed following electron interaction with nitrogen and argon (added separately) was
monitored as a function of the nitrogen or argon gas pressure, recorded on the SRG,
when calibrated to air and the gas being studied, see Figure 2.2.5.
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Figure 2.2.5: The intensity of Ar+ and N2+ ions as a function of argon and
nitrogen pressure measured on the SRG respectively.

The

intensity of Ar+ ions is shown when the SRG is calibrated to air
(O ) and argon (□ ). The intensity of N2+ ions is shown when the
SRG is calibrated to air ( • ) and nitrogen (■ ). The guidelines
illustrate the ‘increased’ linear relationship observed for both
argon and nitrogen when calibrated to argon and nitrogen
respectively on the SRG.
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Figure 2.2.5 illustrates that the intensity of the N 2 + ions increases linearly with nitrogen
pressure when the SRG is calibrated to air, due to the abundance of nitrogen in air.
However, the intensity of Ar+ ions is non-linear with increasing argon pressure when the
SRG is calibrated to air. Therefore, Figure 2.2.5 shows a linear relation was observed
between the pressure and the intensity of each gas when the gas calibration on the SRG
was set to the respective gas (see the guidelines).

A ‘less’ linear relationship was

produced when the gas calibration was set to air, especially for the intensity of Ar+ with
increasing respective gas pressure.

Figure 2.2.6 clearly illustrates that if the gas

calibration used on the SRG is that of the respective gas, a linear relationship is indeed
observed between the intensity of the Ar+ and N 2 + ions with respect to the gas pressure
of argon and nitrogen.
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Figure 2.2.6: The intensity of Ar+ (O) and N 2+ ( • ) ions with respect to gas
pressure, measured by the SRG, when using the gas calibration
for argon and nitrogen respectively. The bars shown represent
the

standard

deviation

in

the

intensity

range

of

three

determinations over a range of pressures, where the range is also
shown as the standard deviation of three determinations.

The gas calibration information discussed above, and illustrated in Figure 2.2.5
and Figure 2.2.6, shows that in order to produce a more realistic gas pressure
measurement it is desirable to use the correct gas calibration for the precursor gas being
used. However, as described previously, two gases are used simultaneously for each
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experiment, and thus a strategy was adopted to allow for a pressure measurement of a
gas mixture.

Altering the gas calibration input changes the pressure measurement

displayed on the SRG controller. The gas calibration on the SRG was therefore set to
the first gas added (in general the reference gas) for each experiment and remained
calibrated to this gas throughout the experimental run. When the second gas was added,
this ‘mixed’ pressure measurement was still calibrated to the reference gas. It was
therefore assumed that when the gas pressure ratio was determined this value must be
corrected to allow for any mass difference between the two gases being utilised. To
correct the pressure ratio for any difference in the mass of the gases a new term of ‘mass
factor’ is introduced. To obtain this ‘mass factor’ a single precursor gas, for example
argon or nitrogen gas, was let into the mass spectrometer to a range of constant
pressures (measured with an ion gauge). For each constant pressure, the gas calibration
on the SRG was altered from argon to nitrogen and vice versa for both argon and
nitrogen gas. The pressure measurements obtained from the SRG were recorded and
compared for each gas calibration on the SRG.

This exchange of gas calibrations,

whilst the gas pressure was constant, produced an approximately constant value, termed
the ‘mass factor’ for the argon and nitrogen two-gas system. Having determined a mass
factor, depending on the calibration of the SRG, the mixed pressure measurement was
adjusted using this mass factor. However, after rigorous testing with combinations of
gases with both differing and similar molecular mass systems, such as Ar/N2 0 , N2 /C 2 H2
and AT/C2 H2 , the method of utilising a ‘mass factor’ correction value for each two-gas
system was determined to be unreliable.

The ‘mass factor’ correction values

determined experimentally for each two-gas system did not always concur with
subsequent mathematical definitions, described below. It is therefore concluded that the
‘mass factor’ correction value determined experimentally for each system may also be
dependent on other experimental variables, not yet fully understood, such as the
individual gas flow into the source region.

Consequently, a purely mathematical

strategy was used to provide a definitive method for deriving the ‘mass factor’
correction for each two-gas system. It is still not fully understood why the experimental
methodology does not agree with the mathematical approach and further experimental
work is necessary to clarify the reason(s) for the disagreement. With the benefit of
hindsight, a mathematical approach should have been adopted initially, to determine
how the simultaneous use of gases with different molecular masses would effect the
pressure measurements.
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A mathematical strategy was adopted for determining the required gas pressure
measurements to increase the confidence of the methodology. Using Eq. (2.2.15) each
stage of the gas pressure measurements was defined in terms of a product of the
constants and the time required for a certain number of sphere rotations.

When using

two different gases simultaneously, obtaining an absolute pressure measurement of the
‘gas mixture’ becomes complicated. To produce reliable absolute gas pressures for
each gas, six pressure measurements were recorded from the SRG per experiment. An
initial pressure measurement, with no gas added, was recorded with the SRG calibrated
to the reference gas,, typically argon or nitrogen. This initial (background) pressure
measurement is termed p\. p\ is expressed in terms of fback, where ?back represents the
time for a certain number of sphere rotations, which incorporates the residual drag and
sphere retardation due to background gas (background + offset).

A pressure

measurement is then recorded after addition of the reference gas (for example argon)
before and after the experimental run is conducted. This produces an average pressure
measurement termed pi. The second gas, X, is then added to a required pressure, with
the SRG still calibrated to the reference gas (argon). A pressure measurement is then
recorded before and after the experimental run is conducted producing an average
measurement, p 3.

An average pressure measurement, over the duration of the

experiment, was obtained for each term; p\, p 2 andp 3:
P l= ^ A r ('b „ c k )

(2.2.16),

Pi = ^ Al((Ar + f tack)

(2.2.17),

Pi =

('x

+ 'A, + 'back )

(2.2.18).

Eqs. (2.2.16)-(2.2.18) define each pressure measurement with respect to the time for a
certain number of rotations for each situation when gas is added, p\, p 2 and p 3, where k
and c are defined below as:
*=

zrp

lOcrcoeff

_
I8 RT
c=
7zM
noting that crcoeff is assumed to remain constant for different gases.

26

So using Eqs.

(2.2.16)-(2.2.18) the gas pressure of argon can be defined, p m, and the gas mixture of
argon and gas X, / w , in terms of the average gas pressures read directly from the SRG,
p i , p 2 andp3.
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Phi = P i ~ P i =

(t^ + rback) - kcM(rback)

Phi

(2.2.19),

= tZhrOto)

. , P™. = P3 ~ P2 = kChi(f, + » + «back) - k c ^ + (u )

(2.2.20).

Pmix = kC h i(h )
However, the ‘true’ pressure px of gas X should be calibrated to gas X, and not argon,
and thus can be expressed as:
(2.2.21).

Pi=kCi(K)

Consequently, a ratio of gas pressures is then determined using Eqs.(2.2.19) and
(2.2.21). Eq. (2.2.20).is then substituted into Eq. (2.2.22) for Tx:
Px _ *cx( U

(2.2.22).

k c tPnix

Pat

k c ^ it/u W h ,

Substituting Eq.(2.2.19) into Eq. (2.2.22) yields:
Px =

= ^xPrix

^at&at)

Pm

(2.2.23).

^hi k*m

From examination of Eq. (2.2.23) the only values that do not cancel are v/(l/Mgas) for
each gas within the constants

and cx. Therefore, the required gas pressure ratio can

be expressed:
x

Pa,

i

mix

4mZ

Pm J M

( 2 -2 -2 4 ) -

x

By examining the mathematics behind the gas pressure measurement determined
by the SRG, the only variable dependent on the gas in the pressure measurement ratio
was determined to be equal to the ratios of the different molecular masses, VM1/VM2 , of
the two gases used. Therefore, the measured gas pressure ratio must be multiplied by
the ratio of molecular masses to determine the gas pressure ratio of the two gases used.
This mathematical strategy, defined above, yields a relatively straightforward
methodology for the determination of reliable gas pressure ratios for the selected twogas systems being investigated. Indeed, as mentioned above, the gas pressure ratio is
dependent on the molecular masses of the gases used for the two-gas system.
The methodology outlined above is further tested and discussed in detail in
Chapter 3. Chapter 3 also illustrates that reliable absolute PICSs are determined, these
results are presented in Chapters 3 and 7.

2.2.3.2 Gas flow
The pmix pressure measurement will always be the most challenging quantity to
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determine accurately, as it assumes uniform mixing of the gases in the source region ie
no gas density effects. However, the gas inlets produce jets of effusive gas, and thus the
two gases may not mix as assumed. To achieve a uniform gas mixture of the two
precursor gases in the source region of the TOF mass spectrometer the PTFE gas inlet
tubing was removed from both the gas needles and re-located towards the back of the
chamber. Following this relocation, the gases formed a more homogenous gas mixture
prior to ionization, as demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 7.

2.2.3.2.1 Residual Drag
The rotation of the stainless steel sphere in the magnetic field, used to suspend
the sphere, produces eddy currents in the sphere, which lead to an additional drag on the
sphere, called the residual drag (.RD) or offset, Eq.(2.2.15).26,27 The residual drag is
dependent on the dimensions of the apparatus used with the SRG, the magnitude and
direction of the sphere’s magnetic moment and the temperature of the sphere.
Therefore, the residual drag should be determined every time the sphere suspension is
deactivated. The experimental methodology adopted above to determine the individual
gas pressures already incorporates both the residual drag and the drag imparted by the
gas or gases present at the instant of measurement, Eqs. (2.2.16)-(2.2.18). The actual
gas pressure derived from the pressure measurements will be independent of the offset
value used in the SRG, provided that all the pressure measurements required to produce
the actual gas pressure for each gas are made with the same offset value.
For the initial absolute PICS determinations the pre-calibrated offset (residual
drag) value of 2.50xl0'5 mbar (1.43xl0‘5 Torr) was utilised.29 The value of the residual
drag was subsequently set equal to zero on the SRG and used for all subsequent
absolute PICS determinations detailed in Chapter 7. For experiments where the offset
value was non-zero, the resultant actual gas pressures are equivalent, but the recorded
pressure measurements, defined above, forming p\, p 2 and p3, are on a ‘shifted’ pressure
scale. Table 2.2.1 illustrates the independence of the actual gas pressure with respect to
the offset value.
To demonstrate experimentally the relationship between the actual gas pressure
and the offset value an approximately constant argon gas pressure was used whilst the
offset value was altered. Pressure measurements of p\ and p 2 were recorded for each
offset value. Table 2.2.1 shows the argon gas pressure to be identical, within the limits
of error, for both offset values.
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Table 2.2.1: Argon gas pressure determination using the pre-calibrated offset value and
an offset value of zero. All pressure measurements are shown in Torr.
Offset=1.43xl0'5

Offset=0

p,=2.14xl0'5

pi=3.57xl0'5

p 2=2.53xl0‘5

P 2 = 3 .9 5

x

1 0 ‘5

p2-/>i=(2.53xl0‘5)-(2.14xl0'5)

p2-/>i=(3.95xl0‘5)-(3.57xl0'5)

=0.39xl0'5

=0.38xl0~5

2.2.3.2.2 Sampling Interval
The SRG has the option to produce a separate pressure measurement at time
intervals of 1-60 seconds.

It is preferable to use the largest time intervals possible

between pressure measurements, as this increases the stability and accuracy of the
measurement obtained. For practical purposes a 30 second sampling interval was used
in these experiments, which provided adequate stability and accuracy of the pressure
6

measurement and was applicable to the pressure range investigated here (10' Torr).

26

2.2.4 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure is unchanged from that previously described in
Section 2.1.2.2 to Section 2.1.3. The ionization rate is kept low to try to limit the
number of accidental coincidences in the pairs spectra.

2.2.4.1 Experimental runtime
Experiments to determine the absolute PICSs were run until approximately 5000
ion pairs were collected. The collection of 5000 ion pairs represents a compromise
between experimental runtimes that will produce sufficient counting statistics, whilst
minimising any gas pressure change.

2.2.5 Conclusions
These sections describe how the 2D TOF mass spectrometer was modified to
determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs. These modifications
included a new gas inlet system and pressure measurement gauge. The experimental
methodology is discussed and is further tested and described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Data Collection and Data Analysis

Section 1

Relative partial ionization cross-sections

3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, electron ionization 2D TOF mass spectrometry is
utilised to study the single, double and triple ionization of gaseous molecules. In this
chapter the analysis procedures used to extract information from the recorded spectra
are detailed to determine both relative partial ionization cross-sections (PICSs) and
relative precursor specific PICSs. This chapter then details the extension to the data
analysis procedure, used after the apparatus modification discussed in Chapter 2, to
determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs.

3.1.1 Partial ionization cross-section determination
3.1.1.1 Singles spectrum
Events involving a single ion arrival at the detector, following the repeller plate
pulse, are termed ‘singles’ and the flight times associated with these events are
displayed as a histogram of ion counts against flight time. This data produces a singles
(mass) spectrum.

3.1.1.1.1 Peak intensity determination
The intensities of these ion peaks in the singles spectra, 7[X+], are determined by
summing the counts in the peak, and applying a suitable background correction for the
non-zero baseline, see cases (a) and (b) in Figure 3.1.1.
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Figure 3.1.1: A diagram showing the background chosen for correction of a
cation peak (a) and a dication peak (b) in the singles spectrum of
N 20 , recorded at 200 eV.

Typically, a part of the singles spectrum where no ion peaks are observed is
chosen to be a representative level of background, Figure 3.1.1 (a). This background is
subsequently subtracted from the initially determined ion peak intensity. However, for
ions with a smaller intensity in the singles spectrum, such as dications, a representative
background is selected close to the dication peak, Figure 3.1.1 (b).
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3.1.1.2 Pairs and triples spectrum
Events involving two ion arrivals and three ion arrivals at the detector, following
a repeller plate pulse, are referred to as ‘pairs’ and ‘triples’, as described in Chapter 2.
These events are stored individually and processed offline. The majority of coincidence
signals will consist of two ion arrivals, as the probability of dissociative triple ionization
occurring is significantly lower than that of dissociative double ionization at the
electron energies under investigation.1

3.1.1.3 Pairs Spectrum
3.1.1.3.1 Peak intensity determination
As previously described in Chapter 2 the pairs spectrum is displayed as a
coincidence spectrum: a two-dimensional histogram of t\ (first ion arrival time) against
t2 (second ion arrival time) for each ion pair. The intensities of a given product ion in
the pairs spectrum, P[X+], are determined by summing the number of counts within
each characteristic ‘lozenge’ shaped peak which involves the X+ ion, Figure 3.1.2.2 7

ti

Peak intensity
P[N++NO+]

N+
Peak gradient,

NO"
Figure 3.1.2: A schematic diagram of a peak in the pairs spectrum, illustrating
how the intensity and gradient of an ion pair peak is evaluated.

As discussed in Section 2.1.3.2 of Chapter 2, the pairs spectrum may contain
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contributions from ions that did not originate from the same dissociative ionization
event, but are detected in coincidence; for example, two singly charged ions formed
from the dissociation of two ions formed in the same pulse of electrons. Such events
O 1A

are termed ‘accidental coincidences’. '

Any accidental coincidence ion pair peaks in

the pairs spectrum can be readily identified by their characteristic ‘round’ shape and are
labelled as a ‘false’ ion pair peak. The ion counts producing a ‘false’ ion pair peak form
a round peak shape because the ions show no momentum correlation, resulting from
their separate formation. A ‘false’ ion pair peak therefore usually consists of two ion
pair masses that cannot be formed from the same dissociative ionization event, such as
the parent ion and another fragment ion, shown in Figure 3.1.3.

Figure 3.1.3: An accidental coincidence (false) ion pair peak of SF3+ + SF5+
observed following electron interaction with SF6. The ion pair
peak shape is round and thus shows no momentum correlation.

There is also a contribution from accidental coincidences to ‘real’ ion pair peaks
(ions originating from the same dissociative event). The ion counts from accidental
coincidences that contribute to ‘real’ ion pair peaks cannot be distinguished by direct
observation of the peaks in the pairs spectrum. Instead, the contribution from accidental
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coincidences to ‘real’ ion pair peaks is estimated, and subtracted using a procedure
termed accidental coincidence subtraction. If a significant number of false coincidence
peaks are observed in the pairs spectrum, then accidental coincidence subtraction is
performed on the pairs spectrum to produce ‘real’ ion pair peaks and thus ‘real’ ion pair
peak intensities.

3.1.1.3.2 Accidental coincidence subtraction
The contribution from accidental coincidences to the pairs spectrum is
minimized by operating with a low target gas pressure (below 10'6 Torr), and a low ion
count rate (approximately 200-300 ions per second).

Despite these experimental

conditions, accidental coincidences still contribute to ‘real’ ion pair peaks in the pairs
spectra. As false ion pair peaks are formed of two singly charged ions that were not
produced in the same dissociation event, the number of accidental or false coincidences,
F\ 2 , between ions with flight times t\ and tj in the pairs spectrum is defined as:

Fn = fi2K N 2*

(3 ' L 1 >’

where N\+ and N 2 + represent the number of ions with flight times of t\ and t2
respectively.

From Eq. (3.1.1), it is clear that accidental coincidences could be

completely eliminated if the ion count rates utilised were infinitely low. However, this
approach is experimentally impractical, as it would result in infinitely long data
acquisition times. Accidental coincidences must therefore be manually assessed and
subtracted. Firstly, a known false ion pair peak is selected, such as shown in Figure
3.1.3. Eq. (3.1.1) is re-cast to produce Eq. (3.1.2):
Fn = C I[X l ]l[X 2-\

(3.1.2).

Where the number of accidental or false coincidences in this chosen ‘false’ ion pair
peak, F\ 2 , is expressed as being equal to a constant, C, multiplied by the individual ion
intensities observed in the singles spectrum for the ions seen in this false ion pair peak,
/[Xil and /[X 2 ], Eq. (3.1.2). As the singles spectrum is recorded concurrently with the
pairs spectrum, the singles spectrum can be used to estimate, and subsequently subtract
the false coincidences from the recorded pairs spectrum. This concurrent recording of
the singles and pairs spectrum enables the ‘expected’ false coincidence spectrum to be
calculated and normalised to the recorded pairs spectrum in a known false coincidence
region where no ‘real’ ion pair peaks are observed.
Accidental coincidence subtraction is performed by initially constructing an
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accidental coincidence array containing the product of the individual ion intensities
/[X]] and /[X 2 ] in the singles spectrum. With reference to Eq. (3.1.2) this product needs
to be scaled by C to produce an estimate of the number of accidental coincidences
present at any coordinate in the pairs spectrum.

To determine the constant C the

number of accidental coincidences in the chosen ‘false’ ion pair peak is determined and
then the accidental coincidence array is normalised to this value. This constant, C, can
then be used to determine the number of accidental coincidences present in ‘real’ ion
pair peaks, Eq. (3.1.2). The accidental coincidences can then be subtracted to leave a
‘true’ pairs spectrum.9'11
At an electron energy of 200 eV accidental coincidences in the pairs spectra
were typically found to be less than 1-3% of a ‘real’ ion pair peak intensity.

3.1.1.3.3 Ion pair peak intensity
In the data processing, discussed in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, a distinction is
made between different types of ion pair: P 2 [X+] and P 3 [X+]. P 2 [X+] is the intensity of
an X+ ion in pairs of monocations (e.g. the N+ + 0 + ion pair formed following electron
interaction with N 2 O). Such pairs of monocations can arise from double ionization or
from triple ionization where an ion is missed.

In contrast, Ps[X+] represents the

intensity of an X+ ion in ion pairs involving a dication and a monocation (e.g. the N2++
0 + ion pair formed following electron interaction with N 2 O), and such pairs of ions can
only arise from triple or higher levels of ionization. A small contribution from triple
ionization is observed at the electron energies used in the experimental investigations
detailed in this thesis, and thus the neglect of higher order ionization is appropriate.
As detailed in Chapter 2, the experimental set-up is such that no ion pairs are
recorded if the second ion arrives within 32 ns of the first ion, due to the dead-time of
the discrimination circuitry, see Figure 3.1.4. Following ionization of N20 such dead
time losses affects the N+ + N+ and, to a lesser extent, the N+ + 0 + peaks in the pairs
spectra. These ion losses are easily estimated by extrapolating the visible part of the
pairs peak to the diagonal ti=t2 using simple geometry. The area of the peak obscured
by the dead-time is then determined and scaled accordingly, as demonstrated in Figure
3.1.4 and in Eq. (3.1.3).6’9
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•32 n s /

2 obs

lo b s

Figure 3.1.4: A schematic diagram of a peak corresponding to an identical ion
pair, centred on the diagonal h = t 2, illustrating how the area
obscured by the CFD dead-time is evaluated.

With reference to Figure 3.1.4, as the dead-time is known (32 ns), the length of
the obscured peak, Xdead, can be calculated using trigonometry. The area occupied by
the counts in the observed peak, A0bs, is determined using the approximate ion pair peak
length Xiobs and width X2 obs- The area occupied by the unobservable counts in the
portion of the ion pair peak obscured by the dead-time,

A dead-tim e,

is then determined

using the length of the obscured peak, Xdead, and the width of the observed peak, X2 obsThe ratio of these areas is taken and multiplied by the number of ion counts recorded in
the observed area,

P

0b s [ X

+],

to produce an estimate for the number of ion counts

obscured by the dead-time. Therefore, an estimate of the total number of ion counts for
the entire ion pair peak is determined and expressed in Eq. (3.1.3):
p [x + ] =

]+*»«,P n
A obs
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3.1.1.3.4 Ion pair peak gradient determination
Information concerning the fragmentation mechanism involved in a given
dissociation reaction forming a particular ion pair peak can be extracted from the pairs
spectrum. This information is gained by considering the gradient, b, of that particular
ion pair peak, and in certain cases by examining the width of the ion pair peak.2 The
gradient b of the chosen ion pair peak is derived from the gradient of the linear
regression between t\ and t2 within the area of the chosen peak using a least squares fit
method. Both t\ and ti are given equal weightings as they have equal uncertainties,
schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1.2. In determining the gradient of the chosen ion
pair peak area it is therefore crucial to limit the number of stray ion counts included in
the peak area.

If many stray ion counts are included in this peak area, the fitting

procedure produces a biased value for the gradient. Any information gained from this
gradient would then not necessarily be a true representation of the dissociation
mechanism occurring.
The following sections detail the possible interpretation from the experimental
coincidence data regarding the fragmentation mechanisms involved in two-body and
three-body dicationic dissociation reactions.

3.1.1.3.5 Two-body dissociation reactions
For a two-body dissociation reaction there is only one possible decay pathway,
the direct dissociation of the molecular dication or trication to form a pair of product
ions, [Reaction (3.1.1)].
m 2+ —» mx+ + m 2+

(3.1.1).

As discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.1, each ion pair peak in the pairs spectrum
exhibits a characteristic ‘lozenge’ shape with an individual gradient b. For example, the
ion pair peak produced following the two-body dissociation reaction of N 2 0 2+ to form
NO+ + N+, is orientated diagonally in the pairs spectrum, see Figure 3.1.2.

The

orientation of this ion pair peak can be explained by the conservation of linear
momentum upon dicationic dissociation, forming a pair of monocations, where both
ions (1 and 2) have the same magnitude of initial momentum p, in opposite directions:
pt + P l = 0

(3.1.4).

Therefore, under Wiley-McLaren focusing conditions
13
flight time can be expressed:
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q = tx° + kpcosQ

(3.1.5),

t2 = t 2° - k p cos0

(3.1.6),

where /° js the respective ion flight time in the absence of energy release for each ion, k
is a constant inversely proportional to the electric field strength and 0 is the angle
between the initial momentum vector and the axis of the mass spectrometer.

With

reference to Eqs. (3.1.5) and (3.1.6), the sum of the ion flight times (ti+ti) is constant, as
the summation is independent of any kinetic energy release. The ion pair peak in the
pairs spectrum corresponding to a two-body dissociation is therefore observed to be
diagonal with a gradient o f -1 , shown by Eq. (3.1.7).2,13,14
+

(3-1-7).

Figure 3.1.2 shows that both the NO+ + N+ and N2+ + 0 + ion pair peaks formed
following dissociation of N20 2+ have a gradient of -1, as predicted by Eq. (3.1.7), as
they can only result from the direct dissociation of the N20 2+ dication.

3.1.1.3.6 Three-body dissociation reactions
For three-body dissociation reactions yielding two detectable fragment ions and
one unobserved neutral species, the dynamics upon dissociation can be far more
complex, as these reactions can occur via a variety of different pathways.

These

different pathways can be approximately separated into three classes of dissociation
mechanism. Firstly, a ‘direct’ mechanism, ie an instantaneous explosion where all the
bonds are broken simultaneously and thus the two monocations are formed with equal
and opposite momenta.

Following an instantaneous explosion, the neutral fragment

receives no impulse, providing there are no collisions between the fragments.

This

dissociation mechanism therefore produces an ion pair peak with a gradient of -1 in the
pairs spectrum, [Reaction (3.1.II)], due to the correlation in momenta of the fragment
ions, described above for a two-body dissociation.
m2+ -^rr\ +m 2+ +m 3

(3.1.II).

However, if the three-body dissociation reaction occurs via a sequential mechanism,
such as deferred charge separation (DCS), [Reaction (3.1.Ill)], or an initial two-body
charge separation (ICS) followed by a further dissociation to give an ion pair and
neutral(s), [Reaction (3.1.IV)] the analysis is further complicated.
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m 2 + —^ m ,m 22 + m 3
mlm22 —>m1+ +m2+
1

(3.1.Ill),

'

m2m3+ —>m2+ + m3

(3.1.IV).

In the case of a DCS mechanism, the dominant energy release will occur on the second
dissociation step [Reaction(3.1.III)], comparable to a simple two-body dissociation
producing an ion pair peak gradient of -1 in the pairs spectrum.2,14
In the case of‘ICS, the monocations formed [Reaction (3.1.IV)] will have equal
and opposite momenta:
P i = - p 23

(3.1.8).

(m 1v 1 +m 2m3v23 = 0 )
However, the secondary dissociation [Reaction (3.1.IV)] affects the momenta, by
introducing a factor involving a mass ratio of fragment ions.
m2
p 2 = m 2v 23 = ----- 2— p 23
m2 +m 3

(3.1.9).

From Eq. (3.1.8), Eq. (3.1.9) is re-cast in terms of p\ and p 2:
Pi ~

m2+m 3
P2
m2

(3.1.10).

Eq. (3.1.10) demonstrates that the ion pair peak gradient observed in the pairs spectrum
is equal to -(ra2+ra3 )/ra2. That is the ratio of masses from the secondary dissociation,
when the heaviest ion is plotted on the x-axis.15 However, this gradient illustrates the
limiting case where the ion (m2ra3+) has sufficient time to freely rotate and leave the
Coulomb field of the other monocation before secondary dissociation occurs. This type
of reaction is indicative of a slow dissociation because the fragment ions formed
following ICS have time to leave the other ions’ Coulomb field. If this monocation
dissociates before leaving the Coulomb field of the correlated partner monocation (fast
dissociation), the monocation subsequently produced, via the secondary dissociation
step, will possess an increased momentum and thus the gradient will move towards -1.
For example, the three-body dissociation reaction of N20 2+ to form the N+ + 0 + + N ion
pair, shown in Figure 3.1.4, exhibits an ion pair peak gradient of -1.

The possible

dissociation mechanisms are illustrated in Table 3.1.1, with the associated gradients
shown in Reactions [3.1.V], [3.1.VI] and [3.1.VII].
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Table 3.1.1: Possible sequential mechanisms for the formation of the N* + CT ion pair
from N20 2+.
Deferred charge separation

Initial charge separation (ICS)

(DCS)
n 2o 2+ - ^ n o 2+ + n

I

N 20 2+ -» NO+ + N +

I

i

N++ 0 ++ N
Gradient = -1

1

N + 0 ++ N+
Gradient =
m° + ™N (-1.88) t o -1
m0

[3.1.V]

[3.1. VI]

n 2o 2+ - > n

2+ + o +

I

i

N++ N + 0 +
Gradient =
- mN+m* (-2) to -1
mN
[3.1.VII]

From Table 3.1.1, each possible sequential mechanism could produce an ion pair
peak in the pairs spectrum with a gradient of -1. Consequently a pathway cannot be
definitively specified for some ion pair peaks, such as the N+ + 0 + ion pair peak, using
the coincidence technique described in this thesis. Using triple coincidence techniques,
other details that assist the interpretation into the type of three-body dissociation
reactions, forming a certain fragment ion pair, have been found. 2>4’1518 These details
are usually observed in the mass and/or coincidence spectra. For example, an ion pair
peak formed via a dissociation reaction involving DCS may exhibit a metastable ‘tail.’
This ‘tail’ is observed from the ion pair peak to the diagonal fj=t2 of the dissociated
dication [Reaction (3.1.Ill)] forming that particular fragment ion pair.17

Such a

metastable ‘tail’ is observed following the electron ionization of SF6 detailed in Chapter
6.

In photoelectron-photoion-photoion coincidence (PEPIPICO) experiments,
detailed mechanisms have been proposed following the investigation of three-body
dissociations in many small molecules. These mechanisms are obtained from the ion
pair peak shapes and are generally consistent with the observed angular correlations and
initial momenta of the fragment ions.5 The resolution of ion pairs obtained using
PEPIPICO experiments is superior to the resolution possible in the pairs spectra
presented in this thesis, and is discussed in the following section.

3.1.1.3.7 Resolution
The pairs spectra presented in this thesis are of poorer resolution than PEPIPICO
experiments1,2,15,16,19 because there is a finite time during which dications or trications
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can be formed in the electron pulse, and hence there is a small uncertainty as to when
the dissociation event occurred. This uncertainty is observed as a greater ion pair peak
‘width’ if directly compared with ion pair peaks recorded in PEPIPICO experiments.
Figure 3.1.5 schematically illustrates this ‘width’ difference.
t,
(a)

(b)

CHD_

\

CD* _

CH*

c

ch*

t,

n;

NO*

Figure 3.1.5: Schematic diagram illustrating the difference in ion pair peak
widths measured (a) using PEPIPICO, example shown for
HCCD20 and (b) coincidence technique used in this thesis,
example shown for N20 .

In PEPIPICO experiments the detection of the photoelectron as a time zero precisely
defines themoment
Thisenables

of dissociation and thus ‘slimmer’ ion pair peaks are observed.

further information concerning the dynamics of multiply charged ion

dissociation to be obtained from the PEPIPICO experiments than are possible using the
apparatus described in this thesis.

3.1.1.4

Triples spectrum

3.1.1.4.1 Peak intensity determination
This set of data is first visualized by simply plotting a mass spectrum of the ions
recorded as ion triple arrivals, termed a triples mass spectrum and illustrated in Chapter
2. A series of pairs spectra are then plotted in coincidence with the different ions
present in the triples mass spectrum. The intensities of the peaks in these ‘coincident
pairs’ spectra are determined by summing the counts in each peak to give 7IX+].
As discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.2 for the pairs spectrum, the triples spectrum
may also contain contributions from ions that did not originate from the same
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dissociative ionization event but are detected in coincidence, termed ‘accidental
?

8-10

coincidences’. '

As described for the pairs spectrum, if a significant number of

accidental coincidences are observed in the triples spectrum then accidental coincidence
subtraction is performed to produce ‘real’ ion triples.

3.1.1.4.2 Accidental coincidence subtraction
As discussed for the pairs spectrum, the experimental operating conditions serve
to minimise the contribution from accidental coincidences to the triples spectrum by
operating with a low pressure (below 10'6 Torr), and a low ion count rate
(approximately 200-300 ions per second). These operating conditions mean that the ion
triple collection is low, even after some hours of data collection. To increase the triples
data collection, whilst maintaining a low ion count rate, would involve running the
experiment for a period of many days, which is not feasible.

Additionally, at the

electron energies utilised in this thesis, 30-200 eV, the occurrence of dissociative triple
ionization is expected to be low.
As a result of the pictorial representation of the ion triples data any accidental
coincidence ion peaks in the triples spectrum are more complicated to assign, as not all
coincidences in the triples spectra exhibit momentum correlation.

However, the

methodology, discussed for the pairs spectrum, is modified to account for the third ion,
and is used to estimate the contribution to ‘real’ ion pair peaks from accidental
coincidences in the triples spectrum.

With reference to the triples mass spectrum,

Figure 2.1.10, displayed in Chapter 2, it is clear that the triples data contain accidental
coincidences. Observation of ion peaks corresponding to N2+, NO+ and N20 + following
electron ionization of N20 cannot be formed with any other two fragment monocations
in the same dissociative event from N20 3+. Accidental coincidence peaks in the triples
spectrum are formed of three singly charged ions not formed in the same dissociation
event. The number of accidental coincidences, Fm , between ions with flight times t\, f2
and ts in the pairs spectrum are defined as:
Fm =

(3-1-11).

where N\+, A2+ and Ns+ represent the number of ions with flight times of q, h and ts
respectively.

As detailed for the accidental coincidence subtraction of the pairs

spectrum, Eq. (3.1.11) can be re-cast:
F123= C /[X 1]/[X 2]/[X3]

(3.1.12).

When a ‘false’ ion triple is observed in the triples spectrum, the number of counts in this
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triple is then normalised to the three-dimensional auto-correlation function of the
singles spectrum for this peak. A value of C is then determined. An example of an
accidental coincidence ion triple peak is the F* + SF3 + + SF5+ ion triple, (Chapter 6)
formed following electron interaction with SF6. A three-dimensional auto-correlation
function of the singles spectrum for each ‘real’ ion pair peak is then determined and
scaled by the value of C to produce an estimate of the number of accidental
coincidences contributing to each peak. The number of accidental coincidences, FU3 ,
can then be subtracted from each ‘real’ ion triple to produce a ‘true’ triples spectrum.
At 200 eV, accidental coincidences in the triples spectrum were found to be typically
less than 1-3% of the ion triple peak intensity.

3.1.1.4.3 Dissociation mechanisms
In this thesis, ion triples are only studied following electron interaction with N20
and SF6. The observed ion triples are formed of three monocations with low intensities,
even at 200 eV. Therefore, any information on the type of dissociation mechanism
occurring is impossible to provide with any accuracy under the current experimental set
up. Although, as discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.3, ion pairs formed via dissociative triple
ionization are also observed.
Creation of molecular ions in charge states greater than two is almost always
followed by charge-separation reactions, although, as discussed in Chapter 1, quite a
91
few ‘long-lived’ triply charged ions have been experimentally observed.
For triply
charged polyatomic molecules, complete charge-separation has the highest probability
of occurring, although dissociation channels where one or more neutral product ions are
formed with charge-separation have been shown to be the principal channels in triply
charged benzene ions.

22

3.1.2 Relative partial ionization cross-section determination
The ion intensities recorded in the singles, pairs and triples spectra are processed
to yield the relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs. This data processing
is described in detail in Sections 3.1.2.1 to 3.1.3.1. The relative PICS for the formation
of fragment ion X+ is symbolized as a r[X+], where the cross-section for the formation of
X+ is expressed relative to the cross-section for forming the parent ion. Similarly, the
precursor specific PICS a„[X+] (n=l-3) expresses the cross-section for forming the
fragment ion X+, relative to the cross-section for forming the parent ion of the system,
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via single (n= 1), double {n-2) or triple (n=3) ionization.

As discussed in Section

3.1.1.2, any contribution from quadruple ionization is assumed to be negligible in this
analysis.

3.1.2.1 Peak intensities in the singles spectrum
The intensity of each singly charged product ion in the singles spectrum is
described by Eq. (3.1.13), neglecting any contribution from dissociative quadruple
ionization:
(3 . 1 . 1 3 ).
The experimental ion detection efficiency is denoted by /*, and Nn[X+] represents the
number of ions, X+, formed via the loss of n electrons from the parent molecule. The
distinction is made between the number of ions formed via dissociative triple ionization
A3pairs[X+] which generate a pair of fragment ions, a dication and a monocation, such as
N2++ 0 +, and the number of ions formed via dissociative triple ionization 7V3tnples[X+]
which generate three monocations, such as N+ + bT + 0 +. In Eq. (3.1.13) the terms
involving iV2 [X+], A3pairs[X+] and A3triples[X+] represent the number of ions contributing
to the singles spectrum from dissociative double and triple ionization where an X+ ion is
formed and the second ion from the dissociative double ionization event, or the second
and third ion from the dissociative triple event, are not detected. Such ion losses occur,
that is fi<l, because of the 90% transmission of the grids that define the electric fields in
the apparatus and the less than unit efficiency of the electronics and detector, discussed
in Section 2.1.2.2 of Chapter 2.
For clarity, the intensity of a dication X2+ observed in the singles and pairs
spectra is given by Eq. (3.1.14). The intensity of a dication Xn2+ observed only in the
singles spectrum is given by Eq. (3.1.15). The intensity of the parent ion of the system
Y+ observed only in the singles spectrum is represented by Eq. (3.1.16). Examples of
selected ion intensities are given in each results Chapter (4-6).
/[X 2+] = f , N 2[X 2+] + f , (1 - / ,) JV3Pli" [X2+]

(3-1'14)’

/[X „2+] = / iiV2[Xn2t]

(3.1.15),

/[ Y +] = /,A'I[Y+]

(3-1.16).

To determine the a r values, it is noted thatGr[X+], the relative PICS for
formation of a fragment ion X+ with respect to the parent ion Y+, is equal to the sum of
the relative precursor specific PICSs, a n[X+]:
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(3.1.17).

Now, under our experimental conditions of low electron flux and ionization rate, An[X+]
is proportional to a„[X+]:
a „[X+] = &An[X+]

(3.1.18),

where k is a constant for each experiment and is dependent on experimental variables
such as the target gas pressure, electron flux in the source region, the duration of the
experiment and electron path within the ionization volume.11
As defined in Eq. (3.1.17), the relative PICS for the formation of a fragment ion
can be considered as a sum of the cross-sections for forming the ion via single, double
and triple ionization. Therefore, in addition to the singles data, the data from the pairs
and triples spectra must also be used, and are defined below.

3.1.2.2 Peak intensities in the pairs and triples spectra
The intensities of the signals in the pairs, P 2 P O and P 3 [X+], and triples, 7TX+],
spectra can be written:
P2[X+] = f . 2N 2[X+] + 2 /.2(1 - /. )N ,tnples [X+]

(3.1.19),

P3[X+] - / > 3[X+]

(3.1.20),

P[X +] = / i3A 3triples[X+]

(3.1.21),

where Nn[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via loss of n electrons, Pn[X+]
and P[X+] therefore represent the number of X+ ions detected in the pairs and triples
spectra respectively. The contribution to the intensity of the monocation ion pair peaks
from ion triple arrivals where one of the correlated ion triples is not detected is
expressed in the second term of Eq. (3.1.19). Every ion triple observed in this thesis has
two identical ions, such that 2X+ + Z+. The factor of ‘2’ in the second term of Eq.
(3.1.19) arises as a consequence of the definitions adopted in the analysis procedure,
where the number of ions formed by the various ionization encounters are used and not
the number of events.
Using Eqs. (3.1.14)-(3.1.16) and (3.1.19)-(3.1.21), Eq. (3.1.18) can now be re
cast to express the relative PICS in terms of the intensities determined from the singles,
pairs and triples spectra. Representative equations are shown for a fragment ion X+
seen in every spectrum and for a dication X2+ observed in the singles and pairs spectra:
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„ r v ^ N i P n + W j p c n + A r j ix n
/ [ x +]+ p 2 [x +]+ p 3 [ x +] + ? t x +]
<J, [A J--------------------------------- —— = ---------------------------------------N, [ Y +]
7 [Y+]
Q [ X 2+ ] _

0

.1 .2 2 ),

(3.1.23).

X 2[X2+] + A3[X2+] = 7 [X2+] + P3[X2+]

7 [Y+]
/[Y
+]

^ [ Y +]

Note that the a r values determined above do not depend o n /. However, if a value o f /
is available, then the data analysis can be extended to determine a„[X+] values,
quantifying the contributions to each ion yield from single, double and triple ionization.

3.1.3 Relative

precursor specific

partial ionization

cross-section

determination
As discussed in Section 3.1.2.2, in order to determine G„[X+] values, a value for/
must be determined.

For each molecule studied in this thesis an individual /

determination is performed and each value is given within the relevant chapter.

3.1.3.1 Ion detection efficiency determination
The ion detection efficiency, / , can be determined experimentally by recording
the singles and the pairs spectra for CF4. CF4 is used, as the cross-sections for forming
an individual ion, a +, and ion pairs, a D++, are well-characterised for this molecule and
fs
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can be extracted from published literature. ’ ’
ionization energy of 100 and 200 eV.

The CF4 data is collected at an

At these electron energies there are no data

available in the published literature regarding the triple ionization of CF4, and thus triple
ionization is assumed to be small (1-2%) and is therefore neglected in this analysis.
Expressions for the total number of ions in the singles spectrum, Zh and the total
number of ions in the pairs spectrum, ZP, are expressed below:

£ p = 2 /l1*<rJ>++

(3.1.24),

£ / = / ,* * * + 2 /, ( I - / ,) * * ’,,"

(3.1.25),

W *
fft + 2 ( l - / , ) (rD++
2

£ /

(3.1.26).

Using Eqs. (3.1.24)-(3.1.26) a value for/ was determined for each experimental study,
and is presented within each individual results chapter (4-7).

The average / value

determined over the course of all experimental investigations, discussed in this thesis, is
approximately 0.17. Typical values of / obtained for similar experimental set-ups are
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10 20%.24
-

Having determined a value for the ion detection efficiency, ft, relative precursor
specific PICSs can be defined. Eqs. (3.1.27)-(3.1.29) are used to evaluate the precursor
specific PICS for formation of a fragment ion X+ via single, double and triple
ionization:
o 1[X +] =

A J X +]

(3.1.27),

N ,[Y +]

_ /[x+]-(i-/,.)//,.p2[x+] -g-f. )/flp3[x+]+g-fl)2/fi2T[x+]
/[Y +]
,

N 2[X ']

; > [ x * ] //,- 2 ( i- /,) //,27 p n

N,[Y"]

/[Y +]

+ yV3 p" s[X+] + A?3 “iples[X+]
On [X J “
W,[Y+]

PjIX4] / / , + r [X + ]

0-1-28),

/ / (2

(3.1.29).

/[Y ]

Within each of the experimental Chapters 4-7, examples of the data analysis
equations used for a selected fragment ion are presented. Detailed derivations are also
given for each of the experimental chapters in Appendices C-F.

3.1.4 Kinetic energy release determination
Information regarding the energetics associated with a given dissociation
reaction, such as the kinetic energy release (KER), is difficult to obtain from simply
observing the ion pair peaks in the pairs spectra. However, by transforming a chosen
ion pair peak from the pairs spectrum into a TOF difference (Art0f) spectrum it is then
possible to estimate the kinetic energy release(s) (KER), for the formation of the
particular ion pair.

Figure 3.1.6 illustrates the KER in terms of the energy of the

dication state that gives rise to the dissociation reaction.
As discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.7, due to the length of the electron pulse, the
perpendicular width of the pairs peaks presented in this thesis is greater than other
experimental methods, such as PEPIPICO. This additional perpendicular ion pair peak
width adds to the uncertainty when evaluating the KER(s) for a certain ion pair.
Therefore, experimental methods such as PEPIPICO produce more accurate KER
values than are possible using the experimental set-up presented in this thesis.
Consequently, for each dissociation channel observed in the pairs spectra the KER
determinations are only presented where there is currently little information available in
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the literature or to confirm the determinations of existing experimental investigations.
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Figure 3.1.6: Schematic potential energy curves showing the relationship of
the KER to the energy of the diatomic dication state giving rise
to the dissociation reaction.

3.1.4.1 Time-of-flight difference spectrum
Information regarding the KER upon multiply charged ion dissociation is
obtained by forming a TOF difference Artof = (t2 - 1\) plot from the pairs data, where the
differences in ion flight times are histogrammed for each ion pair of interest. This ion
coincidence spectrum will have a prototypical ‘square top’ (discussed in Chapter 2) if
all the ions are being collected, shown in Figure 3.1.7.25
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Figure 3.1.7: An ion coincidence peak for the NO+ + N+ ion pair transformed
from the pairs spectrum recorded following electron interaction
with NzO. The error bars shown represent a typical data spread of
approximately 7 %.
To provide an estimate of the KER for each dicationic dissociation channel, the
TOF difference spectrum is used alongside a Monte Carlo simulation of the dication
dissociation of interest. The Monte Carlo simulation can be directly compared with the
experimental TOF difference spectmm.

The fit of the simulated TOF difference
in

spectrum to the experimental data is refined until agreement is achieved. ’ ’

3.1.4.2 Monte Carlo simulation
The Monte Carlo simulation allows the inclusion of all experimental parameters
affecting the peak shape, such as the size of the ionization region and the distribution of
KERs and has been shown to produce KERs in excellent agreement with
literature.11,27,28 The Monte Carlo simulation uses repeated ion trajectories and
calculates the ion flight times under an electrostatic model of the experimental
conditions.

The dication dissociation is modelled with a Gaussian kinetic energy

release distribution (KERD), a Gaussian spatial distribution of ionization events about
the centre of the source region and represents the initial velocity of the neutral molecule
before ionization by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The KERDs are modelled as a
sum of Gaussian energy release distributions as the KERD of the detected fragments is
expected to be a direct function of the reflection of the Gaussian ground state
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wavefunction on the respective repulsive potential energy curves of the dication states
in the Franck-Condon region (reflection approximation) . 1 4,24
The treatment of the ions in the simulation is important. The initial direction of
the motion of the molecules before ionization is random, and as the ions are formed
their movement will be isotropic, but detection is only on a single plane. Most ions
detected will therefore have a significant transverse velocity away from the axis of the
TOF mass spectrometer. To allow for the projection of a spherical velocity distribution
onto the plane of the detector, the distribution of initial velocities following ionization
must be sinusoidally weighted, thus ensuring that a higher proportion of ions have large
velocity components along the axis of the TOF mass spectrometer than small angles.
This modelling results in the satisfactory production of a ‘square topped’ peak.25

3.1.4.2.1 Apparatus and ion parameters
To set up a simulation the apparatus parameters are entered: source length,
acceleration length, drift tube length, source voltage and the voltage on the drift tube.
This ensures that an electrostatic model of the experimental conditions is achieved. The
values concerning the dissociation reaction under investigation are then entered; these
include the masses of the detected ion pairs and the mass of the parent dication. The
masses of the primary ions formed in the initial dicationic charge separation, which then
dissociate to form the detected ion pair, are also included in the program, and used if
necessary to enable the simulation of all possible decay pathways, see Reactions [3.1.V]
to[3.1.Vnj.
The energetics for the individual dissociation reactions can then be entered into
the program. Initially an estimate of the KER or KERs upon dissociation of the dication
to form each ion pair is entered with the probability of each release if the KER is multi
valued. The detector radius, initial gas temperature along the jet axis and initial gas
temperature perpendicular to the jet axis are then defined and entered into the program.

3.1.4.2.2 Simulation parameters
The simulation parameters consist of the number of ion trajectories required,
half-width of KER distribution for each ion pair and the half-width of the Gaussian
distribution of ionization events in the source region.

Once the apparatus, ion and

simulation parameters have been entered into the program, the simulation is run and the
simulated spectrum can then be compared with the experimental data. The Monte Carlo
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simulation is displayed as a histogram of the number of ions with a particular TOF
difference. If agreement is not found between the simulated data and the experimental
data the simulation can be re-run with different energetics and simulation parameters
until satisfactory agreement, judged by eye, with the experimental data is found, see
Figure 3.1.8.

The uncertainties in the determined KER(s) are determined by the

deviations necessary to significantly degrade the fit with experimental data, and are
generally in the order of il.O eV.
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Figure 3.1.8: An ion coincidence peak for the NO+ + N+ ion pair, transformed
from the pairs spectrum, and shown together with a Monte Carlo
simulation. Good agreement is observed between the simulation
and the experimental data.
It should be noted that, as discussed above, the KER has only been investigated
for molecules where novel information can be obtained and where comparison with
other techniques is relevant. As discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.7, the resolution of the
pairs spectra presented in this thesis is lower than other techniques, such as PEPIPICO,
which also means greater uncertainty in the TOF difference plots. Thus, only estimates
of the KER are produced, although agreement with more accurate techniques is
observed. Chapter 4 presents KER estimates for selected dicationic dissociations and
compares these results with available data.
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3.1.5 Review of errors
At this point it is appropriate to discuss the sources of error associated with the
current experiment and provide estimates of the relative magnitude of these errors in
relation to the ionization cross-sections presented for each target gas. The main sources
of error are detailed in Chapters 2 and 3, and include the determination of the ion
detection efficiency (f), corrections of the singles spectra for contributions from the
background gas and correction to the pairs spectra for loss of ion counts due to the CFD
dead-time, accidental coincidences in the pairs spectra and the loss of energetic ions
from ion pairs in the pairs spectra. The following discussion is divided into two parts,
the first part provides details of the uncertainty from different sources of error to the
relative PICSs (ar values) and the second part details the uncertainty from the sources of
error to the relative precursor specific PICSs (oi and o 2 values).

In the present

discussion the magnitude of the error in the triples data is neglected due to the difficulty
in accurately quantifying an error in numbers which represent less than 1 % of the total
ion yield.

3.1.5.1 Relative PICS data
The statistical error in the relative PICSs is minimised for each precursor gas by
performing at least four measurements for each electron energy, and obtaining an
average value with an associated standard deviation for each electron energy.

As

discussed in Chapter 2, the overlap of the electron beam with the target gas is
maximised for each electron energy.

Hence, there is an error associated with any

change in the overlap between the electron beam and the target gas beam.

The

magnitude of this error is difficult to quantify, but it should be approximately constant
for the relative ionization cross-section measurements and minimized by the procedure
of optimizing the ion signal at a given electron energy. Indeed, this is shown to be true
for argon using the ion trajectory simulation program SIMION.
The relative PICSs values are independent of fi (ion detection efficiency) and
therefore are not influenced by the uncertainty in this parameter. However, there are
other sources of error, mentioned above, that can affect the or values. These sources of
error are now quantified, and their magnitudes discussed, for the electron ionization of
N 2 0 . The magnitudes of these errors are of course similar for the electron ionization of
BCI3 (Chapter 5) and SF6 (Chapter 6 ), and are therefore not individually detailed here.
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Background contribution
As discussed in Chapter 3, each peak in the singles spectrum is corrected for the
presence of background gas in the mass spectrometer.

The correction for the

background contribution to the singles spectra for cations represents approximately 1 %
of the cation peak observed in the spectrum. The background correction to the dication
peaks depends on the location and intensity of the dication peak in the spectrum.
Typically, the correction for the background contribution to dication peaks is
approximately 15%. However, if the dication peak is located next to a cation peak of
high intensity, and is itself low intensity, the correction can be approximately 85% of
the observed dication peak. Allowing for the statistical error in these subtractions gives
the resulting counting uncertainty for cation signals as less than ±0.5% and for dications
as ±2-3% at 100 eV.

Accidental coincidences
As discussed in Chapter 3, accidental coincidences are given by pairs of ions
that did not originate from the same dissociative event but are nonetheless detected in
coincidence. Such accidental coincidences inevitably contribute to ‘real’ ion pair peaks
in the pairs spectra.

For the electron ionization of N 2 O no accidental coincidence

subtraction was performed, as the contribution from accidental coincidences to each ion
pair peak was less than 2%.

However, if accidental coincidence subtraction is

performed at 100 eV the value of ai[N +] increases by 1% and the value of

0 2

[N+]

decreases by 1%, resulting in the a r[N+] value remaining approximately unchanged.
The magnitude of this error justifies the neglect of accidental coincidence subtraction in
Chapter 4.

Dead-time correction
As detailed in Chapter 2, the experimental set-up is such that no ion pairs are
recorded if the second ion arrives within 32 ns of the first ion, due to the dead-time of
the discrimination circuitry. Section 2.1.3.2.1.3 of Chapter 2 details how the N+ + N+
and ISC +

0

+ ion pair peaks were corrected for the ion counts lost due to the dead-time

of the CFD. To quantify this correction the lost ion counts represented 30% of the
detected ion counts for both ion pair peaks, and 12% of the total N+ ions observed in ion
pairs. If the correction for the lost ion counts was accurate to ±15% of the ‘true’ lost ion
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counts, the value of aiPST] at 100 eV increased by 5% and the value of (^[N*]
decreased by 7%, leading to an overall decrease in the or[N+] value of less than 2%. It
should be remembered that only identical or nearly identical ion pairs are affected by
the dead-time correction, and the uncertainty in the or value is less than the typical
standard deviation of ±2-5% shown with the relative PICS data.

Energetic ion loss
As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, energetic ion loss is observed for the N+ + 0 +
ion pair in the form of a hollow TOF difference spectrum. Such energetic ion loss may
also occur for the N+ + N+ ion pair, but due to the dead-time is difficult to quantify with
any accuracy. A ‘best-fit’ TOF difference peak was used to correct the N+ + 0 + ion pair
peak which produced an 18% increase in the ion pair intensity, equating to a less than
1% increase in the o r[N+] value at 100 eV. To complement the ‘best-fit’ peak a ‘worstfit’ TOF difference peak was analysed and produced an increase of 25% to the ion
counts of the bC + 0 + ion pair peak. Again, these variations result in the value of
C5,r[lSrh], at 100 eV, increasing by just over 1%, due to the 1% decrease in Gi[N+] and a
2% increase in the value of a 2 [N+]. The magnitude of this error is again lower than the
typical standard deviation presented with the relative PICSs.
The magnitude of the errors discussed above for the correction to the singles
spectra for the contribution of the background gas, the loss of ion pairs due to the dead
time, the contribution of accidental coincidences and energetic ion loss each contribute
no more than, and often much less than, a ±2% error in the relative PICSs. Statistical
combination of these relative errors gives an overall error of ±4% (V^4x22 ) if all the
above errors contribute, which they often do not. The magnitude of this error is
generally less than, or equivalent to, the typical standard deviation of ±2-5% shown
with the relative PICSs. For that reason the preferred use of the standard deviation in
the experimental measurements, as a measure of the error for each average
measurement, is justified.

3.1.5.2 Relative precursor specific PICSs
In determining the precursor specific values, the sources of error discussed
above will all apply.

However, as shown below, in the determination of relative

precursor specific PICSs the greatest source of uncertainty is undoubtedly the
determination of the ion detection efficiency, fi.
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determined experimentally by recording singles and pairs spectra of CF4 , which are
normalised to the ‘known’ cross-sections for forming individual ions and ion pairs
following electron ionization of CF4 . 6 , 8 , 2 3 The CF4 data of Bruce and Bonham.6,8,23 are
used for this normalization as both the single and ion-pair ionization cross-sections are
determined in their work.

The experiments of Bruce and co-workers6,8,23 utilise a

pulsed electron source crossed with an effusive gas jet, with two identical TOF mass
spectrometers at 180°.

Positive ions are accelerated down one flight tube assembly

towards one of the MCP detectors while electrons and negative ions are extracted down
the other flight tube towards another MCP detector.6

Bmce and co-workers8,29

performed a thorough error analysis which detailed statistical counting uncertainties for
ions, variation in the electron and gas beams and ion current and errors in the
normalization procedures and in their alternative absolute scaling determination. This
error analysis produced an absolute error for each PICS of ±15%.

The ion pair

production cross-sections generally had greater absolute uncertainties of around ±20%.
The absolute errors given with the data of Bruce and Bonham6,8,23 represent three
standard deviations. Therefore, for the current statistical error analysis one standard
deviation is used.
Before embarking on an analysis of the errors in the data presented in this thesis,
f\ ft 9^
it is interesting to compare the CF4 data of Bruce and Bonham, ’ ’ and its listed
uncertainty, with recently determined absolute PICSs and absolute ion pair crosssections of Sieglaff et al30 who utilise electron ionization with a TOF mass spectrometer
and position sensitive detector. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the absolute PICSs
determined by this experimental group are used to normalise the absolute ICS
experiments presented in this thesis, and are generally considered to be the most reliable
data for comparison with the current experiments.

Unfortunately, for the electron

ionization of CF4, Seiglaff et al30 do not determine the cross-sections for all the
significant ion pair production channels which are required to determine a value for f
for the experiments presented in this thesis. Indeed only the CF+ + F+ and CF2+ + F+ ion
pair channels are recorded by Seiglaff et al.30 However, comparison of the absolute
PICSs is useful: for example, the absolute PICS for the formation of C+ at 140 eV (the
peak of the ICS) determined by Sieglaff et al30 is approximately 7% greater than the
value determined by Bruce and Bonham.23

For other less energetic ions formed

following electron ionization of CF4 the absolute cross-section data of Seiglaff et al30
are consistently greater (about 5%), but close to, the data of Bruce and Bonham. In fact,
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the data of Seiglaff et al3 0 actually show better agreement with earlier data of Bruce and
Bonham prior to a revision by these authors. 8,29,31 This good agreement between the
work of these two groups provides further justification for the use of one standard
deviation for the data of Bruce and Bonham. 6 ,8,23

Indeed the error quoted for the

absolute ICSs of Seiglaff et al3 0 is ±5%, justifying the use of this relative error in
propagating the errors induced by the variation in the CF4 cross-sections into the current
data.
One standard deviation of the errors reported by Bruce and Bonham6,8,23 (±5%)
is propagated with the counting errors of the singles (±3 %) and pairs (±4 %) data from
the current CF4 calibration experiments. This propagation gives deviations of ±15% in
the determined values of / for the current experiment. For the electron ionization of
N20 , detailed in Chapter 4, an average value for / was determined to be 0.17 with a
standard deviation of ±0.01 (conservatively a ±10% relative error). The systematic
error in / of ±15%, due to the uncertainty in the calibrating CF4 data, is therefore
slightly greater than the statistical standard deviation we determine. Incorporating the
systematic error, / may have values between 0.14 and 0.20. Performing a “worst case
analysis”, by using these limiting values of/i, the relative precursor specific PICSs for
the formation of N+ vary by ±20%.
decreases by

2 0

For example, at 100 eV the value of a^N*)

% when a lower value of / is utilised and increases by

2 0

% when a

higher value of / is employed. Such a “worst case” error should be associated with
three standard deviations, indicating the associated standard deviation from the possible
variations in / is about 7%. The exactly opposite trend is of course found for the values
of a 2(N+). The statistical error bars plotted with the relative precursor specific PICS
values are typically ±10%, comparable with the 7% variance introduced from the
possible variations in /. Combining the 7% statistical error from the variations i n / with
the 4 % relative error from the other sources of error described in the previous section
gives a predicted statistical error of 8 %, in good accord with the error bars given for this
data derived from the statistical spread of the averaged determinations.

Again, this

shows that the statistical approach employed in determining the uncertainties in the
precursor specific PICSs is appropriate and the uncertainty predicted by propagating the
errors in determining a value for / does not change the conclusions detailed in the
results chapters.
As demonstrated in the above analysis, the largest source of uncertainty in the
relative precursor specific PICSs results from the determination o f /. The main source
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of error in the determination of a value for/i results from the current methodology that
requires experimental data from the literature to be used, and thus the confidence in the
value of f

relies on the level of confidence of the literature data.

For future

experimental investigations the error in f may be minimised by directly measuring fi
and thus significant improvements in the uncertainty of the relative precursor specific
PICS data would be accomplished. This could be achieved by using an ion-electron
coincidence experiment, although this would require considerable experimental
modification.

3.1.6 Conclusions
The data analysis methods used to obtain relative PICSs and relative precursor
specific PICSs from the singles, pairs and triples spectra have been discussed.
In addition, the analysis of the peak slopes in the pairs spectrum is explained.
Detailed discussion is presented on how information regarding multiply charged
dissociation dynamics is obtained. Also, the transformation of the pairs spectrum to a
TOF difference spectrum is shown, and the methodology used to obtain estimates for
the KER(s) is presented.
Chapters 4-6 demonstrate that the analysis procedures described within this chapter
yield accurate data on the relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs of N20 ,
BC13 and SF6.
The following section of this chapter illustrates the data analysis techniques used
following experimental modification to enable the determination of absolute PICSs and
absolute precursor specific PICSs from the singles, pairs and triples spectra.
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Section 2

Absolute partial ionization cross-sections

3.2 Introduction
The commissioning of an absolute ionization cross-section measurement
technique was described in Chapter 2. In this section of Chapter 3 detailed information
is presented regarding how initial absolute partial ionization cross-section (PICS)
determinations were performed using argon and nitrogen gas. Argon and nitrogen gas
were selected as suitable ‘test’ gases because both have well-defined absolute PICSs
available in the literature.32,33 Whilst performing experiments on this test system, the
effect of additional experimental parameters such as gas input order, gas pressure ratio
and gas flow were considered. Following these experiments the uncertainties in the
determined absolute PICSs were shown to be reduced.
The data analysis is then extended to show how absolute precursor specific PICSs
are determined for a ‘test’ system of argon and nitrous oxide. In this thesis, absolute
PICSs,

g '[X+],

and absolute precursor specific PICSs, on'[X+], are represented by an

additional prime to differentiate an absolute cross-section determination from a relative
PICS, Gr[X+], or relative precursor specific PICS, o n[X+].

3.2.1 Argon and Nitrogen
3.2.1.1 Absolute partial ionization cross-section determination
With reference to Chapter 2, by taking a ratio of Eqs. 2.2.6 and 2.2.7, an
expression dependent only on the gas pressure, individual cross-section and signal
intensity of each selected ion is determined, which for the nitrogen/argon gas system is
expressed in Eq. (3.2.1).

Since the gases are used together, the electron pathlength,

initial electron flux and ion detection efficiency are equivalent for each gas used. The
nitrogen and argon gas system can be defined in terms of a gas pressure (p) ratio, total
ion signal intensity (S) ratio and the well-defined absolute PICSs of the Ar+ and N2+
ions:
P a, o ' [ A r * ] _ S(Ar*)

p Nl a [N2+]

(3.2.1).

S(N2+)

The total ion signal, S(X+), of an X+ ion, includes ions in the singles and pairs. It should
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be noted that no triples were collected due to the short runtimes necessary to minimise
gas pressure change over experimental runtime. However, for the ‘test’ system, the N2+
and Ar+ signal intensity will, of course, only occur in the singles spectrum and therefore
S(N2> / ( N 2+) and S(Ar+)=/(Ar+). For example, to determine a'[N2+] values, Eq. (3.2.1)
can be re-arranged:

S(Ar+)

p„

(3-2 -21

[N 2+] = ——2 ^X
x G [Ar+]
7(Ar+) p .
Using Eq. (3.2.2), the values of a'[N2+] can be determined if all the values on the right
hand side of Eq. (3.2.2) are known for each electron energy under investigation. In the
following experiments argon is used as the reference gas. The experimental set-up,
described in Section 2.1.2.2 of Chapter 2, enables the total ion signal intensity ratio and
the gas pressure ratio to be determined, where the absolute PICS of one gas is known
from the literature.

Sections 3.2.1.2 to 3.2.1.4 briefly explain how these values are

determined.

3.2.1.2

Total ion signal

The singles and pairs data were recorded and analysed as described in Chapters 2
and 3.

3.2.1.2.1 Singles spectrum
Briefly, events involving a single ion arrival at the detector following the repeller
plate pulse are termed ‘singles’ and the flight times associated with these events are
displayed as a histogram of ion counts against flight time. This data makes up the
singles spectrum. The intensities of peaks in the singles spectrum, /(X+), are determined
by summing the counts in the peak and applying a suitable background correction for
any non-zero baseline. The non-zero background is formed of the ionized residual gas
present in the mass spectrometer.
For the Ar/N2 system a singles spectrum is produced showing ion peaks of N2+,
Ar2+, N2+ and Ar+ ions, Figure 3.2.1. This singles spectrum is analysed as described
in Section 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.2.1: A singles spectrum of the two-gas system N2/Ar recorded at 200
eV.

As indicated in the figure the intensity scale has been

increased by a factor of 20 over the m/z values of 6-8, to show the
signal due to N2+. Ion peaks of 0 +, H20 +, 0 2+ and hydrocarbon
residues are also observed from ionization of the background gas.

3.2.1.2.2 Pairs spectrum
The pairs spectrum is displayed as a coincidence spectrum: a two-dimensional
histogram of t\ (first ion arrival time) against t2 (second ion arrival time) for each ion
pair.

The intensities of a given product ion in the pairs spectrum P[X+] can be

determined by summing the number of counts within each characteristic ‘lozenge’
shaped peak which involves the X+ ion.
If an X+ ion is observed in both the singles and pairs spectra, the total ion signal
will be a summation of the intensities observed in the singles and pairs spectra,
S(X+)=I[X+]+P[X+). For the Ar/N2 system only one ion pair peak is observed in the
pairs spectrum of N+ + N+. The intensity of the identical ion pair peak is analysed as
described in Section 3.1.1.3.

3.2.1.3 Gas pressures
The absolute gas pressures of nitrogen and argon are determined using a SRG, as
detailed in Chapter 2. Argon is introduced initially, followed by nitrogen. Using the
methodology described in Chapter 2, the gas pressure ratio can then be expressed in
terms of a ‘measured’ pressure ratio /w/pAr, and a ratio of molecular mass ^MArNMK2,
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shown in Eq. (3.2.3):
( 3 -2

PAt

PA t

-3 X

S.

where pmiXand /?at are defined in Eqs. (2.2.19) and (2.2.20) using the recorded pressure
measurements from the SRG and are discussed in detail in Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2.

3.2.1.3.1 Stable gas pressures
Gases used in the experiments to determine relative PICSs (Section 3.1.3) were
stored in a glass globe at atmospheric pressure. A Young’s needle valve was used to
regulate the gas flow into the source region from the glass globe located on the first gas
inlet system. The absolute PICS experiments required both gases to be maintained at a
near constant gas pressure in the source region over the experimental runtime, which
proved difficult to achieve using gas from the glass globe and gas from the second,
‘new’ inlet system which had no such gas storage, see Figure 3.2.2. Therefore, gases
were used directly from the gas cylinder regulator at a pressure of 1-2 bar which helped
to achieve a near constant gas pressure of each gas in the source region. The installation
of the second gas inlet system, used together with the first gas inlet system for the
absolute PICS experiments, was discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2.
To the pulse
generator

Old gas inlet system (1)

-j

Glass globe

Electron Gun

New gas inlet system (2)

To gas
T cylinder

To gas
cylinder

To pressure
gauge

Figure 3.2.2: A schematic diagram of the gas inlet system into the source region,
shown by the dotted line. The old gas inlet system, labelled as (1),
has the capability of gas storage. However, the new gas inlet system,
labelled (2), which has been installed to allow the simultaneous use
of two gases has no such gas storage capability.
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However, gases could not always be used directly from the cylinder.

For

example, when using acetylene (Chapter 7), it was necessary to store an atmosphere of
gas in the glass globe, due to the hazardous nature of the gas. This method proved
sufficient for one day’s experimental usage but decreased the stability of the acetylene
gas pressure over the experimental runtime.

3.2.1.4

Literature values of absolute partial ionization cross-sections

The absolute PICSs of argon and nitrogen are detailed in the literature. From
comparison of the relative PICS determinations, detailed in this thesis for N2 O (Chapter
4) and SFg (Chapter 6), the cross-section data of Stebbings and co-workers32,33 are
believed to be the most reliable. The cross-section data of Stebbings and co-workers are
determined from threshold to 1000 eV, a range which encompasses the 30-200 eV range
of electron energies used in this thesis.

Stebbings and co-workers experimentally

determined each of the variables necessary to derive absolute PICSs (Eq. 2.2.3) and
utilised an experimental set-up where energetic ion collection is shown to be 100%.
Therefore, the absolute PICS data for Ar+ and N2+ ions of Stebbings and co-workers are
used as the selected reference gas in the electron ionization studies detailed in this
chapter and Chapter 7.32,33 The absolute PICSs of argon determined by Stebbings and
co-workers are also used in the determination of absolute PICSs by Tian and Vidal34
and Basner and co-workers.35,36 As described in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2, these
experimental groups utilise similar techniques to determine absolute PICSs to those
described in this thesis.

3.2.1.5

Initial results

The experimental methodology used initially for the Ar/N2 ‘test’ experiments
involved adding the reference gas to the source region first, not specifying the use of a
certain gas pressure ratio, and using the gas needle inlets into the source region. As
expressed in Section 2.2.3.1 of Chapter 2, the experimental aspects of gas inlet order,
gas pressure ratio and the position of gas inlets in the source region are believed to be
crucial in the determination of accurate absolute PICSs. Therefore, this section will
begin by using the experimental conditions outlined above and will then systematically
assess the effect of each variable, with the aim of trying to improve the absolute PICS
values obtained. The data analysis discussed in Section 3.2.1.1, was used to determine
values of

g '[N2+]

from 30-200 eV.

With reference to Figure 3.2.3, the currently
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determined values of o'[N 2 +] were encouraging.
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Figure 3.2.3: Values of ct'[N2+] (A). The points shown represent the average of
10 determinations. The dotted error bars shown represent the
standard deviation of 10 determinations for each electron energy.
This data is compared with the absolute PICS data for N2+ of
Straub et al33 ( • ) , with appropriate error bars shown.
Agreement was observed between the o'[N2+] values determined here and the
recently determined absolute PICS data for N2+ of Straub et al.33 Figure 3.2.3 shows
that the a'[N2+] values determined here have significant error bars associated with each
point. As discussed in Section 2.2.3.2 of Chapter 2, the mixed pressure measurement
Pmix is the most challenging quantity to accurately determine, as it assumes uniform
mixing of the gases in the source region. The large spread of data seen in Figure 3.2.3
indicated that experimental variables that have an effect on this pressure measurement
needed to be investigated further. These variables were initially discussed in Section
2.2.3.2 of Chapter 2, for example, the order of gas addition into the source region, the
gas pressure ratio of the system and the position of the gas inlets into the source region
are important factors. The effects of these factors on the a'[N2+] values are reported in
Section 3.2.2.

3.2.2 Gas pressure in the source region
The experimental technique used in this thesis to determine absolute PICSs is
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dependent on the assumption that the individual gas densities approximate the
individual gas pressures, see Section 2.2.3.2 of Chapter 2. This assumption relies on the
two gases forming a uniform mixture in the source region prior to ionization and thus
the pressure readings obtained from the SRG are giving a tme representation of the
individual gas pressures. The following sections investigate the gas mixture formed and
endeavour to obtain a homogeneous gas mixture in order to produce the most accurate
absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICS s.

3.2.2.1 Gas input order
In Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2 the second gas inlet system was shown to be
equivalent to the original gas inlet system. However, if the gases are not forming a
uniform gas mixture in the source region the input order may affect the gas density at
the point of ionization, and thus the subsequently recorded pressure measurements may
not accurately represent the ratio of densities in the ionization region. Absolute PICS
determinations were performed where argon was introduced first followed by nitrogen
and vice versa, at selected electron energies of 70 and 100 eV. These experiments were
performed to ascertain if any difference in the a'[N 2 +] values was observed, Figure
3.2.4.
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Figure 3.2.4: Values of

ct'[N2+]

at 70 and 100 eV, determined for addition of

argon first ( • ) and nitrogen first (□ ).

Figure 3.2.4 illustrates a significant standard deviation of cf[N 2 ] values for each
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case, but the order of gas addition produced no consistent difference between addition
of argon first or nitrogen first.

To further investigate the large standard deviation,

observed in Figure 3.2.4, the gas pressure ratio is examined in Section 3.2.2.2.

3.2.2.2 Gas pressure ratio
Having established in Section 3.2.2.1 that there was no consistent difference in the
cffNV] values determined when the order of gas addition was altered, the reference gas,
argon, was first introduced to the source region through the old gas inlet system and the
‘unknown’ gas, nitrogen was subsequently added through the new gas inlet system.
Both gases were still introduced into the source region via the gas inlet needles. The
gas pressure ratio of nitrogen to argon was altered for each experiment by changing one
gas pressure whilst the other was kept constant and vice versa. The gas pressure ratio is
shown with respect to the value of a'[N 2 +] determined at an electron energy of 200 eV,
Figure 3.2.5.
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Figure 3.2.5: Values of cj'[N2+] determined for a range of gas pressure ratios of
N2/Ar at an electron energy of 200 eV. The solid line represents
the literature value of ct'[N2+] from the data of Straub et a l33 The
two dashed lines show the upper and lower limits of the value
determined by Straub et al.33
Figure 3.2.5 demonstrates that it is desirable to achieve a gas pressure ratio of
approximately 1:1, for each experimental run.
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approximately

1:1, the values

of g'[N 2 +] determined above show increased

reproducibility when compared to both larger and smaller gas pressure ratios.
Another absolute PICS experiment was performed where a gas pressure ratio of
approximately 1:1 was produced for each experimental run.

The resultant g'[N 2 +]

determinations were indeed improved, both in value and certainty, shown in Figure
3.2.6, when compared with the initial experiment displayed in Figure 3.2.3.
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The points shown

represent the average of 4 determinations. The errors shown
represent the standard deviation of 4 separate determinations for
each electron energy. The absolute PICS data of Straub et al33
( • ) are shown with the associated errors.
Figure 3.2.6 illustrates that by achieving a gas pressure ratio of approximately 1:1
for each experimental run, the absolute PICS determinations are significantly improved.
The agreement observed between this current data and the absolute PICS data of Straub
et al33 is striking.

The improvement in the absolute PICS determinations may be

explained byconsidering that by utilising a 1:1 gas pressure ratio, the individualgas
density in the source region will be approximately equal, and thus will give the most
accurate pressure measurement for each gas.
In the following section the position of the gas inlet needles in the source region is
addressed to try to improve the mixing of the two gases before ionization, previously
discussed in Section 2.3.3.2 of Chapter 2.
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3.2.2.3 Gas flow
Following the gas pressure ratio investigation, discussed in Section 3.2.2.2, some
additional uncertainty in the absolute PICS determinations remains, see Figure 3.2.6. It
is possible that this uncertainty may be due to the nature of the gas inlet systems.
Specifically, the gas inlets produce jets of effusive gas, and thus the two gases may not
mix as assumed in the source region and may even form two distinct gas regions prior
to ionization. To investigate this effect, as described in Section 2.2.3.2 of Chapter 2, the
PTFE tubing that connected the glass gas inlet needles to the stainless steel inlet needles
within the source region were removed from the stainless steel inlet needles and
positioned near the walls of the chamber. Moving the position of the gas inlets provides
additional time for the gases to adequately mix in the source region prior to ionization.
To test the new location of the PTFE tubing, a further absolute PICS experiment was
performed with the Ar/N2 system to determine values of a'[N 2 +] at electron energies
from 30-200 eV, shown in Figure 3.2.7.
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With reference to Figure 3.2.7 it is evident that the values and uncertainties of the
tf'[N2 +] determinations were significantly improved and indeed are in excellent
agreement with the absolute PICS data of Straub et al.33 These improvements in the
g'[N 2 +] determinations show that in the initial absolute PICS experiments the two gases
were not forming a uniform gas mixture prior to ionization in the source region. The
positions of the gas inlets may therefore have led to the formation of two distinct gas
regions, and thus variable gas densities in the source region, leading to variable and
inaccurate gas pressure measurements.
Following the investigations, discussed above, concerning the order of gas
addition into the source region, the gas pressure ratio of the system, and the position of
the gas inlets in the source region, significantly improved absolute PICSs were
determined.

In summary, the order of gas addition was determined to make no

significant difference to the absolute PICS determinations. However, the gas pressure
ratio and position of the gas inlets in the source region were found to be key
experimental factors. This is a result of the original assumption utilised in this work
that each gas density can be well represented by the respective gas pressure, as
discussed in Section 2.2.3.2 of Chapter 2. Therefore, when the two-gas system is well
mixed in the source region, prior to ionization, and is composed of approximately equal
quantities of gas, reliable absolute PICSs were determined. For all subsequent absolute
PICS experiments, performed and detailed in Chapter 7, a gas pressure ratio of 1:1 was
utilised together with the relocated gas inlets.

3.2.3 Sum m ary
The N 2 /AJ* two-gas ‘test’ system has shown that a sound methodology has been
developed to determine absolute PICSs. By additionally utilising a gas pressure ratio of
approximately 1:1 and enabling the gases to form a more uniform gas mixture in the
source region the determined values of g'[N2+] were in good agreement with Straub et
al33 and show improved reproducibility, Figure 3.2.7.
The extension of this data analysis to enable absolute precursor specific PICSs to
be determined is described in Section 3.2.4 for the Ar/N20 ‘test’ system.

3.2.4 A bsolute

precursor specific partial ionization cross-section

determ ination
To extend the data analysis to determine absolute precursor specific PICSs a
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two-gas system of Ar/N20 was selected. In this two-gas system argon is used as the
reference gas and thus the absolute precursor specific PICSs of the fragment ions
formed following electron interaction with N 2 O are to be determined. This combination
of gases was chosen as they met the following criteria: similar molecular mass (40/44),
N 2 O exhibits dissociative multiple ionization (pairs spectrum, Section 3.1.1.3) and has
previously been studied in detail in this laboratory, detailed in Chapter 4. From initial
investigations detailed in Chapter 2, the gas pressure ratio was shown to be dependent
on the ratio of the square root of the molecular mass of each gas. Thus, by selecting
gases with a similar molecular mass, the effect on the gas pressure ratio would be
minimised.
Both gases were introduced into the source region using the experimental
procedure outlined in Chapter 2 and the additional modifications discussed in Sections
3.2.2.1 to 3.2.2.3. The singles and pairs data were recorded and analysed as described
in Chapters 2 and 3.
To enable the absolute precursor specific PICSs to be determined, it is necessary
to begin by determining the relative precursor specific PICS for a particular product ion
(Eq. (3.2.4) and (3.2.5)), as described in Section 3.1.3. The relative precursor specific
PICS for formation of the N+ ion via single (cq[N+]) and double (0 2 [N+]) ionization
formed following electron interaction with N20 are expressed below:
/ [ N " ] - ( l - / ,.) / / ; .P [ N t ] _
/ [ N 20 +]

jV,[N+] _
W,[N20 +]

o ,[N +]
o,[N 20

P [N +]

W2[N +]

ct2[N +]

/[ N 20 +]/,

A ^ N jC n

0 ,[N 2O+]

(3.2.4),

+]
(3-2.5).

By multiplying Eq. (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) by the value of o'[N20 +] determined for each
electron energy using Eq. (3.2.8), the absolute precursor specific PICS for formation of
the N* ion via single (tfi'[N+]) and double (a2'[N+]) ionization formed following
electron interaction with N 2 O are defined:
o TN+1
.
•
ll
J - x a [ N 2Ot ] = a 1 [N+]
a ,[N 20 +]

(3.2.6),

a rN+l
21 J x o [ N 2Q 1 = a 2 [NT]
aJN.CC]

(3-2.7),

,
,
S(N 20 +) p M
.
+
a [NoO ] =
■ - ■ x 2 2 L Xa[A r ]
S(Ar+)
Pk2o

(3-2.8).

In Eq. (3.2.8), the values of the S(N20 +), S(Ar+), P at and PN2o were determined from the
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singles spectrum and measurements from the SRG respectively, as described in Sections
3.2.1.1 to 3.2.1.4, where,
S(N 20 +) _ Z[N20 +]

(3.2.9),

S(Ar+) " 7[Ar+]
P

«

P

at

P mix

P n 20

The

g '[N+]

IM

as

V M

"fa

values, shown in Chapter 7, were determined using a summation of

the individual absolute precursor specific PICSs; a f[N +] and
(3.2.11).

(3.2.10).

n 2o

The values* of

g '[N+]

g2'[N+],

shown in Eq.

can, of course, be determined ‘directly’ utilising the

same method as that used to determine the g '[N20 +] values, shown in Eq. (3.2.12).
° [N +] = Gj [N +] + o 2 [N +]
o'[N *]= S(^ ? x - ^ - x a ' l A i * ]
S(Ar ) Pn2o

(3.2.11),
(3.2.12).

Both methods are mathematically equivalent and thus produce the same absolute
PICS values and errors.

As the aim of this study is to produce absolute precursor

specific PICSs, the absolute PICSs presented in this thesis are determined from the
summation of the absolute precursor specific PICSs.
The Ar/N20 system was used as a test case for the determination of absolute
precursor specific PICSs. Absolute precursor specific PICSs for the formation of N+,
0 +, N2+ and NO+ ions via single and double ionization weredetermined at electron
energies of 30-200 eV, and these results are detailed inChapter 7. As shown in Chapter
7, the Ar/N20

test case system produced absolute precursor specific PICS

determinations in agreement with data from the literature, providing further evidence
that the experimental methodology and analysis procedures, detailed in this chapter,
enable accurate absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs to be determined.

3.2.5 Further im provem ents
As noted above, for the Ar/N20 ‘test’ case system, the contribution to the total ion
yield from triple ionization was not determined. In fact, the contribution from triple
ionization was neglected throughout the absolute PICS experiments. The contribution
from triple ionization to the total ion yield is determined to be only 1% at 200 eV, for
the electron ionization of N20 .

As discussed in Section 2.2.4.1 of Chapter 2, the

experimental runtimes were shortened for the absolute PICS experiments.
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necessary to use shortened experimental runtimes to minimise any changes in gas
pressure and therefore increase the gas pressure stability for each experiment. However,
using shorter experimental runtimes results in an increased statistical uncertainty in the
absolute PICSs. Therefore, neglect of the contribution from triple ionization to the total
ion yield for the absolute PICS experiments is appropriate. The unavoidable fluctuation
in gas pressure seen over the time needed to record coincidence spectra remains a
source of experimental inaccuracy.

In the future it may be advantageous to install

precision leak valves for both gas inlet systems to try to minimise the change in pressure
over the time needed to record a coincidence spectrum (Section 3.1.1.3).

Such

increased gas pressure stability may also enable the experimental runtime to be
increased and hence enable ion triples to be collected. With the installation of precision
leak valves a gas pressure ratio of 1:1 may also be easier to attain.

3.2.6 Review of errors
It is now appropriate to discuss the sources of error within the experimental
apparatus for the determination of absolute ICS s. The relative magnitude of these errors
is presented and the overall error for the absolute ionization cross-sections is assessed.

3.2.6.1 Absolute PICSs
As detailed in Chapters 2 and 3, the determination of absolute PICSs and
absolute precursor specific PICSs requires the simultaneous use of two gases and the
pressure measurements using the SRG. The most challenging quantity to measure in
this situation is the pressure and therefore the pressure measurements have the largest
associated error. As detailed in Chapters 2 and 3, the gas flow was carefully controlled
to ensure that a gas mixture was being formed in the ionization region. However, a
systematic error in the pressure readings is a possibility. Consequently, the pressure
measurements were assigned a ±10% error. Errors also result from the use of the
literature cross-section data for the Ar+ and N 2 + ions. However, the error associated
with these cross sections is given to be ±5% and ±3.5% respectively by Straub et
,

3 2 3 3 ,3 7

counting statistics for the cations were ±1%. By propagating these errors

the absolute PICSs have a ±12% error associated with them. The magnitude of this
error is reasonable for the experimental determination of absolute PICSs and
comparable with the error for similar ionization experiments on molecules.34’36,38'40
Such an error is in good accord with the error bars given for this data derived from the
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statistical spread of the averaged determinations which are approximately ±10%.
Again, this shows that the statistical approach employed in determining the
uncertainties in the PICSs is appropriate. To reduce the size of the error for future
absolute PICS investigation the estimated error derived from the pressure measurements
can be investigated and improved with a detailed study of the SRG and the effect of the
mass difference for various two-gas systems.

3.2.6.2 Absolute precursor specific PICSs
It is clear from the discussion of the errors for the relative PICSs and relative
precursor specific PICSs, presented in Chapter 3, that the absolute precursor specific
PICSs will have a greater associated error than the absolute PICSs because/ must be
used in the derivation of these values. Indeed, when including the errors discussed
above from the pressure measurements, counting statistics, literature data and the ion
detection efficiency (7%) the overall error for the absolute precursor specific PICSs is
±14%, at 100 eV. The displayed standard deviations from repeated determinations of
these absolute precursor specific PICSs are usually at least 10%. Such a figure is in
good accord with the overall error and shows that the statistical approach employed in
determining the uncertainties in the absolute precursor specific PICSs is appropriate.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the systematic error could be improved by decreasing the
error in the value of/i, and, as discussed above for the absolute PICSs, by increasing the
confidence in the pressure measurements.

3.2.7 Conclusions
This chapter discusses the data analysis methods used to determine absolute
PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs in the modified experimental apparatus
where two gases are used simultaneously.
The Ar/N2 two-gas system is presented as a ‘test’ case to illustrate that the
experimental methodology and analysis produces accurate absolute PICSs.

In the

process of performing experiments to determine values of g'[N 2 +], further modifications
to the methodology were found to significantly improve the values and uncertainties in
the cf'[N2 +] determinations. These improvements include using a gas pressure ratio of
1:1 and moving the gas inlet tubing to form a more uniform gas mixture in the source
region. The gas inlet order had no significant effect on the g'[N 2 +] values obtained.
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The data analysis methods used to determine absolute precursor specific PICSs
are discussed. Chapter 7 illustrates a ‘test’ case for the absolute precursor specific PICS
determinations of N*, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ ions using the two-gas system of Ar/N20 from
30-200 eV.
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Electron Ionization of N2O

4.1

Introduction
Nitrous oxide (N20 ) is a colourless, odourless gas, which was first discovered in

1793 by Joseph Priestly.1 It was not, however, until the 1840s that N20 was used as an
anaesthetic and analgesic, giving N20 the common name ‘laughing gas’.

Today,

because N20 is unreactive with most substances at room temperature, it is used as a
propellant in aerosols to replace CFCs.1 Nitrous oxide is also widely used in plasma
etching processes for semiconductor manufacturing and it is also a minor, but
significant, constituent of the Earth’s atmosphere.2,3 A recent report from the National
Research Council addressing the ‘Database Needs for Modeling and Simulation of
Plasma Processing’ highlights the lack of reliable partial ionization cross-sections
(PICSs) for molecules such as N20 .

Accurate electron ionization cross-sections are

essential for the modelling and optimization of plasmas used in industry, and for
atmospheric modelling. It is this lack of reliable PICS determinations that provides part
of the motivation for the current work presented in this chapter.

4.1.1 Electron ionization of N20
The dissociative ionization of the N20 molecule has been investigated by
photoionization mass spectrometry,4,5 electron ionization mass spectrometry,6'8 and
coincidence studies.9,10

Concentrating on previous investigations of the electron

ionization of N20 , Rapp and Englander-Golden11,12 produced the first measurements of
the total electron ionization cross-sections of N20 from threshold to 1000 eV. Mark et
1^
al followed this work by producing the first absolute partial electron ionization cross,
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sections for the formation of N20 from threshold to 180 eV. Oliver et a l ' investigated
the ionization of N20 at low electron energies (15-40 eV) and observed four
dissociation channels using ion kinetic energy and mass analysis.

More recently,

measurements of the absolute PICSs for the production of fragment ions, formed via
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electron ionization of N 2 O, were performed by Iga et a l}4 Lopez et al15 and Lindsay et
al.16 Iga et al14 used a crossed electron and molecular beam, presenting absolute
electron ionization cross-sections for N 2 O from threshold to 1000 eV. Lopez et al15
utilized a fast-neutral-beam technique determining absolute cross-section data from
threshold to 200 eV.
A recent theoretical determination17 of the total ionization cross-section of N 2 O
after electron ionization has been carried out using the binary-encounter-Bethe (BEB)
theoretical method, and is shown to agree with data from Rapp et al12 and Iga et al.14
Most recently, Lindsay et al16 used a TOF mass spectrometer with position
sensitive detector to determine absolute partial and total ionization cross-sections from
threshold to 1000 eV.

It is the lack of consistency displayed between the recent

experimental determination of the absolute PICSs by Lindsay et al16 and previous crosssection determinations14,15 that also provides the motivation for the investigation of the
ionization of N 2 O detailed here. The experimental technique used in this thesis involves
a two-dimensional (2D) ion coincidence technique, described in detail in Chapters 2 and
3. This technique enables the single product ions, pairs of product ions or three product
ions formed following ionization of individual N20 molecules to be detected, identified
and quantified.

Such an experimental set-up allows the first determination of the

relative precursor specific PICSs for the ionization of N20 to be made. These relative
precursor specific PICSs quantify the contribution from various levels of ionization to
the individual product ion yields following an electron-molecule collision, and hence
add further detail to the understanding of the electron ionization of N20 .
Relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs for electron ionization of
N 2 O have been determined using TOF mass spectrometry and ion-ion coincidence
techniques. Cross-sections are reported for ionizing energies from 30-200 eV and data
are presented for the formation of N2+, 0 2+, N+, 0 +, N20 2+, N 2 + and NO+ relative to
N20 +.

4.2

Experimental Procedures
The nitrous oxide used in these experiments was purchased from Aldrich with a

purity of 99.9% and was used without further purification.

4.2.1 Experimental conditions
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the operating conditions employed in these
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experiments involve low electron fluxes and target gas pressures, to generate a low ion
count rate. 18‘20 These conditions ensure that there is less than one ionization event
detected per electron gun pulse. This methodology markedly decreases the likelihood
91 9T

of any ‘accidental coincidences’ in the coincidence spectra, ' as discussed in Chapter
3.

4.2.2 Predissociation of N20 +
Earlier experiments performed by Mark et al13 suggest that the N20 + ion may
predissociate to produce NO+ and N. If such predissociation occurs, the intensity of
N20 + and NO+ ions detected here will be skewed, and inaccurate relative PICSs would
be determined. To verify that N20 + was not readily predissociating in this apparatus,
the voltages on the source and the drift tube were altered to vary the flight times of the
N20 + and NO+ ions, enabling the N 0 +/N20 + ratio to be monitored as a function of flight
time. No change in the N 0 +/N20 + ratio was observed as a function of flight time. It
therefore appears that any in-flight predissociation is negligible in these experiments. A
similar conclusion was reached in another recent investigation of the ionization of
n 2o .16

4.3

Data Analysis
Mass and coincidence spectra were recorded at ionizing electron energies between

30-200 eV using the experimental apparatus described in Chapter 2. For each electron
energy four separate experimental cross-section determinations were made.

4.3.1 Singles spectrum
A representative singles spectrum of N20 following electron ionization at 200 eV
is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The singles spectrum shows ion peaks corresponding to N2+,
0 2+, N+, 0 +, N20 2+, N2+, NO+ and N20 +. The singles spectrum exhibited traces of 0 2+,
despite several attempts at purification. This peak is attributed to the residual gas in the
TOF mass spectrometer, which contributes slightly to the singles (mass) spectrum as the
experiments are performed at low N20 pressures to keep the accidental coincidence rate
low, Section 3.1.1.3.2 of Chapter 3. Typically, the magnitude of the 0 2+ signal was 1%
of the N20 + ion signal. In order to remove the contribution from this residual gas to the
N20 singles spectra the singles spectra of air were recorded at each electron energy.
These air mass spectra were subtracted from the N20 spectra by normalizing the air
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spectra to the 0 2+ signal in the N20 spectrum.
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Figure 4.1: A singles (mass) spectrum of N20 following electron ionization
recorded at an electron energy of 200 eV. As indicated in the
figure, the intensity scale has been increased by a factor of 50
and 20 over the ra/z values of 6-9 and 21-23 respectively, to
show the signals due to N2+, 0 2+ and N20 2+.

4.3.2 Pairs spectrum
4.3.2.1 Ion pairs
A schematic pairs spectrum recorded at an electron energy of 200 eV following
ionization of N20 is shown in Figure 4.2, and is seen to exhibit eight dissociation
channels: NO+ + N+, N2+ + 0 +, N* + N+ + O, N* + 0 ++ N, N2+ + N+ + 0 , N2+ + 0 + + N,
0 2+ + N+ + N and N2+ + NO+. The dominant fragmentation channel is NO+ + N+,
accounting for 40% of the dissociations detected. The ion pairs involving dications are
only present, and then with low intensity, at electron energies above 75 eV.

4.3.2.2 Dead-time ion loss
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the experimental set-up is such that no ion pairs
are recorded if the second ion arrives within 32 ns of the first ion, due to the dead-time
of the discrimination circuitry. Such dead-time losses affect the N+ + N+ and, to a lesser
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extent, the N* + 0 + peaks in the pairs spectra recorded following electron ionization of
N2 O. However, these ion losses are easily estimated by extrapolating the visible part of
the pairs peak to t\=ti using simple geometry.22,24

ti

N" 0 +

N2+ NO+

t2

Figure 4.2: A schematic pairs spectrum of N20 recorded at an electron
energy of 200 eV.

4.3.2.3 Notation
As discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.3 of Chapter 3, in the analysis of the pairs
spectra, a distinction between the type of ion pair is made: P2 [X+] and Ps[X+]. P2 [X+] is
the intensity of X+ in pairs of monocations (e.g. N* + 0 +). Such pairs of monocations
can arise from double ionization, or from triple ionization if an ion is missed.

In

contrast, P 3 [X+] represents the intensity of an ion X+ in ion pairs involving a dication
and a monocation (e.g. N2++ 0 +), and such pairs of ions can only arise from triple
ionization, as in the analysis it is assumed that any contribution from quadruple
ionization is negligible.

As discussed below, only a small contribution from triple

ionization is observed at the electron energies studied here, and thus omission of higher
order ionization is appropriate.
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4.3.2.4 Accidental coincidences
As discussed in Chapter 3, the pairs spectra may contain contributions from ions
that did not originate from the same dissociation event but are detected in coincidence,
termed ‘accidental coincidences’.21'23 The contribution from accidental coincidences to
the pairs and triples spectra is minimized by operating with a low N20 pressure (below
I0'6 Toit), and a low ion count rate (approximately 200-300 ions per second). Any
accidental coincidences in the pairs spectra can be readily identified by their
characteristic round shape (Chapter 3) and the combination of observed ion masses (for
example, N20 + + N+). The number of accidental coincidences directly observed in the
N20 pairs spectra was small (1-2%) and thus accidental coincidence subtraction was not
required in the current data analysis of the N20 pairs spectra.

4.3.3 Triples spectrum
The number of triple coincidences detected is low. As discussed in Chapter 3,
this sub-set of the data is first visualized by simply plotting a mass spectrum of the ions
recorded in triples, shown in Figure 4.3, and then plotting a series of pairs spectra in
coincidence with the different ions present in the mass spectrum of triples.
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Figure 4.3: A triples mass spectrum recorded at an electron energy of 200 eV.
Ion peaks of N+, 0 +, N2+, NO+ and N20 + are observed. Note the
contribution of false coincidences to the spectrum.
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The intensities of the peaks in these ‘coincident pairs’ spectra are determined by
summing the counts in each peak to give T[X+], Figure 4.3 shows the raw triple ion
coincidence data. It is clear that the accidental coincidences are significant in this data
set, as the observed N2 +, NO+ and N 2 CC ion peaks cannot be formed in the same
dissociative ionization event of N203+.

Accidental coincidence estimation and

subtraction was performed, as detailed in Section 3.1.1.4.2 of Chapter 3, and is further
detailed below. Following accidental coincidence subtraction, the only real triple event
observed following electron ionization of N 2 O is the formation of 2N+ + 0 +. The
number of triple ionization events is small, contributing less than 1% to the total ion
yield at 200 eV, justifying the neglect of quadruple and higher ionization at these
ionizing energies.

4.3.3.1 Accidental coincidences
As discussed in Chapter 3, the triples spectra may contain contributions from
ions that did not originate from the same dissociation event but are detected in
coincidence, termed ‘accidental coincidences’.21"23 The contribution from accidental
coincidences to the triples spectra was minimized by operating with a low N20 pressure
and a low ion count rate. However, accidental coincidences in the triples spectra were
frequent, but the false coincidence ion triple peaks were easily identified, as only the
formation of the 2N+ + 0 + ion triple was possible from the dissociative ionization of
N20 3+. Using these false coincidence ion peaks the 2N* + 0 + ion triple was corrected
for the contribution from accidental coincidences, as described in Section 3.1.1.4.2 in
Chapter 3, to produce a ‘true’ intensity for this ion triple.

4.4

Relative PICSs
The ion intensities recorded in the singles, pairs and triples spectra were

processed to yield the relative PICSs and the relative precursor specific PICSs. This
data processing is described in detail in Chapter 3 and specifically for the electron
ionization of N 2 O in Appendix C, and thus only a brief summary is given below.

4.4.1 Notation
The relative PICS for the formation of a fragment ion X+ is expressed as ar[X+],
where the cross-section for the formation of X+ is expressed relative to the cross-section
for forming N 2 CC.

Similarly, the relative precursor specific PICS G„[X+] («=l-3)
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express the cross-section for forming the fragment ion X+, relative to the cross-section
for forming N20 +, via single (rc=l), double (n=2) or triple (n=3) ionization.

4.4.2 Ion intensities
A full description of the data analysis methods is presented in Chapter 3. To
illustrate the data analysis, the equations used to determine relative PICSs are shown for
the N* and N2+ fragment ions in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). The relative PICSs are expressed
as a sum of the individual precursor specific PICSs for formation of the ion via single,
double and triple ionization, where Nn[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via
loss of n electrons. These values can in turn be expressed as a sum of the ion intensities
from the singles 7[X+], pairs P 2 [X+] and P3[X+], and triples spectra T[X+]:

rxTtl Af,[N+] + W,[N+] + W,[N+] /[N+] + PJN+] + PJN't] + 7IN+]
ar[N ] = —----------------- -— ------- = ------------ ----------- t--------------^ [N 20 +]
/[N 20 +]

(4 -l),

c rN2t1_ ^ [N 2+]+Af3[N2+] ^ /[N2V p3[N2+]
a
/V,[N20 +]
/[N jO+]

<4-2)-

Where the intensity of the N+ and N2+ ions in the singles, pairs and triples spectrum can
be described by the following equations:
7[N2+]= / . N 2[ N2*] + f t (1 ■- /,. ) ^ 3p“ ! [N 2+]

(4-3).

/[N +]

(4-4).

= / iAr,[N+] + /i( i - /;.)w2[ n +] + / , a - /;.)A^3pairs[N +] + / ; ( i -

P3[N 2t] = /;.2iV3Plirs[N 2+]

(4-5).

^2[N +] = f 2N 2[N +] ■+I f 2(1 ■- / , ) N « » [ N +]

(4.6),

/>3[N +] = /;2^ 3p” s[N +]

(4-7),

n N +] = / i3Ar3tip,es[N +]

(4-8).

The cyr values expressed here do not depend on fi. However, by determining a value for
f the data analysis can be extended to yield the values of a n[X+], quantifying the
contribution to each ion yield from single, double and triple ionization.
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4.4.3 Relative precursor specific PICSs
4.4.3.1 Ion detection efficiency
* As discussed in Chapter 3, to enable the o„[X+] values to be derived a value for fi
must be determined by recording singles and pairs spectra following ionization of CF4 .

IR

For the electron ionization experiments of N 2 O, this procedure resulted in a value of
/j=0.17±0.01, in agreement with previous determinations reported in the literature. 18,20
The expressions used to evaluate the relative precursor specific PICSs for
formation of N+ via single, double and triple ionization are shown in Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11):
c j1

N TN+1
[N+] = ——E——

(4-9),

^ [ N 2o +]

/[N +] -(1 - /,.) / f iP2[N +] - (1 - f t) / f A [N+] + (1 /[N 2 0 +]
a 2 [N+] =

o 3 [N +] =

4.5

/ f) 2

/ f - T { N +]

a 2 [ n +]

p2 [ n +] //; - 2 ( i - / (. )//;. 2 r [N +]

^ [ N 2 0 +]

/[N 2 0 +]

A 3 paks[N+] +
^ [ N 2 0 +]

[N+ ] _ P3[N +] / / . + r [ N + ] / / , . 2
~

(4.io),

(4-11)-

7[N 2 0 +]

Energetic ion loss
As discussed in Chapter 3, the signals in the (ti-t2) spectrum will have square

tops if all the ions are being collected, Figure 4.4 (a). Ions with a kinetic energy greater
than 11 eV perpendicular to the TOF axis will not be detected, and such ion losses result
in a ‘hollowing’ of peaks in the TOF difference spectrum. This ‘hollowing’ involves a
loss of counts at the centre of the normally square coincidence peak, Figure 4.4 (b). The
TOF difference plots for the N+ + 0 + ion pair show this hollow character, indicative of
some degree of energetic ion loss.
To correct for this ion loss, the area of the N+ + 0 + signal is adjusted to create a
square coincidence peak which allows for the events missed. The dotted line in Figure
4.4 (b) illustrates how the intensity of the ion pair peak is estimated if there were no
energetic ion loss. The intensity of the dotted square topped peak is determined and
compared to the intensity of the original ion pair peak. This intensity correction is
adequate for the estimation of the missed ion events in the coincidence peaks.
Typically, the values determined for the relative PICSs of N+ and 0 + increased by 1%,
resulting from an 18% increase in the number of ion counts for the N+ + 0 + ion pair.
This modelling also corrects the N+ + 0 + signal intensity for events lost due to the dead
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time of the electronics, as the flight times for these two ions are similar. However, it is
not possible to quantify any fragment ion loss from single ionization, if such ions are
fonped with a translational energy component of more than 11 eV perpendicular to the
axis of the mass spectrometer.
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Figure 4.4: Ion coincidence peaks: (a) for the NO+ + N + ion pair transformed from
the pairs spectrum.

This peak forms a ‘square’ top indicative of

complete ion collection, (b) for the N + + 0 + ion pair transformed from
the pairs spectrum. This ‘hollow’ peak is indicative of energetic ion
loss. The manually constructed dotted line illustrates a similar peak
with a square top, where no energetic ion loss is occurring. Therefore,
by determining the intensity of the dotted peak, the intensity of the ion
pair peak if no energetic ion loss was experienced is estimated, and
thus the intensity of the missed ions is estimated.
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4.6

Discussion
The singles and coincidence spectra were processed, as described in Section 4.4,

to yield Gr values for the formation of N+, 0 +, N2+, NO+, N2+, 0 2+ and N 2 0 2+ which are
shown as a function of electron energy in Figure 4.5. These a r values are expressed
relative to the N 2 0 + ion yield and are displayed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Figure 4.5
shows N 2 0 + to be the most abundant ion formed following ionization of N20 at all the
electron energies investigated.
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Figure 4.5: Relative PICSs for forming NO+(D) N+(0), O+(0 ), N2+(0 ),
N2 0 2 +(A), N2 +(A) and 0 2+( ■) following electron ionization of
N20. The yield of these product ions is expressed relative to the
yield of N2 0 +. The error bars expressed in this figure represent
the standard deviation of 4 separate determinations. Note the ar
values for the formation of the dicationic fragments are joined by
dotted lines and the values refer to the right-hand axis.

The a n values (n= 1, 2 and 3) derived are displayed within Sections 4.6.1 - 4.6.7 in
Figure 4.6 - Figure 4.9 and values are listed in Table 4.3 - Table 4.7.
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Table 4.1: Relative PICSs following electron ionization of N20,
expressed relative to the cross-section for forming N2 0 +,
as a function of electron energy E. The standard deviation
of the last figure is given in parentheses.
E/eV

103

ar[N+]

° r[0 +]

0 8

. (1 )

0.403(3)

0.207(5)

.1 (1 )

0.5(1)

0.397(8)

0.203(4)

. (1 )

0 0

. (2 )

0.344(4)

0.185(8)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.284(9)

0.155(4)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.270(10)

0.147(5)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.241(5)

0.133(2)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.181(7)

0.107(2)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.125(22)

0.085(8)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.085(14)

0.072(4)

. (1 )

0 0

. (1 )

0.069(10)

0.066(6)

o r[N2+]

200

3.2(2)

150

2

100

0 6

75

0 0

70

0 0

65

0 0

50

0 0

40

0 0

35

0 0

30

0 0

103

ar[0 2+]

Table 4.2: Relative PICSs following electron ionization of N2 0,
expressed relative to the cross-section for forming
N20 +, as a function of electron energy E.

The

standard deviation of the last figure is given in
parentheses.
E/eV

103 Gr[N2 0 2+]

ar[N2+]

a r[NO+]

200

2.17(34)

0.217(16)

0.586(2)

150

2.39(6)

0.217(10)

0.574(4)

100

2.08(31)

0.214(6)

0.551(1)

75

1.70(11)

0 2 1 1

(6 )

0.524(5)

70

1.54(13)

0.209(2)

0.514(4)

65

1.23(11)

0.204(3)

0.499(3)

50

0.61(15)

0.198(5)

0.463(4)

40

0.34(12)

0.187(4)

0.419(18)

35

0.19(8)

0.168(8)

0.386(10)

30

0.22(5)

0.158(9)

0.381(13)

.
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The significant aspects of each fragment ion cross-section are discussed in the
following sections. Where appropriate, comparisons are made between the a r values
determined here and values derived from the absolute PICSs presented by Iga et al,u
Lopez et al15 and Lindsay et al.16 Values of the absolute PICSs presented by Lopez et
al 15 have been extracted from the graphs in the publication of Lopez et al 15 which
introduces an additional error of a few percent into the presented values of their relative
cross-sections shown here.

4.6.1 NO+ formation
The values of or[NO+] determined here show NO+ to be the second most
abundant ion formed following ionization of N20 (Figure 4.6), constituting 39% of the
total ion signals recorded following electron ionization of N20 at an electron energy of
200 eV. The values of Gi[NO+], g 2 [NO+] and

0 3

[NO+] increase up to the maximum

electron energy for these experiments of 200 eV (Figure 4.6) and are displayed in Table
4.3.

Table 4.3: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming NO+ following
electron ionization of N2 0, expressed relative to the cross-section
for forming N2 0 +, as a function of electron energy E. The standard
deviation of the last figure is given in parentheses.

E/tV

Gi [NO+]

g 2 [NO+]

103 g 3 [NO+]

200

0.492(1)

0.094(1)

0.46(5)

150

0.484(3)

0.090(2)

0.31(9)

100

0.477(2)

0.074(1)

0.17(4)

75

0.471(3)

0.053(4)

0.06(2)

70

0.468(3)

0.046(2)

0.06(1)

65

0.461(1)

0.037(1)

0.07(1)

50

0.444(3)

0.019(2)

0.11(5)

40

0.414(14)

0.006(4)

0.05(2)

35

0.384(9)

30

0.378(12)

(1 )

0.06(4)

0.003(1)

0.06(3)

.

0 0 0 2
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Figure 4.6: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming NO+ via single (♦ ),
double (■ ) and triple ionization (O) following electron ionization
of N2 0. The relative PICS is shown by ( A). These cross-sections
are expressed relative to the cross-section for forming N2 0 +. The
error bars shown in the figure are standard deviations of multiple
determinations. Note that the a2 and a 3 values, linked by dotted
lines, are referenced to the right-hand axis and that the left-hand axis
does not start at zero. Relative PICSs extracted from the data of Iga
et al,u ( 0 ) Lopez et al15(□) and Lindsay et al16 (O) are also shown
with representative error bars.
Over the whole electron energy range there is agreement between the ar[NO+]
values determined here and the values derived from the data of Lindsay et al.16 Below
50 eV there is also agreement (Figure 4.6) between the ar[NO+] values determined here
and the values derived from the data of Iga et al14 and Lopez et al.15 However, above
50 eV the values of o r[NO+] determined here are approximately 25% larger than the
data of Iga et al.14 Above 50 eV the ar[NO+] values determined here and those from
Lopez et al 15 are within their mutual error limits. However, above 50 eV the actual
values from the data of Lopez et al 15 are approximately 25% lower than the current data,
and in fact are close to the values from the data of Iga et al.14
Above 50 eV, the contribution to the ion yield from dissociative double
ionization becomes significant (Figure 4.6), and this suggests the difference between the
data determined here and that of Iga et al14 and Lopez et al 15 is as a result of the loss of
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energetic ions from multiple ionization. This conclusion is supported by the agreement
between the data of Iga et alu and Lopez et al 15 and the values of Gi[NO+] determined
here. Iga et allA do not detail the detection efficiency of their apparatus for highly
translationally energetic fragment ions. However, Lopez et al15 state their apparatus is
capable of detecting all ions produced with a kinetic energy of less than 3.5 eV, an
upper limit which may well miss a significant number of energetic ions from double
ionization.9 It seems clear the difference between both the values determined here, and
those of Lindsay et al16, for crr[NO+] and those derived from the data of Iga et alu and
Lopez et al 15 is a consequence of the loss of energetic ions in the earlier experiments as
also concluded by Lindsay et al.16

4.6.2 N2+ formation
Figure 4.7 shows that the values of ar[N2+] increase gradually towards an
electron energy of 200 eV. The values of Gi[N2 +] peak at an electron energy of 50 eV
(Figure 4.7 and Table 4.4). The values of g 2 [N2 +] become significant above 50 eV and
increase towards 200 eV. Note that the left-hand axis of Figure 4.7 does not start at
zero. This scale is used to provide a better illustration of the difference between the
values derived from the absolute PICS data of Lindsay et al16 and the values of Gr[N2+l
determined here that are discussed below.
The values derived from the absolute PICS data of Lindsay et al 16 agree, within
the error limits, with the values of o r[N2+] determined here (Figure 4.7). However,
above 50 eV, poor agreement is observed for the values of Gr[N2+] determined here and
the values derived from the cross-sections of Iga et alu and Lopez et al15 for all electron
energies. The values derived from the cross-sections of Iga et allA and Lopez et al15 are
approximately 40% lower than the values of Gr[N2 +] determined here. As observed for
the NO+ ion, there is agreement between the relative PICSs derived from the data of Iga
et alu and Lopez et al 15 and the values of Oi[N2 +] determined here. These observations
again strongly indicate that the differences between the data determined here and that of
Iga et alu and Lopez et al 15 are as a result of the loss of energetic ions in the earlier
experiments.
No N2+ + 0 2+ signals are observed in the pairs spectrum (Figure 4.2), and no
detectable amounts of N2+ are formed by triple ionization over the range of ionizing
energies investigated here. In contrast, NO+ is clearly formed by triple ionization as this
ion is detected as part of the NO+ + N2+ ion pair, Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming N2+ via single ( ♦ ) and
double ionization (■ ) following electron ionization of N2 0.

The

relative PICS is shown by (A). Note that the a 2 values, linked by the
dotted line, are referenced to the right-hand axis and that the left-hand
axis does not start at zero. Relative PICSs extracted from the data of
Iga et al,lA (0 ) Lopez et al15 (□) and Lindsay et al16 (O) are shown
with representative error bars (see caption to Figure 4.6 for details).
Table 4.4: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming N2+ following electron
ionization of N20, expressed relative to the cross-section for
forming N2 0 +, as a function of electron energy E. The standard
deviation of the last figure is given in parentheses.
£/eV

cfi[N2+]

a 2 [N2+]

2 0 0

0.164(15)

0.053(1)

150

0.165(10)

0.052(1)

100

0.171(7)

0.044(1)

75

0.180(7)

0.031(3)

70

0.182(1)

0.026(1)

65

0.183(3)

0 0 2 1

50

0.189(4)

0.009(1)

40

0.184(2)

0 0 0 2

35

0.167(8)

0 0 0 1

30

0.156(9)

0 0 0 1
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4.6.3 N+ formation
Figure 4.8 shows that the values of cti[N+] derived here peak at an electron
energy of 70-75 eV and decrease towards higher ionizing energies.

The values of

a 2 [N+] rise rapidly with increasing electron energy, becoming larger than the values of
Gi[N+] above an electron energy of 110 eV, showing that double ionization contributes
significantly to the N+ ion yield. The values of G3 [N+] only become significant above
70 eV. These values are also displayed in Table 4.5.
The values of or[N+] derived here are approximately 10% lower than the values
derived from the absolute PICSs of Lindsay et al , 16 (Figure 4.8). However, the values
agree within their mutual error limits for all electron energies. This discrepancy may be
a consequence of the current experimental set-up missing highly translationally excited
ions (> lleV ) from single ionization, discussed in Section 4.5, a loss for which no
estimation and correction is possible.
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Figure 4.8: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming N+ via single (♦ ), double
(■ ) and triple ionization (<C>) following electron ionization of N2 0. The
relative PICS is shown by (A). Relative PICSs extracted from the data
of Iga et al14 (®) and Lindsay et al16 (O) are also shown with
representative error bars. See the caption to Figure 4.6 for details.
The values of a r[N+] derived here are approximately twice the magnitude of the
values derived from the data of Iga et a l u Above 70 eV, where the values of CT2 [N+]
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are significant, the data of Iga et alu show better agreement with the values of Gi[N+)
determined here than with the Gr[N+] values. However, even below 70 eV the relative
PICSs derived from the data of Iga et al,u were significantly lower than the data
determined here. This indicates, that as well as missing energetic N+ ions from multiple
ionization, the experiments of Iga et alH may have missed some energetic ions from
single ionization.

Table 4.5: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming N+ following electron
ionization of N2 0, expressed relative to the cross-section for
forming N2 0 +, as a function of electron energy E. The standard
deviation of the last figure is given in parentheses.
E/eV

ai[N+]

g 2 [N+]

102 g 3 [N+1

200

0.137(16)

0.256(17)

0.99(7)

150

0.148(17)

0.241(19)

0.74(6)

100

0.186(2)

0.156(4)

0.17(2)

75

0.195(5)

0.088(10)

0.03(1)

70

0.201(9)

0.069(4)

0 0 0

.

(2 )

65

0.187(2)

0.054(4)

0 0 0

.

(2 )

50

0.156(4)

0.025(3)

0 0 0

.

(2 )

40

0.117(18)

0.008(4)

0 0 0

.

(2 )

35

0.081(12)

0.004(1)

0 0 0

.

(2 )

30

0.064(9)

0.005(1)

0 0 0

.

(2 )

4.6.4 0 + formation
Figure 4.9 shows the values of Gi[0+] determined here peak at an electron
energy of 70-75 eV and then decrease toward higher ionizing energies, similar to the
behaviour of Oi[N+]. At an electron energy of 95 eV, the contribution to the total 0 +
product ion yield from

0

+ ions formed via dissociative double ionization, becomes

greater than the contribution from dissociative single ionization (Figure 4.9). A large
percentage of the 0 + ion yield results from dissociative double ionization. For example,
at an ionizing electron energy of 200 eV, the formation of 0 + via double ionization
constitutes 70% of the total 0 + ion yield. As with G3 [N+), values of G3 [0 +] only become
significant above 70 eV. These values are also displayed in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.9: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming 0 + via single (♦ ),
double (■ ) and triple ionization (O) following electron ionization
of N2 0. The relative PICS is shown by (A). Relative PICSs
extracted from the data of Iga et al14 (®) and Lindsay et a/ 16 (O)
are also shown with representative error bars. See the caption to
Figure 4.6 for details.
Table 4.6: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming 0 + following electron
ionization of N2 0, expressed relative to the cross-section for
forming N2 0 +, as a function of electron energy E. The standard
deviation of the last figure is given in parentheses.
E/eV

° i[ 0 +]

a 2 [0 +]

102 g3[0 +]

200

0.048(11)

0.153(14)

0.53(4)

150

0.054(10)

0.146(12)

0.39(3)

100

0.087(8)

0.097(3)

0.09(1)

75

0.099(7)

0.056(8)

0.02(1)

70

0.105(3)

0.042(2)

0.00(2)

65

0.100(2)

0.033(2)

0.00(2)

50

0.093(2)

0.014(2)

0.00(2)

40

0.081(6)

0.004(2)

0.00(2)

35

0.070(3)

0 .002(1)

0.00(2)

30

0.063(6)

0.003(1)

0.00(2)

150

250
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The values of ar[0 +] determined here are approximately 15% lower than the
values of Lindsay et al.16 However, the or[0 +] values determined here do agree with
the values derived from the absolute PICSs of Lindsay et al 16 within their mutual error
limits (Figure 4.9). The relative PICSs derived from the data of Iga et alu show poor
agreement with the values of a r[0 +] determined here which is indicative of energetic
ion loss.
Lopez et al 15 cannot resolve the individual contribution of N+ and 0 + in their
mass spectra. To compare the relative PICSs determined here and the data of Lopez et
al,15 the values of ar[N+] and ar[0 +] must be summed, Figure 4.10.

+

o
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b

50

0

100
150
200
Electron Energy / eV

250

Figure 4.10: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming bC + 0 + via single
( ♦ ) and double ionization (■ ) following electron ionization of
N2 0.

The relative PICS is shown by (A).

Relative PICSs

extracted from the data of Iga et al ,14 (# ) Lopez et al15(□) and
Lindsay et al16 (O) are also shown with representative error bars.
See the caption to Figure 4.6 for details.
The values of c r[N+ + 0 +] determined here are within the error limits of the data
of Lopez et al15 below 65 eV. However, at higher electron energies the values of ar[N+
+ 0 +] determined here are 100% larger than the values of Lopez et al,15 Figure 4.10. It
seems probable that this difference is again due to incomplete ion collection of energetic
ions from multiple ionization.
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4.6.5 N2+formation
The values of ar[N2+] are small (Figure 4.5). The N2+ peak in the mass spectrum
is only clearly obvious at electron energies above 75 eV and it should be noted that here
Gr[N2+] = a 2 [N2+] + a 3 [N2+]. The values determined for both g 2 [N 2+] and g 3 [N2+] are
zero below 100 eV (Table 4.7).

4.6.6 0 2+formation
The values of ar[ 0 2+] become statistically significant above an electron energy of
100 eV (Figure 4.5 and Table 4.7). Values of g 2 [0 2+] and g 3 [0 2+] are only appreciable
above an electron energy of 100 eV.

Table 4.7: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming N2+and 0 2+following
electron ionization of N20, expressed relative to the cross-section
for forming N2 0 +, as a function of electron energy E. The standard
deviation of the last figure is given in parentheses.
E/eV

103 g 2 [N 2+]

2 0 0

1.5(2)

150
100

103 g 3 [N 2+]

1 0 3 g 2 [ 0 2+]

1 0 3 g 3 [ 0 2+]

1 6

. (2 )

0.5(1)

0.4(1)

1 2

0.9(1)

0.3(1)

0 2

0.4(2)

0 2

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

. (1 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

. (2 )

0

. 1 (2 )

0 0

75

0 0

70

0 0

65

0 0

50

0 0

40

0 0

35

0 0

30

0 0

. (1 )

. (2 )
. (2 )

. (2 )
. (2 )
. (2 )

. (2 )
. (2 )

. (2 )

4.6.7 N20 2+formation
The appearance energy for N 2 0 2+ formation (Figure 4.5) lies between 30 and 40
eV, where, within the error limits, the N 2 0 2+ yield was zero at an electron energy of 30
eV and non-zero at 40 eV.

An estimate for the appearance energy of N 2 0 2+ was

determined, by extrapolation of the three data points above 30 eV, producing a value of
36.0±2.0 eV. This double ionization energy is in agreement with other determinations
of the ground state energy of N 2 0 2+ available in the literature. 2 5 ' 27
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4.6.8 The energetics of dissociative double ionization
In principle, the gradient of the peaks in the pairs spectrum can be used to
elucidate the dynamics of the dicationic dissociation process, discussed in Chapter 3.
However, the temporal resolution in the pairs spectra produced in these experiments,
due to the length of the electron pulse, is insufficient to add any information on the
dynamics of the three-body dissociation reactions of multiply charged N20 which have
been extensively investigated. 2 8 ,2 9

Table 4.8 shows the gradients and proposed

dynamics of the dicationic dissociation processes for the ion pair peaks observed in
these experiments compared with PEPIPICO and electron ionization experiments. 9,26,28

Table 4.8: Gradient determinations and proposed dicationic dissociation
processes for ion pair peaks (a) observed in the pairs spectrum
recorded currently at 200 eV compared with (b) other
experimentally determined gradients using 25.6 nm and 30.4
nm photoionization and 1300 eV electron ionization. 9,26,28

Ion pairs
NO+ + N+

N2+ + 0 +

NT + CC

N+ + N+

Gradient(a)

* -1

« -l

«-l

-

Proposed

Direct

Direct

Inconclusive

Obscured

dissociation

due to

process(a)

dead-time

Gradient(b)

-1

-1

Proposed

Direct

Direct

-1.075±0.025 (-1 and -2)

-

(1) Mixture of concurrent
mechanisms

dissociation

(2) Single rapid sequential

process(b)

process

As described in Chapter 3, the peak shapes in the pairs spectrum can be used to
estimate the kinetic energy released when the doubly charged parent ion dissociates.
The KERs are extracted by forming a TOF difference (t2 - h) plot from the pairs data,
where the differences in ion flight times are histogrammed for each ion pair of interest
and are then compared with a Monte Carlo simulation for the particular dissociation
channel. Using the procedure outlined in Section 3.1.4 of Chapter 3, the KER for the
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formation of the NO+ + N+ and N2+ + 0 + ion pairs was determined at an electron energy
of 50 eV, as this electron energy is the lowest which provides sufficient coincidence
signals to produce a statistically significant result. A KER of 6.3±1.0 eV was found for
the NO+ +N+ channel, in agreement with the PBPICO determination, at 40.8 eV, of Price
et al

26

and a more accurate value, less influenced by field inhomogeneities, from Eland

and Murphy (7.2±0.4 eV ) . 28 At 50 eV the N2+ + 0 + channel cannot be well modelled
using only a single KER.

The best fit required three kinetic releases of 3.2±1.0,

5.8±1.0, 9.0±1.0 eV with weightings of 10:50:40. These values are in agreement with
0ft

98

previous determinations. ’

The dominant energy releases in each of these channels

have previously been assigned to the fragmentation of the ground 3£' state of N 2 0 2+ 26,28
As the formation of 2N+ + 0 + via triple ionization of N20 is very weak, the N+ +
0 + and N+ + N+ signals can be interpreted in terms of the double ionization of N 2 0 . The
KER in the N+ + 0 + channel is well modelled using two energy releases of 5±1 eV and
7±1 eV. These values are in agreement with that of Eland and Murphy (5.2±1.0 eV)
obtained using 25.6 nm radiation. 28 The lowest electron energy for which the KER for
the N+ + N* + O dissociation channel can be determined is 65 eV. At this electron
energy the experimental data can be fitted with two KERs of 5±1 eV and 8±1 eV.
These KERs could be interpreted in terms of N 2 0 2+ precursor state energies of 45.6±1
and 48.6±1 eV, assuming one-step double ionization. These potential precursor states
lie relatively high in the electronic state manifold28 of N 2 0 2+ and, hence, no clear
identification is possible.

4.7

Conclusions
Two-dimensional TOF mass spectrometry has been used to determine the

relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of N2+, 0 2+, N+,
0 +, N 2 0 2+, N2+ and NO+ relative to N 2 0 + at electron energies from 30-200 eV. This is
the first time that relative precursor specific PICSs have been derived for the electron
ionization of N 2 0 . At 50 eV double ionization contributes 7% of the total product ion
yield and at 100 eV the contribution was 28%. These results highlight the importance
of energetic fragment ion collection in the measurement of ionization cross-sections.
Similar conclusions have previously been drawn using this experimental apparatus for
the electron ionization of Cl2 and HC1. 18,19 For Cl2 and HC1, at 50 eV, double ionization
was found to contribute 14% and 3% respectively to the total product ion yield and at
100 eV the contribution was 26% and 12% respectively. 18,19
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Comparison between the cross-section data currently determined and recent
electron ionization studies of N2 O by Iga et al,14 Lopez et al,15 and Lindsay et al 16 have
been made.

Agreement between the data determined here and the relative cross-

sections derived from the data of Lindsay et al16 was found for the formation of N*, 0 +,
N 2 + and NO+ ions. However, significant differences were found between the relative
PICSs for the formation of N+, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ determined here and those derived
from the cross-sections of Iga et al14 and Lopez et al.15 These differences are consistent
with the incomplete collection of translationally energetic ions in some earlier
experiments.
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Electron Ionization of BCI3

5.1

Introduction
Boron trichloride (BCI3 ) is widely used in the plasma etching of semiconductors

and metals1' 5 and is also used to dope or deposit boron. 6 A recent report from the
National Research Council addressing the ‘Database Needs for Modeling and

n

Simulation of Plasma Processing’ highlighted the lack of reliable partial ionization
cross-sections (PICSs) for industrially important molecules such as BCI 3 . Accurate
values of relevant electron ionization cross-sections are essential for the precise
modeling and optimization of plasmas used in industry.

O

It is this lack of reliable

determinations that provides the motivation for the current study which is discussed in
this chapter.

5.1.1 Electron ionization of BC13
Investigations of the electron ionization and photoionization of BC13 are limited.9'
12

In a recent review of electron interactions with BC1 3 by Christophorou and Olthoff, 13

they remark on the lack of data concerning electron-collision cross-sections with BCI 3
and suggest that further experimental measurements of the total electron ionization
cross-section for BCI 3 are needed. An early study of the electron ionization of BC13 by
Marriott and Craggs, using a Nier 60° mass spectrometer, showed BCl2 + to be the most
abundant ion formed. 9 More recently, Jiao et al10 determined the absolute PICSs of
BCI 3 using electron ionization and Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS), from

threshold to 60 eV. There are no other determinations of the electron ionization crosssections of BCI 3 in the current literature. This lack of data is primarily due to the
corrosive and reactive nature of BCI 3 , which makes it experimentally challenging to use
without severe degradation of the experimental apparatus. Therefore, the motivation for
the current study of BCI 3 is to further investigate the electron ionization of this highly
reactive molecule, over a wider energy range then previous experiments, and to
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determine the relevant relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs. Relative
precursor specific PICSs quantify the contribution from various levels of ionization to
the individual product ion yields following an electron-molecule collision. This work
enables a distinction to be made between ions formed via single and double ionization
of BCI3 .
This chapter presents determinations of the relative PICSs and relative precursor
specific PICSs for the electron ionization of BCI3 using TOP mass spectrometry and
ion-ion coincidence techniques, described in Chapter 3. Data for the formation of B+,
BCl2 2+, BC1+ and BCE+ relative to BCl3 +, are reported for ionizing electron energies
from 30-200 eV.

5.2

Experimental Procedures
The boron trichloride used in these experiments was purchased from Aldrich with

a purity of 99.8% and was thus utilised without further purification.

5.2.1 Experimental conditions
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the experimental operating conditions
employed in these experiments involve low electron fluxes and target gas pressures,
producing a low ion count rate. 1 4 ' 16 These conditions ensure that there is very much less
than one ionization event detected per electron gun pulse and thus markedly decreases
the likelihood of any accidental coincidences, 1 7 ' 19 Section 5.3.3. By operating under
these conditions of low pressure and low count rate, ions from the background gas in the
mass spectrometer can contribute to the singles (mass) spectrum.

In principle, by

recording singles spectra of the empty spectrometer, the contribution of the background
gas can be determined and subtracted from each BCI 3 singles spectrum. However, for
these experiments using BC13, no subtraction is necessary, as the gas signals from the
background gas do not overlap with any ion signals from BCI 3 .

5.2.2 The corrosive nature of BC13
The corrosive nature of BC13 had several detrimental effects on the experimental
apparatus and on the data it yielded. Firstly, exposure to BC13 degraded the pulse height
distribution from the multichannel plate (MCP) detector during each experimental run.
To ensure that the ion detection efficiency was constant for each experiment, the MCP
was ‘regenerated’ before the next experiment until the mean pulse height from the MCP
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returned to its original value. This regeneration was achieved by exposing the MCP to
air at a pressure of lxlO ' 6 Torr for a period of several hours. The degradation of the
MCP also forced the experimental run times to be limited, and restricted the number of
experiments at each electron energy to two, so that irreversible MCP degradation did
not occur.

This curtailment of the data acquisition times increases the statistical

uncertainty in the cross-sections reported in this chapter. Secondly, despite repeated
attempts to dry the gas inlet system a white dep osit was always obs erved on the glass
inlet. This deposit was also reported by Tokunaga et al2 0 and is attributed to B (O H ) 3
formation via hydrolysis. As a consequence of this hydrolysis of BCI3 , H 3 5 C1+ and
37

+

H Cl ion peaks are observed in the singles spectrum, Figure 5.1. The proximity of
these impurity peaks to the Cl+ signals in the singles spectrum, and the potential
contribution of dissociative ionization of HC1 to these C P signals made the extraction of
reliable data for the formation of Cl+ from BCI 3 extremely difficult in these
experiments. As a result of these problems the cross-sections for the formation of Cl+
from ionization of BCI 3 are not presented in this chapter. Tokunaga et al2 0 also report
that BCI 3 effectively scavenges O 2 and H 2 O, which is confirmed by the observation of
trace quantities of BCIOPP in the present experiment and also in the experiments of Jiao
et al.10

5.3 Data Analysis
Mass and coincidence spectra were recorded at ionizing electron energies between
30-200 eV using the experimental apparatus described in Chapter 2.

5.3.1 Singles spectrum
A typical singles spectrum is shown in Figure 5.1, recorded at an electron energy
of 200 eV. As seen from Figure 5.1, the BCl2 + ion is the most abundant ion formed
following electron ionization of BCI3 at all the electron energies investigated here.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the presence of boron (10 B, n B) and chlorine (3 5 C1,3 7 C1) isotopes.
However, the intensities of these isotopic peaks are not fully resolved, making any
extraction of isotopic specific cross-sections impossible. Therefore, all the isotopic data
is summed to give cross-sections for the individual product ions: B+, Cl+, BCl2 2+, BC1+,
BC12+ and BC13+.
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Figure 5.1: A singles (mass) spectrum of BC13 following electron ionization
recorded at an electron energy of 200 eV. Residual gas ion peaks
are observed at m/z= 14,16,18,32 and 70/72. These ion peaks are
attributed to the ionization of background air (forming N+, 0 +,
H2 0 +, 0 2+) and chlorine (forming Cl2+) in the mass spectrometer.
The singles spectrum also contains small signals of air and water from the residual
background gas present in the apparatus. As described above, these residual gas signals
are observed as a result of the experimental conditions employed in these experiments.
Small signals of Cl2 + are also observed in the singles spectrum, these signals are
attributed to traces of Cl2 present in the BCI3 sample. It is clear from Figure 5.1 that the
gas signals from the background gas, and any chlorine present in the sample do not
overlap with fragment ion peaks formed following ionization with BC13. Care was
taken to minimise the contribution of this residual background gas to the singles
spectrum but the experimental conditions limit the achievable background, Section
5.2.1.

5.3.2 Pairs spectrum
5.3.2.1 Ion pairs
A schematic diagram of the coincidence spectrum (pairs spectrum) recorded at
an electron energy of 200 eV is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: A schematic pairs spectrum for BC13 recorded at an electron
energy of 200 eV.

The pairs spectra recorded following ionization of BCI3 exhibited four primary
dissociation channels: B+ + Cl+, Cl+ + Cl+, BC1+ + Cl+ and BCl2 + + Cl+. At 200 eV the
relative intensities of these channels were 1:0.70:0.60:0.71. However, in the one long
data collection run performed, for 8000 seconds at an electron energy of 200 eV, where
the counting statistics were superior to the ‘short’ duration spectra (800 seconds)
recorded to avoid MCP degradation, traces of a BC1+ + Cl2+ dissociation channel were
also observed. The presence of boron ( 10 B, nB) and chlorine (3 5 C1,

37

C1) isotopes

means that at least four ion pair peaks are detected for each dissociation channel except
Cl+ + Cl+. However, these isotopic peaks are not fully resolved in the pairs spectrum
again making any extraction of isotopic specific double ionization cross-sections
impossible. Therefore, as with the singles data, all the isotopic data is summed to
produce cross-sections for the individual product ions.

S.3.2.2 Dead-time ion loss
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the experimental set-up is such that no ion
pairs are recorded if the second ion arrives within 32 ns of the first ion, due to the dead
time of the discrimination circuitry. Such dead-time losses affect the Cl+ + Cl+ ion peak
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in the pairs spectra recorded following electron ionization of BCI3 , Figure 5.2.
However, these ion losses are easily estimated by extrapolating the visible part of the
pairs peak to t\=t2 using simple geometry, as discussed in Chapter 3 . 18,21

5.3.3 Accidental coincidences
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the experimental operating conditions
employed involve low electron fluxes and target gas pressures, producing a low ion
count rate. 14' 16 These conditions ensure that there is very much less than one ionization
event detected per electron gun pulse.

This methodology markedly decreases the

likelihood of any accidental coincidences. 1 7 1 9 Such contributions to the pairs spectra
were less than

2

% for each ion pair channel observed and therefore no accidental

coincidence subtraction was performed for the pairs spectra of BC13.

5.4 Relative PICSs
The ion intensities recorded in the singles and pairs spectra were processed to
yield the relative PICSs and the relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of
the boron containing ions from BCI3 relative to the parent ion BCl3 +.

This data

processing is described in detail in Chapter 3, and specifically for the electron ionization
of BCI3 in Appendix D, and thus only a brief summary is given below. The derived
cross-sections are shown in Figure 5.3 - Figure 5.6, and values are given in Table 5.1 Table 5.4, where the points shown represent the average of two determined data values
and the bars extend between the two values. This representation provides a clear view
of the scatter of the data. Of course, the data scatter is significantly larger than in
previous work because only two determinations are averaged to give the final value, as
opposed to 4 or more in work with less corrosive gases. 14' 16 As described in Section
5.2.2, the cross-sections for the formation of Cl+ are not reported.

5.4.1 Notation
In the data presented here the relative PICSs are abbreviated to Gr[X+], where
a r[X+/BCl3 +] = ar[X+]. The data presented here for the relative precursor specific PICSs
are abbreviated to Gi[X+] and a 2 [X+]; where Gi[X+]/Gi[BCl3 +] = Gi[X+] and
OzfXl/ajtBClal = a 2 [X+].
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5.4.2 Ion intensities
A full description of the data analysis methods is presented in Chapter 3. To
illustrate the data analysis, representative equations used to determine the relative PICSs
for the B+ and BCl2 2+ fragment ions are shown, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), expressed relative
to the BCl3 + ion. Note that or[BCl22+] = a 2 [BCl2 2+]. The relative PICSs are expressed
as a sum of the individual precursor specific PICSs for formation of the ion via single
and double ionization, where A„[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via loss
of n electrons. These values can in turn be expressed as a sum of the ion intensities
from the singles /[X+] and pairs P[X+] spectra:
. m t l _Af1[B+] + A'2[B+] _ / [ B +] + / ’[Bt ]

(5.1),

(J |-D j — -------------------------------- = ----------------------------

N JB C l/]

/[BC13+]

o [bci22+] = ^ ^ = M ^ 1
A JB C l/]

( 5 ' 2 ) '

/[BC13+]

Where the intensity of the B+ and BC122+ ions in the singles and pairs spectrum can be
described by the following equations:
/[B +] = fiN ,[B+] + /.(1 - f t )N 2[B+]

(5.3),

/[BC l22+]= f.N 2[BC122+]

(5-4),

B [ B +] = / > 2[B +]

(5.5).

The ar values expressed here, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), do not depend on fi. However, by
determining a value for f t the data analysis can be extended to yield the values of
G„[X+], quantifying the contribution to each ion yield from single and double ionization.

5.4.3 Relative precursor specific PICSs
5.4.3.1 Ion detection efficiency
To extend the data analysis and thus determine relative precursor specific PICSs,
G„[X+], a value for the ion detection efficiency, ft, was determined, as explained in
Chapter 3, by simultaneously recording singles and pairs spectra following ionization of
CF 4 .

This procedure resulted in an average f value of 0.12±0.01 for the electron

ionization of BCI 3 . This value of f t is lower than other determinations in this thesis,
Chapters 4,

6

and 7 . 14,16 This lower value oi

is principally due to MCP degradation

during preliminary experiments with BCI 3 . As described in Section 5.2.2, to ensure that
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fi remains constant for each experiment the pulse height distribution was monitored after
every experiment and the MCP regenerated if necessary.
For completeness, representative examples of the equations used to determine the
relative precursor specific PICSs are shown below, Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8), for the B+ and
BCE2+ ions.
1

*-

-*

Nd&] _ /[ B +] - ( l - / i) / / in B +]
AT

+1

lr r o n

iVji_ov_i3 j

(5-6),

+
+i

J

ga[BM=. . j W - =_ ftB.:.]
^v1 [b c i3+]
r r„™ 2 +.

(5-7)-

/ ; / [ b c i 3+]

JV2[BC12M]

/[BC122+]

Nl [BC13+]

7[BC13+]

(5-8).

a J r>^i9 j = ------------------= ---------------

5.5

Discussion
In this section the derived data is discussed for the formation of B+, BCl2 2+, BC1+

and BCE+ relative to BC13+.

5.5.1 BC12+ and BCI22+ formation
The values of crr[BCl2+] determined here are in agreement with the values
derived from the absolute PICSs recently presented by Jiao et al,10 (Figure 5.3). This
agreement clearly indicates that, in our experiment, no BCI2 is produced by the reaction
of BCI3 on the surfaces of the spectrometer or the filament.

If significant surface

formation of BCI2 were occurring, the BC12 would then be ionized, causing the
ar[BCl2 +] values to be larger than the data of Jiao et al 10 which is not the case. This
conclusion, that no neutral BCI2 is generated from reactions of BC13 in the spectrometer,
is important in the data interpretation below.

Values for ar[BCl2 +], Gi[BCl2 +] and

G2 [BCl2 +] are shown in Table 5.1.
The BCl2 2+ ion is observed in low abundance in the singles spectrum, Figure 5.1.
As shown above, since there is no dissociation of BCI3 to form BCI2 in this apparatus,
then these BCl2 2+ ions must come from dissociative double ionization of BC13. At 100
eV, the relative PICS for BCl2 2+ is 3% of the BCF+ relative PICS.
Gr[BCl2 2+] determined here are shown in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: The relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs determined for
forming BC12+ following electron ionization of BC13. The ar[BCl2+]
values are marked with ▲, <j1 [BC12+] with □ and a 2 [BCl2+] with O.
The markers show the average of two experimental determinations and
the bar shown represents how far each data point lies from the average
value. Data are expressed relative to the formation of BC13+. Comparison
is made with relative PICSs derived from the absolute PICSs of Jiao et
al10 ( • ) .
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Figure 5.4: The relative PICS for forming BC122+ (cr[BCl22+] ) by electron
ionization, shown by O. See caption to Figure 5.3 for details.
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Table 5.1: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs for the
formation of BC12+ from BC13 as a function of incident electron
energy E. The values represent the average of two determinations.
The numbers in parentheses indicate the difference between the
average value and actual data points in the last figure.

£/eV

Gi[BC12+] g 2 [BC12+] Gr[BCl2+]

200

3.24(2)

0.34(1)

3.58(2)

150

3.19(2)

0.39(2)

3.58(1)

100

3.30(4)

0.35(1)

3.65(4)

75

3.38(6)

0.38(9)

3.76(1)

70

3.21(15)

0.44(9)

3.65(8)

65

3.18(10)

0.47(7)

3.65(5)

50

3.16(6)

0.47(9)

3.63(1)

40

3.31(12)

0.34(8)

3.65(7)

35

3.26(14)

0.21(9)

3.47(7)

30

3.27(16)

0.13(7)

3.40(10)

Table 5.2: Relative PICSs for the formation of BC122+ from BC13 as a function
of incident electron energy E. See the caption to Table 5.1 for
details.

£/eV

g 2 [BC122+]

200

0.08(1)

150

0.09(1)

100

0

. 1 0 (2 )

75

0

.1 0 ( 1 )

70

0.08(2)

65

0.08(1)

50

0.06(3)

40

0.03(1)

35

0 0 0

.

(1 )

30

0 0 0

.

(1 )
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5.5.2 BC1+ formation
Figure 5.5 illustrates that below 65 eV the a r[BCl+] values determined here are
50% larger than those derived from the cross-section determinations of Jiao et al.10
However, the general form of the energy dependence, decreasing with increasing
electron energy, is similar for the two sets of results. The values of ctr[BCl+], Oi [BC’T]
and o 2 [BCT] determined here are shown in Table 5.3.

0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30

-■o

0.20

0.10
0.00
Electron Energy / eV
Figure 5.5: The relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs determined
for forming BC1+ following electron ionization of BC13. The
ar[BCP] values are marked with ▲, adBCP] with □ and a 2 [BCl+]
with O. Comparison is made with relative PICSs derived from the
absolute PICSs of Jiao et al10 ( • ) . See caption for Figure 5.3 for
details.
One possible reason for the discrepancy between the a r[BCl+] values determined here
and the values derived from the cross-section determinations of Jiao et al 10 is a
difference in efficiency of energetic ion collection between this experiment and the
FTMS apparatus used by Jiao et al . 10 If BC1+ ions are formed with a significant kinetic
energy they may not be efficiently retained and detected in the FTMS employed by Jiao
et al10 which requires significant ion residence times. Unfortunately, Jiao et al 10 do not
detail the detection efficiency of their apparatus for such translationally ‘hot’ ions. It is
well established2 2 ' 27 that dissociative multiple ionization is a common source of
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energetic monocations and double ionization may well account for some of the
difference between the relative PICSs derived from the data of Jiao et al 10 and the data
presented here.

However, Figure 5.5 clearly shows the contribution of dissociative

double ionization to the BC1+ yield is low between 30-40 eV, and thus it seems that in
this energy region single ionization must contribute significantly to the yield of
transiationaily energetic BC1+ ions which are missed by Jiao et al.10 At 50 and 60 eV
where the contribution of double ionization (-40%, Figure 5.5) to the yield of BC1+ is
now significant, the data of Jiao et al10 still lie 30% below the values of Oi[BCl+]
determined here, again implicating single ionization in the production of some of the
energetic BC1+ ions that Jiao et al10 miss.

The formation of highly transiationaily

energetic ions from single and double ionization is well established, 2 8 ’29 and as a result,
the loss of such ions in the FTMS experiments of Jiao et al10 is the most probable
explanation of the differences between their results and the data determined here. To
support that conclusion, as discussed below, the observation of a ‘real’ signal from the
dissociation of BC13 which yields the B+ ion provides evidence for the formation of
energetic B+ ions from the dissociative double ionization of BCI3 , see Figure 5.2. Yet,
Jiao et al10 reported that no B+ ions were formed in the FTMS experiments.
An alternative explanation for the disagreement between the o r[BCl+] values
determined here and those derived from the data of Jiao et al10 is that the BCI3 neutral is
reacting within this spectrometer to produce neutral BC1 which is subsequently ionized.
Such a possibility is hard to eliminate completely. However, as noted in Section 5.5.1,
no evidence for the dissociation of BCI3 to BCI2 was observed in these experiments. In
addition, no evidence for the dissociation and subsequent ionization of other reactive
molecules has ever been observed in previous experiments with this apparatus. 1 4 "16 In
addition, the BC1+ detected from double ionization is formed together with a Cl+ ion and
hence, given the definitive absence of degradation of BCI3 to BCI2 in the apparatus,
must arise from double ionization of BCI3 . Clearly, further investigations are needed to
definitively resolve the source of the discrepancy between the current data and that of
Jiao et al 10 for the formation of BC1+. However, no further investigations were possible
using the experimental apparatus detailed in this thesis due to the level of degradation
experienced whilst using BCI3 for the experiments described in this chapter.
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Table 5.3: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs for the
formation of BC1+ from BC13 as a function of incident electron
energy E. See the caption to Table 5.1 for details.

F/eV

Gi[BC1+] g 2 [BC1+] ar[BCl+]

200

0.24(2)

0.29(1)

0.53(1)

150

0.26(1)

0.31(1)

0.57(1)

100

0.36(3)

0.30(1)

0.66(3)

75

0.44(3)

0.32(5)

0.76(1)

70

0.35(4)

0.34(3)

0.69(2)

65

0.36(6)

0.36(4)

0.72(3)

50

0.46(4)

0.29(4)

0.75(1)

40

0.71(7)

0.08(2)

0.79(5)

35

0.73(7)

0.03(1)

0.76(6)

30

0.73(8)

0 0 2

.

(2 )

0.75(7)

5.5.3 B+ formation
The observation of significant quantities of the B+ ion in the singles and pairs
spectra again does not correspond with the data of Jiao et a / , 10 where no B+ ions were
detected (Figure 5.6 and Table 5.4). As discussed above, the origin of this discrepancy
could be inefficient collection of energetic B+ ions in the experiments of Jiao et al , 10 or
breakdown of BCI 3 to boron atoms, which are subsequently ionized in the apparatus
used here. However, the observation of B+ ions in a ‘real’ ion pair peak in the pairs
spectra, see Figure 5.2, provides evidence that energetic B+ ions are formed via
dissociation of doubly ionized BCI 3 .

Indeed the current data show that

0 2

[B+]

constitutes more than 30% of a r[B+] above 100 eV. This data also shows that these
energetic B+ ions are present at electron energies as low as 50 eV (Figure 5.6), where no
B+ ions are reported by Jiao et al.10 It is therefore concluded that the most likely source
of the difference between their results, and those reported here, is due to the loss of
energetic ions in the experiments of Jiao et al.10
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Figure 5.6: The relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs determined
for forming B+ following electron ionization of BC13. The ar[B+]
values are marked with ▲, cti[B+] with □ and a 2 [B+] with O. See
caption for Figure 5.3 for details.

Table 5.4: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs for the
formation of B+from BC13 as a function of incident electron energy
E. See the caption to Table 5.1 for details.

E/eV

ai[B+]

a 2[B+]

ar[B+]

200

0.37(3)

0.45(1)

0.82(1)

150

0.41(1)

0.50(1)

0.91(2)

100

0.60(6)

0.50(2)

1.10(7)

75

0.82(7)

0.47(6)

1.29(2)

70

0.57(9)

0.46(2)

1.03(10)

65

0.60(10)

0.39(1)

0.99(10)

50

0.76(7)

0.25(21)

1.01(8)

40

0.97(14)

0.04(1)

1.01(15)

35

0.77(11)

0.03(1)

0.80(10)

30

0.59(22)

0.01(1)

0.60(21)
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Some contribution to the values of ai[B+] determined here resulting from the
decomposition of BC13 to boron atoms, which are then ionized, cannot be ruled out.
However, the detection of B+ ions, as discussed below, observed in the B+ + Cl+ ion pair
peak of the pairs spectrum, from the double ionization of BC13 certainly means that
energetic ions are not efficiently detected in the experiments of Jiao et al.lQ It is
therefore possible that energetic B+ ions from the dissociation of BC13+, which may
contribute significantly to the ai[B+] values determined here, are also not detected.

5.5.4 Dissociative double ionization
As mentioned above, the pairs spectra recorded following ionization of BCI3
exhibit four different decay channels: B+ + Cl+, Cl+ + Cl+, BC1+ + Cl+ and BC12+ + Cl+.
A pairs spectrum was recorded for 8000 seconds which was sufficient duration to
achieve adequate statistics to facilitate the investigation of the mechanism of formation
for the B+ + Cl+ ion pair, which accounts for 35% of the total dication dissociations
detected at 200 eV. As discussed in Chapter 3, the gradient of the coincidence peaks in
the pairs spectrum can provide an insight into the mechanism of the charge-separating
dissociation. 3 0 ,3 1

This insight is possible as the gradient of the peak reflects the

correlation between the momenta of the two fragment ions. For the dominant isotopes,
the gradient of the B+ + Cl+ coincidence peak is determined to be -0.45±0.05.
Immediately, this gradient reveals that the ion pair does not originate from a simple
two-body dissociation of BC12+, which would give a peak with a gradient of -1, as the
momenta of the Cl+ and B+ would have to be equal and opposite.

A dissociation

pathway that would generate a coincidence peak with the observed gradient is a
sequential reaction mechanism with initial charge-separation, shown in Reactions [5.1]
and [5.H] and calculated using a ratio of masses.
BC132+

-»

B cr

I

+

Cl2+

[5.1],

I

B+ + Cl + C1+ + C1

[5.H].

This fragmentation pathway should result in a coincidence peak with a gradient of
-0.48 (using a ratio of masses), in excellent agreement with the experimental value.
Further support for this dissociation pathway comes from the observation of weak
signals corresponding to the fragmentation of BCl3 2+ to BC1+ and Cl2+ in the long
duration spectrum recorded at

2 0 0

eV, the first step in the proposed route for the
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formation of B+ and Cl+, shown in Reaction [5.1].
Considering the other dicationic dissociation channels observed in the pairs
spectra, Figure 5.2, the BCl2 + + Cl+ ion pair can only originate from direct dissociation
of BCl3 2+. The BC1+ + Cl+ ion peak appears to have a gradient of approximately - 1 ,
suggesting either a three-body direct dissociation from BCl3 2+, or the two-body
dissociation of BCI2

'y,

formed in an initial neutral-loss step from BCI3 . The latter is

perhaps more probable since long-lived BCB2+ ions are detected. The mechanism for
forming the Cl+ + Cl+ ion pair cannot be definitely determined from the data collected
here due to the dead-time in the pairs spectra.

This dead-time means a significant

fraction of the Cl+ + Cl+ coincidences are missed, and although these missed ions can be
corrected for numerically, no accurate determination of the peak gradient was possible
from the visible ion pair peak in the pairs spectra. The possibility that the Cl+ + Cl+
signal originates from dissociative double ionization of any traces of CI2 present in the
sample is now considered. The Cl2 + signal in the singles spectrum is only just above the
detection limit and much of this signal must result from the dicationic dissociation to
BC1+ + Cl2+. However, if it is assumed that all of the Cl2 + signal in the singles spectrum
is from ionization of CI2 , then the relevant precursor specific PICS14 indicate that only
4% of the detected Cl+ + Cl+ coincidences could originate from dissociative double
ionization of CI2 , at 200 eV. It is therefore concluded that the Cl+ + Cl+ coincidences
must come predominantly from ionization of BCI3 , as they cannot originate from
ionization of BC1 and, as shown in Section 5.5.1, there is no ionization of neutral BCI2
occurring in the apparatus used here.

5.6

Conclusions
Using electron ionization, coupled with TOF mass spectrometry, the relative

PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of B+, BCl2 2+, BC1+ and
BCl2 + relative to BCl3 + have been determined from 30-200 eV. This is the first time
that relative precursor PICSs have been derived for BC13. Comparisons between the
data determined here and the only other quantitative study of the electron ionization of
BCI3 were made. Agreement with this earlier work is excellent for the formation of
BCl2 +, however, some inconsistencies exist for the formation of BC1+ and B+ ions.
These inconsistencies may be accounted for by the earlier experiments failing to detect
all the energetic fragment ions.
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Chapter 6
Electron ionization of SF6

6.1 Introduction
The physical properties and dielectric capabilities of sulphur hexafluoride mean it
has become widely used for applications in the electrical utility industry, magnesium
casting, sound insulation, semiconductor etching, and chemical lasers. When SF6 is
released into the atmosphere it is a highly effective greenhouse gas, and thus it is
important to provide quantitative data to help reduce the amount of SF6 used within
industrial processes such as plasma etching. Accurate electron ionization cross-sections
are essential for the modelling and optimization of plasmas, and also for atmospheric
modelling. With the widespread use of SF6 in plasmas, it is therefore surprising to learn
that a limited number of recent experimental measurements of the electron ionization
cross-sections of SF6 are available. Therefore, the main objective here is to provide
additional electron ionization cross-section measurements of SF6 . The existing electron
ionization data for SF6 have been recently evaluated and summarized in a
comprehensive review by Christophorou and Olthoff. 1

6.1.1 Electron ionization of SF6
In this section the available experimental electron ionization cross-section data is
briefly reviewed. In 1965 Rapp and Englander-Golden2 measured the total ionization
cross-section of SF6 at electron energies up to 300 eV.

Partial and total ionization

cross-sections have been determined by Stanski and Adamczyk, 3 Margreiter et a l4 Rao
and Srivastava5 and Rejoub et al . 6

Stanski and Adamczyk, 3 used a cycloidal mass

spectrometer to determine absolute partial ionization cross-sections (PICSs), however,
the authors suggest that some energetic ions may not be detected in their experiments
due to discrimination effects. Later, Margreiter et al4 determined the absolute PICSs for
SF6 from threshold to 180 eV. Rao and Srivastava5 determined the absolute partial
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electron ionization cross-sections for SF6 at 100 eV. The most recent absolute partial
electron ionization cross-sections for SF6 were determined by Rejoub et a t from
threshold to 1000 eV. Rejoub et a t also present absolute ion pair production crosssections for formation of (SF3+ + F*), (SF2+ + F*), (SF+ + F*) and (S+ + F+).
Theoretical calculations of the total cross-section for ionizing SF6 have been
o

n

performed by Hwang et al and Kim and Rudd using the binary encounter Bethe (BEB)
method, Margreiter et a t and Deutsch et a t using the DM formalism and Deutsch et
al 10 using the modified additivity rule. Joshipura et alu used a self-developed semiempirical approach to theoretically determine the total cross-section. Most recently Pal
et al 12 have extended previous theoretical calculations to include both partial and
differential cross-sections of SF6 using an approach based on the Jain-Khare semiempirical formulation. Pal et a t 2 find encouraging agreement between their calculated
PICSs for SF6 and the most recent experimental data of Rao and Srivastava5 and Rejoub
et a lt
The available experimental electron ionization cross-section data, discussed above,
o

zr

showed a lack of consistency between the determined absolute PICSs. ' It is this lack
of consistency that highlights the need for further cross-section data and provides the
motivation for the current investigation of SF6 . The experimental technique used in this
thesis involves a two-dimensional (2D) ion coincidence technique, described in detail in
Chapters 2 and 3. This technique enables the single product ions, pairs of product ions
or three product ions, formed following ionization of individual SF6 molecules to be
detected, identified and quantified.

Such an experimental set-up allows the

determination of the relative precursor specific PICSs for the ionization of SF6. These
relative precursor specific PICSs quantify the contribution from various levels of
ionization to the individual product ion yields following an electron-molecule collision,
and hence add further detail to the understanding of the electron ionization of SF6 . The
determination of relative precursor specific PICSs for ion formation via dissociative
double ionization allowed the direct comparison with recently determined absolute ion
pair production cross-sections, discussed above, by Rejoub et a lt In addition, this is the
first time that the contribution from single and triple ionization to the individual ion
yields has been quantified following electron interactions with SF6 .
In principle the 2D technique utilised here provides information on the
energetics involved in dissociation of any multiply charged ions formed. A high yield
of molecular dications, in particular SF42+ and SF22+, has been observed in previous
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studies of the ionization of SF6 6 ,1 3 ’ 16 although, as noted by these authors, the SF6 2+ ion is
not observed experimentally. Using 25.6 nm photoionization of SF6 , Field and Eland17
determined two mean lifetimes for SF42+ dications to be 45±23 ns and 25000

ns.

Several authors have reported thresholds for the formation of the SF42+, SF3 2+, SF22+ and
SF2+

molecular

dications

considerably. 1 3 ,1 4 ,1 6 ,1 8

from

SF6

and

these

threshold

values

differ

Thresholds for ion pair formation have been determined by

Frasinski et al,19 using photoelectron-photoion-photoion coincidences (PEPBPICO), and
by Lange et al 16 using a method similar to PEPIPICO. Lange et al 16 also examined the
dynamics of the fragmentation processes involved in the formation of the product ion
pairs and used ab-initio calculations to estimate the appearance energies and vertical
ionization potentials for individual ion pairs.

Eland and Treves-Brown20 produced

kinetic energy release (KER) determinations for five ion pair channels using the
PEPIPCO technique at a wavelength of 25.6 nm.

Eland and co-workers2 1 ' 23 have

extensively studied the dissociation of SF6 2+ to SF3 + + F+ + 2F. Most recently, Hsieh
and Eland23 used a position sensitive detector to further investigate the formation of the
SF3+ + F+ coincident ion pair, concluding that it does indeed follow a sequential
mechanism as determined previously. An Auger-electron-photoion coincidence study
of SF6 following photoionization of the sulphur L-shell found that dications having two
holes in the outer valence bands dissociate to various fragments whilst those having one
hole in the outer valence and one hole in the inner valence dissociate to S+ + F+ . 24
In this chapter, the focus is aimed at providing further information regarding the
relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs for SF6 . As outlined above, there is
an abundance of literature detailing the dynamics of multiply charged ion dissociation.
There are also numerous threshold studies for both dications and ion pair formation
from SF6. Therefore, additional dynamic and threshold information is only presented
and discussed where the literature lacks consistency in the available determinations.

6.2 Experimental Procedures
The sulphur hexafluoride used in these experiments was purchased from Aldrich
with a purity of 99.9% and was used without further purification.

6.2.1

Experimental conditions
As discussed in Chapter 2, in contrast to the experiments on N20 and BC13, a

turbo pump was mounted at the detection region for these experiments to minimise the
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time that background gas resides on the surface of the MCP detector to reduce the dark
counts from the MCP.
As detailed in Chapter 3, the experimental operating conditions involve low
electron fluxes and target gas pressures in order to generate a low ion count rate. These
conditions ensure that there is very much less than one ionization event per pulse.
However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the pairs and triples spectra may still contain small
contributions from ions that did not originate from the same dissociation event, but are
detected in coincidence: these events are termed accidental coincidences. 2 5 ' 27

Any

accidental coincidence peaks in the pairs and triples spectra can be readily identified by
their characteristic ‘round’ shape, as the ions in the pairs do not possess any momentum
correlation. The contribution from accidental coincidence peaks to ‘real’ peaks in the
pairs and triples spectra is subtracted by normalising the two-dimensional and threedimensional auto-correlation function of the singles spectrum to a known false peak in
the pairs (e.g. SF3 + + SFs+) or triples spectrum (e.g. F+ + SF3 + + SF5 +) respectively, as
98

*}fs

described in Chapter 3. ‘

The number of accidental coincidences in the current pairs

and triples spectra is not insignificant and so accidental coincidence subtraction has
been performed for every ion pair and triple to produce ‘true’ pairs and triples spectra. 27
At 200 eV accidental coincidences in the pairs spectra were typically less than 1-3% of
the ion pair peak intensity, however, the accidental coincidences increased to 30% and
60% respectively for the SF4 + + F+ and SFs+ + F4"ion pairs. The S F / + F^ and SFs+ +
F+ ion pair peaks both have a very low intensity in the pairs spectrum, see Figure 6.2,
representing less than

1

% of the total ion pair peak yield, and thus accidental

coincidences are more important.

6.3 Data Analysis
Mass and coincidence spectra were recorded at ionizing electron energies between
30-200 eV using the experimental apparatus described in Chapter 2. For each electron
energy four separate experimental cross-section determinations were made.

6.3.1

Singles spectrum
A representative singles (mass) spectrum recorded at 200 eV is shown in Figure

6

. 1 . Note that the SF6+ parent ion and SF62+ parent dication are not observed at any

electron energy.
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Figure 6.1: A characteristic singles spectrum (mass spectrum) of SF6 following
electron ionization recorded at an electron energy of 200 eV. The
intensity scale, in part (a) of the above figure, has been increased by
a factor of 7.5 over an identical m/z range, and shows that trace
quantities of background gas were observed at m/z-14, 16, 18, 27,
28, 29, 32, 39 and 41. These features are discussed in the text
below.
The singles spectra exhibited traces of H2 0 +, N 2 +, C>2 + and hydrocarbon residual
gas at all electron energies. These residual gas peaks contribute to the singles spectra as
a result of the operating conditions, namely, low SFg target gas pressure to minimize the
accidental coincidence rate. However, the H2 0 + ion peak becomes obscured at electron
energies greater than 70 eV by the F+ ion peak irn/z- 18 and m/z- 19 respectively) and
the C>2 + peak is obscured by the S+ ion peak (both having m/z=32). To remove the
contribution from residual gas to the SF6 singles spectra, mass spectra of air were
recorded at each electron energy. The intensities of the H2 CF, N 2 + and O 2 peaks in the
air singles spectra were recorded and the ratio of the H2 0 +/N 2 + and C>2 +/N 2 + peaks was
determined. These ratios were then normalised to the intensity of the N 2 + ion peak
present in the SF6 spectra. Therefore, the intensities of the residual H2 CF and O2 ion
signals that contribute to the SF6 singles spectra were determined and subtracted from
each SF6 singles spectrum. Typically, the magnitude of the H2 0 + signal was less than
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3% of the F+ signal and the magnitude of the

0 2

+ signal was less than 4% of the S+

signal.
It should be noted that a small ion peak with an m/z value of 16 was just
detectable in the singles spectra at 200 eV, Figure 6.1. This ion peak consisted of
contributions from the fragment ion S2+ and also 0 +, from the residual gas. To remove
the contribution from residual gas to the SF6 singles spectra, mass spectra of air were
recorded at each electron energy, as described above. Briefly, the intensity of the 0 +
and N 2 + peaks in the singles spectra of air were recorded, and the ratio of the

0

+/N 2 +

peaks was determined. This ratio was then normalised to the intensity of the N2 + ion
peak present in the SF6 spectra. The intensity of the 0 + ion signal was determined, and
subtracted from each SF6 singles spectrum, to yield the Sz+ signal intensity. The crosssections determined for S2+ were, however, too small to be statistically significant above
the background. The relative PICSs for S2+ are therefore not presented for any electron
energy.
Ion signals at values of m /z-9.5 (F2+) and m/z=10.7 (S3+) were not observed in
the singles spectra at the electron energies studied here. A small ion peak at m/z- 38
(F2 +) was observed in the singles spectrum, at an electron energy of 200 eV. However,
the contribution from the background gas and neighbouring ion peaks made any
accurate peak intensity determination impossible.
Another prominent feature of the singles spectrum is the strong alternation in the
relative intensities observed between ions containing an odd and even number of F
atoms. Both features have previously been reported and are discussed in detail in the
literature. 1 5 ,1 6 ,2 9 ’3 0

The singles spectra exhibited the ion peaks: F*, SF2+, S+, SF2 2+,

SF32+, S F \ SF42+, SF2+, SF3+, SF4+ and SF5+.
The intensities of these peaks in the singles spectra 7[X+] were determined by
summing the counts in the peak and applying a suitable background correction for the
non-zero baseline.

6.3.2 Pairs spectrum
The pairs spectra recorded following electron ionization of SF6 exhibit nine
fragmentation channels: SFs+ + F+, S F / + F*, SF3 + + F+, SF2 + + F+, SF+ + F+, S+ + F+,
F* + F+, SF2+ + F+ and SF22+ + F*, as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: A schematic pairs spectrum for SF6 recorded at 200 eV.

6.3.2.1

Ion channels
At 200 eV the dominant fragmentation channel is S+ + F+ accounting for over

30% of the dicationic dissociations detected. A very small SF3 + + F2+ fragmentation
channel is also observed. However, the ion pair intensities for the SF3 + + F2+ peak are
too low to produce useful precursor specific PICS information.

Lange et al16 also

observed weak coincidence signals between F2+ and SF3 +/SF2+ following ionization
using a 2 MeV He2+ ion beam. The F2+ ion peak was not directly observed in the
singles spectra due to the high level of background.
A small ‘tail’ was observed on the SF3 + + F+ coincidence peak that extends
towards the diagonal of the coincidence spectrum to the SF42+ ‘self coincidence’ peak,
discussed in Section 3.1.1.3.6 of Chapter 3. This feature has also been observed by
Field and Eland17 and Lange et al.16 The ‘tail’ from the SF3+ + F 1" ion pair peak is
produced by a small percentage of metastable SF4 2+ ions that dissociate in the source
region of the mass spectrometer, or after acceleration towards the detector.

As

mentioned in Section 6.1.1, Field and Eland17 estimated mean lifetimes of these
metastable SF42+ dications to be 45±23 ns and 25000 ±-§§§- ns, in the source and fieldfree drift region respectively, using 25.6 nm photoionization.

6.3.2.2 Dead-time
In this experiment no ion pairs are recorded if the second ion arrives within 32
ns of the first ion, due to the dead-time of the discrimination circuitry, shown in Chapter
182
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3. The dead-time affects collection of the F+ + F* ion pair signals in the SF6 pairs
spectra. The F* ion counts missed, as a result of the dead-time, were estimated by
extrapolating the visible part of the pairs peak back to t \ - t 2 using simple geometry, as
described in Chapter 3 . 26 ,3 1

6.3.2.3 Notation
As discussed in Chapter 3, the intensities of a selected product ion in the pairs
spectrum can be determined by summing the number of counts within each
characteristic lozenge shaped peak that involves the selected ion.

In the data

processing, shown below, the distinction is made between P2 [X+] and P.?[X+], where
P 2 [X+] is the intensity of X+ in pairs of monocations, for example the S+ + F+ channel.
Such pairs of monocations can arise from double ionization or from triple ionization.
Pj[X+] represents the intensity of X+ in ion pairs involving a dication and a monocation,
for example SF2 2+ + F+, where such ion pairs can only arise from triple or higher levels
of ionization.

In this analysis it is assumed that any contribution from quadruple

ionization is negligible.

As discussed below, only a small contribution from triple

ionization is observed at the electron energies studied here, and thus the omission of
quadruple and higher orders of ionization is appropriate.

6.3.3

Triples spectrum
The number of triple coincidences detected is low, as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: A triples mass spectrum recorded at an electron energy of 200 eV.
Ion peaks of F*, S+, SF+, SF2+, SF3+ and SF5+are observed.
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As discussed in Chapter 3, this sub-set of the data is first visualized by simply plotting a
mass spectrum of the ions recorded as triples, as shown in Figure 6.3, and then plotting
a series of pairs spectra, in coincidence, with the different ions present in the mass
spectrum of triples. The intensities of the peaks in these ‘coincident pairs’ spectra are
determined by summing the counts in each peak to give 7TX+].
Figure 6.3 shows the raw triple ion coincidence data.

It is clear that the

accidental coincidences are significant in this data set, as the observed SFs+ ion peak
cannot be formed with any other two fragment monocations in the same dissociative
ionization event from SF6 3+. Accidental coincidence estimation and subtraction was
performed on this data set and is further detailed below.

6.3.3.1 Accidental coincidences
In the triples spectra five ion triple channels were observed in the coincident
spectra: the larger 2F+ + S+ and 2F* + SF+ channels, and minor channels of 3F*, 2F+ +
SF2+ and 2F+ + SF3 +. However, following accidental coincidence subtraction, the ion
triple intensities of the 3 F \ 2F+ + SF2+ and 2F+ + SF3 + ion triple channels were
insufficient to produce reliable cross-section data, and thus are neglected in the analysis.
Typically the accidental coincidences in the triples spectra formed 1-3% of the peak
intensities. Following accidental coincidence subtraction, the only measurable crosssections were determined for the formation of 2F+ + S+ and 2F+ + SF* ion channels.

6.4 Relative PICSs
The ion intensities recorded in the singles, pairs and triples spectra were
processed to yield the relative PICSs and the relative precursor specific PICSs. This
data processing is described in detail in Chapter 3, and specifically for the electron
ionization of SF6 in Appendix E, and thus only a brief summary is given below.

6.4.1 Notation
The relative PICS for the formation of a fragment ion X+ is symbolized as
ar[X+], where the cross-section for the formation of X+ is expressed relative to the
cross-section for forming SF5+. Similarly, the relative precursor specific PICS an[X+]
(w=l-3) expresses the cross-section for forming the fragment ion X+, relative to the
cross-section for forming SF5+, via single (72=1), double (n=2) or triple (n=3) ionization.
Typically, relative PICSs are defined relative to the parent ion of the system.
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However, the SF6 + ion is not observed following ionization of SF6 , as stated in Section
1c i /•

orvo')___

6.3.1 and discussed in the literature. ’ ’ ’ ’

The relative ionization cross-sections

presented here, are therefore defined relative to the summation of Gi[SF5+] +

0 2

[SF5+],

as no evidence was seen in the pairs spectra for SFs+ ion formation via triple ionization
(SFs* + F2*).

6.4.2 Ion intensities
The intensities of the F*, SF2*, S+, SF22*, SF32+, SF*, SF42*, SF2*, SF3* and SF4*
ions observed in the singles pairs and triples spectra are utilised to determine relative
PICSs, as detailed in Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 3. The relative PICSs are expressed as a
sum of the individual precursor specific PICSs for formation of the ion via single,
double and triple ionization, where A^[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via
loss of n electrons. These values can in turn be expressed as a sum of the ion intensities
from the singles /[X +], pairs P 2 [X+] and P 3 PC], and triples spectra T[X+]. To illustrate
the data analysis used to determine relative PICSs, representative equations are shown
for the F+ and SF2+ ions:
c

4W,[F*] + Af2[F*] + Af3[F*]_ /[F*] + F2 [F*] + F3 [F*] + r[F*]
Ar,[SF5*] + Ar2[SF5*]
j

c r 2*]

(61),

7[SF5*] + P2[SF5*]

Af2[SF2+] + Af3[SF2* ] _ /[SF2"] + P3[SF2*]

77, [SF5* ] + N 2 [SF5*]

(6'2)'

7[SF5*] + 7>2[SF5*]

Where the intensity of the F* and SF2+ ions in the singles, pairs and triples spectrum can
be described by the following equations:
7[F+] =

f,N, [F* ]+ /, (1 - / ,) N2[F* ] + /,. (1 - /,

(6-3)’
[F* ] + / , ( ! - / , ) 2 N * * [F* ]

7[SF2+] - f .N 2[SF2+] + /,. (1 - f t )N 3paks [SF2+]

(6.4),

P2[F+] = f t2N 2[F+] + 2 f (2(1 - /, ) ^ 3trip,es [F+]

(6.5),

P3[F+] =

/ . 2

A^3pairs[F+]

P3 [SF2+] = /,.2 ^ 3 pairs[SF2+]
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r[F+] = / f JV ripl“ [F+]
3

3

(6 -8 ).

Note that the o r values determined here do not depend on / . However, if a value of/i is
available, then the data analysis can be extended to determine on[X+] values, and thus
enable the contributions to each ion yield from single, double and triple ionization to be
quantified.

6.4.3

Relative precursor specific PICSs

6.4.3.1 Ion detection efficiency
As discussed in Chapter 3, to enable the an[X+l values to be derived a value for/
must be determined by recording singles and pairs spectra following ionization of CF4 . 28
For the electron ionization experiments of SF6, this procedure resulted in a value of
/=0.17±0.02, in agreement with other determinations reported in this thesis, in Chapters
4, 5 and 7.
The expressions used to evaluate the relative precursor specific PICSs for
formation of F+ via single, double and triple ionization are shown in Eqs. (6.9)-(6.11):
N TF+1
o,[F+] = -----------E— J---------- =
A J S F /i + A ^ S F /]

(6.9),

/[F+] - ( i - / 1)//,p 2[F+] - ( i - / I) / / ip3[F+] + a - / I)2/ / I2n F +]
7[SF5+] + P2 [SF5+]
a 2 [F+] =

N 2[F +]

P2 [F+] / / , - 2 ( l - / (. ) / / . 2 r[F +]

N x[SF5+] + N 2[SF5+]

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5t ]

A 3pairs [F+] + N3tripfcs [F+]

P3[F+] / f . + T[ F+] / f .2

Nl [SF5+] + N 2[SF5+]

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

o 3[ P + ] =

(6-10),

(6-1 !)•

6.5 Discussion
The singles and coincidence spectra were processed, as described in Chapter 3,
to yield a r and

values. These values are expressed relative to SFs+ ion yield, the

most abundant ion formed following ionization of SF6 at all ionizing electron energies
investigated here.
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6.5.1 Data Comparison
In this section, the a r and an values (Table 6.1-Table 6.9) determined here are
discussed and compared with relative cross-sections derived from the absolute partial
and absolute ion pair production cross-sections of Rejoub et a l 6 The relative PICS, and
relative precursor specific PICS values derived from the data of Rejoub et at5 are
defined as, or[X+] and 0 2 [X+] respectively. The

0 2

[X+] values derived from the ion pair

cross-sections data of Rejoub et a t are equivalent to the a 2 [X+] values determined here.
The c?2 [X+] values presented here are determined up to an electron energy of 200 eV,
however, the values of CJ2 [X+] derived from the data of Rejoub et a t are generally only
determined at electron energies above 100 eV, which restricts the comparison between
the data. Following comparison between the values of

0 2

[X+] determined here, and the

values of (7 2 [X+] derived from the data of Rejoub et a l 6 their data are generally lower
than the values of (7 2 [X+] determined here, see Sections 6.5.3 to 6.5.5. To understand
why such a discrepancy exists, it is useful to examine the indirect experimental
approach used by Rejoub et a t to determine the ion pair cross-sections.

The

experimental apparatus used by Rejoub et al6 is only capable of counting one ion arrival
per electron pulse.

Therefore, when a pair of ions is formed, following a single

dicationic dissociation, the ‘slower’ correlated ion pair partner will not be detected, and
thus this loss of ions may lead to an underestimation of particular fragment ion crosssections. It is clear from Figure 6.2 that the contribution from such dissociation events
to the total ion yields is significant. Rejoub et al6 solved the potential loss of fragment
ions, and subsequent underestimation of the absolute PICS, by using the fact that for the
electron ionization of SF6 every ion pair is formed in coincidence with an F+ ion. By
applying a gate to the timing signal, to suppress the detection of the F* ions, the ‘true’
absolute PICSs for all other fragment ions formed following electron ionization of SF6
were produced, irrespective of whether an F+ ion is also formed.

The same

methodology is used for the determination of the ‘true’ F* absolute PICSs.

The

‘apparent’ absolute PICSs for each particular ion were determined without the gate
applied to the timing signal. By subtracting the apparent absolute PICS from the true
absolute PICS, and dividing by the detection efficiency of the system, an absolute
precursor specific cross-section for formation of that ion, with its correlated F+ partner,
is determined. Rejoub et a f give a value for the detection efficiency of their system to
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be between 40.0% and 40.5% for all ion species. By understanding the methodology
used by Rejoub et at6 it is probable that the small discrepancy between the values of
G2 [X+] determined here and the o 2 [X+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et al6
may be explained by the differing experimental methodology used in deriving precursor
specific cross-section data.

For example, Rejoub et a t may be overestimating the

detection efficiency of their system, which would explain why their cross-sections for
ion pair formation are generally smaller than the values determined here.

Another

explanation may be the result of the data analysis used by Rejoub et al,6 where it is
assumed that relatively few ionization events result in the formation of three positive
ions. Indeed, the values determined from analysis of these triples peaks, observed in the
triples spectra, produced small a 3 [X+] values, even at 200 eV.
Agreement within the mutual error limits is seen for all the ar values determined
here and the a r[X+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et a t for all ions formed
following electron interaction with SF6 .

These values are therefore not discussed

further in the following Sections. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, Rao and Srivastava5
determined absolute PICSs for the electron ionization of SF6 at 100 eV. However, the
relative PICS values derived from the absolute PICSs of Rao and Srivastava, 5 especially
for the formation of lighter fragment ions, are lower than the a r[X+] values determined
here, and the ctr[X+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et al.6 This indicates that
the experimental apparatus used by Rao and Srivastava5 may not have been able to
collect all the energetic fragment ions formed following electron interaction with SF6 .
Rejoub et a t also draw this conclusion. Therefore, the data of Rao and Srivastava5 are
not shown.

6.5.2

SF4+ formation
Figure 6.4 shows that the values of o r[SF4+] determined here increase towards

100 eV and peak between 100-150 eV. The values of o 2 [SF4+] are very small even at an
electron energy of 200 eV and, hence, the values of Qi[SF4+] are approximately equal to
the values of Gr[SF4+]. The values of Gi[SF4 +j, o 2 [SF4+j and a r[SF4+j are displayed in
Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF4+ via single ionization
(□ ) following electron ionization of SF6. The relative PICS is shown by
(x). These cross-sections are expressed relative to the cross-section for
forming SF5+. The error bars shown are standard deviations of multiple
determinations. Relative PICSs extracted from the data of Rejoub et af
( ♦ ) are also shown with representative error bars. The relative precursor
specific PICSs for forming SF4+ via double ionization are not shown.
Table 6.1: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following electron
ionization of SF6, expressed relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+,
as a function of electron energy, E. The standard deviation of the last
figure is given in parentheses.
£/eV

o J S F /]

° 2 [ s f 4+]

2 0 0

0.090(2)

0 0 0 1

150

0.092(3)

0 0 0 1

100

0.092(1)

0 0 0 0
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0.088(2)

0 0 0 0

70

0.087(2)

0 0 0 0
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0.085(2)

0 0 0 0

50

0.078(1)

0 0 0 0

40

0.075(3)

0 0 0 0
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0.073(2)
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0 0 0 0
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6.5.3

SF3+ formation

Figure 6.5 shows that the values of or[SF3 +] increase gradually towards an electron
energy of 200 eV except for a decrease (a ‘dip’) around 40-50 eV. This dip is also
observed in the Gi[SF3 +] values, as will be discussed below. The values of Gi[SF3 +],
G2 [SF3 +] and or[SF3 +] are displayed in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.5: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF3+ via single (□),
and double ionization (A) following electron ionization of SF6.
The relative PICS is shown by (x).

These cross-sections are

expressed relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. The error
bars shown in the figure are standard deviations of multiple
determinations.

Relative PICSs and cross-sections for ion pair

formation extracted from the data of Rejoub et a t are also shown
with representative error bars, ( ♦ ) and (O) respectively.
A similar ‘dip’ in the SF3 + PICS has previously been reported by Margreiter et
a f and Rejoub et al.6 Most recently a detailed study of the SF3 + PICS by Feil et al33
using a mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy (MIKE) scan technique investigated this
pronounced ‘dip’ in the SF3 + PICS. Feil et al 33 show that the contribution from the
Coulomb explosion of metastable SF4 2+ ions forming SF3 + + F* becomes significant
around an electron energy of 45.5 eV, whilst the relative PICS for SF3+ formation via
single ionization peaks just above 40 eV and decreases towards 200 eV.
conclusions of Feil et al33 are shown schematically in Figure 6 .6 .
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Figure 6 .6 : A schematic diagram of the relative precursor specific PICSs for
forming SF3+via single and double ionization.

The behaviour of these cross-sections creates a ‘dip’ feature where the
contribution from dissociative single ionization is decreasing and the dissociative
double ionization becomes significant at around 45 eV. As mentioned above, this ‘dip’
feature is observed in the values of or[SF3 +] and also the values of Gi[SF3 +] determined
here. The observation of this dip feature in the precursor specific PICS for formation of
SF3+ via single ionization suggested that SF3 + ions were also being formed from
Rydberg states, just above the double ionization threshold, via single ionization. The
implication from this observation is that this ‘dip’ feature in the SF3 + PICS is not only
the result of the increasing contribution from metastable SF4 2+ dissociation as the
contribution from dissociative single ionization decreases, but that there is also a
component due to single ionization.
The values of G2 [SF3 +] determined here are approximately 80% greater than the
g 2 [SF3+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et al.6 Possible explanations for this
discrepancy are detailed in Section 6.5.1.
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Table 6.2: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further details.

6.5.4

E/eV

%[SF3+]

a 2 [SF3+]

o r[SF3+]

2 00

0.261(6)

0.049(1)

0.311(6)

150

0.267(6)

0.046(1)

0.313(7)

100

0.272(2)

0.036(6)

0.308(5)

75

0.275(3)

0.023(1)

0.298(4)

70

0.277(3)

0.019(1)

0.295(4)

65

0.276(2)

0.014(2)

0.291(4)

50

0.261(5)

0.004(1)

0.265(6)

40

0.268(12)

0 0 0 0

35

0.253(12)

0 0 0 0

30

0.194(21)

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0.268(12)

.

(1 )

0.253(12)

.

(1 )

0.194(21)

SF2+ formation

Figure 6.7 shows the values of Gr[SF2+] and Gi[SF2+] determined here peak at 70
eV and decrease towards 200 eV. The values of a 2 [SF2+] become significant above 50
eV and increase up to 200 eV.

The values of Gi[SF2+], ct2 [SF2+] and crr[SF2+] are

displayed in Table 6.3.
Comparison between the values of g 2 [SF2+] determined here and the values of
g 2 [SF2+] derived from the data of Rejoub et al6 shows agreement at 100 eV within the
mutual error limits.

However, above 100 eV the values determined here are

approximately 100% greater than the o 2 [SF2+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et
al.6 Possible reasons for this discrepancy have been discussed in detail within Section
6.5.1.
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Figure 6.7: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF2+ via single (□),
and double ionization (A) following electron ionization of SF6. The
relative PICS is shown by (x). These cross-sections are expressed
relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. The error bars shown
in the figure are standard deviations of multiple determinations.
Relative PICSs and cross-sections for ion pair formation extracted
from the data of Rejoub et a t are also shown with representative
error bars, ( ♦ ) and (O) respectively.
Table 6.3: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further details.
E/eV

a J S F /]

c 2[SF2+]

a r[SF2+]

200

0.064(2)

0.023(1)

0.087(2)

150

0.070(4)

0 .021(1)

0.092(2)

100

0.082(1)

0.014(2)

0.097(2)

75

0.095(3)

0.007(1)

0.101(3)

70

0.098(2)

0.005(1)

0.103(2)

65

0.097(2)

0.003(1)

0 .100(2)

50

0.090(4)

0.000(1)

0.090(4)

40

0.069(4)

0.000(1)

0.069(4)

35

0.040(7)

0.000(1)

0.040(7)

30

0.017(7)

0.000(1)

0.017(7)
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6.5.5 SF+ + SF42+ formation
It should be noted that Rejoub et a t are unable to completely separate the SF* and
SF42+ ion peaks. So for convenient comparison the relative precursor specific PICSs
(cti [SF^], CT2 [SF*], G3 [SF*] and g 2 [SF42*]) and a summation of the SF* and SF42+ relative
PICSs (ar[SF* + SF42+]), are presented in Figure

6

.8 . The current experiment enables

the SF* and SF42* ion peaks to be individually analysed at electron energies of 75-200
eV in the singles spectrum. Below 75 eV, the overlap observed between the SF* and
SF42* ion peaks in the singles spectra becomes significant. Therefore, to obtain accurate
/[SF*] and /[SF42*] values, a peak fitting procedure was used below 75 eV. This peak
fitting procedure determined the additional ion intensity of each peak obscured by the
SF* and SF42* ion peak overlap. However, by using a peak fitting procedure the crosssections determined for the SF* and SF42* ions have a slightly larger associated error.
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Figure 6 .8 : Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF+ via single (□),
double (A) and triple ionization (O) and formation of SF42+ via
double ionization (A) following electron ionization of SF6. The
relative PICS for forming SF1- + SF42* is shown by (x). These
cross-sections are expressed relative to the cross-section for
forming SF5+. The error bars shown in the figure are standard
deviations of multiple determinations. Relative PICSs for forming
SF+ + SF42+ and cross-sections for ion pair formation (SF+ + F*)
extracted from the data of Rejoub et al6 are also shown with
representative error bars, ( ♦ ) and (O) respectively.
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Figure

shows that the values of o ][SF+] peak at an electron energy of 75 eV.

6 .8

The values of g 2 [SF+] only become significant at 65 eV and increase up to an electron
energy of 200 eV. The a 3 [SF+] values are very small even at 150 and 200 eV. Figure
6 .8

shows that the Gr[SF42+] values only become significant above 50 eV and increase

up to 150 eV, where they reach a plateau towards 200 eV. As a result of using a peak
fitting procedure on the SF+ and SF42+ ion peaks, between 30-70 eV, the sensitivity to
the onset of the SF42+ ion peak is decreased. Note that Gr[SF4 2 +]=G2 [SF42+]. These
values are displayed in Table 6.4.
The values of GrfSF^ + SF42+] determined here are in agreement with the or[SF+ +
SF42+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et a f at electron energies below 75 eV.
However, from 75-200 eV disagreement with the values of ar[SF+ + SF42+] determined
here and the values of a r[SF+ + SF42+] derived from the data of Rejoub et a f was
observed. At 200 eV the values of Gr[SF+ + SF42+] determined here were 15% greater
than the a r[SF+ + SF42+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et a l 6
At 200 eV the value of g 2 [SF+] determined here is 30% greater than the g 2 [SF+]
values derived from the data of Rejoub et a l 6

This small discrepancy is again

consistent with the reasons detailed in Section 6.5.1. However, for electron energies
below 200 eV the values of g 2 [SF+] determined here agree within the mutual error
limits with the values of o 2 [SF+] derived from the data of Rejoub et al.6
Table 6.4: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further details.
£/eV

%[SF+]

° 2 [SF+]

a 3 [SF+]

a r[SF+]

a r[SF42+]

2 0 0

0.118(4)

0.040(2)

0.005(1)

0.164(4)

0.068(2)

150

0.126(4)

0.037(1)

0.003(1)

0.167(4)

0.068(4)

100

0.136(1)

0.026(5)

0 0 0 0

75

0.142(4)

0.009(2)

0 0 0 0

70

0.155(6)

0.005(1)

0 0 0 0

65

0.147(9)

0 0 0 2

.

(1 )

0.162(6)

0.058(3)

.

(1 )

0.150(3)

0.039(1)

.

(1 )

0.160(6)

0.017(3)

.

(1 )

0.149(9)

0.012(5)

.

(1 )

0

.1 1 1 ( 1 2 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0.055(10)

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0.018(6)

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0.005(2)

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

50

0

.1 1 1 ( 1 2 )

0 0 0 0

40

0.055(10)

0 0 0 0

35

0.018(6)

0 0 0 0

30

0.005(2)

0 0 0 0
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6.5.6 S+ formation
Figure 6.9 shows the values of a r[S+] increase towards 200 eV. The values of
peak at 100 eV and decrease towards 200 eV. The c»2 [S+] values only become
significant above an electron energy of 70 eV and increase up to 200 eV. The values of
G3 [S+] are non-zero above 150 eV.

The values of Oi[S+], G2 [S+] and Qr[S+] are

displayed in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.9: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming S+ via single (□),
double (A ) and triple ionization (O) following electron ionization
of SF6. The relative PICS is shown by (x). These cross-sections
are expressed relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. The
error bars shown in the figure are standard deviations of multiple
determinations.

Relative PICSs and cross-sections for ion pair

formation extracted from the data of Rejoub et a f are also shown
with representative error bars, ( ♦ ) and (O) respectively.
Above 75 eV the values of g 2 [S+] determined here are in agreement with the G2 [S+]
values derived from the data of Rejoub et al.6 However, at electron energies below 75
eV the values for G2 [S+J determined here are 10 times lower than the

0 2

[S+] values

derived from the data of Rejoub et a l 6 The intensity of the S+ + F* ion pair observed in
our coincidence spectra does indeed drop rapidly at electron energies below 70 eV. The
reasons why there is such a significant discrepancy between the

0 2

[S+] values

determined here, below 75 eV, and the G2 [S+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et
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al, 6 are not fully understood. Using a least squares fit procedure at electron energies of
65, 70, 75 and 100 eV, the appearance potential for the S+ + F4, ion pair was determined
to be 62.0±1.5 eV. This value is in disagreement with the a 2 [S+] values derived from
the data of Rejoub et a f which are non-zero at 60 eV. However, the threshold estimate
of 62.0±1.5 eV is in good agreement with an experimental photoionization threshold
determination of Frasinski et al 19 and calculations of Lange et al.16 Frasinski et al19
observed no S+ + F+ ion pair formation using photon energies of up to 56.4 eV,
therefore, this gives a lower threshold limit for the S+ + F+ ion pair. Lange et al16
calculated the double ionization potential of the (5aig ) ' 2 state to be 62.9 eV and postulate
that this state may be responsible for this process. By examining the gradient of the S+
+ F* coincidence peak Lange et al16 conclude that this ion pair is formed via an
instantaneous dissociation of SF62+ and thus the threshold for formation of the S+ + F+
peak may be expected to be above the double ionization threshold, as determined in
these experiments.
Table 6.5: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6 . 1 for further details.

£/eV

a x[S+l

g 2 [S+]

2 0 0

0.073(2)

0.059(2)

0 0 1 2

(2 )

0.144(3)

150

0.074(2)

0.053(1)

0.004(1)

0.131(3)

100

0.078(1)

0.026(7)

0 0 0 0

75

0.068(2)

0.004(1)

0 0 0 0

70

0.064(3)

0 0 0 1

65

0.055(4)

0 0 0 1

50

0.026(4)

0 0 0 0

40

0.007(2)

0 0 0 0

35

0 0 0 2

30

0 0 0 1

a 3 [S+]
.

.

(1 )

0.104(6)

.

(1 )

0.072(1)

.

(1 )

0.066(3)

.

(1 )

0.056(4)

.

(1 )

0.026(4)

.

(1 )

0.007(2)

.

(1 )

0 0 0 2

.

(1 )

0 0 0 1

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

.

(2 )

0 0 0 0

.

(1 )

0 0 0 0

a r[S+]

.

(2 )

.

(1 )

6.5.7 F+ formation
Figure 6.10 shows the values of tfrPF*] we determine increase steeply towards 200
eV. The values of cqCF*] peak at an electron energy of 75 eV and decrease towards 200
eV. Interestingly, the values of ai[F+] only become significant at 50 eV. The values of
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OitF*"] become significant above 40 eV and steadily increase up to 200 eV, becoming
larger than

[F*] above 75 eV, showing that double ionization contributes significantly

to the F* ion yield. The values of (^[F*] are expected to be significant, as the F+ ion is
the correlated partner ion in all ion pairs observed following multiple ionization. The
values of

<33

PF*] determined here become significant above 100 eV.

The values of

ctitF*], a 2 [F+] and c^tF*] are displayed in Table 6 .6 .
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Figure 6.10: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming F+ via single (□), double
(A) and triple ionization (O) following electron ionization of SF6. The
relative PICS is shown by (x).

These cross-sections are expressed

relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. The error bars shown in
the figure are standard deviations of multiple determinations. Relative
PICSs and cross-sections for ion pair formation extracted from the data
of Rejoub et a f are also shown with representative error bars, ( ♦ ) and
(O) respectively. It should be noted that for comparison the cross-section
values for formation of F+ from the ion pairs data of Rejoub et a f shown
here are a summation of all ion pairs observed by Rejoub et a f and, as
described in the text, a percentage has been added to allow for the F+ +
F* ion pairs not collected by Rejoub et alf
Hitchcock et al 14 believed that almost all the F+ fragment ions arose from
dissociative double ionization of SF6 , and hence, did not expect a significant amount of
F* ions to be produced from fragmentation of SF6 +. With reference to Figure 6.10, the
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majority of F* ions are indeed formed via dissociative double ionization. For example
at 200 eV the value of GiUF4-] constitutes 10% of the value of (^[F*] determined.
The methodology adopted by Rejoub et a f to determine ion pair cross-sections,
described in Section 6.5.1, could not be used to determine the ion pair cross-section for
the F+ + F+ ion pair because of the timing electronics used in their apparatus. From the
SF6 pairs spectrum recorded here, the F+ + F+ ion pair peak intensity constitutes
approximately 15% of the ion pairs observed, and represents a significant proportion of
the

0 2

[F^] yield.

The

0 2

[F+] values derived from the data of Rejoub et al6 were

corrected for the absence of the F* + F+ ion pair peak by adding 15% of the total number
of F+ ions formed as ion pairs observed by Rejoub et a f to the total number of F* ions
formed as ion pairs.

The (^[F*] values of Rejoub et a lf shown in Figure 6.10,

represent the summation of the (^[F*] values derived from the data of Rejoub et a f and
the correction for the absence of the F+ + F+ ion pair peak, described above.
Agreement, within the mutual error limits, between the (^[F*] values determined here,
and the values of ct2 [F+] derived from the data of Rejoub et a f is observed, see Figure

6 . 10.
Table 6.6: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further details.

E/oV

a J F +]

g2[F+]

° 3[f +]

a r[F+]

200

0.027(8)

0.203(1)

0.051(5)

0.281(6)

150

0.034(8)

0.181(3)

0.025(3)

0.240(11)

100

0.044(11)

0.112(22)

0.005(2)

0.161(19)

75

0.044(3)

0.044(3)

0.000(1)

0.088(5)

70

0.039(3)

0.032(1)

0.000(1)

0.071(3)

65

0.032(1)

0.022(3)

0.000(1)

0.054(5)

50

0.012(2)

0.005(1)

0.000(1)

0.017(3)

40

0.003(1)

0.001(1)

0.000(1)

0.004(1)

35

0.001(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.001(1)

30

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.001(1)
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6.5.8 SF32+ formation
Figure 6.11 shows that the values of crr[SF3 2+] determined here become
significant above an electron energy of 40 eV and increase towards 150 eV where the
values reach a plateau. Where or[SF3 2+]=0 2 [SF3 2+], no SF3 2+ ions are observed from
triple ionization in this experiment. The values of Gr[SF3 2+] derived from the data of
Rejoub et at6 are in agreement with the data determined here at electron energies below
100 eV. Above 100 eV the values of Qr[SF3 2+] determined here are at least 50% greater
than the values of or[SF32+] derived from the data of Rejoub et al.6 However, the
intensity of the SF3 2+ ion peak observed in the singles spectrum is small, and there are
also significant background ion peaks in the area, Figure 6.1. These factors increase the
associated errors in the cross-section determinations shown here, see Figure 6.11 and
Table 6.7. Consequently, it is concluded that overall agreement between the data
determined here and the values of or[SF3 2+] derived from the data of Rejoub et al6 is
observed.
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Figure 6.11: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF32+ via double
ionization (A) following electron ionization of SF6. These crosssections are expressed relative to the cross-section for forming
SF5+. The error bars shown in the figure are standard deviations
of multiple determinations.

Relative PICSs extracted from

Rejoub et a f ( ♦ ) are also shown with representative error bars.
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A least squares fit procedure was used to estimate the appearance potential for
the formation of SF3 2+ using four data values of a r[SF3 2+] from 50-75 eV.

This

procedure yielded an estimate of 46±4 eV. The only other experimentally determined
threshold for SF3 2+ was 42.6 eV by Jochims et a/,18 with no error bars given.
Subsequently, Lange et al16 calculated the double ionization potential of the 3eg orbital
to be 42.6 eV. Therefore, the appearance potential estimated here is in agreement with
other, more accurate, determinations available in the literature.16,18

Table 6.7: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further
details.

£/eV

a r[SF32+]

200

0.008(1)

150

0.008(1)

100

0.006(1)

75

0.004(1)

70

0.003(1)

65

0.002(1)

50

0.001(1)

40

0.000(1)

35

0.000(1)

30

0.000(1)

6.5.9 SF22+ formation
The values for ar[SF2 2+] we determine become significant above 50 eV and
increase towards 200 eV, Figure 6.12.

The values of ct3 [SF2 2+] derived here only

0A-

become significant above 75 eV and increase towards 200 eV. The values of Q2 [SF2 ],
G3 [SF2 2+] and Gr[SF2 2+] are also displayed in Table 6.8.
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Figure 6.12: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF22+ via double
(A) and triple ionization

( O )

following electron ionization of

SF6. The relative PICS is shown by (x). These cross-sections are
expressed relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. The error
bars shown in the figure are standard deviations of multiple
determinations. Relative PICSs from Rejoub et al6 ( ♦ ) are also
shown with representative error bars.
The values of ar[SF2 2+] determined here are in agreement with the values of
ar[SF2 2+] derived from the data of Rejoub et a f below 150 eV. Above 100 eV the
values of a r[SF2 2+] determined here are 40% greater than the a r[SF2 2+] values derived
from the data of Rejoub et al.6 This deviation appears to occur when the contribution
from dissociative triple ionization becomes significant, as agreement between the
<72[SF22+] values determined here and the a r[SF2 2+] values derived from the data of
Rejoub et a f is observed. However, as discussed for the SF32+ ion in Section 6.5.8, the
errors associated with these smaller cross-sections may be greater than shown.

1A-

Consequently, overall agreement between the values of Gr[SF2 ] determined here and
the values of a r[SF2 ] derived from the data of Rejoub et al is indicated.
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Table 6.8: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further
details.

EleV

g 2[SF22+]

a 3[SF22+]

200

0.045(4)

0.010(1)

0.054(4)

150

0.044(3)

0.007(1)

0.050(3)

100

0.033(2)

0.002(1)

0.035(2)

75

0.016(3)

0.000(1)

0.017(3)

70

0.012(1)

0.000(1)

0.013(1)

65

0.009(1)

0.000(1)

0.009(1)

50

0.001(2)

0.000(1)

0.001(2)

40

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

35

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

30

0.001(2)

0.000(1)

0.001(1)

a r [ S F 22+]

6.5.10 SF2+ formation
Figure 6.13 shows the values of a r[SF2+] determined here increase towards 200
eV. The values of G2 [SF2+] and G3 [SF2+] both increase towards 200 eV. The values of
a 3[SF2+] are small and only become significant above an electron energy of 100 eV.
The values of ar[SF2+] determined here are in agreement with the values of Gr[SF2+]
derived from the data of Rejoub et a l 6 The values of Oi[SF2+], G2 [SF2+] and ar[SF2+]
are also displayed in Table 6.9.
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Figure 6.13: Relative precursor specific PICSs for forming SF2+ via double (A)
and triple ionization (O) following electron ionization of SF6. The
relative PICS is shown by (x). These cross-sections are expressed
relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. The error bars shown
in the figure are standard deviations of multiple determinations.
Relative PICSs extracted from Rejoub et al6 ( ♦ ) are also shown with
representative error bars.
Table 6.9: Relative precursor specific PICSs and relative PICSs following
electron ionization of SF6, see caption of Table 6.1 for further details.

£/eV

a 2[SF2+]

<j 3[SF2+]

a r[SF2+]

200

0.009(1)

0.001(1)

0.010(1)

150

0.008(1)

0.001(1)

0.009(1)

100

0.006(1)

0.000(1)

0.006(1)

75

0.002(1)

0.000(1)

0.002(1)

70

0.001(1)

0.000(1)

0.001(1)

65

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

50

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

40

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

35

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

30

0.000(1)

0.000(1)

0.000(1)
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6.6 Conclusions
Two-dimensional TOF mass spectrometry has been used to determine the
relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of F*, SF2+, S+,
SF22+, SF32+, SFf, SF42+, SF2+, SF3+ and SF4+ relative to SF5+ from 30-200 eV. This is
the first time that the contribution from single and triple ionization to the individual
fragment ion yields has been quantified and the second time the contribution from
double ionization to the individual fragment ion yields has been quantified following
ionization of SF6.
Comparison between the current data and a recent electron ionization study of
SF6 by Rejoub et a f was made. Good agreement between the current data and the
relative PICSs derived from the data of Rejoub et al6 was found for the formation of F+,
SF2+, S+, SF22+, SF32+, SF+, SF42+, SF2+, SF3+ and SF4+ions.
The cross-section values derived for the formation of ion pairs from the data of
Rejoub et a f were generally lower than the relative precursor specific PICS values for
ion formation via dissociative double ionization determined here for SF3+, SF2+ and SF*
ions. However, agreement was observed between the relative precursor specific PICSs
for F+ and S+ formation via dissociative double ionization that were determined here,
and the cross-section values for ion pair formation of the S+ and F+ (after addition of the
F+ + F+ ion pair peak) ions derived from the data of Rejoub et a lf
The overall agreement found between the current relative PICSs determined here
and the relative PICS values derived from the data of Rejoub et a f should provide
additional confidence in these recently determined PICSs.
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Chapter 7

Absolute electron ionization cross-sections of N2O and
C2H2
7.1

Introduction
This chapter begins by presenting absolute PICSs and absolute precursor

specific PICSs determinations for the IT1', 0 +, N2+ and NO+ fragment ions formed
following electron interaction with nitrous oxide.

These determinations serve to

extend the previous analysis performed in Chapter 4, and thus form an ideal ‘test’
molecule to confirm the validity of the absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific
PICS methodology. Subsequently, the absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific
PICS determinations for the H+, C+ + C22+, CH* + C2H22+, C2+ and C2H+ fragment ions
formed following electron interaction with acetylene are presented. The methodology
used to determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs was
previously described in Chapters 2 and 3.
Nitrous oxide was used as a ‘test’ case to confirm that the theory and methods
described in Chapters 2 and 3 yield accurate absolute PICSs and absolute precursor
specific PICSs over the ionizing electron energy range of 30-200 eV. The relative
PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs of nitrous oxide were presented and
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. It is therefore satisfying to progress to determine
absolute cross-section data. However, due to the shortened experimental runtimes
necessary to minimise the gas pressure change over the experimental runtime only
absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs of N*, 0 +, N2+ and NO+
fragment ions formed following electron interactions with N20 were determined.
Following the ‘test’ case of nitrous oxide, acetylene was selected as the new
target gas for two experiments, one with argon as the reference gas, the other with
nitrogen as the reference gas. Acetylene was chosen because of its widespread use in
industry and its presence in planetary atmospheres and in the interstellar medium.
These important aspects are further discussed in Section 7.5.
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Electron ionization of N20
7.2

Introduction
The motivation for investigating nitrous oxide is detailed in Chapter 4. It is

appropriate to return to N 2 O to test the theory and methods for determination of
absolute PICSs, described in Chapters 2 and 3. The use of N 2 O enables the extension
of the data analysis to determine absolute precursor specific PICSs for the N*, CT, N2+
and NO+ ions. The N*, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ fragment ions were selected for this study, as
these ions are the most abundant ions formed following electron ionization with N 2 O,
except for the parent monocation N20+.

The N2+, 0 2+ and N20 2+ ions formed

following electron interaction with N 2 O were not suitable for investigation here due to
the small cross-sections for their formation, as detailed in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4, detailed comparisons were made between the a r values
determined here and crr values derived from the absolute PICSs presented by Iga et al,l
Lopez et al and Lindsay et al.

The ar values derived from the data of Lindsay et al

showed good agreement with the ar values determined in Chapter 4 for the N+, 0 +,
N 2 + and NO+ ions. However, the conclusions drawn in Chapter 4, regarding the a r
values derived from Iga et a l} and Lopez et al2 suggested that energetic ion loss was
1
2
occurring in the experiments of Iga et al and Lopez et al. The methodology used
here to determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs relies on the
accurate determination of the absolute PICSs for formation of the parent ion. In the
following sections good agreement is observed between the a'[N 2 0 +] values
determined here and the literature cross-section values for the parent ion.

This

agreement means that the absolute PICS and absolute precursor PICS values for the
formation of the N*, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions determined here will exhibit the same
agreement with the literature cross-section values for the formation of each ion as
observed in Chapter 4.

Therefore, the conclusions discussed in Chapter 4, and

mentioned above, will be mirrored in this chapter. The discussion presented in this
chapter is therefore brief, with the emphasis being on the production of accurate
absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS values. Hence, in this chapter, no
further discussion is presented on the behaviour of the cross-sections, or the
comparison with the literature values as this was covered in detail in Chapter 4.
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7.3

Experimental procedures

Following the conclusions reached in Chapters 2 and 3, argon was chosen as the
reference gas. Argon has a similar molecular mass to nitrous oxide (m/z=40:m/z=44),
giving a mass correction factor of 0.95 (V40/V44, from the square root of the
molecular mass ratio).

Argon was also chosen to ensure that there would be no

interference between ion peaks produced in the singles and pairs spectra following
electron interaction with argon and nitrous oxide.
The argon used in these experiments was purchased from BOC with a purity of
99.5%.

The nitrous oxide was purchased from Aldrich with a purity of 99.9%,

enabling both gases to be used without further purification.
The modified experimental methodology derived in Section 3.2.1 to 3.2.3 of
Chapter 3, was further tested for the determination of g'[N20 +] values. Firstly, the
experimental conditions involved the introduction of both gases through the gas inlet
needles into the source region with various gas pressures. Under these experimental
conditions a complete set of data was collected and analysed, and values of a'P^CF]
were determined. The second experiment then involved the introduction of both gases
through the re-located FIFE tubing, designed to produce a more uniform gas mixture
in the source region, (discussed in Chapter 3, for the N2/Ar absolute PICS
experiments) with a gas pressure ratio of approximately 1:1.

Again, under these

experimental conditions a complete set of data was collected and analysed, and values
of g'[N20 +] were determined.

From the o'[N 2 +] values determined for the N 2 /Ar

absolute PICS experiments, discussed in Chapter 3, the second determination of
o'[N20 +] values was expected to show improvement in accuracy and reproducibility
of the data values.
Following the determination of g'[N20+] values, detailed above, the absolute
PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs for the N \ 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions were
determined using the re-located PTFE tubing and a gas pressure ratio of approximately
1:1. These results are presented and discussed in the following sections.

7.4

Data Analysis
Singles and pairs spectra were recorded at ionizing electron energies between

30-200 eV. The intensities of the ions observed in the singles and pairs spectra were
processed as described in Chapter 3. The pressures of argon and nitrous oxide were
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determined, as described in Chapter 3, and the values of a'[Ar+] were taken from the
literature of Straub et al,4 as discussed in Chapter 3.
The absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS values determined
here are shown as the average of four individual cross-section determinations. The
error presented with these values is the standard deviation of the four individual crosssection determinations. The standard deviation is a better representation of the ‘true’
error resulting from fluctuations in the experimental apparatus between cross-section
determinations.

7.4.1 Absolute PICSs for N20 +
7.4.1.1 Singles spectrum
Using Ar and N 2 O simultaneously produces a singles spectrum with N2+, 0 2+, N+,
0 +, Ar2+, N20 2+, N2 +, NO+, Ar+ and N20+ ion peaks, shown in Figure 7.1. The singles
spectrum also contains small ion signals resulting from traces of air, water and
hydrocarbon residues, present as background gas in the apparatus. The singles spectra
were recorded between 30-200 eV.

Ar

NO

O)
cl
M

A r2+

10

30

20

40

50

m / z
Figure 7.1: A typical singles spectrum for the electron ionization of argon and nitrous
oxide at 200 eV. Residual gas peaks are observed at m/z=18, 32, 36, 45
and 46 and are attributed to H20 +, 0 2+ and hydrocarbon residues
respectively.
The intensities of the Ar+ and N20+ ion peaks were determined as described in
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Chapter 3. As these ions are not observed in the pairs spectra, /[Ar+]=S[Ar+] and
/[^O^SPN^O*].

As detailed in Chapter 3, and shown in Eq. (7.1), when each

parameter on the right hand side of Eq. (7.1) is determined, over the ionizing electron
energy range, the values for a'[N 2 0 +] can be determined:

<t[N 0*]= *^^ ° ) xJ ^ _ xo'[Ar*]
S(Ar+) p
2

(71)'

2

N ;0

The values for a'[N20 +] are displayed in Figure 7.2 and are detailed in Table G.l of
Appendix G.
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Figure 7.2: Values determined for a'[N20 +l (■ ).

200

250

This data is compared with

recently determined absolute PICSs for N20 + of Iga et al1 (□), Lopez et
al2 (A) and Lindsay et a t (O), each shown with the appropriate error.
As shown in Figure 7.2, the g'[N20 +] values determined here show agreement with the
absolute PICS data of Lindsay et al3 within the mutual error limits. As the absolute
PICS data of Lindsay et a t are regarded as the most reliable data, this agreement
provides confidence that the technique for determining absolute PICSs is sound.
However, as discussed for the Ar/N2 system, in Chapter 3, a significant spread in
g'[N20 +] values is observed and the values of g'[N20+] determined here are lower
than the absolute PICS data of Lindsay et a lt As discussed in Chapter 3, the deviation
in the ct'[N2 0 +] values is thought to result from the gases not forming a uniform
mixture prior to ionization. This results from the introduction of both gases through
the gas inlet needles into the source region and the use of different gas pressure ratios
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for each experiment. In the following section the a'[N20 +] values were determined
again utilising the re-located PTFE tubing and a gas pressure ratio of approximately
1:1 for each experiment.

7.4.1.2 Gas pressure ratio and gas flow
To address the deviations in the o'[N20+] values determined here, shown by
the error bars in Figure 7.2, a more uniform gas mixture is required in the source
region. This was achieved by using an argon and nitrous oxide gas pressure ratio of
approximately 1:1, and by introducing the argon and nitrous oxide gas into the source
region via the re-located PTFE tubing, discussed in Chapter 3.

Using these

experimental conditions, the a'[N 2 0 +] values were re-determined and are displayed in
Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Values determined for o'[N20 +] (■ ). This data is compared with recently
determined absolute PICSs for N20+ of Iga et al1 (□), Lopez et al2 (A) and
Lindsay et al3 (O), each shown with the appropriate error.
With reference to Figure 7.3, the agreement seen between the a'[N20+] values
determined currently and the absolute PICS data of Lindsay et a t is improved.
Additionally, the standard deviation (displayed as error bars) observed for the
a'[N20+] values is significantly decreased from Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.3. These results
confirm that a more uniform gas mixture is produced by allowing the gases to ‘mix’ in
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the chamber before entering the source region and to a pressure ratio of approximately
1:1, as previously concluded for the A1 /N 2 system in Chapter 3.

The values of

ct'[N20 +] currently determined are displayed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Values determined for a'[N20 +] at each electron energy E. The error in
the last figure is shown in parentheses.

This error is the standard

deviation of four individual cross-section determinations.

E/eV

g '[N20

+1 (x l0 ‘17cm2)

200

14.5 (17)

150

13.6(11)

100

16.2(1)

75

15.3 (7)

65

14.0 (5)

50

15.4 (4)

40

11.2 (6)

30

7.8 (4)

As discussed in Section 7.2, the methodology used to determine absolute
PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs relies on the accurate determination of
the absolute PICSs for formation of the parent ion of the system. The data values
obtained above provide additional confidence regarding the ‘necessary’ experimental
conditions required to determine accurate absolute cross-section values.

These

experimental conditions are summarised below together with the methodology used to
determine absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs.

7.4.1.3 Conclusions
By modifying the experimental technique to use a 1:1 gas pressure ratio and the
re-located gas inlets, the determined values of cr'[N2 0 +] show agreement with reliable
literature data and improved reproducibility. Consequently, in the following sections
the same experimental techniques are employed to determine the absolute PICSs and
absolute precursor specific PICSs for the N+, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions formed following
electron interaction with N 2 O.
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7.4.2 Absolute PICSs for N+, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ ions
The same data analysis methods, discussed in detail in Chapter 3, and used to
determine the a'[N20+] values, are used to determine the absolute PICSs for the N*,
0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions formed following electron ionization of N20 , Eq. (7.2):

a [ X + ] = 7S(Ar
7 T ^) x “pNj0 x a [ A r + ]

( 72>

■rv+1 /[X +] + P[X+] p M
where a [X ] = —— ------— £x M x a [Ar ]

^[Ar ]

pNio

This method is termed ‘direct’. With reference to Eq. (7.2), the total ion signal S for
the N+, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ fragment ions is determined using the ion intensities recorded
in the singles and pairs spectra.

The pairs spectra recorded following electron

ionization of the Ar/N20 two-gas system is identical to that presented in Chapter 4,
and was analysed as described in Chapters 3 and 4.
There are in fact two methods by which the absolute PICSs for the N+, 0 +, N 2 +
and NO+ ions can be determined, a ‘direct’ method, discussed above, and an ‘indirect’
method. The indirect method involves determination of the relative PICSs for the
formation of the fragment ion X+, symbolized as crr[X+], where the cross-section for
the formation of X+ is expressed relative to the cross-section for forming the parent
ion. The ar[X+] values are then multiplied by the a'[N 2 0 +] values we determine, as
demonstrated in Eq. (7.3). This ‘indirect’ methodology is shown below:
a [X+] = a r[X+]x a [NzO+]

o [X t ]=

(7.3).

g[X I x a [ N ,0 4']
ct[N20 ]

/[X +] + P[X+]
a [X ] = —— ------—
7[N20 +]

/[N 20 +] p Ar
.rA +1
— - x - r- x a [Ar ]
7[Ar+]
Pn20

As demonstrated above, both analysis methods are equivalent and therefore produce
the same absolute PICS determinations. In this chapter the ‘direct’ analysis method
was used to determine the absolute PICSs for each fragment ion.

Data analysis

equations for the N+, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions are given in Appendix F.

7.4.3 Absolute precursor specific PICSs for N+, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ ions
As described in Chapter 3, to determine the absolute precursor specific PICSs
for the formation of the N*, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions via single and double ionization, the
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relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of the N*, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ ions
via single and double ionization must first be determined.

The relative precursor

specific PICSs for formation of a fragment ion X+ via single and double ionization are
symbolized as a„[X+] (n= 1,2), and are expressed relative to the cross-section for
forming the parent ion of the system. These o„[X+] values are then multiplied by
cj'[N20+],

previously determined in Section 7.4.1. As shown in Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5),

the absolute precursor specific PICS can then be derived and are symbolized by

a„'[X+] (n=l,2):
(7.4),

(7.5).

As detailed in Chapter 3, the values of a„[X+] can only be determined if a value
for the ion detection efficiency,/-, is available. The determination of / is shown below
in Section 7.4.3.1.
It should also be noted that for each ionizing electron energy the sum of the
a„'[X+] values, for a particular fragment ion X+, is equal to the value of o'[X+].
The triples data required to quantify the yield of these fragment ions from triple
ionization were not recorded as a consequence of the shortened runtimes, used to
minimise gas pressure changes over the experimental runtime. As detailed in Chapters
2 and 3, the triples collection was small even over the significant runtimes used in the
data collection of relative PICSs and relative precursor specific PICSs. Therefore, the
neglect of the triple and higher levels of ionization is appropriate within the accuracy
of the absolute cross-sections reported in this chapter.

7.4.3.1 Ion detection efficiency
As discussed in Chapter 3, to enable a„[X+] values to be derived, and hence
on'[X+] values to be determined, a value for / is derived by recording the singles and
pairs spectra following ionization of CF4. This procedure resulted in a value of
/=0.17±0.02, in agreement with determinations made in Chapters 4-6.
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7.4.4 Discussion
Using the data analysis described in Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.3, the absolute
PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs were determined for the N +, 0 +, N 2 + and
NO+ fragment ions from 30-200 eV. The absolute PICS data exhibit agreement with
the absolute PICSs of Lindsay et al within the mutual error limits for each fragment
ion studied here. As expected poorer agreement is observed between the absolute
PICSs of Iga et al1 and Lopez et a>I2 especially for the N* and 0 + fragment ions. These
results are displayed in Figure 7.4-Figure 7.7 and the values are given in Appendix G.
These results are in accord with the discussion presented in Chapter 4 and thus no
further discussion is presented in this section.

7.4.4.1 N+ formation
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Figure 7.4: Values determined for a'[N+] (X), ai'[N+] (A) and g2'[N+] ( • ) . This
data is compared with recently determined absolute PICSs for N+of Iga
et al1 (■ ) and Lindsay et a f (♦), with representative error bars shown
at 120 eV.
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.4.2 0 + formation
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Figure 7.5: Values determined for a'[0+] (X), ai'[0+] (A) and a2'[0+] (• ) . This data is
compared with recently determined absolute PICSs for 0 + of Iga et al1 (■ )
and Lindsay et al3 (♦), with representative error bars shown at 120 eV.
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Figure 7.6: Values determined for ct'[N2+] (X), ai'[N2+] (A) and ct2'[N2+] ( • ) . This
data is compared with recently determined absolute PICSs for N2+ of Iga et
al1 (■ ), Lopez et al2 (O) and Lindsay et al3 (♦), where error bars are
shown at 120 eV, 150 eV and 120 eV respectively.
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7.4.4.4 NO+ formation
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Figure 7.7: Values determined for a'[NO+] (X), a/fNO4] (A) and a2'[NO+] ( • ) .
This data is compared with recently determined absolute PICSs for NO+
of Iga et

a l1

(■), Lopez et

a l2 (O )

and Lindsay et

a l3

(♦).

Representative error bars are shown at 120 eV, 150 eV and 120 eV for
the data of Iga et a l,1 Lopez et a l2 and Lindsay et a l.3

7.4.5 Conclusions
The absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs determined for the
N*, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions show agreement when compared to the absolute PICS data
of Lindsay et al.

These results confirm the conclusions made in Chapter 4 for the

electron ionization of N20 and reaffirm the conclusions, made in Chapter 3, that using
a gas pressure ratio of 1:1 and re-locating the gas inlets produces accurate and
reproducible absolute cross-sections over the ionizing electron energy range studied
here.
The following sections detail the determination of absolute PICSs and absolute
precursor specific PICSs of selected fragment ions formed following electron
interaction with C2 H2 .
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Electron ionization of C2H2
7.5

Introduction
Acetylene is the simplest molecule among the hydrocarbons and has Dooh

symmetry. The acetylene molecule is industrially important due largely to its unique
molecular structure which produces a high resultant enthalpy of formation and higher
than normal combustion temperature.5 These attributes make C2 H2 widely used for
welding and cutting in high temperature flames.

Acetylene is also used in the

semiconductor industry for the deposition of diamond film.6 Also, fusion plasma
devices regularly use graphite for the inner walls to reduce radiation loss and
hydrocarbon products are produced at these walls. Recent studies have demonstrated
that the conditions at the region close to these walls (plasma edge) play an important
role in achieving, sustaining and controlling thermonuclear fusion plasmas.7'9 In order
to understand the processes occurring in the plasma edge region, and the effect on
plasma properties and conditions, it is essential to have quantitative data regarding
these processes. The world-wide industrial use of acetylene makes the determination
of electron ionization cross-sections of vital importance to enable the processes
described above to be streamlined to provide optimum performance in a cost effective
manner.
Acetylene is present in planetary atmospheres and the interstellar medium.10
Distinctive features, characteristic of acetylene, were first recorded in vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) spectra of the atmospheres of Saturn,11 and later in the atmosphere
of Titan,12 Uranus13 and Jupiter.14 In fact, the concentration of acetylene within the
Earth’s atmosphere is increasing and is expected to double by 2030 because of
increasing car useage.15 To enable the accurate modelling of acetylene in these
various planetary atmospheres it is again essential that accurate electron ionization
cross-sections are determined.
Electron ionization of acetylene was first studied in 1932 by Tate et a l}6 In
1995 Davister and Locht17'20 produced detailed literature regarding the translational
energy distributions and appearance energies of some of the fragment ions formed
following the electron ionization of C2 H2 . Recently, Feil et al21 utilised a Nier-type
electron ionization source to investigate the initial ion kinetic energy distribution of
various ions formed from electron ionization of C2 H2 .
Concentrating only on previous electron ionization studies of C2 H2 , a brief
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review of the available experimental electron ionization cross-section data is now
presented. Electron ionization cross-sections for the formation of various fragment
ions have been determined by Gaudin and Hagemann22 with a magnetic sector
instrument from 100-2000 eV and with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) and
TOF mass spectrometer from threshold to 800 eV by Zheng and Srivastava.10 The
most recent electron ionization study of C2 H2 was conducted by Tian and Vidal23
using a TOF mass spectrometer, designed to allow complete ion collection from
threshold to 600 eV. There is a lack of agreement between the recent cross-section
data of Tian and Vidal23 and the data of Gaudin and Hagemann22 and Zheng and
Srivastava.10 The latter utilised experiments that may miss some energetic ions
formed following electron ionization of C2 H2 .

Therefore additional cross-section

measurements are needed, and this provides the motivation for the current electron
ionization study of C2 H2 .

7.6

Experimental procedures
The acetylene used in these experiments was purchased from BOC with a purity

of >98.5% and contained acetone to stablise the gas. Several attempts to minimise
the quantity of acetone present in the spectra were made using an acetonitrile slush
bath. A trap, packed with glass beads, was filled with nitrogen gas and was allowed
to cool for several hours in the acetonitrile slush bath. The acetylene gas was then
slowly run through the trap to liquefy the acetone. Using this method, the intensities
of acetone (m/z=58) and CH3CO+ {m/z=43) were decreased by approximately 40%,
whilst the intensity of the H*, H2 +, C+ + C2 2+, CH+ + C2 H 2 2+, C2 +, C^irt and C2 H2 + ion
peaks remained unchanged.

The experiments, detailed below, were therefore

performed using the C2 H2 without any further purification.
Experiments were performed to produce determinations of the absolute PICSs
and absolute precursor specific PICSs following electron interaction with C2 H2 , using
both N 2 and Ar as reference gases.4,24 The experimental modifications utilised for the
N 2 /AJ and N 2 O/AT two-gas systems should ensure that either reference gas enables
accurate absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs to be determined. The
absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs determined using either
reference gas are displayed on the same figure to facilitate easy comparison. Both
experiments utilised gas introduction via the re-located PTFE tubing in the source
region and a gas pressure ratio of 1:1.
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Following electron ionization of C2 H2 the FF fragment ion is observed in the
singles spectrum.

However, H+ ions are also formed via sources such as H20 ,

acetone, and H2 produced by hydrocarbons on the filament, which are also observed
in the singles spectrum. The intensity of FF ions produced from these other sources
fluctuates from experiment to experiment, and hence, quantification and subsequent
accurate correction is difficult. The intensity of FT ions from these other sources is
estimated by recording air spectra between 30-200 eV. The intensities of the FF and
H20 + ions in the air spectra were determined and normalised to the intensity of the
H20 + ion peak observed in the C2 H2 spectra at each electron energy. The estimated
intensity of FF ions from other sources is subtracted from the FF intensity recorded in
the singles spectrum to produce a more accurate FF fragment ion intensity from the
electron ionization of C2 H2 . As a result of using the ‘corrected’ FF ion intensity in
the determination of the a'[FF] and cq'[FF] values, these values therefore have a
larger associated error.

7.7

Data Analysis
Singles and pairs spectra were recorded at ionizing electron energies between

30-200 eV. The intensities of the ions observed in the singles and pairs spectra were
processed as described in Chapter 3. As discussed in Chapter 3, any contribution from
triple ionization is assumed to be negligible in the current analysis of absolute crosssections.
The values of the absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS shown in
the following sections represent the average of four individual cross-section
determinations. The error shown with these values represents the standard deviation
of the four individual cross-section determinations.

7.7.1 Singles spectrum
Singles spectra of the Ar/C2H2 and N 2 /C 2 H2 systems were recorded between
30-200 eV. The Ef, H2\ C+ + C22+, CH+ + C2H22+, C2+, CjlT and C2H2+ fragment
ions were observed with the N2+, N*, N2\ Ar2+ and Ar+ fragment ions from the
reference gases (N2 and Ar), see Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9. The intensity 7[X+] of the
ion peaks was determined as described in Chapter 3.
With reference to Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, both singles spectra contain small
ion signals resulting from traces of air, water, hydrocarbon residues and acetone,
present as background gas in the apparatus and in the acetylene gas.
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Figure 7.8: Typical singles spectrum for the electron ionization of acetylene and
argon at 200 eV. Residual gas peaks are observed at m/z-14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 27, 29, 32, 36 and 43 are attributed to H20 +, 0 2+, hydrocarbon
residues and acetone. It should be noted that m /z-1.5 to 2.5 is expanded
by a factor of 50.
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Figure 7.9: Typical singles spectrum for the electron ionization of acetylene and
nitrogen at 200 eV. Residual gas peaks are observed at m/z= 15, 16, 17,
18, 27, 29, 32 and 43 are attributed to H20 +, 0 2+, hydrocarbon residues
and acetone. It should be noted that m /z-1.5 to 2.5 is expanded by a
factor of 50.
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The ion peaks observed at m/z= 12 and 13 are both the combination of a cation
and dication peak, and cannot be resolved because they have the same mass number:
C* + C22* and CH* + C2H22+. The intensities of C+ + C22* and CH* + C2H22* ions,
recorded in the singles spectra, can therefore only be expressed as a summation of the
cation and dication peak intensity; 7[C+ + C2 2+l and /[CH* + C2 H2 2+] However, by
using the definitions above, a problem arises with the data processing because the C+
and CH* ions observed in the singles spectrum are formed via single ionization, but
the C2 2+ and C2 H2 2+ dications are formed via double ionization.

Therefore, the

intensity summations cannot be used to determine the individual absolute precursor
specific PICSs for formation of C* and CH* via single ionization and for formation of
C2 2* and C2 H2 2* via double ionization. In this chapter the notation Oi'[C* + C2 2+] and
ai'[CH* + C2H22*] is replaced by

g 12'[C+ +

C22+] and Gi2'[CH* + C2H22*], to clarify

that these cross-sections have contributions from both single and double ionization,
although the majority of the On'[C+ + C2 2*] and a^'tCH* + C2 H2 2*] values will
originate from the formation of the C* and CH* ions via single ionization, as the
tf2 '[C2 2+] and G2 TC2 H2 2*] values are very much smaller than the Oi'[C*] and Oi'[CH*]
values.

Unfortunately, this problem cannot be mathematically resolved using the

current experimental data, but may be addressed in the future by performing an
isotopic experiment using C2 HD.
Electron ionization experiments by Locht et al

emphasise the use of low

pressure (< 10"6 Torr) whilst investigating C2 H2 . At higher pressures Locht et al25
observed an ion peak at m/z= 5 0 , thought to originate from dimeric ions which may
also lead to the observation of additional C2 H* ions. The experimental conditions
used for these experiments involve low target gas pressure

(< 1 0 "6

Torr) and therefore

with reference to Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 as expected, no ion peak is observed at
m /z- 5 0 . The absence of an ion peak at m /z- 5 0 provides additional confidence in the
accuracy of the C2 H* ion intensity recorded in the singles spectra following electron
ionization of C2 H2 .
The absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs determined using
the Ar/C2 H2 and N 2 /C 2 H2 systems are compared to available absolute PICS data of
Zheng and Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal.23 Tian and Vidal23 determine absolute
PICSs by normalising their data to the recently published absolute PICSs for argon of
Straub et al.4 The experimental apparatus used by Tian and Vidal23 allows separate
experiments to be performed for the reference gas and the gas under investigation, as
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discussed in Chapter 3.

The absolute PICS data of Tian and Vidal23 also shows

complete collection of all the ions and therefore must be considered as the most
reliable cross-sections. The absolute PICS data of Zheng and Srivastava10 may be
missing energetic ions due to the use of a QMS to collect some of the fragment ions.
With reference to Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 the H2 + ion peak observed is small.
The intensity of the H2+ ion peak is approximately 0.1% of the intensity of the C2 H2 +
ion peak at 200 eV, and thus the absolute PICS for formation of the Yii ion would be
approximately 2.4-2.7xl0’19 cm2 at 200 eV. This conclusion is mirrored by the data of
Tian and Vidal23 where the H2 + cross-section is determined to be smaller than 5x1 O'19
cm2 at an electron energy of 200 eV.

7.7.2 Pairs spectrum
At an electron energy of 200 eV six ion pairs were observed: C+ + H+, CH+ +
H+, C2 + + H \ Q T r + FT, CH+ + C+ and CH++ CFF. The most abundant ion pair was
C2H+ + FF at every electron energy studied here. Previously, Thissen et al26 studied
the dissociations of C2 H2 2+ using a triple coincidence photoelectron-photoion-photoion
(PEPIPICO) method, this experiment additionally observed C+ + CH2 + and C2 + FT +
FF minor ion channels.
experimental set-up.

These ion channels were not observed with the current

The intensity of both ion channels may be too weak to be

observed.
The intensity, P[X+], of the ions in each ion pair peak was determined using
the methods described in Chapter 3.
The dissociations and dynamics of dissociations of the C2 H2 2+ dication are not
investigated in this chapter, as the primary objective is to provide determinations for
the absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs of the ions observed
following electron interaction with C2 H2 . Therefore, only the intensities of the ion
pairs observed in the pairs spectrum are studied and thus a pairs spectrum is not
presented here.

7.7.3 Absolute PICSs for
Using Eq. (7.6) and the methods described in Chapter 3 to determine each of
the parameters in Eq. (7.6) the values for cr'[C2 H2 +] were determined from 30-200 eV.
(7.6).
x o [Ar+/N 2+]
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From Figure 7.10 agreement is observed between the values determined here
for a'[C2H 2 +] and the absolute PICSs of Zheng and Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal23
within the mutual error limits.

The

values determined using argon and

nitrogen reference gases are typically lower than the absolute PICS values of Zheng
and Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal23 but do agree within the mutual error limits.
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Figure 7.10: Values determined for a'[C2H2+] using Ar/C2H2 (♦ ) and N2/C2H2 gas
mixtures (O), shown with error bars representing the standard
deviation of four cross-section determinations at each electron energy.
Data is compared with available absolute PICSs of Zheng and
Srivastava10 (A) and Tian and Vidal23 (■), representative errors are
shown at 125 eV for both sets of data.

With reference to Figure 7.10 the molecular mass difference between the two
gases had no significant effect on the absolute PICS determinations and agreement is
observed between both two-gas systems.

The cross-sections determined using the

argon/acetylene and the nitrogen/acetylene two-gas systems exhibit small variations
due principally to the approximate nature of obtaining a gas pressure ratio of 1:1. The
a'[C2H2 +] values are shown in Table 7.2 for each two-gas system.
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Table 7.2: Values determined for g'[C2 H2+] at each electron energy E for each twogas system. The error in the last figure is shown in parentheses. This
error is the standard deviation of four individual cross-section
determinations.

Ar/C2H2 system
E/eV

GTC2 H2 I (x l 0

17

cm2)

N 2 /C2 H 2 system
a'[C 2 H2+! (x l 0 '17 cm2)

200

26.8 (2 1 )

24.1 (24)

150

27.0 (12)

26.3 (15)

100

33.1 (36)

31.5 (14)

75

32.5 (22)

29.6 (23)

65

28.9 (15)

29.7 (32)

50

31.9(43)

29.1 (24)

40

26.5(18)

29.1 (23)

30

2 0 .8

(18)

20.5 (29)

The same data analysis methods, discussed in detail in Chapter 3, used to
determine the absolute PICSs for

are also used to determine the absolute PICSs

for the KT, C+ + C22+, CH* + C2 H22+, C2+ and C2 H+ fragment ions formed following
electron ionization of C2 H2 . The absolute PICSs for the TT1’, C+ + C2 2+, CH* + C2 H2 2+,
C2 + and C2 H+ fragment ions are defined in Appendix H.

For completeness, the

g'[C 2 H2 +] values determined using both argon and nitrogen as the reference gases are
displayed in Figure 7.10 and values are presented in Table 7.2. As shown in Table
. , no significant difference between the q'[C2 H2+] values determined using either

7 2

reference gas was observed. Therefore, no additional discussion is presented in the
following sections regarding the mass difference between the two gases utilised for
each experiment.

7.7.4 Absolute PICSs and absolute precursor specific PICSs
As described in Chapter 3, to enable absolute precursor specific PICSs (Eqs.
(7.7) and (7.8)) to be determined, the relative precursor specific PICSs must initially
be determined for each fragment ion, Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10). These values are then
multiplied by the a'[C2H2 +] values determined in Section 7.7.3 and shown in Eq. (7.6).
Examples of the data analysis equations are given below for the E t ion. Data analysis
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equations for each fragment ion are given in Appendix H.
(7.7),

(7.8),

^ [H +]

_

o J C .H /]

ATJET]

_ /[H +] - ( l - /;■)//,.P[H+]

^ [ C 2 H 2+]

g 2 [H+]
o J C .H /]

(7.9),

/[C 2 H2+]

N 2[ H+] _
^ [ C 2 H 2+]

P[ H+]

(7.10).

/ [ c 2 h 2+]/;.

The absolute precursor specific PICSs were determined for the formation of H+, C2 +
and C2 H+ fragment ions via single and double ionization. As discussed in Section
7.7.1, the absolute precursor specific PICSs were determined for the formation of C+ +
c 22+, c i r + c 2 h 22+ via both single and double ionization and the formation of C+ and
CH* via double ionization.

To enable absolute precursor specific PICSs to be

determined the ion detection efficiency must also be derived, as shown in Eqs. (7.9)
and (7.10). This value is determined below in Section 7.7.5.

7.7.5 Ion detection efficiency
As discussed in Chapter 3, to enable a„[X+] values to be derived and hence
an'[X+] values to be determined a value for fi is determined by recording the singles
and pairs spectra following ionization of CF4 . For the electron ionization of C2 H2 this
procedure resulted in a value of/=0.17±0.02, in agreement with determinations made
in Chapters 4-6.

7.8

Discussion

7.8.1 C2H+ formation
The values of o '^ F T ] determined here peak at 100 eV and decrease towards
200 eV. The values of

are small and only become significant at 50 eV, see

Figure 7.11 (a) and (b).
Figure 7.11 (a) and (b) demonstrate that agreement is observed between the
currently determined a'[C2 H+] values and the absolute PICS values of Zheng and
Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal. 23 The values for Oi'[C2 Hf], a 2 '[C2 H+] and a'l^FT]
are shown in Table LI in Appendix I
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Figure 7.11: (a) Values of

cj'[QjET]

(♦), CTi'tQKT] ( • ) and

(* ) using

Ar/C2H2 gas mixtures, (b) Values of a'[C2H+] (O), a 1 '[C2H+] (O) and
a 2 '[C2H+l (■O’) using N2/C2H2 gas mixtures. Each value is shown with
error bars representing the standard deviation of four cross-section
determinations at each electron energy.

This data is compared with

available absolute PICSs of Zheng and Srivastava10 (A) and Tian and
Vidal23 (■), representative errors are shown at 125 eV for both sets of data.

7.8.2 C2+ formation
The values of cr,[C2 +l and ai'[C 2 +] determined here peak between 75-100 eV
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and then decrease towards 200 eV. The values of a 2 '[C2 +] become significant above
50 eV and plateau towards 200 eV, shown in Figure 7.12 (a) and (b).
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Figure 7.12: (a) Values of a'[C2+] (♦), ai'[C2+] ( • ) and a 2 '[C2+] (* ) using Ar/C2H2 gas
mixtures, (b) Values of cr'[C2+] (O), Oi'[C2+] (O) and cr2 '[C2+] ("O') using
N2/C2H2 gas mixtures. Each value is shown with error bars representing
the standard deviation of four cross-section determinations at each electron
energy. This data is compared with available absolute PICSs of Zheng and
Srivastava10 (A) and Tian and Vidal23 (■), representative errors are shown
at 125 eV for both sets of data.
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With reference to Figure 7.12 (a) and (b), agreement is observed between the
current a'[C 2 +] values determined here and the absolute PICS data of Zheng and
Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal2 3 within the mutual error limits. However, between
50-100 eV the absolute PICS values of Zheng and Srivastava10 are lower than the
a'[C 2 +] values and the absolute PICS data of Tian and Vidal, 23 consistent with
energetic ion loss from dissociative double ionization. The values for each two-gas
system are displayed in Table 1.2 in Appendix I.

7.8.3 CH+ + C2H22+ formation
The values of a'[CH+ + C2 H2 2+] and Oi2 '[CH+ + C2 H 2 24*] determined here peak
at approximately 100 eV and then decrease towards 200 eV. The values of <j2 '[CH+]
determined are non-zero at 40 eV and peak around 100 eV, see Figure 7.13 (a) and (b).
The values for each two-gas system are displayed in Table 1.3 in Appendix I.
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Figure 7.13: (a) Values of a'tCH* + C2H22+] (♦ ), a 12 '[CH+ + C2H22+] ( • ) and
(^'[CH*] (*fc) using Ar/C2H2 gas mixtures, (b) Values of a'[CH+ +
C2H22+] (O), ct12'[OT + C2H22+] (O) and a.TClT] (■»■) using N2/C2H2
gas mixtures. Each value is shown with error bars representing the
standard deviation of four cross-section determinations at each
electron energy. This data is compared with available absolute PICSs
of Zheng and Srivastava10 (A) and Tian and Vidal23 (■),
representative errors are shown at 125 eV for both sets of data.
With reference to Figure 7.13 (a) and (b), the values of ct'[CH+ + C2 H2 2+]
determined here and the absolute PICS data of Tian and Vidal2 3 show agreement.
However, the absolute PICS data of Zheng and Srivastava10 are approximately 30%
lower than the values of o'fCH* + C2 H2 2+] determined here and the absolute PICS data
of Tian and Vidal. 23 Agreement is observed in the shape of all the cross-sections,
Figure 7.13.

Below 100 eV the experimental apparatus used by Zheng and

Srivastava10 may miss energetic ions formed via single ionization at the lower electron
energies (<40 eV) and also some energetic ions formed via dissociative double
ionization (>40 eV). Tian and Vidal23 have indeed noted that the CFT ion peak is
broadened because of the kinetic energy associated with the ion during dissociation.

7.8.4 C+ + C22+ formation
The a'[C+ + C2 2+] and Gi2 '[C+ + C22+] values determined here peak at 100 eV
and decrease towards 200 eV. The values of G2 f[C+] become significant at 50 eV and
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peak around 100 eV where the values plateau towards 200 eV, see Figure 7.14 (a) and
(b).
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Figure 7.14: (a) Values of &[C+ + C22+] (♦), a 12'[C+ + C22+] ( • ) and a 2 '[C+] (* ) using
Ar/C2H2 gas mixtures, (b) Values of a'[C+ + C22+] (O), Oi2 '[C+ + C22+]
(O) and g 2 '[C+] (-O-) using N2/C2H2 gas mixtures. Each value is shown
with error bars representing the standard deviation of four cross-section
determinations at each electron energy.

This data is compared with

available absolute PICSs of Zheng and Srivastava10 (A) and Tian and
Vidal23 (■), representative errors are shown at 125 eV for both sets of data.
With reference to Figure 7.14 (a) and (b) the o'[C+ + C22+] values determined
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here are in agreement with the absolute PICSs of Tian and Vidal23 but in disagreement
with the absolute PICSs of Zheng and Srivastava. 10 The values determined by Zheng
and Srivastava1 0 are approximately three times smaller than the g'[C+ + C2 2+] values
determined here and the absolute PICS data of Tian and Vidal. 23 As discussed in
Section 7.8.3, a discrepancy of such magnitude suggests that the experiment of Zheng
and Srivastava10 is missing energetic ions formed via single and double ionization.
The values determined here are displayed in Table 1.4 in Appendix I.

7.8.5 H+ formation
As discussed in Section 7.6, the values of a'[PC] are the most difficult to
accurately quantify, due to the contribution from EC ions from other sources such as
background H2 O, acetone and H+ ions formed on the filament. The values of g'[H+]
determined currently were corrected for any H+ ion contribution from other sources.
The error bars shown on Figure 7.15 (a) and (b) represent the standard deviation of
four cross-section determinations, however, as detailed in Section 7.6, the associated
errors may actually be greater than shown. The values and errors are displayed in
Table 1.5 in Appendix I.
With reference to Figure 7.15 (a) and (b) the values of or'[FI*] and Gi '[H+] peak
around 75-100 eV and decrease towards 200 eV. The values of c^'pE] determined
here become significant at 40 eV, peaking at 100 eV, see Figure 7.15 (a) and (b).
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Figure 7.15: (a) Values of a'[H1 (♦), a^H*] ( • ) and cr2 '[H^j (* ) using Ar/C2 H2
gas mixtures, (b) Values of a'[EC] (O), Oi'[EC] (O) and cr2 '[EC] C-0-)
using N2/C2H2 gas mixtures.

Each value is shown with error bars

representing the standard deviation of four cross-section determinations
at each electron energy. This data is compared with available absolute
PICSs of Zheng and Srivastava10 (A) and Tian and Vidal23 (■),
representative errors are shown at 125 eV for both sets of data.
Figure 7.15 (a) and (b) show that the values of o'fHC] determined here are in
agreement with the absolute PICSs of Zheng and Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal23
within the mutual error limits. However, the values of cr'[EC] determined here are
lower than the values of Zheng and Srivastava10 and Tian and Vidal 23 The shape of
the absolute PICS determined here and the cross-section shape of Tian and Vidal23 is
similar but the shape of the data by Zheng and Srivastava10 is different. The EC ions
are the most energetic fragment ions formed following electron interaction with C2 H2 .
Zheng and Srivastava10 collected the EC ions with a segmented TOF mass
spectrometer, which means that they would detect more HC ions, whereas they
collected C+ + C2 2+ ions with a QMS which lost more energetic ions. This illustrates
that the experimental method used to determine the cross-sections must be carefully
considered to ensure complete energetic ion collection.
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7.8.6 Conclusions
The absolute PICSs of H+, C+ + C22+, CH* + C2 H22+, C2+, C2 H+ and C2 H2+ ions
were determined from 30-200 eV. The absolute PICSs determined here are observed
to be in agreement with absolute PICS determinations of Zheng and Srivastava10 and
Tian and Vidal2 3 for the H*, C2 +, C2 H+ and C2 H2 + fragment ions.

However, the

absolute PICSs determined here for the C+ + C22+ and CH+ + C2 H22+ fragment ions are
greater than the absolute PICS determinations of Zheng and Srivastava. 10

These

discrepancies are attributed to the experimental apparatus of Zheng and Srivastava10
being unable to collect all energetic ions formed. The absolute precursor specific
PICSs of H*, C+ + C2 2+, CH* + C2 H2 2+, C2 + and C2 H+ ions allows the contribution
from various levels of ionization to the individual product ion yields following an
electron-molecule collision to be quantified. This data enables differences observed
between the absolute PICSs determined here and absolute PICSs used for comparison
from the literature to be assessed. For example, the values of o'[C+ + C2 2+] and
o'[CH+ + C2 H2 2+] determined here suggest that the experimental set-up of Zheng and
Srivastava10 is unable to detect some energetic ions formed via single and double
ionization.
The AJ/C2 H2 and N 2 /C2 H2 two-gas systems produced comparable absolute
cross-section data for the fragment ions formed following electron interaction with
C2 H2 . This information is encouraging; it suggests that over the development of the
experimental technique used here to determine absolute ionization cross-sections the
parameters under investigation are now better understood. The use of gases with a
different molecular mass is shown not to significantly degrade the quality of the crosssection data.

7.9

Overall Conclusions
The experimental methods and techniques developed to enable absolute PICSs

and absolute precursor specific PICSs to be determined were shown to produce
accurate absolute cross-section data for the electron ionization of N 2 O and C2 H2 .
Following the data displayed in this chapter, this experimental technique can
now be used with confidence to study other atmospherically and industrially relevant
gases, in the ongoing quest to provide additional absolute cross-section data.
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Chapter 8
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As has been illustrated in the preceding chapters, a large amount of information
regarding the electron ionization cross-sections and additional information on the
dynamics of multiply charged ion dissociation has been obtained from a relatively
simple piece of apparatus. However, as is also apparent from these chapters, there is
always scope for the improvement of the experimental apparatus to obtain, for example,
threshold and low energy electron spectra and positional information for two or more
ion arrivals following dicationic and tricationic dissociation events. These points are
discussed below.
At electron energies below 30 eV the electron pulses produced by the current
electron gun, described in Chapter 2, become broader, and thus the widths of the ion
peaks in the mass spectra increase. This increased pulse width is not suitable for the
production of accurate electron ionization cross-sections. Therefore, to produce wellcollimated electron pulses from threshold to 100 eV an electron monochromator is
currently being designed and commissioned. It is hoped that the use of an electron
monochromator will enable threshold electron energies to be reliably investigated.
However, the set-up of the current experimental apparatus will initially constrain the
ability to include this monochromator due to a lack of space available at the source end
of the chamber. Such low-energy data is vital for the modelling of discharges used in
low temperature plasmas, as most of the significant processes occur in the energy range
below 100 eV. It is this ‘low-energy’ region that should be focussed on for future
electron ionization cross-section measurements of molecules used in plasma
processing. 1
The addition of a position sensitive detector (PSD) to the experimental apparatus
would increase the amount of information obtainable from the experimental
investigations detailed in this thesis.

Using the 2D ion coincidence technique with

position sensitive detection would enable both ion arrival times and positions to be
determined. Having the timing and positional information of each charged product ion
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would then enable the initial velocity vectors of both product ions to be determined. As
discussed in Chapter 1, such information allows the determination of both dynamic and
kinematic details for each dissociation event. 2 The PSD required would be similar to
the design of Price and co-workers which was introduced to study the bimolecular
reactions of molecular dications. 2

The PSD would consist of a commercial

microchannel plate (MCP) with a dual delay line anode, one delay line for the x
dimension and one for the y dimension. 3 ,4 The advantage of using a delay 1ine anode is
its capability to encode each ion arrival time and the positional information detected by
the MCP with high accuracy and with a high repetition rate, 2 thereby complementing
the high repetition rate employed in these experiments. Indeed, a position sensitive
coincident technique5 ,6 has been used successfully to provide complete descriptions of
the kinematics of the unimolecular dissociations of triatomic molecules, following
double photoionization. 7
As detailed in Chapters 4 and 6 , the intensity of the triples spectra recorded for
N 2 O and SF6 were low, due in part to the experimental runtimes. It is hoped that by
increasing the experimental runtimes to the order of days, the collection of triples data
will be improved. Such data will then lead to the determination of accurate precursor
specific partial ionization cross-sections for ions formed via triple ionization.

With

improved statistics the investigation of the dynamics of tricationic dissociation events
may also then be a possibility. The installation of precision leak valves for both gas
inlet systems may also allow triple ionization to be studied for the absolute ionization
cross-section experiments, detailed in Chapter 3. The addition of precision leak valves
would also increase the experimental runtimes and thus improve the quality of the data
recorded for the absolute ionization cross-section experiments.
Finally, the constantly increasing demand for smaller feature sizes and higher
quality devices in the semiconductor industry8,9 requires the development of
sophisticated models able to predict the details of the plasmas used to etch features,
O 1A

deposit materials and indeed clean the reactor chambers. '

The demand for

fundamental electron collision cross-section data is therefore increasing, and such data
is central to these industrial processes being efficient and well-optimised. In addition,
environmental concerns continue to warrant the more efficient use of global warming
gases in plasma processes. Consequently, future investigations of the single, double and
triple ionization of other small molecules such as NF3 , used in reactor cleaning, 1 will be
both necessary and relevant.
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Appendix A

Determination of ion flight times for a two-field TOF
mass spectrometer
The ion flight time in a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer can be derived
using electrostatic equations and Newtonian mechanics. It is found that the TOF of an
ion, ft0 f, travelling a certain distance in a given set of electric fields is proportional to the
square root of its mass m, Eq. (A.10) . 1 The derivation of this expression is presented
below.
The TOF mass spectrometer utilised in the experiments and discussed in this
thesis is a two-field device, a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.1.1 of Chapter 2.
The TOF mass spectrometer consists of a source region of length 2D\, acceleration
region of length D 2 and field-free drift region of length D3. Where the two electric
fields are termed Es and ED2 in the source and acceleration region respectively. The
flight time ?tof of an ion of mass m in the TOF mass spectrometer formed at a point in
the centre of the source region (where S \-D \) and detected at the end of the drift region
can be expressed as a sum of the time taken for the ion to travel through each of the
regions of the mass spectrometer, Eq. (A.l)
^tof ( u 0, Sl )

(A.l).

ts^ + t D2 + t D5

To determine ts , that is the time taken for the ion to travel from the centre of
the source region to the start of the second acceleration region, Newtonian mechanics
can be used to produce Eq. (A.2).

Where Vo is the ion’s initial velocity, a is the

acceleration due to the source electric field ESi and

is the ion’s velocity following

acceleration through the distance S\. Where v s is determined from:
v <; ~ vo
2
2
—!------ and vSi = v 0 + 2 aS

(A.2).

Therefore, by substituting for vSi :
(A.3),
a
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where the ± in Eq. (A.3) arises as a result of ions being formed with initial velocities
moving towards the detector (+) and away from the detector (-).
The final energy, U, gained by an ion of charge q after moving through the mass
spectrometer is expressed in terms of the energy gained as the ions moves through the
electric fields in each region of the spectrometer, Eq. (A.4):
U = U0 + qSxE^ + qD2 ED2

(A.4),

where Uo is the ion’s initial energy. The ion’s initial kinetic energy can then be defined
byEq. (A.5):
( 2 Ur

(A.5).
\2

Vr

v m J
The ion’s acceleration can then be expressed in terms of mass, charge and the
accelerating electric field, using Newton’s second law. Therefore, tSi can be defined:

ts = 1 . 0 2

(2m):

,-|

(A.6 ).

(u0+qEssty±(u0y

Si
The ion flight time in the second acceleration region, tDi, is derived in the same
fashion, Eq. (A.7):

tD = 1 . 0 2

(2m)
qEL

(A.7).
(U y-iU s+ q E 'S iY

Finally, the ion flight time through the field-free drift region can be determined, Eq.
(A.8 ). There is no accelerating electric field in the drift tube, consequently, the ions
travel through the drift tube at a constant speed, v D3 .
(A.8 ).
f„ =1.02

(2m)2Do
2U:

The total ion flight time can be determined by summing Eqs. (A.6 )-(A.8 ):
(A.9).
t f = 1 .0 2 ( 2 m) 2

+

(U) 2 - ( U 0 +qE Si>SJ

a

+

qEn

<lE s.

J

2

I
U2

Eq. (A.9) illustrates that the ion flight time is proportional to the square root of the ion’s
mass. As a consequence of the electric fields and dimensions of the mass spectrometer
being constant, together with the charge on an ion, Eq. (A.9) can be abbreviated to yield
Eq. (A. 10):
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The constant k is dependent on the electrostatics and dimensions of the spectrometer,
whilst the parameter c arises due to the delays in the electronic timing equipment. 1 As
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, these constants are determined by solving two
simultaneous equations for two ions of different mass.

Reference
1

W. C. Wiley and I. H. McLaren, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 26, 1150 (1955).
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First-order focussing in a two-field TOF mass
spectrometer
Space focusing
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the resolution of ions in the mass spectrum is
affected by a condition termed space focusing. By focusing the ions in the spectrometer
the width or time spread of the mass peak observed in the mass spectrum is reduced to
be as small as possible. In an ‘ideal’ mass spectrometer, all ions would be formed with
an initial energy, Uo, of zero at a single position in the source region. Under such
conditions all ions of the same mass, m, would possess the same kinetic energy and
therefore would have the same time-of-flight (TOF). However, ions are formed with an
initial distribution of kinetic energies and positions in the source region, these factors
increase the TOF, which causes a reduction in the mass resolution of the mass
spectrometer. To attempt to overcome these factors Wiley and McLaren1 developed a
twin electric field design of TOF mass spectrometer to produce the best possible space
focus conditions. Wiley and McLaren1 assumed that the ion’s initial kinetic energy, Uo,
is zero and that ions of charge q are all formed at a point in the centre of the source
region (where D\=S\). They also introduced a new parameter ko.
U = qSlESi+qD 2 ED,

(B.l),

f
K

(B.2),

{SxEs^ D 2 ED2)
----------------S>ESl

where Es and ED^ represent the electric field strengths in the source and accelerating
regions respectively, shown in Figure 2.1.1. It is the ratios of electric field strength and
lengths both with respect to the source region that are key in the space focusing
conditions. By substituting Eqs. (B.l) and (B.2) into the total ion time of flight rt0 f, Eq.
(A.9) (Appendix A), an expression for the ion flight time rt0f (0, Si) in terms of k0 is
determined:
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The substitution of the parameter ko enables the TOF equation to be simplified. The
conditions for first-order space focussing are found by setting the first differential of Eq.
(B.3) to equal zero, under conditions where Uq=0 and Si=D\, as shown in Chapter 2.
Therefore, an expression for the length of the drift tube region D 3 is obtained:
(
\
I
D
D 3 = 2 S lk02 1------------— —
v

(B.4).

(*0 4"^o2 )>

Therefore, ‘space focusing’ can be achieved by adjusting the ratio of ED^/E s , with
fixed values of Si, D 2 and D 2 values for a two-field experiment in contrast with a onefield TOF mass spectrometer which only has geometric space focusing independent of
the electric field strengths (D 3 =2 Sj) . 1 The lengths of Du D 2 and D 3 used currently are
0.5, 1.8 and 23.1 cm respectively and the electric fields strengths used are given in
Chapter 3.

Energy Resolution
In practice, the ion distribution in the source region will have a finite size and
thus limit the achievable mass resolution.

Focusing the ions helps to reduce the

distribution of ion flight times arising because of the ion’s initial position in the source
region, but the effects caused by ions having differing initial velocities are harder to
reduce. For example, consider two ions of identical mass and position in the source
region, with initial velocity, Vo, of equal magnitude but of opposing direction. Each ion
has a trajectory along the axis of the spectrometer, one towards the detector, the second
away from the detector. The second ion requires a finite time for the source electric
field Es to decelerate it, until its speed is zero.

The source electric field then

accelerates this ion back towards the detector. When this second ion reaches its initial
formation position, Sj, in the source region, it will have the same speed as it started with
but in the opposing direction. Therefore, at this point, ion two will have the same initial
velocity as ion one. The difference in the flight times of the two ions is simply the time
taken for ion two to initially set off in the opposite direction and return to its original
position, which is known as ‘turn-around time.’ The turn-around time adds to the width
of the distribution of ion flight times (resolvable mass), and thus may be considered as

energy focusing.
The time-of-flight spread, Art0 f, due to the turn-around time can be expressed
simply as twice the time taken for the ion having the highest initial velocity away from
the .detector to be decelerated to zero velocity by the source field. Take an ion of mass,
m, with a maximum initial kinetic energy, Uo, the turn-around time can be expressed by
Eq. (B.5):
2t?2

V

2

Ar10t =1.02------ = 1.02------ (2mU 0 )
qEs,

~

na

2

By only considering the effects of initial energy, the maximum resolvable mass, Mo, can
be defined, Eq. (B.6 ). This is achieved by substituting expressions into Eq. (B.5), where
the energy time spread is equal to the time between adjacent mass peaks
(Mo=tt0 f/2Att0f),* the ion flight time, Eq. (B.3) and the turn-around time.

The focus

condition is then used, Eq. (B.4), to yield the maximum resolvable mass:
x
2

+ 1

i
0

|£>

M

V

I
kn 2

D 2

h + h 2

1

In general Mo is increased by increasing D 3 and/or decreasing D\ and D 2 . 1

Reference
1

W. C. Wiley and I. H. McLaren, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 26, 1150 (1955).
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(B.6 ).

Appendix C

Relative partial ionization cross-section and relative
precursor specific partial ionization cross-section
equations for N2O
The ion intensities recorded in the singles, pairs and triples spectra are processed
to yield the relative PICSs and the precursor specific PICSs. This data processing is
described in detail in Chapter 3. We symbolize the relative PICS for the formation of
fragment ion X+ as ar[X+], where the cross-section for the formation of X+ is expressed
relative to the cross-section for forming N 2 0 +. Similarly, the precursor specific PICS
o n[X+] (rc=l-3) express the cross-section for forming the fragment ion X+, relative to the
cross-section for forming N 2 0 +, via single (n=l), double (n=2) or triple (n=3)
ionization. In this analysis we assume any contribution from quadruple ionization is
negligible.
The intensity of each product ion in the singles spectrum can be described by the
following equations, neglecting any contribution from dissociative quadruple ionization:
/[N 2+]= f tN 2[N 2+] + /, (1 - f t) N*™ [N2+]

(C. 1),

/ [ 0 2+]= /, V 2 [ 0 2+] + f ta - f , ) N / ™ [ 0 2t ]

(C.2),

/[N +]

(C.3),

= / N, [N +]+ f, (1 - /, )N 2 [N+] + /, (1 - f t-)

[N +] + f,,(1 ■-

[N+]

/[ 0 +]

(C-4).

= f iNI[ 0 +]+ /, (1 - f, )N2[0 +] + M l - f , )V3pa" [ 0 +] + /■ ( ! - /, ) 2

[O+]

/[N 2 0 +] = /,V 1 [N 2 0 +]

(C.5),

/[N 2+] =f,N, [N2+]+ /, (1 - f.t )V 2 [N2+]

(C.6 ),

/[N O t ]= /;V 1 [NO+] + / ,( l - / - ) V 2 [NOt ] + / 1 ( l- /; .) V 3 P"s[NO+]

(P.7).

In the above equations, the experimental ion detection efficiency is denoted by fi and
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A^[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via ionizing events involving the loss
of n electrons. The distinction is made between dissociative triple ionization events
X3 pairs[X+] which generate a pair of fragment ions, a dication and a monocation such as
N2+. + 0 +, and triple ionization events A^3 triples[X+] which form N+ + N+ + 0 +. For
example, in Eq. (C.6 ) the term involving N 2 [X+] represents the contribution to the
singles spectrum from dissociative double ionization events forming X+, where the
second ion from the dissociative double ionization event is not detected.

Such ion

losses occur (fi<1) because of the 90% transmission of the grids that define the electric
fields in the apparatus, and the less than unit efficiency of the electronics and detector.
To determine the a r values, it is noted that a r[X+], the relative PICS for
formation of a fragment ion X+ with respect to the parent ion Y*, is equal to the sum of
the relative precursor specific PICSs, ctn[X+]:
c r[X*] _ . 2 n _ c »[X+]
X":,<x„[N2C n

(C 8)°,[N 2 0 +]

Now, under our experimental conditions of low electron flux and ionization rate,
A^„[X+] is proportional to Gn[X+]:
ct„[X+] = *W„[X+]

(C.9),

where A: is a constant for each experiment and is dependent on experimental variables
such as the target gas pressure, electron flux in the source region, the duration of the
experiment and electron path within the ionization volume.
To determine relative PICSs, the data from the pairs and triples spectra must
also be utilised in addition to the singles data.
^ [N +] = f j 2N 2[ N * ] + 2

/;2

(1 - / . ) N * ?]CSf N +]

P2 [ 0 +] = f , 2N 2[0* ] + 2 f , 2( 1 -

[0 +]

(C-10),
(C-11),

A [N 2+] = / , X [ N 2+]

(C.12),

P2 [NO+] = / , X [ n o + ]

(C.13),

^ [N 2+] = /; 2 Af,p,irs[N2+]

(C.14),
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P3 [ 0 2+] = / j2 W3 pak![ 0 2+]

(C.15),

P3 [N+] = / , 2 W3 pai” [N+]

(C.16),

P3 [ 0 +] = / , 2 jV3 pai" [0 +]

(C.17),

/>3 [NO+] = / j2 Ar3p“’ [NO+]

(C.18),

n N +] = / l 3 A'3 “iples[N +]

(C.19),
(C.20).

r [ 0 +] = / j3AP3triples[ 0 +]

By using the expressions for the intensities of the signals in the singles, pairs and
triples spectra, Eq. (C.9) can now be re-cast to express relative PICSs in terms of the
intensities determined from the spectra recorded and presented in this thesis:
c [N2 +] - ^ [ N 2"] + NjiN22] = Z[N2*] + P,[N24]
NJNjO*]
/[N 2 CT]

(Q21)’

_ 7 [0 2+] + P3 [0 2+]

(C.2 2 ),

2+ 1 _ ^ [ 0 2V ^ V 3[ 0 2+ ]

or[CH =

or[N+]

+1

N^NjOT]

_ 77}[N+] + N2 [N+] + 773 [N+] _7[N +] + P2 [N+] + P3 [N+] + P[N+]

°r[0 ]

^ [N 2 0 +]

a ;[n 2 o +]

2

c

+
'

2

(C.23),

7[N2 0 +]

A/rn+i + jV2 [P+] + A 3 [Q+] _ 7 [0 +] + P2 [0 +] + P3 [0 +] + 7T0+]
_ NJO+]

23

°r

7[N20 j

(C.24),

7[N2o ]
Af2 [N2 Q2t] w 2 0 2*]
AT,[N2 0 +]
/[ n 2 o +]

A^[N7"] + ^ [ N 2+]7[N2*] + P2 [ N /]
AT,[N2 0 +]

(c -25)-

(C.26),

/[N 2 0 +]

t _ A^NO*] + Ar2 [NOt] + Ar3 [NO+] _ /[NO'] + ^[N(T] + P3 [NQ2]
~~
^,[N 2 0 +] ~
/[N 2 0 +]

(C.27).

The or values expressed here do not depend on fi. However, by determining a
value for fi the data analysis can be extended to yield the values of a„[X+], quantifying
the contribution to each ion yield from single, double and triple ionization.

As

described in the literature, a value for the ion detection efficiency is found by recording
the singles and pairs spectra following ionization of CF4, described in Chapter 3.
Having defined a value for the ion detection efficiency relative precursor specific PICSs
can be defined for all the fragment ions detected following electron ionization of N2 0.
The expressions used to evaluate the relative precursor specific PICSs for fragment ion
formation via single, double and triple ionization are shown below:
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0 rN ^ i
2

7V,[N20 +]

/[N 2t] - ( l - / ) / / P , [ N 2t]
7[N20 +]

(C.29),

„ r\ T2+1 N r i N 2']

/[N2o +]

W,[N20 +]
0

r0 »-|
2

^ [ ° 2']
A^N.O*]

a r02n
3

(C.28),

n o 2* ] - a - f , ) / f A [ o 2t}
7[N20 +]

(C.30),

(C.31),

N r s[ o 2*) p3[ o 2n / / :
iV,[N20 +] / [ N 20 +]

(C.32),
o,[ 0 +]
f,) !

" ‘[° +]
Af,[N2 0 +]
1)1
/[N 2 0 +]

+

f , f ' f?T [0*\

+] = n 2[o*] _ pj o*] / f, - 2(1 - / ) / f i n o n
Ar,[N2Cr]
/[N 20+]
a ro n
°3

N

[ 0 +] + N^'f'a [0 *]
WJNjO"]

a 2LN20

2

J-

PJjO'Vft + T [ Q ' V f ?
7[N20 +]

J V ftO 14]
NJNJD+]

7[N20 2+]
7[N 2 0 +]

r\T +] — ^ 1 ^N 2 +] _ ^[N2 +] - ( l - / : ) / / : P 2 [N2+]
1
2
^ [ N 2 0 +]
/[N zO+]

(C.33),

(C.34),

(C.35),

(C.36),

(C.37),
^ [ N 2 0 +]

/ [ n 2 o +]

4+1_ ^ [N O +]
aJNO+] =
N J N 20 +]

(C.38),

7[NO+] ~ (1 -- f d I f tP2[NO+] - ( ! - / ; ) / f M ^ O +]
7[N 2 0 +]
(C.39),
^ [ N 2 0 +]

7[N20 ]

c rNQ+l'- ^3PairS[NQ+] .. ^3[NQ+]//i
3

A^[N2 0 +]

7[N 2 0 +]
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(C.40).

Appendix D

Relative partial ionization cross-section and relative
precursor specific partial ionization cross-section
equations for BC13
The ion intensities recorded in the singles, pairs and triples spectra are processed
to yield the relative PICSs and the precursor specific PICSs. This data processing is
described in detail in Chapter 3. The relative PICS for the formation of fragment ion X+
are expressed as ar[X+l, where the cross-section for the formation of X+ is expressed
relative to the cross-section for forming BCl3 +. Similarly, the precursor specific PICSs
<7/i[X+] (n= 1-2) express the cross-section for forming the fragment ion X+, relative to the
cross section for forming BCl3 +, via single (n= 1) and double (n=2) ionization. In this
analysis it is assumed that any contribution from triple ionization is negligible.
The intensity of each product ion in the singles spectrum can be described by the
following equations:
/[B +] = f tN, [B+] + /,. (1 - /,. )N 2 [B+]
/[BCI 2 2 +]= /,W 2 [BCl22+]

(D. 1),
(D.2),

/[ BC1+]= f iN l [BC1+] + /,{1 - / ,) V 2 [BC1+]

(D.3),

/[BC12+] = /, N, [BC12+] + / f ( 1 - / , ) V 2 [BC12+]

(D-4),

/[BCl 3 +]= /,iV 1 [ B a 3+]

(D.5).

In the above equations, the experimental ion detection efficiency is denoted by fi
and iV„[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via ionizing events involving the
loss of n electrons. For example, in Eq. (D .l) the term involving A^2 [X+ 1 represents the
contribution to the singles spectrum from dissociative double ionization events forming
X+, where the second ion from the dissociative double ionization event is not detected.
Such ion losses occur (ft< 1) because of the 90% transmission of the grids that define the
electric fields in the apparatus, and the less than unit efficiency of the electronics and
detector.
To determine the a r values, it is noted that ar[X+], the relative PICS for
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formation of a fragment ion X+ with respect to the parent ion Y+, is equal to the sum of
the relative precursor specific PICSs, an[X+]:
c ,v t i
<t„[BC13+]

g jy i+ o jx n
a,[BCl3+]

(D-6)-

Under the experimental conditions of low electron flux and ionization rate,
7Vn[X+] is proportional to Gn[X+]:
a„[X+] = £JV„[X+]

(D.7),

where k is a constant for each experiment and is dependent on experimental variables
such as the target gas pressure, electron flux in the source region, the duration of the
experiment and electron path within the ionization volume.
To determine relative PICSs, the data from the pairs spectra must also be used in
addition to the singles data. The intensity of each product ion in the pairs spectra is
described in the following equations. The Cl+ ion is not displayed, as discussed in the
text of Chapter 5.
P[B+] = / . 2 W2 [B+]

(D'8)’

p [b c i+] =/;.2 w 2 [b c i+]

(D-9)’

P[BC12+] = / (2 iV2 [BCl2+]

(D.10).

By using the expressions for the intensities of the signals in the singles and pairs
spectra, Eq. (D.7) can be re-cast to express relative PICSs in terms of the intensities
determined from the spectra recorded and presented in this thesis. Hence, we can now
express the relative PICSs:
_ m + 1 _ AT,[B+] + AT2 [B+] _ 7[B+] + P[B+]
O I.D J=-------------- 7 ----7---W,[BC13 ]
/[BClj ]

t
°r

jV2 [BCl22+]

/[BC122*]

iV,[BCl3+]

/[BC13+]

jVJBCin + ^ B C r ] _ /[BCn + P[BCn
Af,[BCl3+]

rT_ ,

+1
2

WJBCl 3 ]

(D-13).

/[BC13+]

iV,[BCl 2+] + AyBCl 2+]

a r[ r > C l 2 J —-------------------------

(D .ll),

/[B C l2+] + F[BCl2+]

( ° 14)-

—----------------------- ------------

/[BCI3+]

The a r values expressed above do not depend on fi. However, by determining a value
for ft the data analysis can be extended to yield the values of on[X+], quantifying the
contribution to each ion yield from single and double ionization.
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As described in

Chapter 3, a value for the ion detection efficiency is found by recording the singles and
pairs spectra following ionization of CF4 . Having determined a value for the ion
detection efficiency, relative precursor specific PICSs can be defined for all the
fragment ions detected following electron ionization of BCI3 . These expressions used to
evaluate the relative precursor specific PICSs for fragment ion formation via single and
double ionization are shown below:

(D.16),

„ m rv i- ^i[BC1+J _ /[BCl+] - ( l- / ; ) / / ; P [ B C l +]
iV1[BCl3+]

1

^[BC12+]

.

,

„

G>9Ld U1 J

(D.17),

/[BC13+]
7[BC12+] - ( ! - / ; ) / /;P[BC12+]

(D.19),

iv jin

n b*]

Ar,[BCl3+]

/j/[BC l3+]

A fjB crj

p [B c r ]

JV,[BC13+]

/,/[B C l3+]

.

(D.18),

(D.20),

4.

(D.21).
A ^ B C l/]

/(/[BC13+]
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Appendix E

Relative partial ionization cross-section and relative
precursor specific partial ionization cross-section
equations for SF6
The ion intensities recorded in the singles, pairs and triples spectra are processed
to yield the relative PICSs and the precursor specific PICSs. This data processing is
described in detail in Chapter 3. The relative PICS for the formation of fragment ion X+
are expressed as a r[X+], where the cross-section for the formation of X+ is expressed
relative to the cross-section for forming SF5+. Similarly, the precursor specific PICS
c„[X+] (n= 1-3) express the cross-section for forming the fragment ion X+, relative to the
cross section for forming SFs+, via single (n= 1), double (n=2) or triple (n=3) ionization.
In this analysis it is assumed that any contribution from quadruple ionization is
negligible.
The intensity of each product ion in the singles spectrum can be described by the
following equations:
(E.l),

(E.2),
(E.3),

/[S +] =
S+]+ m

- f, )N 2 [S+ } +

)2N 3°iples [S+]

/[SF22+]= f , N 2[SF22+] + / ) ( ! - / , )JV3pa,n[SF22+]

(E.4),

/[SF32+]= /J V 2[SF32+]

(E.5),

7[SF+] =

(E.6),

f iN 1 [SF+]+ /.(1 - f . ) N 2 [SF+] + f .(1 - f . ) 2

[SF+1

7[SF42+]= f tN 2 [SF42+]

(E.7),

7[SF3+] = / M [SF3+]+ f t (1 - f t )N 2 [SF3+]

(E.8),
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/[SF4+] = f lNl[SF,+]+ /. (1 - /, )W2[SF4+]

(E.9),

/[SF5+] = f.N, [SF5+]+ f. (1 - /. )N 2 [SF5+]

(E.10).

In the above equations, the experimental ion detection efficiency is denoted by

and

Nn[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via ionizing events involving the loss
of n electrons. The distinction is made between dissociative triple ionization events
A^3 Piurs[XT which generate a pair of fragment ions, a dication and a monocation such as
SF2+ + F*, and triple ionization events N 3 Criples[X+] which form F+ + F+ + S+. For
example, in Eq. (E.l), the term involving A^[X+] represents the contribution to the
singles spectrum from dissociative double ionization events forming X+, where the
second ion from the dissociative double ionization event is not detected.

Such ion

losses occur (fi<1) because of the 90% transmission of the grids that define the electric
fields in the apparatus, and the less than unit efficiency of the electronics and detector.
To determine the a r values, it is noted that Gr[X+], the relative PICS for
formation of a fragment ion X+ with respect to the parent ion Y+, is equal to the sum of
the relative precursor specific PICSs, a n[X+]:
(E .ll).

Under the experimental conditions of low electron flux and ionization rate,
7Vn[X+] is proportional to Gn[X+]:
(E.12),

a„[X+] = kNn[X+]

where k is a constant for each experiment and is dependent on experimental variables
such as the target gas pressure, electron flux in the source region, the duration of the
experiment and electron path within the ionization volume.
To determine relative PICSs, the data from the pairs and triples spectra must
also be used in addition to the singles data. The intensity of each product ion in the
pairs and triples spectra is described in the following equations:
P2 iF+ ] = / > 2[F+] + 2fi a - f, ) A ^ ples [F+]

(E.13),

P2 [S+] = f 2 N 2 [S+] + 2 /.2(1 - f. )N3tnp]es [S+]

(E.14),

P2 [SF+] = f ? N 2 [SF+] + 2 f . 2 (1 - f. )N 3 ^
P2 [SF2+] = f l2 N 2 [SF2+]
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[SF+]

(E. 15),
(E.l 6),

P2[SF3+] = / > 2[SF3+]

(E.17),

A[SF4+] = / > 2[SF4+]

(E.18),

A[SF5+] = / fX [ S F 5+]

(E.19),

P3[F+] = / (.2773pairs[F+]

(E.20),

P3[SF2+] = f i2N 3pldIS[SF2+]

(E.21),

P3[SF22+] = / ;.2N3pairs[SF22+]

(E.22),

r[F +] = / . 37V3triples[F+]

(E.23),

rts^] = / i37V3tripIes [S+]

(E.24),

r[SF+] = / . 3A^3triples[SF+]

(E.25).

By using the expressions for the intensities of the signals in the singles, pairs and
triples spectra, Eq. (E.12) can be re-cast to express relative PICSs in terms of the
intensities determined from the spectra recorded and presented in this thesis:

o [ r ] _ ^ 1[Ff] + ^ 2[ n + ^3[Ff] _ / [ n + / >
2[Ff] + P3[Ff] + r [ F ]
A^SF/j + AySF/]
7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

(E.26),

c [Sr2+]_ AT2[SI*+] + fl,[SF*J ^ 7[SF2+] + P3[SF2+]
^[SF5+] + 772[SF5+] 7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

(E.27),

^

+

N ^ +N ^ +N ^ ]

7[S+] + P2[S+] + F[S+]

^[SF5+] + 7/2[SF5+]

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

Q [Sr2+] _ A^2[SF22+] + T73[SF22+] _ 7[SF22+] + 7>3[SF22+]
r

2

njsf ^

G [s r 2+,
r
3
c

^

+

njsf; ]

^V2[SF32+]
^[SF5+]+

^

7[SF32+]
7V2[SF5+]7[SF/] + P2[SF5+]

^[SF5+] + iV2[SF5+]

G [sr+] Nj[SF2+] + iV2[SF2+j _ 7[SF2+] + P2[SF2+]

(E.31),

(E.32),

(E.33),

^[SF5+]+IV2[SF5+]7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

c rc^p+i _

N J & ] + 772 [SF3+]

7[SFj+] + P2 [SF3+]

°r

NJSF5+] + N2 [SF5+]

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

3

(E.30),

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

0 ror 2+1
A^2[SF42+]
^
7[SF42+]
r
4
A^SF/j + A^SF/] 7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

2

(E.29),

7[SF5+]+P 2[SF5+]

NJSF] + N 2 [S F ] + N 3 [S F ] ^ 7[SFf] + P2[SF+] +7TSF]

r

(E.28),
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(E.34),

+
'

4

jV,[SF/] + Af,[SF;]

/[SF;] + P7[SF;]

Ar,[SF5+] + AySFs+]

/[SF/] + P2[SF5+]

(E.35).

The ar values expressed above do not depend on / . However, by determining a value
for / the data analysis can be extended to yield the values of o„[X+], quantifying the
contribution to each ion yield from single, double and triple ionization. As described in
Chapter 3, a value for the ion detection efficiency is found by recording the singles and
pairs spectra following ionization of

Having determined a value for the ion

C F4.

detection efficiency, relative precursor specific PICSs can be defined for all the
fragment ions detected following electron ionization of SF6. The relative ionization
cross-sections are defined relative to the summation of ai[SFs+] + a 2[SF5 +], (/[SFs+]// +
P 2 [SF5 +]//). The expressions used to evaluate the relative precursor specific PICSs for
fragment ion formation via single, double and triple ionization are shown below:

altn =

________________
®
iV,[SF5+] + iV2[SF5+]

(E36X

/[p f] - ( i - / ) / / , f 2[Ft] - ( i - / - ) / / : . p , [ F ] + ( i - / . ) 2/y;.2r[F t]
/[S F /] + P2[SF5+]
r

NJF]

P2[ F * ] / 2 (1 -/■ )//,2P[F*]

JV.ISF/l + A ^ SF /]

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

c pj*] _ ^ ^ [ F ^ + ^ ^ f F * ] _ P3[ F ] / / + P [ F t ] / / ; 2
JV,[SF5t ] + JV2[SF5t ]
g r£r ^ i 2

^ [ S F 24]

3

_ /[SF2+] - ( ! - / ; ■ ) / /i/^fSF2"]

(E -39),

/[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

A ^ S F 2*]

_

7V,[SF5+] + W2[SF5+]
_ rsM

(E-38).

7[SFs+] + P2[SF5+]

Af,[SF5+] + 7V2[SF5+]
2t

(E.37),

P3[SF2* ]//;

(E-4°)>

/[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

N , [ S +]

(E.41).

P/3[SF5+] +A^2[SFs+]

/[st]-(i-/)//,PJst]+a-/:)2//:2r[st]
/[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]
t

N,IS*]
N,[SF;] + N J S F ; ]

2(1 - /.) / f?T [S+ ]
7[SF5+] + P2[S F /]

= P2[S* ] / /, -
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(E-42),

a

t

N ^ jS *]

n S 'V fi2

iV,[SF5+] + JV2[SF5+]

/[SF5+] + P2[S F /]

„ [ z r 2*]
^ [ s f , 2*]
2 2
^ [S F 5+] + /V2[SF5+]

a r c r 2tl
3 2

/ [ s f 22+] - ( ! - / ; ) /
/[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

N ^ISP^]
a^ sf ^ + a^ sf / ]

PJLSB^Vf,
/[SF s+]+ P 2[SF5+]

(E.43),

(E.44),

(E.45),

(E.46),
a , Z T 2*)
2 3

Ar»[SF^ ]
N , [SF5+] + AT2[SFs+]

f[S¥^ ]

/[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

a,[SF+] = ------- -----------------1
at rQP+i4- n t q f +i
•‘ MLl-’a 5 J ' ■lV 2L^-*-5 J

(E.47),

/[SF+] - (1 - f . ) / f.P2[SF+] + (1 ■- f tf / f 2T[ SF+]
7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]
a ror ]

^ 2[SF+]

_ p2[s f +] //; .- 2 ( 1 - /; .) //;2f [s f +]

^ [S F 5+] + iV2[SF5+]
G [sr+ ]=

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

N ^ S F ]

=

^ [S F 5+] + A^2[SF5+]
c rSF 2+]
2 4

(E.48),

T[ SF+] / f 2

(E.49),

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

iV2[SF42+]
A ^ SF /j + A ^ S F /]

7[SF42+]
7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

(E.50),

(E.51),
c r s r +i ^ l[SF2+]
1 2
^ [S F 5+] + 7V2[SF5+]

7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

(E.52),
a [SF+1
2

2

^ [SF*+]
P>[SW f *
^ [S F 5+] + iV2[SF5+] /[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

c [SF+1 ^ l[SF3+]
_ /[ s F3+]- ( 1 - / i ) / / ; .P 2[SF3+]
1 3
Ar1[SF5+] + 7/2[SF5+]
7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]
CT r -F +i
2 3

A'2[SF3+]
p2[SF3+] / / .
^ [S F 5+]+ ^ 2[SF5+]7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+J

c r c r +i
^ l[SF4+]
ai
4
A^1[SF5+] + N 2[SF5+]
a rcr+1
2 4

] - (1 - /;) / /; [SF4+]
/[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]

^ 2[sf 4+j
p2[sf 4+]//;.
^ [S F 5+]+7V2[SF5+]7[SF5+] + P2[SF5+]
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(E.53),

(E.54),

(E.55)

(E.56)

Appendix F

Absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS
equations for N2O
The processing of the ion intensities recorded in the singles and pairs spectra to
yield the relative PICSs, ctr[X+], and the relative precursor specific PICSs, a„[X+], has
previously been discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The ion intensities in the singles and
pairs spectra are also used to yield the absolute PICSs, o'[X+], and absolute precursor
specific PICSs, an'[X+], together with the gas pressures of argon, p^, (reference gas)
and nitrous oxide, pmo, and the literature values of a'[Ar+]. Eq. (F.l) shows how the
absolute PICS for formation of a fragment ion X+ may be determined, using a ‘direct’
method. The total ion signal, S, for each ion is expressed in Eqs. (F.3)-(F.8) in terms of
the ion intensity in the singles spectrum, /[X+], and the ion intensity in the pairs
spectrum, P[X+]. In this data analysis it is assumed that any contributions from triple
ionization are negligible, and are discussed within the text of Chapter 7.

Eq. (F.2) shows an example for the parent ion N 2 CC, formed following electron
ionization of N 2 O. The total ion signal S for each ion is expressed in Eqs. (F.3)-(F.8).
(F.2),

g [N20

+] = ^ N-2° - x - ^ - x a [Ar+]
7[Ar+] p Ni0
S(N+) = /[N +] + P[N+]

(F.3),

S(0+) = I[0+] + P[0+]

(F.4),

S(N2+) = /[N 2+] + P[N2+]

(F.5),

S(NO+)= /[NO+] + P[NO+]

(F.6),

S(N20 +)= /[N 20 +]

(F.7),
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S(Ar+)= /[Ar+]

(F.8).

The intensities of the NT4-, 0 +, N 2 +, NO+ and NiO+ ions in the singles spectrum, /,
and pairs spectrum, P, can be described by the following equations:
/[ N +] = /JV, [N+] + /, (1 - f t )A2[N +]

(F.9),

/ [ 0 +] = / jlV,[Ot ] + / ((l-/,.)lV 2[ 0 +]

(F.10),

/[N 2+] = f tN t [N 2+] + f t (1 - /, )1V2[N 2+]

/T? 111

/[N O +]= /IVJNO* ] + /. (1 - /, )lV2[NO+]

(F.12),

^[NjO*] =/,JV,[N20 +]

(F.13),

/[A r+]=/;A f1[Ar+]

(F.14),

P[N +] = / > 2[N +]

(F. 15),

P [ 0 +] = / (2A 2[ 0 +]

(F. 16),

F [N 2+] = / f2A 2[N 2+]

(F. 17),

P[NO+] = / , 2iV2[NO+]

(F.l 8).

In the aboveequations, theexperimental ion detectionefficiency
Nn[X+] represents thenumber of X+ions formed via ionizing events

is denoted by fi and
involving the loss

of n electrons. For example, in Eq. (F.9) the term involving Ar2 [X+] represents the
contribution to the singles spectrum from dissociative double ionization events forming
X+, where the second ion from the dissociative double ionization event is not detected.
Such ion losses occur (fi< 1) because of the 90% transmission of the grids that define the
electric fields in the apparatus, and the less than unit efficiency of the electronics and
detector.
Eq. (F.l) can now be expressed in terms of the ion intensities recorded in the
singles and pairs spectra, defined above. Eqs. (F. 19)- (F.22) define the absolute PICSs
for the formation of the IST1’, 0 +, N 2 + and NO+ ions:
a W ]= m

± M 2 x j ^ xa[Ar+]
/[Ar+]
p Ni0

(F19)-

b[0 >

M

(R20X

'

/[Ar+]

1 x - ^ x o ' [ Ar - ]

pN,0
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(F.21),

(F.22).

As discussed in Chapter 7, there is also an ‘indirect’ method of determining
g '[X+]

values. It should be noted that this ‘indirect’ technique was not used in the

current analysis but is provided for completeness, and is mathematically identical to the
‘direct’ analysis method. For example, for the Ar/N20 two-gas system, the relative
PICS for each fragment ion is expressed relative to the cross-section for the formation
of the N20 + parent ion. The relative PICS for the formation of a particular fragment ion
is multiplied by the value of cr'[N20 +], which enables the absolute PICS for formation
of that particular ion to be determined. This ‘indirect’ method is shown in Eq. (F.23):
(F.23).

a [X+] = a r[X+] x a [N20 +]

The data analysis can be extended to determine absolute precursor specific PICS
for the formation of the FT, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ fragment ions via single and double
ionization.

This analysis uses the ‘indirect’ technique expressed in Eq. (F.23), by

replacing or[X+] with an[X+] values (where n - 1,2). The relative precursor specific
PICSs for the formation of the fragment ions N+, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ via single ionization
are detailed below.

These expressions are then used with Eq. (F.2) to determine

absolute precursor specific PICSs for ion formation via single ionization, as shown in
(F.24):
(F.24),

Oj [X+] = Oj[X+] x a [N20 +]
(F.25),

-

r^ _ ^ [ N +]
/[N +] - a - /; .) //; .P [ N +]
7
Gnl JN J—
——
1
^ [ n 2o +]
/ [ n 2o +]

+

a '1[o +]

A1[N20 +]

_ /[o +]-(i-/;.)//;.P [o +j

(F.26),

/[N2o +]

n a N 2+]

7r/[N 2+]-q -y ;.)/y ;.p [N 2+]
A^N.CT]
/[N 20 +]
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(F.21),

-rxr^+T-

1

^[N O *] _ Z[NO+] - ( l - f i) / /;P[NO+]
^ [ N 20 +]
/[N 20 +]

(F.28).

Eqs. (F.30)-(F.33) can be used with Eq. (F.2) to determine absolute precursor
specific PICSs for ion formation via double ionization, as shown in (F.29). The relative
precursor specific PICSs for formation of the fragment ions N+, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ via
double ionization are detailed below:
rx r-r-i

a 2[X+] = ^
] xq ’[N20 +]
aJN.CF]

Kr'*y)'

a 2 [X+] = a 2[X+]x a [N 20 +]
c [ N + |-

^ [ N +] = P[N +]
^ [ n 2o +] /;/[ n 2o +]

+1_ N 2 [Q+] _
a2[0+]=

P[Q+]

_ rN +

P[N2+]

(F.30),

(F.31),

^ i [ N 20 +] " f . I [ N 20 +]

2

2

^V2[N2+] _
^ [ n 2o +]

(F.32)

/;/[ n 2o +]

+1 _ N 2 [NO+] _ P[NO+]
a2[NO+]
^ [ n 2o +] /;/[ n 2o +]

(F.33).

As detailed in Chapter 3, a value for f must be determined to enable the values
of an[X+] to be determined, and thus values of Gn'[X+]. A value for the ion detection
efficiency is found by recording the singles and pairs spectra following ionization of
CF4.
As the determination of the ar[X+] and a n[X+] values are discussed in detail in
Chapter 3, no additional information is presented here. Forcompleteness the relative
PICS for the formation of the N+, 0 +, N2+ and NO+ fragment ions are expressed below:
t
°r

N j N *] +
a^,[n 2o +]

_ 7[N*] + f[N+]
/[ n 2o +]

r„ +1 NAO'1 + NJO']
/[ 0 +] + P [0+]
aJO ] = — ---------= ------------ 1---^ [N 20 +]
/[N 20 +]
»
2

'
t
ar

(F-34),

(F.35),

W,[N,*] + W ]
Af,[N20 +]

/[N 7+] + P IN /]
/[N 20 +]

(F-36)’

jV,[N<y] + ^[NCy]

7[NO+] + P[N(T]

(F.37).

W,[N20 +]

/[ n 2o +]
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Appendix G

Absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS
values for electron ionization of Ar/N20
The values of ct'[N20 +], ct'[N+], ct’[0 +], <t’[N2+] and cr'[NO+], are shown below.
The values of aT[N+], c 2'[N+], a i’[0+], o2’[0 +], <Ji'[N2+], o2'[N2+], a 1'[NO+] and
a 2 '[NO+] are also shown. These values were determined as described within the text of
Chapter 7, and are shown in Figures 7.2, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7.

Table G.l: Values for a'[N20 +], as a function of electron energy E. The
error in the last figure is shown in parentheses. This error is the
standard

deviation

of

four

individual

determinations.

ElcV

ct*[N20

+] (xl0'17cm2)

200

11.3 (3.0)

150

14.2 (4.4)

100

12.2 (3.7)

75

12.6 (3.4)

70

13.8 (4.7)

65

12.3 (2.7)

50

11.1 (2.9)

40

11.7 (2.2)

35

10.3 (3.0)

30

8.2 (1.5)
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cross-section

Table G.2: Values for the CTf[N+], g2'[N+] and ct'[N+], as a function of
electron energy E. The error in the last figure is shown in
parentheses.

This error is the standard deviation of four

individual cross-section determinations.

E/eV

ai'[N+]

o2'[N+]

a'[N*]

(xl0'17cm2)

(x l0 ’17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

200

2.40 (24)

3.90 (58)

6.30 (76)

150

2.28 (24)

3.74 (15)

6.02 (39)

100

3.16(10)

3.29 (17)

6.45 (11)

75

3.20(11)

1

4.77 (49)

65

2.88(18)

1.17 (20)

4.05 (35)

50

2.79 (8)

0.58 (8)

3.37 (16)

40

1.52(11)

0.14(1)

1.66(12)

30

0.75 (4)

0.06 (2)

0.81 (5)

i.J /

/ Af\\

Table G.3: Values for the (Ji'[0+], g2'[0+] and cf[0+], as a function of
electron energy E. The error in the last figure is shown in
parentheses.

This error is the standard deviation of four

individual cross-section determinations.

Gl'[0+]

a 2'[0+]

a '[0 +]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

200

1.05 (12)

1.99 (27)

3.04 (37)

150

1.07 (10)

1.81 (13)

2.88 (23)

100

1.50 (3)

1.75 (8)

3.25 (5)

75

1.62 (4)

0.86 (21)

2.48 (21)

65

1.45 (7)

0.61 (13)

2.06 (17)

50

1.55 (3)

0.27 (4)

1.82 (7)

40

0.93 (6)

0.05 (1)

0.98 (7)

30

0.56 (3)

0.02 (1)

0.58 (3)

£/eV
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Table G.4: Values for the Gi'[N2+], ct2'[N2+] and a'[N2+], as a function of
electron energy E.
parentheses.

The error in the last figure is shown in

This error is the standard deviation of four

individual cross-section determinations.

EleV

ai'[N2+]

CT2 TN2 I

cf[N2+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0’17cm2)

200

2.57 (40)

0.77 (10)

3.34 (49)

150

2.39 (17)

0.75 (4)

3.14(19)

100

3.01 (7)

0.84 (3)

75

3.08 (12)

0.55 (9)

3.85 (10)
0 /To
D.OJ (ZU)

65

2.78 (10)

0.43 (8)

3.21 (15)

50

3.17(12)

0.21 (3)

3.38(13)

40

2.14(15)

0.03 (1)

2.17(16)

30

1.39(13)

0.01 (1)

1.40(13)

Table G.5: Values for the af[NO+], a2'[NO+] and g'[NO+], as a function of
electron energy E.
parentheses.

The error in the last figure is shown in

This error is the standard deviation of four

individual cross-section determinations.

£/eV

<Ji'[NO+]

g2'[NO+]

g '[NO+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0~17cm2)

200

7.48 (78)

1.37 (16)

8.85 (94)

150

6.90 (59)

1.33 (10)

8.23 (69)

100

8.05 (6)

1.46 (4)

9.51 (2)

75

7.50 (30)

0.95 (20)

8.45 (47)

65

6.79 (27)

0.70(11)

7.49 (36)

50

7.21 (15)

0.41 (4)

7.62 (17)

40

4.83 (26)

0.07 (1)

4.91 (28)

30

3.12(13)

0.02 (1)

3.14(14)
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Appendix H

Absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS
equations for C2H2
The processing of the ion intensities recorded in the singles and pairs spectra to
yield the relative PICSs, crr[X+], and the relative precursor specific PICSs, on[X+], has
previously been discussed in detail, see Chapter 3. The ion intensities in the singles and
pairs spectra are also used to yield the absolute PICSs, a'[X+], and absolute precursor
specific PICSs, a n'[X+], along with the gas pressures of argon and nitrogen, pat/n2 , and
acetylene, pc 2 H2 > and the literature values of a'[Ar+/N 2 +]. The total ion signal, S, for
each ion is expressed in Eqs. (H.3)-(H.10), where the ion intensity in the singles
spectrum is represented by 7[X+], and the ion signal intensity in the pairs spectrum is
represented by P[X+]. In this analysis it is assumed that any contributions from triple
ionization are negligible, as discussed within the text of Chapter 7. Eq. (H.l). shows
how the absolute PICS for formation of a fragment ion X+ may be determined, using a
‘direct’ method.
g,[Xt ] = - ^X
S(Ar+)
o

+

X c[A r+]
Pc,u,

_S(XJ- x _^ n2_ xo ,[N2+]
S(N2 ) pCA

Eq. (H.2) shows an example for the parent ion C2 H2+:
(H.2),
a [C2H2+] =

° [ C

S(Ar /N2 )

x

pCiHi

x ° [Ar+/N 2+]

1= r| [A
C'H' ] , x — - x ° IAr+/N 2+]
/[Ar /N 2 ] PcjHj
S(H+) = /[H+] + /,[H+]

(H.3),

S(C+ + C22+) = /[C+ + C22+] + f[C +]
SCCff +C 2H22+) = /[CH+ +C2H22+] + P[CH+]
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(h -5)-

S(C2+) = /[C2+] + P[C2*]

(H.6),

S(C2tT ) = /[C2H+] + />[C2H+]

(H.7),

S(C2H2+)= 7[C2H2+]

(H.8),

S(Art )= /[Ar+]

(H.9),

S(N2+)= /[N 2+]

(H.10).

The intensities of the H \ C++C22+, CH++C2H22+, C2+ and C2hT ions in the
singles spectrum 7 and pairs spectrum P can be described by the following equations:
/[H +] = / i^ 1[H+] + y ;.(i-/;.)^ 2[H+]

(H .ll),

7[C+ + C22+]= fiN 1 2 [C+ + C 22+J+ f t(l - f t)N 2 [C+J

(H.12),

7[CH+ + C 2H 22+] = / , jV12[CH+ + C2H22+] + / . ( l - /))iV2[CH+j

(H.13),

/[C 2+] 7[C2H+]=

TV,[C2+] + / ((1 - / 4)7V2[C2+]
[C2H+] + f. (1 - /, )N 2 [C2H +]

(H.14),
(H.15),

7[C2H2+] = f iN 1 [C2 R 2+]

(H.16),

I[Ar+] = f lN l[Ar+]

(H.17),

/[N 2+] = / ^ 1[N2+]

(H.18),

P[ H+] = f 2 N 2[H +]

(H.19),

P[C+] = f 2 N 2 [C+]

(H.20),

P[CR+] = f i2 N 2 [CU+]

(H.21),

P[C 2 +] = f 2 N 2 [C2+]

(H.22),

p[c2}i+]=f2N2[c2n+]

(H.23).

In the above equations, the experimental ion detection efficiency is denoted by / and
Afn[X+] represents the number of X+ ions formed via ionizing events involving the loss
of n electrons. For example, in Eq. (H .ll) the term involving A^[X+] represents the
contribution to the singles spectrum from dissociative double ionization events forming
X+, where the second ion from the dissociative double ionization event is not detected.
Such ion losses occur (fi<\) because of the 90% transmission of the grids that define the
electric fields in the apparatus, and the less than unit efficiency of the electronics and
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detector. As detailed in Chapter 7, the intensity of the C++C22+ and CH++C2 H22+ ions
recorded in the singles spectra can only be analysed as a summation of ion intensities.
Therefore, in Eqs. (H.12) and (H.13), /Vri2[X+ + X2+] represents the number of X+ and
X2+ ipns formed via single and double ionization respectively.
Equations showing how the absolute PICSs for the formation of the H*,
C++C22+, CKT+C2 H2 2+, C2+ and C2H+ ions are determined are given below:
o[ H + ] = n w J i n ^ x P

/[A r7N2 ]
,

^ xa[A r+/N +]

vH - 4 ) ’

PcA

/ [C -+ C - ] + PIC-]x Z ^
/[Ar4/N2+]

xo

,

Pc,„,

a [C H V C 2H2- ] = /[CH+ + C^
]t+ P[CH+]x i ^ x o [ Ar-/N;]
/[Ar /N2 ]
p C2h2

0 ,c . 1= /lc ,- lt f lC ,- [ )<i^
/[Ar+/N2 ]

(H.25),

x

Ar,

(H'26>’

(H.27),

Pc 1h2

a[C 2H ^ /[C-Ht] + ^ H t]x ^ x a [ A r - / N 2-]
/[A r7N2 ]
pCjH;

(H'28)'

As discussed in Chapter 7, there is also an ‘indirect’ method of determining the
absolute PICSs. It should be noted that this ‘indirect’ technique was not used in the
current analysis, but is provided for completeness and is mathematically identical to the
‘direct’ analysis method. The relative PICSs for each fragment ion formed following
electron ionization of C2 H2 are expressed relative to the cross-section for formation of
the parent ion C2H2+. Therefore, to determine the absolute PICS for formation of a
particular fragment ion, the relative PICS is multiplied by the value of a'[C2 H2+]. This
‘indirect’ method is shown in Eq. (H.29):
a [X+] = ar[X+] x a [C2H2+]

(H.29).

The data analysis can be extended to determine absolute precursor specific
PICSs for the H4, C4+C22+, CH++C2H22+, C2+ and

fragment ions formed via single

and double ionization. This analysis uses the ‘indirect’ technique expressed in Eq.
(H.29), by replacing Gr[X+] with o„[X+] values (where n= 1,2). The relative precursor
specific PICSs for formation of the fragment ions H*, C2+ and C2 PF via single ionization
are detailed below. The intensities of the C++C22+ and CET+C2H22+ ions are expressed
in Eq. (H.12) and (H.13). As detailed in Chapter 7, however, the C+ and CfC ions
observed in the singles spectrum are formed via single ionization but the C22+ and
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C2H22+ dications are formed via double ionization, the normal notation Qi'[C+ + C22+]
and CTi'tClT + C2H22+] is replaced by o n '[C+ + C22+] and criiCH* + C2H22+], to clarify
that these cross-sections have contributions from both single and double ionization,
shown in Eqs. (H.34) and (H.35).
The relative precursor specific PICSs for the formation of the fragment ions via
single ionization are detailed below. Eqs. (H.31)-(H.33) are then used with Eq. (H.2) to
determine absolute precursor specific PICSs for ion formation via single ionization, as
shown in Eq. (H.30).
(H.30),

Oj [X+] = o1[X+] xcj[C2H2+]
a[H +]-

^ H+3 _ /[ h +] - q - / ; . ) / / ; p [h +]
N j[C2H2+]
/[C 2H2+]
NJC2+] _ I [ C 2 +) - ( l - f l) / f iP[C2+]

_ rr^ TT+, _ ^ [ c 2h +] _ / [ c 2h +] - ( i - / ; .) / / ; . p [ c 2h +]
it 2 1
+
+
N}[C2 H2+]
/[C 2H2+]

(H.31),

(H.32),

(H.33).

Eqs.(H.34) and (H.35) represent the contributions from both single and double
ionization, necessary because of the intensity summation of the C++C22+ and
CtC+C2H22+ ions.
(H.34),

7[C++C22+] - ( ! - / ; ) / fjP[C+]
7[C2H2+]
(H.35).

7[CH++C2H22+] - (1 - f . ) l /;P[CH+]
7[C2H2+]
The relative precursor specific PICSs for formation of the fragment ions H+, C+,
CHT, C2+ and C2H+ via double ionization are detailed below. Eqs. (H.37)-(H.41) can
then be used with Eq. (H.2) to determine absolute precursor specific PICSs for ion
formation via double ionization.
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X
r' tr + 1
o JWX + 1] = —° 22----—x o' t[C
2H2 ]
a,[C2H /]

(H 3 6 ) ’

a 2[X+] = o 2[X+]x a [C 2H2+]
° 2[H ] =

N2[H+]

P[H+]

AUC2H2+]

f J [C 2 H 2 ]

(H.37),

(H.38),

, rc+1=J v j e ] _ = _ p [ C j _
’2L J W,[C2H2+] /; / [ c 2h 2+]
t1 _ jVJClT]
a 2[CH ]

P[CH+]

^ [ c 2h ; ]

/ , / [ c 2h 2t ]

»r r + t

g2[ c ; i =

2*- 2

nr / - ( +i

'v^ 2J
1V,[C2H2+]

-I

(H.39),

fT~T

40^

-

m C 2 H2']

A^2[C2H+] _ P[C2H+]
+
+
W,[C2H2+] /,/[C 2H2 ]

(H.41).

As detailed in Chapter 3, a value for fi was determined to enable the values of
a n[X+] to be determined, and thus values of g„'[X+]. A value for the ion detection
efficiency is found by recording the singles and pairs spectra following ionization of
CF4.
As the determination of the Gr[X+] and Qn[X+] values are discussed in detail in
Chapter 3, no additional information is presented here. Forcompleteness

the relative

PICSs for the formation of the tT, C++C22+, ClT+C2H 2 2+, C2+ and C2H+ fragment ions
are expressed below:
or[Hn

^ [fT l + ^ I lT ] _ /[H +] + P[lT]
At,[C2H2+]

(H.42),

/[O H /]

+ P[C]
H f*l
JV.ICn + A y C ^ + A^C2] _ I [ C + C "2+l) +
r

'^ '9

J

r

A U Q H /]

_ r a r | c n 2+-|

(H.43),

I

/[C2H2+]

A4CH4 + AlJC2H ^2+l+AaCH*l
] + jV2[CIf]
^ [C 2H2+]

/[CH*- +C2H22+]
^2 2 + P[C+]
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(H.44),

°r[C2

ar[C2H+] =

i _ ^ i[ C 2+] +A^2[C2+] _ ^[C2+] +

NJCt H2+]

P[C2+]

/[C2H2+]

A^[C2H+] + A^2[C2H+] _ /[C2H+] + P[C2H+]
^ [C 2H2+]

(H.45),

"
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/[C2H2+]

(H.46).

Appendix I

Absolute PICS and absolute precursor specific PICS
determinations for both the Ar/C2H2 and N2/C2H2
systems
The values of a'tCjH*], a'[C2+], a ’[CHt + C2H22+], cy'[C+ + C22+] and a ’[H+], are
shown below, for each two-gas system A1 /C 2 H2 and N 2 /C 2 H2 . The values of CTi'[C2H+],
0 2

TC2 H I, ai'[C2+], cr2'[C2+], o 12'[CHf + C2H22+], a 2'[CfT], a 12'[C+ + C22+], a 2'[C+],

CTi'[HT] and a 2 ,[H+] are also shown. These values were determined as described within
the text of Chapter 7, and are shown in Figures 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15.
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Table 1.1: Values for the ai'[C2H+], ct2'[C2H+] and g'[C2H+], as a function of
electron energy E, for each two-gas system. The error in the last
figure is shown in parentheses.

This error is the standard

deviation of four individual cross-section determinations.

AX/C2 H2 system
£/eV

ai'[C2H+]

a 2'[C2H+]

g '[C2H+]

( x l0 17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

200

6.02 (41)

0.53 (5)

6.55 (45)

150

6.01 (24)

0.58 (4)

6.59 (26)

100

7.54 (79)

0.71 (12)

8.25 (88)

75

7.47 (48)

0.69 (8)

8.16(53)

65

6.73 (41)

0.48 (4)

7.21 (43)

50

7.54 (99)

0.28 (9)

7.82(101)

40

6.37 (42)

0.08 (1)

6.45 (42)

30

4.86 (45)

0.02 (2)

4.88 (45)

N 2 /C2 H2 system
£/eV

ai'[C2H+]

a 2'[C2H+]

g '[C2H+]

(xl0‘17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

200

5.32 (49)

0.47 (5)

5.79 (54)

150

5.69 (48)

0.53 (6)

6.22 (31)

100

7.15 (29)

0.70 (5)

7.85 (33)

75

6.87 (57)

0.56 (6)

7.43 (62)

65

6.56 (76)

0.50 (8)

7.06 (80)

50

6.91 (66)

0.28 (11)

7.19(66)

40

6.95(51)

0.08 (1)

7.03 (52)

30

4.87 (68)

0.02 (2)

4.89 (68)
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Table 1.2: Values for the Gi'[C2+], G2 TC2+] and a'[C2+], as a function of
electron energy E, for each two-gas system. The error in the last
figure is shown in parentheses.

This error is the standard

deviation of four individual cross-section determinations.

Ar/C2 H2 system
E/eV

ai'[C2+]

CT2 TC2 I

a'[C2+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

200

1.55 (12)

0.28 (2)

1.83 (14)

150

1.69 (6)

0.32 (2)

2.01 (7)

100

2.24 (23)

0.34 (4)

2.58 (27)

75

2.32 (12)

0.29 (4)

2.61 (16)

65

2.10(13)

0.18 (4)

2.28 (14)

50

2.29 (31)

0.07 (4)

2.36 (31)

40

1.83 (11)

0.01 (1)

1.84(11)

30

1.29(13)

0.01 (1)

1.30(14)

N 2 /C2 H2 system
E/eV

ai'[C2+]

a 2'[C2+]

a'[C2+]

(xl0‘17cm2)

(xlO‘17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

200

1.40(12)

0.26 (3)

1.66(14)

150

1.62(15)

0.30 (3)

1.92 (12)

100

2.16(12)

0.35 (4)

2.51 (15)

75

2.15(17)

0.21 (3)

2.36 (19)

65

2.06 (25)

0.19(5)

2.25 (23)

50

2.09 (19)

0.06 (3)

2.15 (19)

40

2.01 (14)

0.01 (1)

2.02 (14)

30

1.30(16)

0.01 (1)

1.31 (16)
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Table 1.3: Values for the ct12'[OT + C2H22+], a2'[CH+] and a'[CH+ +
C2H22+], as a function of electron energy E, for each two-gas
system. The error in the last figure is shown in parentheses.
This error is the standard deviation of four individual crosssection determinations.

Ar/C2H2 system
E/eV

<Ji2'[CHf+ C2H22+]

a 2'[CH+]

a'[CH++ C2H22+]

(xl0"17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

(xlO‘17cm2)

200

2.14(13)

0.68 (5)

2.82(18)

150

2.35(11)

r\ "7< / n \

U. / D ( / j

3.11 (16)

100

2.98 (26)

0.92 (17)

3.90 (41)

75

3.03 (19)

0.78 (6)

3.81 (24)

65

2.70 (16)

0.51 (7)

3.21 (20)

50

2.68 (36)

0.23 (8)

2.91 (40)

40

1.90(12)

0.05 (1)

1.95 (13)

30

1.12(13)

0.01 (1)

1.13 (14)

N 2 /C2 H2 system
£/eV

CTi2'[Cir+ C2H22+]

a 2'[CH+]

a'[CH++ C2H22+]

(xl0’17cm2)

(xlO‘17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

200

1.91 (16)

0.67 (10)

2.58 (25)

150

2.12(14)

0.76 (8)

2.88 (16)

100

2.90 (7)

0.92(11)

3.82(16)

75

2.81 (22)

0.65(11)

3.46 (30)

65

2.64 (26)

0.58 (12)

3.22 (32)

50

2.40 (20)

0.27 (13)

2.67 (29)

40

2.01 (15)

0.07 (1)

2.08 (16)

30

1.08 (15)

0.02 (2)

1.10(15)
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Table 1.4: Values for the on’[C+ + C22+], a2'[C+] and g'[C+ + C22+], as a
function of electron energy E, for each two-gas system. The
error in the last figure is shown in parentheses. This error is the
standard

deviation

of

four

individual

cross-section

determinations.

Ar/C2 H2 system
£/eV

a i2'[C+ + C22+]

a 2'[C+]

&[C+ + C22+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

200

1.28 (10)

1.79(13)

150

1.40 (4)

0.51 (4)
n ca

100

1.82 (20)

0.57 (11)

2.39 (30)

75

1.73 (8)

0.43 (4)

2.16(12)

65

1.47 (9)

0.20 (5)

1.67(14)

50

1.31 (17)

0.05 (4)

1.36(19)

40

0.82 (6)

0.01 (1)

0.83 (6)

30

0.35 (5)

0.01 (1)

0.36 (5)

\J.~JVJ

)

1

qa

L . y \ j

/

j

N 2 /C2 H2 system
£/eV

a i2'[C+ + C22+]

tf2'[C+]

&[C+ + C22+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(x l0 ‘17cm2)

200

1.16(11)

0.46 (6)

1.62(17)

150

1.31 (13)

0.52 (4)

1.83 (11)

100

1.70 (6)

0.57 (6)

2.27(11)

75

1.59(14)

0.28 (7)

1.87 (20)

65

1.45(14)

0.25 (7)

1.70(19)

50

1.17(14)

0.08 (4)

1.25 (17)

40

0.86 (7)

0.02 (1)

0.88 (8)

30

0.36 (5)

0.01 (1)

0.37 (5)
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Table 1.5: Values for the (^'[H*],

and a'JH*]. as a function of

g 2'[H +]

electron energy E, for each two-gas system. The error in the last
figure is shown in parentheses.

This error is the standard

deviation of four individual cross-section determinations.

AJ/C2 H2 system
tfiTH"]

a 2,[H+]

a'[H+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0~17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

200

1.48 (10)

1.20(11)

2.68 (20)

150

1.65 (3)

1.32 (7)

2.97 (10)

1 AA

xuO

a r \s ^ / r s r \ \

z.uz (zu)

1.49 (26)

3.51 (43)

75

2.17(11)

1.28(14)

3.45 (20)

65

1.91 (15)

0.79 (14)

2.70 (25)

50

1.79 (28)

0.31 (3)

2.10(30)

40

1.17(9)

0.09 (1)

1.26 (9)

30

0.57 (8)

0.02 (2)

0.59 (9)

£/eV

N 2 /C2 H2 system
£/eV

ai'tH"]

a2'[H+]

a'[H+]

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0'17cm2)

(xl0‘17cm2)

200

1.31 (14)

1.08 (9)

2.39 (22)

150

1.52 (10)

1.23 (12)

2.75 (21)

100

1.97 (6)

1.47 (12)

3.44 (17)

75

1.91 (18)

0.97 (12)

2.88 (30)

65

1.78 (18)

0.86 (19)

2.64 (26)

50

1.64(17)

0.38 (16)

2.02 (30)

40

1.22(12)

0.09 (1)

1.31 (13)

30

0.57 (8)

0.03 (2)

0.60 (9)

